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PREFACE* 
TO 

AN ESSAY ON 

'MILTON'S USE AM) tAirrxrioN OF THE 

MODERNS IN 1115 l'AliADISE LOST. 

_ 	.. 

[First published in the Year 1750.) 

is now more than half a century since the 
I

T 
I PAItADISE Loa r, having broke through the clouds 
with which the unpopularity of the author, for a time, 
obscured it, has attracted the general admiration of 
mankind; who have endeavoured to compensate the 
errour of their first neglect, by lavish praises and 
boundless veneration. There seems to have arisen a 
contest, among men of genius and literature, who 

" * It is to be hoped, n.ty, it is expected, that the elegant and 
" nervous writer, whose judicious sentiments, anti inimitable style 
"'wilds nut the author of baultr's Preface and Post4ea ipt, will nu 
" longer allow one to plume Num if 2Lith his pattern, r.ho appears 
" so little to .;:tve deserved his amti.a.tnce ; on tmistance uhich 1 
" tun persu uled would never hove bet n cinnamic tted, h.td there 
" been the least suspicion of those 1..cts which I have been the in- 
" strument of couveyinl to the %%odd in these sheets."—Miltim 
vindicated from the charge ef plac;Prism brought against hire ley Mr. 
Lauder, and !Ander him< .11' convected al sere rat for Brits and grew 
impositions on the patella. 	By Ma Douglas, M. el. Bow l' 
Eaton Constantine, &lop. 	8vo. 1751, p. 77. 	. . 

Voi,. V.M. 	 0 1.1 	 thould 
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PREFACE TO AN ESSAY 

should most advance its honour, or best distinguish 
its 	beauties. 	Some have revised ,editions, 	others 
have published commentaries, and all have endea- 
voured 	to ir,ake 	their particular studies, 	in 	some 
degree,  subservient to this general emulation. 

Among the inquiries to which this ardota?Of criti-
cism has natu rally gi vett occasion, none is more obscure 
in itself, or more worthy of rational curiosity, than a 
retrospection of the progress of this mighty genius, 
in the construction of his work i  a view of the fabrick 
gradually rising, perhaps from small beginnings, till its 
foundation rests in the centre, and its turrets sparkle 
in the skies; to trace back the structure, through all its 
varieties, to the simplicity of its first plan ; to find what 
was first projected, whence the scheme was taken, how 
it was improved, by what assistance it was executed, 
and from what stores the materials were collected, 
whether its founder dug them from the quarrieS of 
nature, or demolished other buildings to embellish 
his own. 

This inquiry has been,indccd, not wholly neglected, 
nor, perhaps, prosecuted with the care and.  diligence 
that it deserveq. 	Several eriticks have offered their 
cAjEctures ; I) 	. none have much endeavoured to 

. enforce or ascertat them. 	* Mr. VoLTAiRt tells 
US, without pool, that 	the first hint of 1 ..'n It AD ISE 
LO.,T  Wati taken from a three  C,11101 ADA:JO, WrittC11 
by a 	placer ; 	t  DR. PEARcr, i hat it 	tv:,s derived 

t',44ay iip,ai lie ci,ii 	11'ar..4  LI Fr.into, :in.i ..,Cto  tipott the spick 
1', ,ily of thr 	Foroptmt 	NutioDc, 	(non 	11.111.1. 	,Lieu to Milton, 
Svo. 	1747, I.. 103. 	E.  

1 	rfv140  a 	1; Nit-.v,,  4  tin. 'reit  of th: Tv,:vive 	Books of 
D.IiiLA 	i .r,  11,o,t, in which the chief ul Dr. 1.1..ialo 's Ewell- 
.14441M  Lac ooramtl. 8  'V v. 1733. 	L. 

.  0 	 from 

   
  



ON MILTON'S PARADISE LOST. 	3 
from an Italian tragedy, called Ii.. PA:Aniso PERSO; 
and • MR. PECK, that it was borrowed from a wild 
romance. 	Any of these conjectures may possibly 
be true, but, as they stand without sufficient proof, 
it must...he granted, likewise, that they may all possi-
bly be false ; at least they cannot preclude any other 
opinion, which without argument has the same claim 
to credit, and may perhaps he shown, by resistless 
evidence, to be better founded. 

It is related; by steady and uncoutroverted tradi-
tion, that the PARADISE LOST was at first a TRA- 
GEDY, and therefore, amongst tragedies, the first 
hint is properly'  o be sought. In a manuscript, pub-
lished from Mwron's own hand, among a great 
number of subjects for tragedy, is ADAM ITN PARA- 
DISED, or ADAM IIE EXILE; and this, therefore, may 
be justly supposed the embryo of this great poem. 
Ae it is observable, that all these subjects had been 
tread by others, the manuscript can be supposed 

. nothing more, than a memorial or catalogue of plays, 
which, for some reason, the writer thought worthy 
of his attention. 	When, therefore, I had observed, 
that ADAM IN EXILE was named amongst them. I 
doubted not but, in finding the original of that ti-
gedy, I should disclose the genuine source of PAH/ r  
DISE LOST. 	Nor was my expectation disappointed; 
for, having, procured the ADAMUS Exut. of GRO-. 
TUTS, I found, or imagined myself to find, the first 
draught, the PRIMA STASI& of this wonderful 
poem. 

!Living thus traced the OR 10 INAL of this work, I 
was naturally induced to continue my search to the 

* New Memoirs of Mr. John Milton. 	By Francis pick. 4t0. 
mo. p. 5th 	E. 	.. 

B 2 	 COILA- 

   
  



4 	PREFACE TO AN ESSAY 

OLL ATER AL 	 I; rr,ATIo \ s, which it might be sup- 
osed to have contracted, in its progress to MATU- 
IT I : and 	ha, ing, 	at 	least, 	persuaded 	my 	own 

jmlfpnent that the search has not been intirely inef-
feet ual, I now lay the result of my labours before the 
mblick ; with full conviction, that in questions of 
tis kind, the world 	connot be MISTAKEN, at least 

cannot long continue in errour. 
I cannot avoid acknowledging the CANDOUR Of the 

-author of that cxcellynt monthly book, the GENTLE- 
MAN'S IVAGAZP E, ill f.;:ving admission to the speci- 
mens in favour of I Lis ar.,:ttnent ; and Ins 	ntpARTT- 
ALI', Y ill 115 	recly 	insetting the several answers. 	I 
5hall here subjoin 	some Ex-rii ACTS from the xi kb 
volume of this work, which I think suitable to my pur- 
pose. 	To which 1 have added, in order to obviate 
every pretence for cavil, a L 1ST of I lle alll110I'S quoted 

• 10 in the ((Aiming ESSAY, 	Willi their respective DATES, 
in comparison with OW DATE of PARADISE LOST. 

P () STSC 11. I P'1'. 

WI lEN this 	.  was : 	' 	st finished, the splen- 
did 	Edition` 	'A it. ADJSE. 	)7., so long promised 
b" the re), ere '1 	Dr. Nr:,?f  in, fill into my hands ; 
of ‘vhielt 	I 	hail, 	howevtk, 	so 	little 	use, 	that 	as 	it 

ti t  

would be iiijn4tiee to tenure, it 	would be flattery 
to c 	 nd it. : 	and I should have totalix 	forborn 
d

, 
cutn 	a 1, ir  io 	111 	,,,.1;  that 1  hay(: not read, had not ..„ pie-sagc, at. 	cotclusiti 1 of the life of  MIL- 41(he 

TON,  excited in Ne too 	muc 	.,ity and indignation 
to be 	cL11  'in  SOCIICC. s ii  

cc , 

 pi 
rah, 	1iNfri,TON'S 	3'0111)g:A  daughter," says 

. 	• bc,,Plitor, "  waitnarried to Mr. Abraham Clarke, 
, fo- " a weaver, 

   
  



ON MILTON'S PARADISg LOST. 	5 
"a weaver, in Spitalfields, and died in August 1727, 
" in the 76th year of her age. 	She had ten chit- 
" dren. 	Elizabeth, the youngest, was married to 
" Mr. Thomas roster, a weaver, in Spitalfields, and 
" had se, .1n children, who are all dead; and she her- 
" self is aged about sizty, and weak and hilinn. She 
" seemeth to be a good Albs sensible woman, and has 
"iponfirmed several particulars related above, and 
" informed me of some others, which she had often 
" heard from her mother." 	These the doctor enu-
merates, and then adds, " In all probability Mu.- 
" roc's whole family will be extinct with her, and he 
"can live only in his writings. 	And such is the 
" caprice of fortune, this grand-daughter of a man, 
" who will be an everlasting glory to the nation, has 
" now fur some years, with her husband, kept a little 
" chandler's or grocer's shop, for their subsistence, 
" lately akthe lower Holloway, in the road between 
a Highgate and London, and at prestnt‘ itt Cock- 
" lane, not far from Shoreditch church." 

That this relation is true cannot be questioned: 
hut, surely, the honour of letters, the diirnity of sa-
cred poetry, the spirit of the English na t km, anti V 
glory of human nature, require— that it should 'be 
true no longer.--In an age, in a Welt statues are 
erected to the honour or this grcal writer, in which 
his effigy I.as been (lamed 'on medals, mid his work 
propagated by translations, awl illie.trated by votn-
mentaries ; in an age, a Iiii.hamii::4 all its vices, and . 
all its follies, has not heroine Winnow; for a lot of 
charity: it may be, surely, allowvi l to hope, t hat thy 
living remains of IgtvroN Will I)4' 110 (on',[' r suln ..41 
to languish in distress. 	It is yet in the power of  a , “ 

3 
	 great 

   
  



6 	 POSTSCRIPT. 
reat people, to reward the poet whose name they 

boast, and from their alliance to whose genius, they 
(claim some kind of superiority to every other nation 
pf the earth ; that poet, whose works may possibly 
be read 	when 	every other monument -.: British 

reatness shall be obliterated ; 	to reward him—not 
with picture.., or with medals, which, if he sees, he 
ecs with contempt, but—with tokens of gratitude, 
vhich he, perhaps, may even now consider as not 

unworthy the regard of an immortal spirit. 	And 
furely, to those, who refuse their names to no other 
Scheme of expense, it will not be unwelcome, that 

suBseuteTioN 	is proposed, 	for relieving, in the 
an nor or age, the pains of disease, and the con-

tempt of poverty, the grand-daughter of the author 
pf PARADISE 	1.0'.1% 	Nor 	can 	it be 	questioned, 
that if I, who have been marked out as 	Zot Lys 
f Mt uroN, think this regard due to 	ter 
he design will be warmly seconded by 	wh 
ives have been employed, in diseovc.rid 	ex  . ,,p 

lencies, and extending his reputation. 	 . ., 

Subsdiptions 
or tile lioll.tof 

Mrs. ELI inni4Orl:osTr.v, 
Grad-daughter to loliN ,N1 ivroN, 

are taken in by 
odsley, in 	Pall-Mall ; 

lessrs. 	",ox & Collings, tinder the Royal Exchange; 
fir. Cave, 	nt St. John's Gate, Clcrkcnwell ; and 
Ifisbrs:  ..121.5'11,- & Bump( t, in Pater-noster-Bow. 
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A 
, 

LETTUR 
co TRX 

REVEREND MU. DOUGLAS, 

OCCASIONED IIY 1118 

VINDICATION OF MILTOAr. 

To which are subjoined, 

' 	SEVERAL CURIOUS ORIOINAL LETTERS 

Troth the Authors of the UNIVERSAL IIISTOUE. Mr. AINSWORTH, 
Mr. MACLAVRIN, are. 

By. WILLIAM LAUDER, A, M. * 

....._.—.....m........... 
. 	• Qui in 'onkel worm- prim est moons. 	SaxicA. 

COPpOra vnagnanimo nails rat prowtraur Leuni. 
Pugna suumfinesn, tpunn jacte Audis, !tablet. 	OVID. 

- 	•• 	.- 	Preeidi Ch motions 
Aria IUgori. 	- - - 	C nom Munn& Litul 

First piloted in the Year iikt. 

   
  



L 	s 

11: 	111.L. 
OF this Pamphlet, Mr. I.:oitler gives the 	following 	accoun 

" An ingenious gentkinan (IOr 	wlop:e 	a mazing abilities 1 h 
" conceReil 	the 	lii!...lit..-4 	%eller:Ilion, 	and 	in 	whose 	c.induur 	a 
" frit  inl,bip I rppo,•cil the mom implicit iind unlimited conlid 
" advised me 	to With' WI IIIIIY,VI'Vt'd iti:Tio...ine °lull 	the 	li 
" Lid 	intrrpol.ited 	a ,.. Hr.,  t 	Milt LW, 	\11111 	l h  0.. % IcW, 	c II  I( Hy 

" no 	future eriticl,s 	iiiiy,lit 	ever have 	an 	oprrtiniity of ‘ 
" theiwel‘es 	upon 	suitill di,co \ orie.“11 	a 	fee. 	line..,, 	which. 
" serve 	to rcvi‘o my error, 	twit 	keep the 	controversy 	etc 
" ali \ e. 

,, 	‘v,th this.  ,,,Ni„.,ii„,,, i 	I 	1  h„„ 	,,hearially 	complied, 	when 	that 
" guntl,man • \eroh• 	tor 	no: 	Hie loiter that 	‘vii; 	publisliv( 	in 	lily 
" nano. 	Ill 	Mo. 	111114 : .1 ft, ill \\ hid ] II  • 	coniniitied Inc 	error 	that 
" proved 	fit.il 	to iliv, owl 	ot 	hit 	?•11111, 	time inpirious 	to tlie pill 
" lick. 	rot', 141 plat e of ii 1..ion%led r ii.r. di it 	such and 	:inch 	pa 
" tivi l l w 	p:1,..,....1. ,, ,,.. 	11111 \ v ,• I•,• 	lotto 	ip,i1al. 	il, 	lie 	;.;ti‘e 	up 	the 	‘vIttl 
" 11,, oy 	again.  I 	\t  iiiiii 	li, 	di ily•ii,i, 	nod 	Iii,,ri pi  c,t.iititt ion, 	ill 
" thi, ithy 	iiiip,o.ill 	mole 	rt • , .%,)11)•1 1• 	lin 	t!." 	paid:, k 	than 	I 	Ii 
" done, aiol 	II,:it 	too 	in 	li'l III • 	IIIIICII 	IIii)re 	s111,1111 ,.-.4Ve 	and 	abje 

-" III:III 	Hits 	11.11111, • 	0.1f 	ila' 	ilf,... 	Ilre . 	IA . (11104:0. 

IP " 	.1114 1 11'.)1 	IIII:• 	1,11 0 1 . , 	III 	IIII.IIV 	It 	pi.,•(h 	corit.iitioil 	not 	my 
tiineni?,, 	:—, 	pl. 	1111,, 	iippi ,i, 4 	iron 	Ow 	contiltihotory 	l'oht..cri 

" ;10,20 .010d 	to 	It : 	p.a. 	:,111'11 	V,.I' 	III), 	111[1011.01, 111,lt 	that 	time, 	at 
" ittopLe;t 	)1.01111m c 	ill 	illy 	11 ii old, 	tlo.ot 	I 	.1111).,-ed 	it 	to 	he 	villa 
., i ll 	in,. 	1,111,', 	114,10:•11 	I 	

.
.,1:04 	I), evo 	II . 	IV 	1110 , 11,1rd 	bv 	( III , 	of 	ti 

" g 	ca.. ..a 	ow 	I I 	of 	IL., 	ar, 	of 	it, 	1111 1 11111 	tetool) Joe), 	1,;Itich 	I 	ht 	' 
" Sillel. 	fil'iii 	l 	Y..11'l1:11 	lie, 	ll 	ill 	lily 	viol. 

" 	That 	iii,' 	; 'l 	III 1 1.11 1.111 	III 	Ili 	Iii 	,.., yr! 	Iii,,, 	.11111 	\v ,is 	Reilly 

" olIIIIIt , 11 	1 1 1...44, 	l'. 	C. , 	l ' 	Ill: 	1r4 0 	I 	11 	111 , ., ''.t 	pilib.illy 	Ill' 
" elk et.114,467 	Ii 	row! 	in.• 	1111. ,1 	, 	, 	.1111111 	oi 	IL. 	poblic!, 
" i n  5014. 	no..' 	11;,. 	1 , . n...11:. 	my 	, 	.., 	ter 	to 	ill, 	honour 	i 
‘i i i ....1,1 %% ,,,. 	11 	ci i 	ill 	! it. 	 ,, 	Ii 	'11 	Iii 	I 	l 	'. 	'. 	I 	i 	t 	' 	I 4.', 	ll 	l'ell 	/ICI, 	ll 	i 
" Ski/ 	It 	II, 	„II 	till •.'i•l 	I 101 	• 	I , 	I 	II' 	,.. 	,, , C,.11,1 Ion 	V.'itli 

" lion 	41iir.l'it. 	IIV 	4 	.,, 	,1,1,,I 	. 	ii 	.,,, 	I 	,, i ii 	au- 	..11,1 	iiiieg 

" I 	11..Iii 	1.. 	il,,, i1,1 	it 	: 	1; 	, •tt,'.11 	.1 	i; 	t 	t 	i1,11111'. 	a .104' 
" 1114III 	. 	i,,ciiii1 	1, 14 	a 	, 	dolt, 	I, 	in 	,, rilei 	0 , 	01.1.1i 
I" 1,111. 	;It'l 	*Ili 	lelliliy, 	Ill 	i 	i 	Ill , 	il 	I , .11,-( Ito 	wilik 	VI 	I. 	thin 

111 
 1C 	si 	'i 	I 	r 	.1111141. 	I'll( 	i 	iil.,1,..,1. 1 	111;',11'!1I 	ll' 	l'I 	eillg 	111 	10 

11 	i 	i i iiii111 	iii-i• 	in 	ti.e 	J1111,111, 	1,1 	1.1 	. 	1 .0: 	Iirdt, 	1111W , 

" 4440 	'fiPV '., 	.'. 	t o 	.^111 1 , 	I . 	low 	1111:•1•1, , 	to 	I,,• 	; 	i‘, 11 	iii 	it 

" 	.1‘111144/4•11.IIIIIII."  16.'_' 	(  ' hot li.t. 	'd in f i . CI l it o i 	i  rip,/ 	I 'U. 	e 

   
  



t 	9 	1 

TO THE 

REVEREND MR. DOUGLAS. 

SIR, 

UR CANDO
DOUR and tenderness are in any relation, 

on all occasiong, eminently amiable; but 
when they are found in an adversary, and found so 
prevalent as to overpoms that zeal which his cause 
excites, and that beat Ad) naturally increases in 
the prosecution of argument, and a hieh may lie in 
a great measure justified by the love of truth, they 
certainly appear with particular nth:advs., and it 
is impossible not to en% y those u Ito poss( ss the friend-
ship of him, uhom it is et en some degree of good 
fortune to have known as •an enemy. 

I will not so tar dissemble my weakness, or my 
fault, as not to confe4s that my wish was to hate 
passed undetected; but since it has been my fortune , 
to fail in my original design, to have the supposi-
titious passages villielt I have in erted in my quota-
tions made known to the world, and the shade which 
began to gather on the splendour of Mition totally 
dispersed, I cannot but count it an alleviation of my 
pain, that I have been defeated by It Mall who knows 
bow to use advantages with so much moderation, 
and can enjoy the honour of conquest uithout the 
insolence of triumph. 

It 

   
  



TO 	A LETTER TO THE.  

It was one of the maxims of the Spartans, not to 
press upon a flying army, and therefore their ene-
mies were always ready to quit the field, because 
they knew the danger was only in opposing. 	The 
civility with which you have thought proper -to treat 
me, when you had incontestable superiority, has 
inclined me to make your victory complete, without 
any further struggle, and not. only —u p 	blickly to ac- 
knowledge the truth of the charge which you have 
hitherto advanced, but to confess, without the least 
dissimulat ion, subterfuge, or concealment, every other 
interpolation I have made in those authors, which 
you have not yet had opportunity to examine. 

On the sincerity and punctuality of this confession, 
I am willing to depend for all the Iiiture regard of 
mankind, and cannot but indulge some hopes, that 
they whom my offence has alienated from me, may 
by this instance of ingenuity and repentance, be pro- 
pitiated and reconciled. 	Whatever be the event, I 
shall at least have done all that can be done in repa-
ration of my former injuries to Milton, to truth, and 
to mankind, and entreat that those who shall conti- 
nue 	MTh 	Isle, 	will 	examine their own 	hearts, 
xvhether 	y have not committed equal el Mies with- 
out equal 	acids of sorrow, or equal acts of atone- 
ment at. 

. 	• The intvrpollitimis tut 411:linpii:htd by Thalia: chur.telen, 

4/11.P.  
`. 

• 

PASS AC;F:, 

   
  



REVEREND MR. DOUGLAS. 	n 

.PASSAG es interpolated in MASENIITS. 

TIN; word pandemonium in the marginal notes of 
Book I. 	Essay, page 'so. 

CITATION VI. 	Essay, page  38. 
Adnuit ipsa Bolo, malusnque (hen! longa dolendi 
Materiels 1 	& triste nefas !) vesana momordit 
'fatal ignara mall. 	Mora nulla, splutus Avernus 
Exspuit infandas acies; fractumque remugit 
Divulsa compage solum. 	Nabatheea receptum 
Regna dedere annum, Pharioque in littore Nereus 
Territus eruhuit: situul adgemuere dolentes 
Hesperiee vanes, Libyeaque calends arena 
Exarsero procul. 	Stupefacta Lyeaostis area 
Constitit, & pavido riguit glacialis in axe: 
Omnis cardinibus submotus inhorruit orbis; 
Atwell hoc ejiciunt, exekstia jussa secuti. 

CITATION VII. 	Essay, page 41. 
Illa quidem fugieus, sparsis per terga capillis, 
Ora rigat lacrimis, & ewlum questibus implet: 
Talia voce rogans. 	Magni Dens arbiter orbis I 
Qui rerum momenta tenets, solusque futuri 
Prwscius, elapsique memor : quern terra potentem 
Imperio, cculique tremunt ; quern dite superbus 
Ilorrescit Phlegethon, pavidcque furore veretur: 
En I 	Styg►e crudeli preminsur. 	Laxasitur hiatus 
Tartarci, dimwits° solo dominatisr Avernus, 
Afernevue canes poulantur candle errata, 
fit thanes violaut superos: dibcrimina reruns 

I 	 Sustulit 

   
  



72 	A LETTER. TO THE 
Sustulit Antitheus, divumque oppressit honorem. 
Respite Sarcotheam: nimis, hen! decepta momordit 
Infaustas epulas, nosque omncs prodidit hosti. 

C vr ATI oN VIII. Essay, page 4 2, the whole p-assage. 

Quadri/ poll pugnat quadrupes, volucrique volucris ; 
El piscis cum pisce "(Tor. hostilibus armis 
Pralla sd'za go it : jam prioina pabula spowunt, 
Jam londcre pi'cl viridanirs graminc cameos : 
Alterum K'altcrius viz 	animalia Oho : 
Privca 71CC in geuton humanam revcrentia Aura`  
Sed firgiant, vel .vi stderant fora bella minim/lir 
I'ronte truci, torrosque oculos jaculanlur in Oa? 

CITATION IX. 	Essay, page 43. 

1'atibus antiquiv nunzerantur Ii 	gassis, 
Tiresias, l'h 	 lliamyrisque„magnus I foments, 

The above passage s't nd 	thus in illasenius, in o 
line: 

Tiresias (Teens, ThamyrLque, & Daphnis, I lomfft 

N. B. The VOP,1! 110W Cited IS 111 Ma.vcnius's Poem., 
butoot in the ,S'iticei'iv. 

C IT ,‘"110': N. 	Essay, page /16. 
ill 

In rt41-6, t lunar-. intcr provectus °mutes' 
&mini'. Antit hens. rtliquis hic altior units 
Eminet, & rii cunt % tilgus despectat inane: 
irons !It i ndis obscura larct, turvilinquf: furoroni 

fl, Dissimulat, fal:e 1A.clus velaniiii 	noctis : 
4,  j 

l 
 I 	 PriVinlill 

   
  



ItiEVEREND MR. DOUGLAS. 	13 

Persimilis turri precelste, aut montibus altis 
2Intigme cedro, nudate frondis &more. 

Passages interpolated in Groans. 

CITATION I. 	Essay, page 55. 
Sacri tonantis hostis, exsul patrite 
Ccelestis adsum; tartari tristem syecum 
Fugiens, & atram noetis Itternz plagam. 
Hac spe, quod ununi maximum fugio ma'am, 
Superos videbo. 	Pallor? an certe mco 
Concussa tellus tota trepidat pondere ? 
2uid dico ? Millis ? Orals es pedibus (remit. 

CITATION II. 	Essay, page 58, the whole passage. 
Kam, me flake, 

Regnare dignum ccl ambitu, eta is 71rriaro : 
ecesse 	'arlaro siquidem juvat, into pn 	l  

(-Cells quam in ipsis semi obire munia. 

CITATION IV. 	Essay, page 6 1, the whole passage. 

Innominata pique nominibus suis, 
Libel vocare propriis vocabulis. 

CITATION V. 	Essay, page 63. 	, 
Terrestris orbis rector I 	& priuceps freti ! 
Cali solique sobuks; xtherium genus I 	. 
Adame ! Jextram liccat umplecti tuam I 

CITATION VI. 	Essay, ibid. 
Qnod illud animal, tramite obliquo means, 
A4 me voluturn flcxili serpit Iii ? 

Sibila I 

   
  



14 	A LETTER TO THE 
Sibila retorqnet ora setostun caput 
Trifidamque linguain vibrat : 	oculi ardent du 
Carhunculorum lace certantes rubrci. 

CITATION VII. Essay, page 65, the whole passage. 

rata (leo ! 	homine 	! algae 	sata 
Regina mundi ! eat/calque interims inscia ! 
Canals 	! colemla 

CITATION VIII. Essay, page 66, the whole passage. 

Rationis denim omnino paritas exigit, 
Ego brut(' quando bestia evasi &quells; 
Ex hominc,.qualis ante, le.  ieri !)cam. 

CITATION IX. 	Essay, ibid. 

Per sancta thalami sacra, per jus nonnitis 
Quodctunque nostri: sive me natant vocal, 
Ex to creatam ; sive communi patre 
Ortam, sororem ;  sive potius cimjugem: 
Cassam, oro, dulei 	minis Marc Mi 

N'i rTte me relinquas: 	b  tuo auxilio cst opus. 
Cun 	1 versa SON est. 	Unicum lapsa, mild 
Fintv,  'Amen, imam spem gravi adtliet'x malo, 
Te milt , i • 	,  s..v  i 1.( 	(.1 	a, dum licet : 	mortalium 
Ne tota 	soboles pereat unius nece : 
Tibi nam 1  -rclicta, qm) petal* aril ,eutm exigam? 

!I  
CITATION 	\. Essay, page *I  the wile passage. 7  

11011 	?cc sot:, 	 r; n , . 	7  q 	anini contiwriits, m 
illi

t ' 
 cs )1"iv"'  •, 	 . a st 	 q() 	 •e n tor, b 

(Adeoque 

   
  



REVEREND MR. DOUGLAS. 	15 
Oldeoque misers magis, quippe miserke comes 
Origoque scelus est, lurida muter mule !) 
Deumque kesi scelere, teque, yin ! simul. 

CITATION XI. Essay, page 68, the whole passage. 
2uod comedo, poto, gigno, diris subjacel.. 

Interpolation in Ramsay. 

CITATION VI. 	Essay, page 88. 
0 judexl nova me facies inopinaque terrct ; 
Me maculae turpes, nudtcque in corpore sordcs, 
Et cruciant duris exereita pectora pcenis: . 
Me ferus horror agit. 	Mihi non vernantia prate, 
Non vitrei fontes, cceli non aurea temple, 	. 
Nee sent grata milli sub utroquejacentia sole: 
Judicis era Dei sic terrent, lancinat tegrum 
Sic pectus mihi noxa. 0 si ml abrumpere vitam, 
Et detur pcenam quovis evadere ktho ! 
Ipsa parens utinam milli tellus ima dehiscat ! 
Ad piceas trudarque umbras, atque infcra regna! 
Pullentes umbras Erebi, noclanque profundam ! 
Montibus aut premar injectis, antique ruin& ! 
Ante tuos vultus, tua qualm flammantiaque ora 
Suspiciam, caput object= & ccekstibus armis I 

Interpolations in Staphorstius. 

CITA.T1ON M. Essay, page 104. 
Fcedus in humanis fragili quod sanctius sew)! 
Firmius & radius, quod magniticentius, as quam 
conjugiis sponsi sponsteque jugalia sacra! Auspice 
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A LETTER TO THE 
Au.cpice le,fiN.;icnc alieni sulk-111)a lecti, 
Dira libido horn/num to/a tie genie repulsa csl .- 
Ac tad= gregibus pecucluen ralione carcnIuni 
Imperal, K sine It .i.;.e Earl furibunela ragalnr. 
Auspice It, quam juice probant, recluenque, piunupte 
_Ellin.; alque paler, fralerque innotitit; N.  gnat 1 

Vincula ricini saciarunI sanguines, a lc 
Nominibus dirlici:rc secant (lislinguerc genlene. 

CITA 1' I ON VI. 	Essay, page 109. 

Ccclestes aniline ! 	sublinna teinpla tenentbs, 
Laud i bus adeumulate (-tenni super can nia magnum ! 
Tit quogu(^.ntnic aninn vis total ac ntaxunnt nostri 
Tota tin in 1)oirs.'iti grates dissolvere lainIcs ! 
Aurora redcunle nu,-(1, reileuntibus umbris. 
lunnensuni! angtigtun! vertnn ! inserittabil( mime' 
Sainte,. 1)1:11:.! 	sobolu,sippo Dei ! 	consorsque duorut 
Spiritus ! 	Interni -..rctines, bone rector ! 	habena 
I'er  Ilia IT,  per tt 	is, ecclosque, atquc Innis Julio% 
Existeng, celebr:, 	(1 tints, inernorique sonabo 
Organico pleciro laudes. 	l'e peetore tunabo 
If /)1'111111111, ,S  medium, S' summon, seil fine en  , 
0 ii 	ininindc modi,! 	ter niaxitue rertun! 
Culhistrat terrai (hull !amine "f itan Euo ! v., 

v. 	Ititcrpollition '1) For. 	Esyay, page. 	1 1 

'111 Psyclieplimie 
I lypocrisis (go, hoe 	111) Francisci pallid. 
1 it 'thanate, Alartyromastix re 1101tomine sits. 

4 

Alter 

   
  



REVEREND MR. DOUGLAS. 17 
Altered thus, 

Tu Psychephone ! 
Hypocrisis esto; hoc sub Prancisci pallio, 
.9-uo lute lecti sese credunt emori. 

• 
Interpolation in 2uintianus. 	Essay, page 117. 

lIfic. 	Cur bite procaci veneris corm refer ? 
Mauer° si quis in sua potent domo, 
Habitare munquam curet alienas domos. 

Luc. 	Quis non, relied Tartari nigri demo, 
Veniret ? Bic summa tenebrarum lues, 
Ubi pedor ingens rcdolet extremuut situm. 
Ric autem amcona rept', & dulcis quies ; 
Ubi serenus ride t attenunn dies. 
Mutare facile* est pondus immensum levi, 
Summos dolores tnaxintisgue gouda 

Interpolation in Dm. 	Essay, page x19. 
Stygemque testor, & profunda Tartati, 
Nisi impediret livor, & queis prosequor 
Odia suprcmum numen, atque honiinum genus, 
Pietate motus hint patris, & biuc filii, 
Possem parenti condolere & filio, 
Simi exuissein omen manikin cx pectore. 

Interpolation in Fletcher. 	Essay, page t24. 

Nee tamer teems obliti (alisiste timere) 
Umquani auimos, fessique ingeutes pouimus itai. 

• &Oldie. the word rube watulMituted is the Ewa/. 

VOL, VIII. 	 (.7 	 Nee 
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1 8 	A LETTER TO THE 

Nec fas ; non sic deficimus, nec talia teciin1 
Gessimus, in mks olim tua signa secuti. 
Est hic, est ‘'ita.: & magni contemptor Olympi, 
Quique °blatant animus Iiruis nu 	respuat aulam, 
Et domiti tantinn placeat eui rcgia cadi. 
Ne dubita, inunquain fract is litue pectora, nurnquain 
Deficient animis : pries ille ingentia cacti 
Atria, desertos(luc veterna! lucis )(li-linos 
Destituens, Erebilin admigret noetemqueprofundam, 
l'..t St vgiis intact radiautia lumina flanunis. 
In promplu CallS.V11 c.s.1 : .cilperesi iliViCla T:011111telS, 
17111110riale M11.11111, Vill(liCLC ,!... Sera cupid°. 

I 

biterpolatioir, ill Taubman. 	11:,av,  page r32. 

Time, alt, imperio regere (militia sal us  ;  et. mut 
Fili i is  iste inn,;, (I  iii 	se tibi 	suI)jicit nitro, 	. 

Ac p;(11ilais „1I1, )ead  terrain prostcrnit, &. offcrt 
I  Nu,cioqi 	tot i(--i anlini :.:(1.1, ills lionores? 

El 	laniel 	uteriii 	prolcs :uterna .lebove 
Audit al) ;utlicrva Inteaque propagine munch. 
(,Sr•ilicel hum Patron dixisli clinch' regentem; 

1". 	•• Calitilm., reL! cut ranchs, dominumque supremumI 
1 luic (•(_(() 	iin 	opplcx '. 	(.:',0 ? quo pnestantior alter 
Non agit in superi , . 	Milli :Ins dabit. ilk, suum qui 
Dat capiit alterins s',11( iii.: & vincula legum ? 

Semideus regd. isil• p,,los  ? regct avia terra!? 
!.• 11 1 ..•! pressum levior, maim fort una 1(11(.1)4 ? 

.E/ cogirr ,eteriam ,/./pja.i.verrire ivranno  ? 
1 laud ha. 	Tit sol l is  non polies fortibus ausis. 
Noll ego t,ic ccci(.11, n(..c !ir: Inca Lila preniuntio, 

It 

   
  



REVEREND 'MR. DOUGLAS. 	19 
Lit nequeam rcicvare eaput, colloque superb= 
Excutere imperium. 	Mihi si mea dextra favebit, 
Audeo totius mild jus promittere munch. 

Essay, page 152. 

Throni dominationes, principal"; whistles, polef-
tates, is faid to be a lino borrowed by NfitTox from 
the title-page of HAYWOOD'S Hierarchy of Angels. 
But there are more words in Heywood's title ; and, 
according to his own arrangement of his subjects, 
they should be read thus :--Seraphint, cherubim, 
throni, pokslutes, 	angcli, 	arc'Isangeli, 	prineipatus, 
dominationes. 

These are my interpolat ions, minutely traced with-
out any arts of evasion. li'llether from the pahNageg 
that yet remain, any reader will he eon% ineed of my 
general assertion, and allow, that Millon had re-
course for assistance to any of the authors whose 
names I have mentioned, I shall stet now be very 
diligent to enquire, for I had no particular pleasure 
in subverting the reputation of Millon,nlikh I had 
myself once endeavoured to exalt* ; and of which, 
the foundation bad always remained **numbed by 

6 Inc. 

. 	• Virnrum 	maxintus .64.1ottruri Mtt.roxtrs—Pol tit 	er.1 tier. 
rinaus464—nost Anglito numb), bon Haulm, 	Nt nun 	gout its IMO illi 
untainctstutn—cujus ranniuu Wier, Angliennis vermin's roil rigs- 
to, ‘nip PattAnthrs 	Amitoloi, 	insulin IAA illuil 	tomtit tn0.6 
11ffillelltlilli, 	runt ipita 	fete tvturnitate 	permit durum est opstil 
—Hajar snousiniunt Anglinuns inuttus, rum tuntitin, proli dohs t 
nit WI ritresnit inset.* isarrvulhnst, snafu' Ore ititt to biro Mr. 
buisintu, cumolitu Munn inustorironi, 	podia, 14.1 mote Print Wilms 

t..1 	 untr.t 'tattoo 

   
  



2.0 
	 A LETTER TO TIIE. 

me, had not my credit and my interest been blasted, 
or thought to be blasted, by the shade which it cast 
from its boundless elevation. 

About ten years 	ago, 	I published an edition of 
Dr. Johnston's translation of' the Psalms, and having 
procured front the general assembly of the church of 
Scot/an/4a recommendation of its use to the lower 
classes of grammar-schools, into which I had begun 
to introduce it, though not without much controversy 
and opposition; I thought it likely that 	I 	should, 
by annual publications, 	improNe my little fortune, 
and be enabled to support myself in freedom 	front 
the miseries of indigence. 	But 	Mr. Pope, 	in his 
malevolence to .11.Ir. Benson, who had distinguished 
himself by his fondness for the same 	version, 	de- 
stroyed all Ivy hopes by a distich, in which he places 
Johnston in 	a contemptuous comparison 	111th the 
author of Paradise Lost f. 

From 
' :Thii,iiiiii11„ 1 	fi iknal 	. /4  Atiph 	m oe vioru 	cierneterio, 	vir urtrdLsi- tfit 	4.  

tilui, Gull, ? 
 
till 	J'woboit proseeutus est. 

rot /,/ria,,/ ,S( (durum Musa:. Sacra• in praliztiunc, Erlinb. 1739, 
A 	ch,,i,ictt.i, 	Is 	liii.)1 	nod 	lionutiruble 	as 	ii‘er 	was 	la:stowed 

141(.11 	11:Ili 	I,:, 	thr 	)i.(::-4 	!linguine of 	lily adiniteis! 	Llid as 	tiiiii 	Waii 
IIIV cut,' 	;hill 	:1144.c11. 	opinion 	of 	that 	Ni.ffillICITUI 11,:t11 	formerly, 	AO 

1 	drel.,, , t 	It 	hi 	1,(. 	tile hl nu: 	:till, :11111 ever 	will lw, 	iintwith.stund• 
I I!, 	:ill 	..1,1,,• ii.oirc,, 	to 	the 	contritry , 	Iwcw,ioiwit 	iiwiely 	hy 	ro,:;- 
i„oll 	.111,1 	1, 	ciitiiwnt 	; 	vvh;(.11 	:Treat., 	however, 	by the 	Po..,tsciipt 
to the 1;s.;1, III it 	YI 1,4 110111 lAti'lldlIPI ill the posterity of Milton;  
11411  ,I") I coniiiivinl his  only 	II iii,otitii.,..., th I.:et:11,11ot, in the 	vvitrme4c 
Ic1111:4, to 	Ow public, 

. p • p  t 1144 two 1111('1111'1  euto ,•10- plop'd hi: - cumin 	, 
\11.I.TON'S oh 	till ., 	lull 	111141 	111:f 	.101I 4 ',TON '  ( 	11a1111.. 

lit1114.  IA . 	BOIlk 	1Y. 
1' ,ms1o1.1 '1.1)i' woo i till, ,Ivitri Ii to i.tim. hum,* 	to 	foto°, 	by' 

 

' 	. 	thioli11111..11111, 	Stilt.III; 	ct.I1)4, 	.oil 	pi ticuriii 	tiatirlattotis 	of 
, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 .,111110k  ; 

   
  



REVEREND MR. DOUGLAS. 	at 
From this time, all my praises of Johnston became 

ridiculous, and I was censured with great 'freedom, 
for forcing upon the schools, an author whom Mr. 
Pope had mentioned only as a foil to a better poet. 
On this occasion, if was natural not to' be pleased, 
and my resentment seeking to discharge itself some 
where, was unhappily directed against Milton. 	I 
resolved to attack his fame, and found some pas-
sages in cursory reading, which gave me hopes of 
stignsatising him as a plagiary. 	The farther I car- 
ried my search, the more eager I grew for the dis. 
covery, and the more my hypothesis was opposed, 
the more I was heated with rage. 	The consequence. 
of my blind passion, I need not relate ; it has, by 
your detection, become apparent to mankind. 	Nor 
do I mention thii provocation us adequate to the 
fury which I have shown, but as a cause of anger, 
less shameful and reproachful than fractious malice, 
personal envy, or national jealousy. 

But 

ilitton; and afterwards by a great passion for Art bur Juhniton. 
a Scots phseician's version of the l'sdlnut, of which he pi inted 
many fine editions. 	Notes on the Dundalk 

No fewer than six different editions of that useful and valua-
ble book, two in qualm, two in °rump, and two in a lusher 
form, now lie like lumber in the hand of Mr. Vollont, book. 
seller, the effects of Mr. Pope's ill naturcti critiri..m. 

Otte of these edition% in quarto, illustrated with an interpre-
titian sad awe, after the manner of the classic authors in WWII 
Delp4ini, was by the worthy edam, mom 174s, inherit ed to hie 
Royal Highness Prince George, nu a proper honk Inc his Matsui!. 
tion in pripriples of piety, as well as knottledbe of the Latin 
tongue, whirr he should arrive at tine maturity of age. 	To Ill- 
store this bunk to credit was the Coast .thut indurea toe PO 01a 
Frye in this disagreeable controversy, rather then my deolqu tub 
thpreciate the just reputation of Koltun. 

C3 

   
  



12 	 A LETTER, &c. 

But fOr the violation of truth, I offer no excuse, 
because 	I 	well know, that 	nothing- can excuse it. 
Nor will I aggravate my crime, by disingenuous pal- 
liations. 	I confess it, I repent it, 	and resolve, that 
my first offence shall be my last. More I cannot per- 
form, and more therefore cannot be required. 	I 	in- 
treat the pardon of all men, who►u I have by any 
means induced to support, to countenance, or pa-
tronise my frauds, of which I think myself obliged to 
declare, that not one of my friends was conscious. 	t 
hope to deserve, by better conduct and more useful 
undertakings, that patronage which I have obtained 
from the most illustrious and venerable names by 
misrepresentation and delusion, and to appear here-
after in such a character, as shall give you no reaso 
to regret that your name 	is frequently mention, 
with that of, 

Reverend 

Ike, '20, 1750. 	Your most humble servant, 

WILLIAM LAUDE 

. 	_......._...._ 

   
  



REVIEW 
ut 

..1 	FREE 	EAr 2 tr / /i l'' 

INTO Til(: 

NATI;IIE AN I) 0 II I (i EN OF EVIL. 

ril-lI IIS is a treatise consisting of Six Letters upon 
a very difficult. and important question, Avltielt 

I am afraid 	this author's endeavours will 	not free 
from the perplexity which has entangled the specu- 
lutists of all ages, and w,hicli must always continue 
while we see but in i)fo. 	lli• calls 	it 	a Free L'n- 
quiry, and 	indeed 	his frecrlont i -4, 	I think, 	greater 
than his modesty. 	"I'llotigh he is thr from the con- 
tempt ible arrogance, or the impious licent iottsness of 
Bolingbrolx, yet lie 	decides too co,,ilv 	111)011 ques- 
tions 	out, 	of the 	reach 	of Iiimtaii 	d,termination, 
with too little consideration or mod al weakiwss, and 
with too inueli vivacity tin the necessary caution 

,, 	• Thih 	" 	Eniiiiir," 1,111.1i -hid 	in 	1717. 	v,:t• 	flu 	rotthictiott Itt 

""""' 	.1 '11111', 	l,.11. 	%ail 	ii,.o.t 	for , 	,.,. 	tli, 	.t,ill,mr 	of 	ti,,, 
Itt.‘,..w. 	It 	i 	1 ..611111 	to 	oltlit 	, 	III 	II 	:di, 	t 	1,,, 	hod 	,,1,1.1.,, 	, 	, 	,i 	1.;,. 
t.,,, Jinn, 	III 	tittniw 	l)r..1.1111.,,,%, 	LI,. 	1,, 	1,,,,i‘e 	II 	Ni'lll 	Ill 	,1 	lit 	III- 

Itlit 	;Ind 	IIIIII, 	1..t1 	niforl,•11,1k11111, 	V.1,1,•11 	‘r,1111,1 	till 	11,0,1! 	,I,,,,.,.„,i 
unary 	111111 	it 	nut 	111.Pi1 	011 , 11111 ,d 	Ililli 	iili. 	I IL I liili 	of 	liiS 	Will, 	, 

11111/11N11 .11 	ily 	Nil. 	('Illy. 	1\ 	ii 	li 	Iii 	iTilitt ill 	iii  .1 	;li i" 	iii" 	in 	IL°  
1.i'v.. 	1),I1ii•rt1, 	Mr. 	1jii:Ict 	II 	.11V.1,`,1 	I i 	ii 	it 	)I 	;IIIIIIII1.1 	tiliiili 	'Ali 	. 

.1, nylo, ..111d, at 	I, ,.,I, al 	di.l.c, ow 
111th 	itcylew 	i., 	jili.tly 	l'1•1.1,iiiii•.1 	nu.. 	.II 	II 	. 	rim 	.1. 	1101'1111 , 	Ili. 	'ii.  

1.1111"'in 	in 	011l 	1,i11._11 	I 	i', 	{Ind 	V. 	. 	lc 	iiI 	k% 	:Ili 	li. 	il 	I 	i1t.i1 Mi.,' 

1,  Itch 	1111 1,11%111A 	III 	the 	Lit. 	Fa,: 	'Ii 	.t/illr, 	lit 	,I 	III, 	. 	oiliqr.V., • 

iiiilitord 	1() 	1 , 	Ili 	1111 	11 	in 	.i. 	• 	itl,t1.1 	‘ 	11 o o Ili ,• 	L,  	II 	i 	Il 	: 	:I 	. 	''•""r Lill' 	' 

VillICl/ 	.[:.1W.1.6 	t , / 	11.1“: 	l 	...II...0AI! 	l'il,..i1 i.11 * •. 	II 	•i , 	."I, 	I  

(: 	.1 	 i 	.4 
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	REVIEW OF A 
In the first letter on Evil in general, he observes, 

that, " it is the solution of this important question, 
" whence came Evil, alone, that can ascertain the 
" moral characieristick of God, without which there 
" is an end of all distinction between Good and 
"Evil." 	Yet he begins this Enquiry 	by this de- 
claration: 	" That 	there is a Supreme 	Being, in- 
" finitely powerful, wise, and benevolent, the great 
" Creator and Preserver of all things, is a truth so 
" clearly demonstrated, that it shall be here taken 
" for granted." 	What is this but to say, that we 
have already reason to grant the existence of those 
attributes of God, which the present Enquiry 	is 
designed to prove ? The present Enquiry is then 
surely made to no purpose. 	The attributes, to the 
demonstration 	of which the solution 	of this great 
question is necessary, have been demonstrated with. 
out any solution, or by means of the solution 	of 
some former writer. 

Ile njects.t he Manichean system, but imputes to 
it an absurdity, 	from which, amidst all its absurdi- 
ties, 	it seems to be live, and adopts the system of 
Mr. I'opc. 	" That pain is no evil, if asserted with 
" 	retord to the individuals who sulk r 	it, 	is down- 
" right nonsense ; 	but if eonsidc red as it alli.ets the 
" univAral system 	is an 	undoubted 	truth, 	and 

	

,, 	" .. 	. )oily that there is jo 	m 

	

,... 	 t 	ore pain in it than 
A," what is nece 	to  the  firoduet ion of happiness. 

" 	How mat 	er of I la , e evils then' force them- 
" 	t..elve:i int 	creation, so long as the v;ood pre- 
" 	!moderate., it 	is 	a 	Ivo! k well 	‘sorilly of infinite 
" 	V kilIMI HMI 	IK'lleVOICTIC.' ; 	roid, 	notwilHanding  
l• 	'de 	in) 	 c i i1.111S 	Or it S 	prk, 	the While is most 
" 	1111(10U1ACIlly perli:d ." 	Ind in 	the 	runner part 

c:4' 

   
  



FREE EN- Q. 	&c. 

of the Letter lie giv,.s tlii 	principle of his system in 
these words: 	" aiiMpotence cannot work contra- 
" dictions, 	it 	can 	only 	cifi.e1 	all 	possible 	things. 
44  But so 	little arc we acquainted with the whole 
" system of nature, that we know not what 	arc 
" possilile, and what are not : but if we play judge 
" from that constant 111H:titre of pain with pleasure, 
" and inconveniency with ad% ant age, %%inch we must 

" obsorvo in every  thing round us, we have rea.-toit 
" to conclude, that to endue created beings with 
" perfection, that is, to produce Good exclusive of 
" Evil, 	is 011:! of those impo,iibilit•ws which 	even 
" initaite power cannot accomplish." 

'Fills is c1(7,:int and acute, but 	will by 	no 	means 
calm diwoutent, or silence curiosit v ; for ii het her Evil 
can he wholly separated from Good or not, it is plain 
that. I lie 	nioy he 'nixed III various de'vee,, and a,. for 
as human eyes can  .ititle, the degree of 1'\ d might 

have 10 	less without any impediment to Good. 
The second Letter on Me rci/A. (..f impciviwtion, is 

little more than a paraphrase of Popc's Epistl, •s, or 

yet 	le.-..; 	than 	a paraphrase, a mere trail:Liam 	of 
poetry into 	prose. 	This is surely 	to aunt k dal. 
cult v w ith 	%,•ry di,:proport innate ahiliti.”,, it. rut tile 
Gordian  knot 	11'11 II 	% e1 1' 	IIIIiill 	1111 l'IlIllI 1 1I:, 	When  

we arc'  told of the insidlicii.nev of former solid ion:t, 
why 	iu 	one of the latest, 	%%111(11 	no 	loan 	C;111 	11:1 vi,  

fOrr41111.11, 	givcii 	ii.-; 	:1,.. ,;:n11 	? 	1 	mil 	I 	i1 	I, 	th:it 	Ibis 

lianiiilliwt 	i' 	nut 	flit. 	1.11011 	id 	Inni:• 	'i. : 	1111:11 	can 
it 	lw 	1 1 11 , 11 	but 	Ilse 	prodo, 	I 	4,1 .,,,,, ; i v  ? 	;Ind 	1 1'1 	IIII‘V 

(:111 	\ :W it  V 	Li. 	grill 111 1,11 	III 	1/1:1",iari!';11 	(II' 	I l':rniCriP" 

ii" ? 	W 	1 1.'11 	I III'' VI'Ilik.i:,1 	Illid -, IIIIII' I IA 	111..IIIII)" 

II) 	(iii 	VIII 	r 	1 , ' 	ri.I,I1TILIiil'i', 	II 	1 	HAI 	Cl/11:•ilICI . 	"111:1114 'C 

hi' 	IS 	a1',;11 	I 	1 	di'.1.)IirIliI s,I 	III:, 	initi, I, 	or 	cwill,,y 	his 
lio;..;crs  i 
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REVIEW OF A 
fingers; and if I might venture to offer him a su 
.jeet, I should wish that he would solve this question, 
Why he that has nothing to write, should desire to 
be a writer ? 

Yet. is not this Letter without some sentiments, 
"%Odd), though not new, are of great importance, 
and may be read with pleasure in the thousandth 
repetition. 

" Whatever we enjoy is purely a free gift from 
" Creator ; but that 	w e enjoy no more, can nev 
" sure be deemed an injury, or a just reason to que 
" t ion his infinite benevolence. 	All our tappiness is. 
" owing to. his goodness ; but tl 	no greater 

IS owing only to 	ourselves; 	t 	is, 	 e our 	In 
" 	having any inherent 	right 	to 	y I 	iness, q 
" 	( yen to any existence at all. 	'his i. 	to more t 
'-• be imputed to God, than theliants of a beggar to 	• 
" the person who has relieved him : that he had 
gg  510111Ctililig, was owing to his benefactor; 	but that 	, 
" he had no more, only to his own original poverty." 

Thus far he speaks %dna every man must appr 
and what every wise man has said before him. 	. 

Alen gives us the system of subordination, not in- 
,Y'

. 
 vented, for 	it was 	known I think to 	the 	Arabia* 

metaphysicians, but adopted by Pope ;  and from hin 
borrowed 	by 	the diligent 	researches 	of this ',- 
investigator. 

" No system can 	possibly be formed, even in 
" 	inni",;inulion, 	without. 	a 	subordination 	of p• 
" 	1,-..very animal body must have difiCi.ent 	memberm 
' 	thservkiit to each other; 'Near Picture must be 

unposed 	of various 	colours, 	and 	(if light and 
'' 	Shadc ,r;4111 	liallinlny 	must 	be 	formed of trebles, 
'' ten 	, and basses; 	evcr:,` lA ant iltd and welni edi- 

   
  



" rice must consist ()I' higher and lower, more an( 

111111 	

FREE ENQUIRY, &c. 	27 

44  less magnificent apartments. 	This is in the vcr 
" essence of all created things, and therefore canno 

me ' 	" be prevented by any 	ins n hatcher, 	unless 1) 
not creatitc,  them at all." 

I 	These instances are limal 	instead of Pope's' 
and !reeds, or JulPik,' and 	his .8'a/db./es; but 
ther PO/)(, 	nor this %%Tilt r, 	have much contriln 
to sohe the difficulty, 	Perfection 	or 	imperfectly 
of unc(inseiotts beings has no meaning as referred t 

' 	themselves ; the bass and the Ii ig(' are equally per' 
feet ; the mean and nui:.:;nilicent apartments feel n 
pleasure or pain from the (7(11)11)1)1.i:qui. 	Pope migh 
ask the weed, why it was less thau the oak, but. the 
weed would never ask the question for its(•1f. 
bass and b elle dill'er 	mily to the hearer, nieau 
and magnificence only to the inhabitant. 	Thee 
do Evil but must inhere in a conscious licity.2.,, or 
referred to it ; that is, Evil must be felt before 
Evil. 	Yet. even on this subject many quest ions inigl 
be offered, which human understanding has not yet 
answered, and which the present haste of t his exit.' 
tvill not stiffer the to dilate. 

1 le proceeds to a humble dotail of Pope's ()pink) 
I 	" 	'1'111. inikerse is a sv,tem whose ler). essence 

	

4' 	515k in Sid ff n'dillat inn  ;  a w:de oflicings des 

	

o

” 	by insensilile degrees Ulan iiiiiiiite perfect in 
p 

 

	

4' 	',line nothing ; 	in %%Inch, thliii;;Ii lye may 	.1 
" (A1111:1 	It, find 	InTIOtt Inn 	in the 	Wfinfe, 	(11111

k 	,r 	po!,s11)1) 	criiiii)rclictill it ; 	yct would it be II 

	

‘ 	est absurdity to hope lot' it ill all its parts, 
i 	. 4‘ 	Ili(' 	!wittily 	mid 	Iiitilliiiic:,:: or the 	 dill tie 

6,

: 

 

‘ 	together uli the•jubt inferiority of its p: 
, 

   
  



REVIEW OF A 

,, 
“ 

on the comparative imperfections of the several 
beings of which it is composed." 
" It would have been no more an instance of God's 

"wisdom to have created no beings but of the highest 
" and 	most perfect 	order, than it would be of a 
" painter's art to cover his whole piece with 	one 
" single colour, the most beautiful he could compose. 

' " I Iad he confined himself to suclippot king could 
" have existed but demi-gods, or ' reh-angels, and 
" then all inferior orders must Ikay 	been void 	, 
‘Wininhabited : but as it is surely tioro 	reeab ....- ,r.,  infinite Benevolence, that: all these sly 	tl he Id 	a 
i'' up %vitl 	igs capable of enjoying happiness them- 
" selves 	 ontributing to that blot hers, t hey must 
" 
" 

neves • 	11%,  he 	filled with inferior beings, 	that is, 
with such as are less pe&ct, but from whose 

" 
" 

exi.,tenee, 	notwithstanding. 	that 	less 	perfection, 
more felicity upon the whole accrues to the 	uni- 

" verse, than 	if no 	such had 	been created. 	It is 
" moreover highly probable, that there is such a 
"  Cilini:X •1011 betWiiell all ranks and orders by suitor- 
"know degrees, that they mutually support each 
%other's existence, and every one in its place is al)- 
* solute! v 	necessary towards sustaining the whole 
" vast and magnificent fabriek. 

" Our pretences' for 	complaint ('0111(1 be of this 
" only, that  we are not so 1i 	1 the scale of ex- 
'• istenee  mf our ignorant am 	II may desire; a 

1 " l'r 	. which must 	eternally subsist ; because, 
"TiOerc we ever FO much higher, there would be still 
't roomy for infinite power to exiat us ; and since no 
" link in thilth.nn  can he broke, the same reason. 
" for disqinet !bust remain to those wit() succeed to 

• " that. 

   
  



FREE ENQUIRY, &c. 	29 
" that chasm, which must be occasioned by our pre- 
" ferment. 	A man can have no reason to repine 
" that he is not an angel; nor a horse that he is not 
" a man ; much less, that in their several stations 
" they possess not the faculties of another; for this 
" would be an insufferable misfortune." 

This doctrine of the regular subordination of 
beings, the scalp of existence, and the chain of na-
ture, 1 have often considered, but always left the 
enquiry in doubt and uncertainty. 

That every being not infinite, compared with in-
finity, must be imperfect, is evident to intuition; that 
whatever is imperfect must have a certain line which 
it cannot'pass, is equally certain. 	But the reason 
which determined this limit, and for which such being 
MU suffered to advance thus far and no Iiirther, uli 
shall never 	 e be able to diocrn. 	Our dkcoverks tell 
us, the Creator has made beings of all orders, and' 
that therefore one of them must be such as man. 
But this system seems to be establishid on a coneys- 
Mon, which, if it be refused, cannot be extorted. 

Every reason which can be; brought to pnive, that 
there are beings of every possible sort, will prose that 
there is the greatest number possible of every sort of 
beings; but this with respect to man we know, if we 
know any thing, not to he true. 

It does not urinal' eve n to the imagination, that 
of three orders of being, the first and the third receive 
any advantage from the imperfection of the SCCOIldr  
or that ind( ed they may not equally exist, though the 
second had never been, or should renew; to be ; mill 
why should that be concluded nem scary, which can- 
not be proved even to be useful ? 

The 
I 

   
  



REV' w OF A 

cannot possibly have being. 	T 	
1 

he highest being no 

I 	

The scale of existence from infinity to nothit 

infi.iite 11111St. 	1)(.7 	as has been often observed, 	at an 	' 
.  infinite distance below infinity. 	Cheyne, who, with 

D
. .  the desire inlierclit in mat 1011'31 icians to reduce el ery 
i  thing to mat heinatical imil",t'S, conSiders all existence 
as a cone, Alm% :i  t hat I lie hasi, i. at an infinite distance 
,from the body. 	Awl ill this iiktance between' finite 

Ills.  11111 infinite, there will 	lif• room for ever for au hill- 
- 'Mu. series or iiidvilitable existence. 

Bet wee!) the lowest posit iveexistence and nothing, 
yvhercver yy e suppose positive existence to cease, 44 
another elta:;nt infinitely deep ; where there is room 
again for,'" 	ss ordutimitor Nil 	mate Riv tire, conti- 
nued lily et. 	Ind for ever, 	yet infinibly sul'erior 
If) non-exi,tence.  
., 

	

these nieditatiote; humanity is unequal. But vet.  I  
„  ,,,. n.,,,, r ile, nut 	Of Our Nlaker, hut of each 	other, ip fo 

since on the one side eveation, yvherever it stops, must 
stop infinitely below infinity, and on the other hilt-  il 

10  1itely,  above not Iiite,., w hat necessity there is that 	it.  . 
'bhould pfl ICVed Yo) far tither way that. beings so high 
or so low should (ler have exHcfl ? 1Ve may atsl: ; • 

kluit I belie% v no created wisdom can give an  ade-
ioate 1111SWV1'. 

11% 	Nor is this 	all. • 	In the scale, wherever • 
' 	or ends, ale ififiniti.e vacuities. 	At 	yy hateve 

we suppose the next order or beings to 
mail, 	liter(' 	is rooni 	for 	an 	interniefliate 	let' 	o 
beini.cs between 	them ; and 	if for 	one art 	•I., 	t 	.ti 
II•or infinite orders; 	sincilievery thing that atilt' 

II"' ,.f.,  or lessi'and consefiil 	WI the parts of that 
which ,. 	1 	: %unitsi tia..1n, may 	I) 	initely 	divided. 

that,  -, 

   
  



FREE ENQUIR Y, &c. 	3t 
I hat, as far as we can judge, there may be room in the 
vacuity between any two steps of the scale. or be-
tween any two points of the cone of being, for in-
finite exertion of infinite power. 

Thus it appears how little remit those who repose 
their reason upon the scale of being have

.  to triumph 
over them who recur to any other expedient of solu-
tion, and what difficult ies orbit. on every side t 0 repress 
the rebellions of presumptuous decision. 	!2111 pauca 
considered, facile 	pronunciat. 	In 	our 	passage 
through the boundless ocean of disquisition we often 
take fogs for land, and after having long toiled to 
approach them, find, instead of repose and harbours, 
new storms of objection, and fluctuations of uncer-
tainty. 

Wo are next entertain( d with Pope's alleviat ions 
of those evds which we are doomed to stnrer. 

U Poverty, or the want of riches, is generally corn- 
" pensated by having more hope.;, and feu er fears, 
" by a greater share of heakth, and a more exqui- 
" site relish of the smallest enjoyment4, than those 
" who possess them are usually blessed uith. 	The 
" Want of taste and genius, wit It all the ple'a'sures that 
" arise from thetn, are commonly re compensed by it 
" more usefid kind of common sense, together with a 
" wonderful delight, as well as success, in the busy 
" pursuits of a scrambling world. 	The stiW.riugs of 
" the sick are greatly relieved by many Dining gra- 
" tifications inspermptible to others, and sometimes 
" almost repaid by the inconceivable t ra tisport its MC*- 
" slotted by the return of health and vigour. Tally 
'' cannot be very grievous, bemuse imperceptible ; 
" and I doubt not but there is some truth in that 

" rant 

   
  



3,1 	lt E V 1 14.,W 0IF A 
" rant of a mad poet, that there is a pleasure in being 
" mad, ivhich none but madmen know.. 	Ignorance, . 
" or the want of knowledge and literature, the 
" appointed.  lot of all 	born to poverty, and the 
" drudgeries of life, is the only opiate capable of in- 
" fusing that insensibility which can enable them to 
" endure the miseries of the one and the fatigues 
" of the of her. It is a cordial administered by the gra- 
" cious hand of Providence; 	of which they ought 
" never to he deprives! by an ill-judged and imp o. 
" per education. 	It 	is the basis of all subordina- 
" tion, the support or society, and the privilege of 
" individuals : and I have ever thought it a most re- 
" markable 	instance of the 'divine wisdom, that 
" whereas in all animals, whose individuals rise Mile 
• 6  shell  (! the rest of their species, know ledge is in- 
" stinctive ; 	in man, whose individuals are so widely 
" different, it is apptired 	by education ; by which .. 
" means the prince and the labourer, the vigileso- 
" niter and the ittasaill, art ,  in some nicastire fitted 
" for their respe4tiKsitliat ions." 

Much of I liesc:pdsitions is perhaps true, and the 
whole paragraph *sight well pass without censure, 
were notkobjections necessary to the establishment 
of knowledge. 	Paver& is very gently paraphrased 
by want if riches- 	In Ilan. sense almost t %cry man 

lif say in 	his own opinion "be poor. 	lint there 	is 

Other poverty, which is want of eong Hence, of all 
that can soften the miseries of life, off` nu this 	can 
diversity atm ism, or delight imagination. 	There is 
) et another pews Iy, which is wan/ qf necessaries, a 
species of poverty vs bid' no care of the publick, no 

chanty 
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charity of particulars, can preserve many from feel-
ing openly, and many secretly. 

That hope and fi.or are inseparably or very fre-
quently connected with poverty, and riches, my 
surveys of life have not informed me. 	The milder 
degreetof poverty are sometimes supported by hope, 
but the more severe often sink down in motionless 

. despondence. 	Life must be seen before it can be 
known. This author and Pope perhaps never saw the 
miseries which they imagine thus easy to be born. 
The poor indeed are insensible of many little vesd-
tions which sometimes embitter the possessions and, 
pollute the enjioyment3 of the rich. 	They are not 
pained by casual incivility, or ntotiified by*the mu-
tilation of a compliment; but this happiness is like 

• tbatof a malefactor, who ceases to feel the cord 
that. bind him when the pincers are tearing his flesh. 

That want of taste lbr one enjoyment is supplied 
by the pleasures of some other, may he fairly allow. 
ed., 	But the compensations of sickness ! have never 
found near to equivalence, and the transports of 
recovery only prove the intenseness of the pain. 

With folly no man is willing to confess himself 
very intimately acquainted, and therefore its pains 
und pleasures are kept sect et. 	But what the author 
says of its happiness seems applieable only to lid it ity, 
or gross dultu.ss ; 	for that inl'eriurity of mules stand- 
ing which makes one man without any other reason 
the slave, tir tool, or property of another, 14 hich 
makes him sometimes us leso, end sometimes ridi- 
culous, is often felt with very qua* sensibility. 	On 
the litiPPinegs of madmen, as time case is not loll 

Vol.. VIII. 	D 	 fropeut, 
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frequent, it is not necessary to raise adisquisition, but 
I cannot forbear to observe, that. I never yet knew 
disorders of mind increase felicity : every madman is 
(jibe'. arrogant and irascible, or gloomy and suspi- 
cious, or possessed by some passion or notion dest rile- 
tive to his quiet. 	Ile has 	always discontent in 	his 
look, and malignity in his bosom. 	And, if he had 
the power of choice, he 	would soon repent 	who 
should resign his reason to scenic his peace. 

Concerning the portion of ignorance necessary to 
make the condition of the lower classes of mankind 
safe to the 'niblick and tolerable to themselves, both 
morals and policy exact a Meer enquiry than will be 
very sotilai or very easily made. 	There is 	undoubt- 
edly a degree of knowledge which will direct a man 
to refilr all to 	Providence, and to acquiesce 	in the 
condition wij yhiiii omniscient Goodness has deter- 
mined to all Ill) ; to considcr this world as it phan- 
tom that ink 	51)011 	glide from before his, eyes, and 
the distressc)44and ye% ations that (meow p;vs 'inn, 	as 

'  dust scatturoil in his path, as a hlast that chills 	him 
for at inonwin , and passe :4 off fin- ever. 

Such ‘visdom, arising from 	the comparison of a 
part 	it ith the whole ()I' our 	e:;.istence, 	those 	that 

it it most cannot possibly obtain from philosophy; 
tur 	nutoms 	the 	method 	of 	c.ductition, ;Intl the 	ge- 

p: 	maid 	tenonr of life are changed, %vitt Ncry easily re- 
.  ceive it from religion. 	he bulk o 	man f 	kind 	is 	not 

kely to be very wise or very-,00d : Lind I 
'e 	

know not 
het her ther, arc 	not many , ants of life, in which 1i T  

' V knowledge, less than the highest \visit(n, w 'II ai 	IWO- 
1.1Ce diiICOnttlit :war danger. 	I belie% e 	it may he 

. mile_ 
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sometimes found, that a little learning is to a pour 
man a dangerous thing. 	But such is the condition 
of humanity, that we easily see, or quickly feel the 
wrong, but cannot 	always distinguish the right. 
Whatever knowledge is superfluous, in irremediable 
poverty, is hurtful, but the difficulty is to determine 
when poverty is irremediable, and at what point 
superfluity begins. 	Gross ignorance every man has 
found equally dangerous with perverted knowledge. 
Men left wholly to their appetites and their instincts, 
with little sense of moral or religious obligation, and 
with very faint distinctions of right and wrong, can 
never be safely employed, or confidently trusted : 
they can be honest only by obstinacy, and diligent 
only by compulsion or caprice. 	Some instruction, 
therefore, is necessary, and much perhaps may be 
dangerous. 

Though it should be granted that those who are 
born to poverty and drudgery should not be deprived 
by an improper education of the opiate of ignorance; 
even this concession will not be of much use to direct 
our practice, unless it be determined who are those 
that are born to poverty. 	To 	entail 	irreversible 
poverty upon generation after generation, only be. 
cause the ancestor happened to be poor, is in itself 
cruel, if nut unjupt, and is wholly mower, to the 
maxims of a commercial nation, which alw 'Fs sap. 
pose and Promote a rotation of property, anu AT 
every Individual a chance of mending Ilk condition 
by Ws diligence. Those who communicate literature 
to the son of a poor mint, consider him mom nat. 
born to poverty, but to the necessity of deriving a 

01 	• 	better 
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hitter 	kaoine 	loon 	lii.ii:,,If. 	1ii 	this 	al tenipt, 	a,,, 

iti 	()Owl's, 	144 .414:y 1.4111, and 	nc:11:,-  zdice;v41. 	Those 	114411 

fail Till 	r‘ (.1 	iii-ir 	Lii ,( ry 	more 	acutely; 	but 	sine°, 

povrrly .ti now coll';e!.:•.;•,l o, 	he 	such 	a calanuty as 

cannot 	1)& 	born v. ilhont the  opi.,te of insensibility, 

1 le)pe the,  happiDet,,, of t host! 1‘.140in 	education 	en- 

able:., t( e,cap,.: li om if, 1)1:4v.  torn the bdanee against 

that exacerbut 'um 	-.,.!liell Hie otlict... st411.4.9.. 

1 an) IdwaY)) atiaill of  ticlnimining nu the sido Of 

eny or crucify. 	The inlvdeges of education iii:iy 

:sonietinws 	he improperly ties 	iit. 	I 	shall 	:0,- 

lvays 	fear lo It it lihold them' 	st I should be yicla- 

ing to the st17.4ge-dilnts of pril 	While I per,oade my- 

sell' that 	I am 	following  the 1 	xint, of policy; and 

tinder the soppeacanee of' tc.4 	try restjaint,, 	sht)11141 

br; indn17,ino; the 111,1 	(41', 	on, 	and that 	nialcvo- 

lenee, 	 •hich delights Ill :,a. 	hers depres:0.41. 
/Jo 	, 	(1111:11'1t1' 	1.:  at. 	111.4, exhibited 	in 	a 	eompa- 
* 

1 4 14:011 , tyhich, 	lilt' 	ot11 4 ,1. 	prooli 	unite sallit: 	kind, 	IS 

1.1 1101. Odtipif'd 	ICI 	dl.111411t, 	illQ lanCy 	1.11;l11 	ennVinCO 
l i i , 	iv:. 	,444. 

- 	'1'11 41, 	the 	toliver 41 re4.4.1Itbles SA 	11111',0 Mill 	%%III' 

0t
40.41d:00i faltni....,, 	111 	‘11111.11 :di 	the 011.1Crl'S and 	1." 

. 	. 	% ;lid 	.; 	inld 	I.1('11 	i lie 	dinntAICI:: 	atinil;111S 	jiri! 	Silk. 

. 	,,i 	lo 	(:tell  utlwr  Ill :l proper subonlitiatinu : 

Cr . ,,,le 	. 	ijnyl i lir in'IVIky;1'.. Mid laCrilln...ar 	pe 14

11: 	

s 	Cldiar 

It I.a 	hi  .4011,0:1  ,:ind  .11 	ihr Alain' Inne 	Colliriblitc,‘ 	by 

. 	.14.1( 	H.i 	!,11111)l 	1 	 ,!" 	' 	 and 
",li'l,pio. 	. of' ti 

Aav,iiiiie, la 	0 	It hon...r 	1 ,.;  of 	nti(i 	ti . 	IT!' 

	

i.l , ' 	;i1.4'.1: 	I 	. 	:Ind 	:•111111 	litill'S 	 r 

10,, 	1, 	' 	1114.1,1"111111.:t 1:( .1: 	a 	till. 	4 	1 	(3-1'S 	A( 	dS 

il0t111111; 

   
  



TRE1?, ENQUIRY, &c. 
nothing to the Supreme 'Icing ; for any part of it.; 
inhabitants with width human knowledge it. aeiputint i 
ed, an universe much less spaciom or splendid would 
have been suiReicitt ; and of happiness it dot t not 
appear that any is communicated front the hying' 
of a lower world to those of a higher. 

The Emptiry after the mew of natural Eril 
is continued in the third Letter, in n hieh, as in 
the formtr, there iv mixture of borrowed truth, and 
native folly, of some notions just and trite, with 
others uncommon and ridiculous. 

His opinion of the value and importance of hap. 
pines is certainly .juvt, and 1 shall invert it, not that 
it will give any intlwmation to any reader, but it. 
may serve to show how the most eintnuon notion 
thay be swelled in sound. and dithered in bulk, till it 
hhall perhaps ustonith the amhor hittim It 

" I lappiness is the only thing of real vulk in ex- 
" Isom.; neither riches, nor power, nor wimlum, 
" nor learning, nor strength, nor brauty, nor tirtne, 
0  nor religion, nor even life itself, hi int; or any hil • 

44  purtance, but us they contribute to its product ion. 
" All thew are in themselves neither good nor 4 t it : 
41 happiness alone is their great 4 	 I. omit they are 
" dmirahle only as they lend to protN.e it," 

Success prodttees ennii.l‘ nee. Allot liii'. (titcm, rs, 
of the value of happiness, It'' proervil,4, 	wit hunt any 
distrust of kinifien; to ti.11 us what has been hid from 
all former engnirers. 

" The true solution of !hie important question, so 
" log and so ;ajitly searched for by the iMilevophers 
" of all ages and all vountrics, I take to be at last II') 

LO 3 	 " )It 	 O 
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,c more than this, that these real evils proceed from 

111,,  the same source as those imaginary ones of Upper- 
,' fection, before treated of, namely, from that sub- 

• , ordination, without which no created system can 
f‘ subsist; all subordination imply i lig i m perfect ion, all 
" imperfection Evil, and all Evil some kind of incon-
i.,  veniency or suffering: so that th,:re must be parti- 
" erdar inconveniencies and sufferings annexed to 
“ every particular rank 	•eated beings by the cir- 

	

" cumstances of things, i 	heir modes of existence. 
" God indeed might Have made us quite other 

lir  creatures, 	and 	place 	..ns in a world quite 	dif- 
" ferently constituted ; 	t then 	we had 	been no 

	

" longer men, and wl 	beings had occupied out 
to' stations in the 	m 	.., I system, they must have 
f. been liable to the same inconveniencies." 

In all this there 	is nothing that can silence the 
encii4iries of curiosity, or calm the perturbations of 
doubt. 	'Whether subordination implies imperfection 

' 003/ be disputed. 	The means respecting themselves 
may be as perftet as the end. 	The weed as a weect 
is no less pertixt than the oak as an oak. 	That. im- 

iiofeelion implies Evil, and Evil 31( fe1•ing, is by no 
caps evident. 	Imperfection may imply privtaive 

Evil,  1  the absence of some good, but this priva-
tion praiduccs no suffering, but by the help of know- 
ledge. 	An infant at the breast is yet an imperfect 
man, but there is no l'eason fir belief that he is un-
happy by his immaturity, unless some positive pain 
lie supueradded. 	or 

IF 	When this author presumes 	eak of the uni. 
ver.ic, I would advise him a little to distrust his own 

facultie‘ 
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faculties, however large and comprehensive. 	Many 
words easily understood on common occasion, be-
come uncertain and figurative when applied to the 
works of Omnipotence. 	Subordination in human 
affairs is well understood; but when it is attributed 
to the universal system, its meaning grows less cer- 
tain, like the petty distinctions of locality, which are 
of good use upon our own globe, but have no mean-
ing with regard to infinite space, in which nothing 
is high or low. 

That if man, by exaltation to a higher nature, 
were exempted from the evils which he now suffers, 
some other being must suffer them; that if man were 
not man, some other being must be man, is a position 
arising froM his establibhed notion of the scale of 
being. 	A notion to which Pope has given Anne inn* 
parlance by adopting it, and of which I have there-
fore endeavoured to show the uncertainty and in. 
consisteucy. This scale of being 1 have demonstrated 
to be 'raised by presumptuous imagination, to rest 
on nothing at the bottom, to lean on nothing at the 
top, and to have vacuities from step to step through 
which any order of being may sink into nihility with- 
Out any inconvenience, An far as we can judge, to 
the next rank above or below it. 	We are therclitre 
little enlightened by a writer who tells Ureic any 
being  in the state of man mint suffer what man SIII« 
tern, when the only question that moires to be re. 
solved is, Why any berttg is in this state ? 

Of poverty and laitour he gives just and elegant 
representations, which yet do not remove she clini-
cally of the first and fundamental question, though 

j 4 	scwpost 0 g 
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$ii1)posiw2,-  the present 	A ate of man neces3ary, they 
may supply some mot i s-(.::, to content. 

- • 	" Poverty is svhat.all could not possii)ly have been 
4‘ eXeMpil.(1 11'0111, not (VII V 14V mason of the thictuat- 
" itig nature of human po:.se•sions, but because the 

i.....  " world could not subskt V it limit it ; fin' had all been 
ps,  rich, none could have Hilunitted to the commands 
" 	of another, 	or tlic 	tic.cc..,..ary 	drudgeries 	of life.; 
" 	thence : II ros triiments iiiit::: hale bec•it disolved, 

F,' 	arts in.z4,  1(11(11, attkifJands uncultivated, and so an 
'' 	universal pen urilia vc os , rwlielined all, instead of 
ir  now and I la:n Dirt 1iiug a li'ly$1.111ence, by the by, 
Fi‘  appears the qreatiexcellen,  • 	. 	clun•ity, by which 
",.shell are (Ala b!(•0,1)s,  a pal ticu  ' 	dist ribution of the 
" 	bleSSinr:S itn(LAlitiOyiliClittl Of 'VC, 	oil pi•oper oc- 
" casions, to prAyee  nt t hat povert• which by a general 

one 	Oiiiiiii3Ottenee 	itself could 	tu.vcr 	have 	pre- 

li

vented :`it)' that, bs,  inforcing this duty, God as it 
4  r  1% Cr(' demands our assistance to I iromot u mils (Tsai  

" happiness, and to shut out misery at every door, 
'.!‘iisvlicre it strivc.•; 	to intrude itself. 

" 	I.:Ilion'', 	indeed, 	(.;od 	ittiOit easily 	have 	ex- 
" cuscd its from, :,iin 	at 	his command the carlh 
4.. 	r•ol,1,1 r( ad ily have !loured fol th 	a ll her treasure. 
" 	witlaint ,,iii.  incon,idt.ratile 	assi:.ianeo: 	lint if Ow 
" 	si'veve*tsid1;,..nir cannot, suflicivin lv suliduc the nui- 
" 	Iii.,,uhy (.,I human 	nature, ‘vhat idols and 	niaelii- 
" 	nation:;, what war-,, raiiim., and devastutioll, ‘vliat 
" 	pr(Illi!,ca"y ana liC( Ill.iiIIISIWSS, must base ht.cit the 
" 	tons(queiwes of iiiiiver:;a1 idb•ncss !. 	.1) that la bou r 
" 	otiglit 0111)' 	Ii' 	Ill' 	IlMke(1 	11I)011 	:I 	task kindly 
" in, iu..cd. l 	iun as l 	our 	indulgent 	.  reatof, 	uc- 

" 	ee:-_,:.ary 
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" cessary to preserve our health, our safety, and our 
a  innocence." 

I am afraid that the latter end of his common- 
wealth forgets the beginning. 	II' Gml could easil0 
have mused us from labour, I do not comprehend 
why he could not possiNN hare exempted all from 
pororoh, For poverty, in its easier and more; toler-
able degree, is tittle more than necessity of labour ; 
and in its more sevcro and deplorable state 	little. ,  
more than inability for labour. 	To be poor is to 
work for others, or to want . the succour of others 
without work. 	And the 'same exuberant fertility 
which would make work unnecessary, might make 
poverty impossible. 	 • 

Surely a man who seem, not completely master 
of his own opinion, should have spolom more eau-
tiouhly of Omnipotent:es  nor have presumed to Any 
what it could peribrm, or what it could prevent. 	I 
ain in doubt whether those who stand highest in the 
srak qf being speak thus confidently of the dispen-
sations of their Maker: 

For twin ruhh in, where marls fear to tread. 

Of oar intmietudes of mind his nee:omit IM still less 
reasonable. " Whilst melt are: i i I film!, th41,  uutst Ins 
" inflamed with anger; mid whilst t bey see ern( Itiev, 
" they must he me lied with pity; whilst they per- 
" reeve danger, they must be sensible of fear." This 
is id lithe a re1130. 11 tier nil Evil, by blaming that one 
Evil produces another. 	If there is danger them 
ought to be fear; but if fear is an Evil, why should 
there be danger ? His vindication of pain is of the 

Mlle 
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same kind: pain is useful to alarm us, that we may 
?dam greater evils, but those greater evils must be 
presupposed, that the fitness of pain may appear. 

Treating. on death, he has expressed the known 
and true doett Me with sprightliness of fancy, and 
neatness of did ion. 	I shall therelbre insert it. 	There 
are truths uhich, as they are always necessary, do 
not T.-;.row stale by repetition. 

't Death, the last and most dreadful of all Evi 
" 	is so far from 	being one, 	that it is the infallib 
" cure for all others.  

To dip, is landing on some silent shore, 
Wiwi' 	1,1110‘yr, ',ever licat 	trnipest.: mar. 
Jre v.( II  NVil 	I 	1 OW  fr 	::trolo. , 	'ti:, o'er. 	DART 

_., 

- rot., 	abstracted from 	e sickness and suflerings 
" 	nAeilly attcluling 	it, it. 	is 11') Inure 	than the 	ex- 
" piration of that. term of life God was pleased to 
" 	licstow on us, without any claim 01' merit nil 0111' 
" part. 	Mit was it an Evil ever so great, it 	could 
" nut 	e remedied but by one nimili greater, which 
" ..i 	'yin:2, ("IT 	ever; 	by whicOnieitici our wick- 

0,44 Ni1  ness, unrestrained 	by the 4,srct of n future 

,,,,h,  
44 	state, would grow so joym i , / ,,i+ahic,  (mi. sn ikr i ng, 
4,  hdAptulerablc by per-eveii.of.v,  and our pleasures 

/l
i
t " ).A0 tirCStfille by 110 11 	li .1011, I 11. 0 	 m no being in the 
, ,ft 

7-  Vcrse cold(' her MO  COnlidilt.ly Iniwral de as asp 
" 	a initnorl al 111(.11, 	'We hate 110 reast)n, there 
" to look upon death as an Evil, or to fear it as 
" punishment, 	even withon 	iy supposition of IL 
" itunre life: 	but if WC con 	it  as  a passage to 
.. a 	more 	iitthet state, olikr 'remove only in 	an 

" 	ettraiti 
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" eternal succession of still-improving states (for 
" which we have the strongest reasons) it will then ap- 
" pear anew favour from the d ivi ne munificence; and 
" a man must be as absurd to repine at dying, as a 
" traveller would be, who proposed to himself a de- 
" liglatful tour through various unknown countries, 
" to lament that be cannot take up his residence at 
" the first dirty inn which he baits at on the road. 

" The instability of human Iii 14 or of the changes 
" of its successive periods, of which we so frequently 
" complain, are no more titan the necessary progress 
" of it to this necessary conclusion; and are so far 
" from being Evils deserving these complaints, that 
" they arc the source of our greatest pleasures, as 
" they are'the source of all novelty, from which our 
" greatest pleasures lire ever &tilted. 	The von• 
" tinual sueeemtion of SCAN0119 hi the' human life, by 
" daily presenting to us new scenes, render it agree- 
" able, and like those of the year, aflbrd us delights 
" by their change, u inch the choicest of them could 
" not give us by their continuance. 	In the spring of 
a life, the gilding of the Ilan-shine, the verdure of 
44  the fields, and the variegated paintings of the sky, 
" are so exquisite in the eyes of infants at then' first 
" lookitig abroad into a new world, as nothing per- 
" Imps afterwards can equal. 	The heat and vigour 
" of the succeeding summer of plait ripens for us 
" new pleasures, the blooming maid, the nightly 
" revel, and the •jovi:al Chace: the serene autumn of 
" Complete tutudanni feasts us with the golden haerve•sts 
" of our worldly pursud : nor is the homy winter 
0  of old age destituto of its peculiar comforts mad em- 

• ct joy anent s, 
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6 joymr.iit:•:, of ‘vIlicli 	the recollection 	and relation 
"  ()flit(/'  ' :',..1 t 	:Ile 	perhaps 	tame of the 	least ; 	mid 
4.‘ at last. 	d 	.itli 	epcas to us 	a nett' 	prospect, from 

whence ‘ve --ball probably  look, bad; upon the tri- 
vet 510115 	;Old 	01j111);111OOS 	4)1' 1111'; 	‘Vorld 	V1:1111 	the 

' ',Milt.: (100(1)110 	tVi.  do HOW Oil (1441'10)15 and hobby- 
' horse,, nal w 0 h the :.,tine .airpri:.e thilt, nit!). could 

.. i i,•(,r ::i) much i !Jerkin' 	or elic.ity. us." 

	

I 	w onlil not ivilliii ,;ly di tract 	front the beauty' of 

	

lti:: 	pir.igi..iplt ; 	and 	in gratitude 	to 	him 	%via) has 
o 1 ill inctilcali 41 :mull important truths, I will ven-

ture to admonish him, since the chief' condor ', of the 
, tt   iiti 	i.., 	the 	I', coll((:I101) 	01.111e 	1)1(.t, SO 	tO l'Illploy 	irk 

time  i;11(1 	his 	thou:dit., 	that 	%%lien the 	imbecility or 
a.t..,,,... shall collie upon hint; lie inav he aide to recreate 
its latt!.r.tiors I'S' the remeiribralic.e (ll 	liemi.. 	:1)( Ill, 	 lot 

, in 1)1'estiminmottstlec4orebilt wotle.,t enquiries, riot 
in  dogma 	;Mons of .Ortinipi.m..oce, hut 	ill 
humble a(', 	csectice and fer%ent adoration. 	Old 
ago will sli 	111141 that much of the book notv betore 

I 
, 

)I5  tan;  O0 	bet. 	'the Ilion to perpleX 	1114' witipttloie,, 
to 	r41). 	se tlie 	‘vt.ak, to eileolira.:e 	impious pre.. ,tiniiil 

. 	, 
sumpt am, or stimulate idle curiosity. 

4110PIt1'ing thus dip.ttelleil thi,  consideraron or par- 
ticular evil:(, 	lie comes 	at 	1.1.1 	to 	a 	glint 1';11 	rya,m) 
fm. 	x\ Ilicli 	I:14/ iimy 	Ih. 	..11'1 	to 	lic  our 	(,'0,1/. 	I1(; 
ii, M.  riiiiMori 	d im 	Viere 	Is 	,,oliie 	iitcour(lvalile by- 

41441ki 	in Iriiii nib Araelyilly coliilli•l.c(1 ; 	th:tt i);:iii liuw- 
4 	',, 	,• 	IOW( 	It'll, 	(,I* 	1VIICIV1er 	ICit, 	rol111111101t -.;1 I'S 	(IO)('. 
t,Ohti 	11$ I lit! '':, licr:11 t‘yhtvin of I 	.., and that 	every 
ao.i,11 il 	i • 	.inili. 	It av 	Or oill'er th 	ttor lin. the wilt 
,, 	0 	l') 	(11!0 	; 	,Iiiitiml. 	11:1.'., 	op: 	am 	lie 	1':41'1ic...-0 

1.14' 

   
  



FREE EN Mr I kV. &e 	1; 
far as to suppose that there passes some prim iplo of 
union throngh all allot d life, as utraction is coin-
nutnieated to all corporeal nature; and that the 
Evils suffered on this globe, may by some incon-
ceivable means coat ribuie to the felicity of the in-
habitants of the remotest planet. 

How the Origin of Evil k brought nearer to bet-
man conception by any ineoneeirahle 1110111$1, I ant 
net able to diheov"r. 	We believed that the present 
systom of creation was right, though we coulil not 
explain the adaptation of one part to the other, or 
for the whole succession of entities and consequences. 
Where has this enquirer added to the little know- 
ledge that we had before 	II° has told us of the 
benefits of Evil, which no num feels, and relations 
between (bland parts of the universe, which he can- 
riot itinealf conceit e. 	There was enough in this 
question inconceivable before, and we have little 
advantage front a tit w ineonceit able 6olation. 

1 do not mean 10 reproach this author for not 
knowing what is e pay hidden from learning and 
from ignorance. 	The shame is to impose words 
for ideas upon onrseltes or others. 	To imagine 
that we are going forward n lien we tire only turning 
round, 	To think that them is any etilferettec be• 
t ween him that gives no reason, and him that gives 
a reason, which by his own confession cannot be 
cenceived. 	'' 

Hut . that he may not be thought to conceive 
"things but things inconceivable, he has at lust 
thonnia. on a way by n Welt human sufferings moy 
produce good effects. 	I Ie imagines that us we hare . 	Y 	 • t. 	 not 

t 
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hot only animals for food, but choose some for our 
liversion, the same privilege may 	be allowed to 
some beings above us, ruho may deceive, torment, 
,r  destroy 	us .for the ends only of their own plea- 
sure or utility. 	This he again finds impossible to 
be conceived, but that impossibility lessens not the 
probability of the conjecture, 	which 	by analogy is 
so strongly confirmed. 

I cannot. resist the temptation of contemplating 

:,. this analogy, which I think he might have carried 
Ihrther, very much to the advantage of his argument. 
11e might have shown that these hunten, tehosegame 

• is man, have many sports analogous to our own. 
• As AV C 	drown 	whelps 	and kittens, 	they amuse 

themselves now awl then w ill) sinking a ship, and 
stand 	round 	the fields of Blenheim or the walls of 
Prague, as we encircle a cock-pit. 	As we shoot a 
bird flying, they take a man in the midst of hisbusi- 
hess or pleasurit 	t.l knock him down with an apo- •*. 
plow. 	Soini;: 	them . 	, Paps, ,.. ara virtuosi, and 
delight in the 	perati ,, • 	' .,  '1 %an asthma, as a human 
philosophe 	the 	;.̀•  ,.. 	of the air-pump. To swell 
;omit with 	tympany'et as good sport as to blow a 

og. Many a merry bout have these frolick beings 
at the vicissitudes of au ague, and good sport it is to 
sv a loan tumble with an epilepsy, and revive and 

e tumble again, and all' this he knows not why. 	As 
they are wiser and more powerful than we, they have 
more exquisite diversions, for we have no way of 
procuring I1 	sport so brisk and so lasting, as the 
paroxysms of the gout andli 	ie, which undoubtedly 

IA make high mirth, esp. 	I • if the play be a little 
.., 	diversified 

   
  



FREE ENQUIRY, &c. 	47 
diversified with the blunders and puzzles of the blind 
and deaf. 	We know not how• far tOir sphere of 
observation may extend. 	Perhaps now and then a 
men",  being may place himself in such a 1.ituation as 
to enjoy at once all the varieties of an epidemical 
disease, or amuse his leisure with the tossidigs and 
contortions of every possible pain exhibited together. 

One sport the merry malice of these beings has 
found means of enjoying, to Which we have nothing 
equal or similar. 	They now and then catch a mor- 
tal proud of his parts, and flattered either by the 
submission of those who court his kindness, or the 
notice of those who suffer him to court theirs. 	A 
head thus prepared for the reception of false opi-
nions, and the projection of vain designs, they easily 
fill with idle notions, till in time they snake their 
plaything an author: their first diversion commonly 
begins with an ode or an epistle, then rises perhaps 
to a political irony, and is at last brought to its 
height, by a treatise of philosophy. 	Then begins 
the poor animal to entangle lsimself in sophism% 
and flounder in absurdity, to talk confidently of the 
scale of being, and to give solntipns which himself 
confessehnwssible to be understood. 	Sometimes, 
however, it happens that their pleasure is without 
much mischief. 	The author feels no pain, but 
while they are wondering at the extravagance of his 
opinion, and pointing him out to one another as a 
new example of human folly, he is enjoying Isis own 
applause, anti that of his companions, and perhaps 
is elevated with the hope of standing at the bead of 
a new sect. 	• 

Many 
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-.11fany of the tioul;f, stiller) nosy crowd the world, 
may  be  jwitly  suqpected to be syritten fur the sake 
of some it: 	isible or I r ()fixings, for surely they are 
()filo use to an3- of the corporeal inhabitants of the 
Iv,.)1.1(1. 	(.)1 the 	production!, of the last 	bounteous 
year, how many can 1),.. 5:1id to serve any purpose•of 
use or pleasure ? The only 	end or ‘vriting 	is 	to 
(sintlile tho readers bettur to enjoy life, 	or 	11C1I(r to 

lit  ndore it: and how will either ()ribose lie put more 
Pr, 

iii our 	/141‘‘'Cl' by 16111 	101() telly 	us that. 	We are 1)1111. 
.  )(..t, 	Of V, hit h !,ume creature lint much 	wiser than 
0Hr:w i l es niairages the tvir,:: ? 	That a set of beings 
1, 

 ii,;ecit and 	unheard, are licverivg about 11 ., trying; 
upon. t8. 	our 	sen.,ibility, 	p 	g uttin 	115 	i n  

, xperillien 
Agonies to 	( ..! olir Iiiiili 	quiver, torturing Its to WWI- 
ne:,s, that they may laugh al  our  vagarie.-4,!,onteliine3 
°list i net ill::: list' 	bib .,  that 	they 	IIINV 	.(.t• 	lio,,v 	a 	man 
looks %%lieu he is vellotv • 	some; nil,: l) (::loll 	a tra- 
veller's bones, to I 	ow he a ill t,( t 	mie, 	rn»ile- 
times wacting• a ni 	o a t•kehq 	e 	stunt Iinici 

, 	, 	, 
killing; hint tat 	fur l 	Preater cl 	): 

11. his 111(10. 
TICIS 	iS 	III 	a 	111111. 	(II 	I''.% II, 	1111.1(11 

kliotip;11, 	like 	Ili 	 4,, 	' 	. 	I• ,s 	l  , 1, 	not 	qii 	IL% 	A  , 	A 	,ly 	(.11- 

1(1A1111111f4', 	Ili() 	I 	know 	not 	l(ow 	inlich it 	may 
contribute to 	.nee. 	The only 	re;i:,011 why we 

'11.1.1(1 	contemplate 	1:. i1 	ei, 	that 	vo. 	may bum. 	it 
411/1°  I .10 I 	; 	iit 	I 	:WI 	:Irr.iiil 	1101IhiliP; 	is 	'mall 	more 
',L el 	I.) 	endnred, 	for 	the 	....alw 	of 	nial,in,., 	oilig.r3 
t.0  "I.  

'I kr 	fil...1 	vini. . 	(,1" 	111( 	11011•11i 	iA'tttr 	art' 	stidi 	:IS 

	

ii: 	Li( 	tiY! 	111,1  ii 	10 	it , 11),. 	and 	‘111) 	 1:11 	I 	!Audi 	11 1 , (1 

	

it11 	_:111:: ,.. 	10.1)1.01j 	(.. ilk I  hi; 	bit,  .CA.,.. i.)111:., 	Ill 1 I. 	[lc Offi 	1.5  
1 	 W. ii- 

   
  



FREE ENQUIRY, Sze. 	49 
a criterion of action, on account of virtue and vice, 
for which I have often contended, and which must be 
embraced by all who are willing to know why they 
act, or why they forbear to give any reason of their 
conduct to themselves or others. 

" In order to find out the true Origin of moral 
" Evil, it will 	be necessary, in the first place, to 
." enquire into its nature and essence ; or what it is 
" that constitutes one action evil, and another good. 
0  Various have been the opinions of various au- 
" thors on this criterion of virtue ; and this va- 
" riety has rendered that doubtful, which must 
" otherwise have been clear and manifest to the 
" meanest capacity. 	Some indeed have denied 
" that there is any such thing, because different 
a  ages and nations have entertained different sen- 
" timents concerning it t but this is just as reason- 
" able as to assert, that there are neither sun, moon, 
" nor stars, because astronomers have supported dif- 
." ferent systems of the motions and magnitudes of 
" these celestial bodies. 	Some have placed it in 
" conformity to truth, some to the fitness of things, 
" and others 'to the will of God. 	But all this is 
" merely superficial: they resolve us not why truth, 
" or the fitness of things, are either eligible or obli- 
" gatory, or why God should require us to act in 
" one manner rather than another. The true reason 
" of which can possibly be no other than this, be- 
" cause Lute actions produce happinvis, and otlrbes 
" misery : so that nil moral Good anti Evil are no- 
0  thing more than the product ion of natural. 	This 
" alone it is that makes truth prekrable to falsehood, 
" this that determines the fitness of things, and this 

Vox.. Viii. 	rtE, 	 " lhat 
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" that induces Cod to command some actions, and 
'' forbid others. 	They who extol the truth, beauty, 
" and 	harmony of virtue, exclusive of its 	conse- 
" quences, 	deal but in pompous nonsense; 	and 
" they who 	would persuade us, that Good and 
" Evil are things indifferent, depending wholly on 
" the will of God, do but confound the nature of 
0  things, as well as all our notions of God himself, 
" by representing 	him capable of willing contra- 
" clic:lions ; 	that 	is, 	that we should be, 	and 	be 
" happy, and at the same time that w 	should tor- 
,' 
" 

moo; and destroy each other ; for i r ries cannot itits 
 

be made benefits, pain cannot ben 	de "Measure,, 
" and consequently vice cannot be made virtue by 
" any power whatever. 	It is  40  conl'ilpiences, 
" therefore, of all human acticilhat must stamp 
i' their v‘ilue. 	So fiir as the gam 	practice of any 
4C ac, 	tend,: to produce good, and introduce hap- 
" pint 	into the world, so far we may pronounce 
" it vi 	tolC; ; so much Evil as it occasions, such 	is 
" the'llegree of vice it contains. 	I 	say the general 
" practice, becanw we must always remember, in 
" judging by this rule, to apply it only to the ge- 
" neral species of actions, 	and 	not 	t o 	particular 
" actions; for the infinite wisdom of God, desirous 
,' to set 	bounds 	to 	time 	destructive consequences 
" which 	 must 	otherwise 	have followed from the 
" universe depravity of mankind, has so tronder- 
" In 	 'contrived the nature of thing;, thht our  host
I Se 	us actions may sousetittles accidentally and 

4 

" cullatetally 	prodnce good. 	Thus, 	for 	instance, 
" 	i.,,!!)1.1.y 1.1::\r(11, i)ori(i  tts,:i : 	gulls 	to .the benefit 
• 4 ,, 	i I,. 	; 	. ; 	;:dti:ft•  I y 	mu 	bring 	heirs 	and 

" good 

   
  



FREE ENQUIRY, &c. 	b.1 
" good humour too into many families, where they 
:4  would otherwise have been wanting ; and mur• 
e! der fret the world front tyrants and oppressors. 
" Luxury maintains its thousands, and vanity its 
" ten thousands. 	Superstition and arbitrary power 
14 contribute to the grandeur of many nations, and 
" the' liberties of others ore preserved by the per- 
" petual Contentions of avarice, knavery, selfish- 
" ness, and' ambition; and thus the worst of vices, 
" and the worst of men, are often. compelled by 
" Providence to serve the most beneficial purposes, 
" contrary to their 'own malevolent tendencies and 
't  inclinations; and thus private vices, become pub- 
," lick benefits, by the force only of .accidental cir- 
" cumstances. But this impeaches not the truth of the 
" criterion of virtue before mentioned, the only solid 
" foundation on which any true system of ethicks can 
14  be built, the only plain, simple, and uniform rule by 

which We can pass any judgment on our actions;  
" but by this we may he enabled, not only to deter- 
" mine which are Good, and which are Evil, but al- 
" most mathematically to demonstrate the proportion 
" of virtue or vice which belongs to, each, by com- 
" paring them with thedegr9es of happiness or misery 

.0 which they occasion, 	But though the production . 
" of happiness is the essence of virtue, it is by no 
" means the end; the great end is the probation of 
.0  Mankind, or the, giving them an 	opportunity of 
" milting or de:grading themselves in another state 
" by their bchaviottr h• the present. 	And thus ku.- 
o deed it answers two most important porphes i 
4 (  thoo tiro the conservetion dour.  happinesa, and , a s 	 " the 
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' the test of our obedience ; or had not such a 	test 
" seemed necessary to God's infinite wisdom, 	and 
". productive of universal good, he would never have 

permitted the happiness of men, even in this life, to.  
" have depended on so precarious a tenure, as their 

mutual good behaviour to each other. 	For it 	is 
" observable, that he who best knows our formation, 

has trusted no one thing of importance to our rea- 
son or virtue : he trusts only 	to our appetites for 

" the support of the individual, and the continuance 
of our species; to our vanity or compasen, for our 

" bounty to others ; and to our fears, folgr  le preser- 
vation of oii‘ielves ; often to our vices for the snit)-, 

" port of linernment, and sometimes to our folfres 
for the 	priservation 	of our 	religiiiii. 	Bin 	since 

" some tetilltplour obedience was,. 	ssarv, within. -., 
sup0 coilld 'have been comm. 	r 4fat end so 

' tit, and proper, and at the sa 	ime sei useful, 	as 
4 the practiqe of virtue : nothing could have been so 
'''' jitstly retvarded with happiness, as the production 

-6‘ of happiness in conformity to the tvill of God. 	It 
is this conformity alone winch adds merit to virtue, 

0 and constitutes 	the essential difference 	between 
morality and religion. 	Morality 	obliges men to. 

" live honestly and soberly, because such behaviour 
'' k mast conducive to public': happiness, and con. 
0 st. quently 	to their own ; religion, to pursue 	the 
'' saute course, because conformable to the will of 
" their Creator. 	Morality induces them to embrace 
**am: 	froom 	prudential 	considerations ; religion 
, from those of gratitude an 	 1\lorality :dience. 

4 ' therefore, entircly 	abstrast 	rout 	religion,eau 
'' have 

r  
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gc have nothing* meritorious in it; it being but wis- 
" don, prudence, or good ceconomy, which like 

health, beauty, or riches, are rather obligations 
" conferred upon us by God, than merits in us to-, 

bins; for though we may be justly. punished, ,wards 
" for injuring ourselves, we.can claim no reward for 
" self-preservation; as suicide deserves punishment 
" and infamy, but a man deserves no reward or hoz  
" nours for not being guilty of it. 	This I take to be 
" the meaning of all those passages m our Scriptures, 

in which works are represented to have no merit 
"without faith; that is, not without believing in 
" historical facts, in creeds, and articles; but with- 
" out being done in pursuance of our belief in God, 
" and in obedience to his commands. 	And now, 
" having mentioned Scripture, I cannot omit obscrv. 
" lug that the Christian is the only religious or moral 
44  institution in the world, that ever set in a right 
" light these two material points, the essence and the 
" end of virtue, that ever founded the one in the 
" production of happiness, that. is, in universal be-

nevolence, or, in their language, charity to all 
" men ; the other, in the probation of man, and his 
" obedience to his Creator. 	Sublime and magas- 
" cent as was the philosophy of the ancients, all 
" their moral systems were deficient in these two 
" important articles. 	They were all built on the 
" sandy foundations of the innate beauty of virtue, 
" or enthusiastiek patriotism ; and their great point 
" in view was the contemptible reward of human 
". glory ; foundations which were by no' means able 
a to support the magnificent structures which they 

& 3 	 ,i erected 
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a 
_  

 

erected upon them ; for the beauty of virtue, in- 
 " dependent of its effects, is unmeaning nonsense; 

4,  patriotism, which injures mankind in general for 
" the sake of a particular country, is but a more 
" extended selfishness, 	and really criminal : and all 
" human glory but a mean and ridiculous delusion. 
" The 	whole aflitir then of religion 	and morality, 
" the subject of so IllaIlle thousand volumes, is, 	ill 

0 " Short, no inure th:m this : the Supreme thing, in- 
" finitily good, as well as powerful, desirous to dif- 
" fuse happiness by all possible means, has created 
" innumerable ranks and orders of ',slings, all subscr- 
,' vient to each ot her by proper subordination. 	One 
" of these is occupied 	by man, a creat tire elisit41 
" with such 	a. certain degree of knowled 	, 
" '• 

 
and free-will, as 	is suitable 	to his situtt 	h 	and 

1..... " ft .141 11 for a time on this globe as in a school of 
p o 

	
H 	n Ir " ' iation and education. 	ere he has a 	oppor- 

" t unity given him of improving or debasing his na- 
" ttn'e, in such a manner as to render himself lit for a 

• " rank of higher perfection and happiness, or to de- 
a made himself to a stat 0 of greater in,ja 	and 
4,  misery ; necessary indeed towards carrying on the 
" busitu 	of the universe, but very grievous and lin 
" densoine to those individuals, who, by their ono 
., , 	iiiymilaet, :ti'' obligUd ti, submit to it. The test 

.4 is his behaviour, is doing gvvd, that is, co-opera 
44  ii 	‘i .  it II his Creator, as fur a • ' its narrow splie 
" w actionill permit, in the p

y
rouction of happi 

" And thu:, the happiness and misery of a future slat 
a ivill he the just reward or punishment of promotin 
64  or preventing happiness in this, 	Su artificially 

V, 	 i 
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" this means is the nature of all human virtue and 
" vice contrived, that their rewards and punish- 
" milts are woven as it were in their very essence; 
" their immediate effects give us a foretaste of their 
" future, and their fruits in the present life are the 
41  proper samples of what they must unavoidably 
" produce imanotber. 	We have reason given us to 
" distinguish these consequences,. sand regulate our 
4' conduct; and, lest that should neglect its post, con- 
" science also is appointed as an instinctive kind of 
0  monitor, perpetually to remind us both of our in- 
" terest and our duty." 	 . 

Si sic amnia dixisset I To this account of the 
essence of vice and virtue, it is only necessary to add, 
that the consequences of human actions being some. 
times uncertain, and sometimes remote, it is not pm- 
Bible in many eases for most men, nor in all cases for 
any man to determine what actions will ultimately 
produce happiness, and therefore it was proper that 
revelation should lay down a rule to be &flowed in-
variably in opposition to appearances, and in every 
change of circumstances, by which we may be cer-
tain to promote,the general felicity, and be set free 
from the dangerous temptation of doing Evil that 
Good may conic. 

Because it may easily happen, and hi effect will 
happen very frequently, that our own private hap-
piness may be proMoted by tai act injurious to 
others, when yet no Man eau be obliged by nature 
to prefer ultimately the happiness of others to his 
own; therthre, to the instructions oehdinite ii is-
dom it wax necessary that infinite power Ovoid add 
penal sanctions. 	That every man to w hum those 

:t I 	 instruetioas 
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instructions shall be imparted may know that he can 
never ultimately injure himself by benefiting others, 
or ultimately by injuring others benefit himself; 	but 
that however the lot of the good and bad may be 

Li 	huddled together in the seeming confusion of our 
present state, the time shall undoubtedly come, when 

li the most virtuous will be most happy. 	 . 
I urn sorry that the remaining part of this Lctt 

is not equal to the first. 	The author has indeed et 
gaged in a disquisition in which we need not wonde 
if he fails, in 	the solution of questions k(),.whic 
philosophers have empteyed their abilities 	ont  the,  
earliest times,,. 	 i....ua 	 , 

lf . 	I... ,  

in 	 lost. 

1 	

And found no rig 	wand'ring !nazi's 
, -.4.004 

Ile  denr; that man was' emoted perf(rt, because,  
the system r i uires sidandi#tion, and because the  
power or 	g his pe .f*tion, of rendering him- 

q 	staff wicke 	and mistrabf is the highest impel:fee- 
l. 	lion ima;;Inable. 	Besides, the regular gradations 

the scale of being required somewhere such a cre 
lure as man with all his infirmities about him, an 

r 	the  /010 removal of those would be altering 	his 
nature, and when lw became pelfect he Thasi cease 
to be man. 	, 4 

 

I have already spent some considerations on th 
scale of being, of which yet I am obliged to rene 
the mention whenever a new argument is made t 
rest. 	upon 	it ; and I 	must,t 1 Iv Iv fo  • 	,,Iiiii remar 
that. consequences cannot have 	x certaint 

	

i
than the potitulat c from which they 	Irawn, and 
that no s3'stem can be more 111 pothe a al than this, 
And perhaps no hypothesis more absurd. 

I Ic 
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He again•deceives himself with respect to the 

perfection with which man is held to be originally 
vested. 	That man came perfect, that is, endued with 
all possible perfection, 	out of the hands 	of his 
Creator, is a false notion, derived from the philo-
sophers.—The universal system required subordina- 
tion, 	and consequently comparative 	imperfection. 
That mai: was ever endued with all possible perfec-
tion, that is, with all perfection of which the idea is 
not contradictory or destructive of itself; is un-
doubtedly false. But it can hardly be called a false 
notion, because no man ever thought it, nor can it 
be derived from the philosophers; for without pre, 
tending to guess what philosophers he may mean, 
it is very safe to affirm, that' no philosopher ever 
said it. 	Of those who now maintain that man was ' 
once perfect,' who may very easily be found; let the 
author enquire whether man was ever omniscient, 
whether he was ever omnipotent, whether he ever 
had even the lower power of archangels or angels, 
Their answers will *oou inform him, that the sup-
posed perfection of man was not absolute, but re-
spective, that be' was petfect in a sense cunsisteut 
enough with subordination, perfect, not us com-
pared with different beings, but with himself in his 
present degeneracy ; not perfect, as an angel, but 
perfect as man.  

From this perfection, whatever it was, be thinks 
it necessary that man should be debarred, because 
pain is necessary to the good of the universe; and 
the pain of one order of beings. extending its salu• 
•fury influence to innumerable orders above and be-

low, 
I 
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low, it was necessary that man should suffer ; b 
because it is not suitable to justice that pain shoul 
be inflicted on innocence, it was necessary that m 
should be criminal. 

This is given as a satisfactory account of the 01, 
ginal of moral Evil, which amounts only to this, th  - 
God created beings whose guilt he foreknew, i 
orch:r that he might have proper objects of pain, b  ' 
cause the pain of part k, no inan knows how or wit 
necessary to the felicity oldie whole. 

The perfection which man once had, 
easily conceive 	that without any unusual . Igt  imaginationNk an figure its revival. All the dn 
to God or man that are neglected we may iii ley pe 
formed ; all* crimes that arc committ*We ma 
conceive forIgq. Man w ill then be restored to h 
moral perfect 	is : and into what head can it elite 
that by this change the universal system would I 
shaken, or 	the condition of any .order of bein,  
altered for the worse ? 

I le comes in the fifth Letter to political, and in th 
sixth to religions Evils. 	Of political Evil, if we sui 
pose the Origin amoral Evil discovered, the account 
is by no !mans diflicidt: 	polity being only the cot 
duct. of unmoral men in pliblielc iniairs. 	The Evil 
of each] particular kind of govt 	are very ilea]] 
alai elcoaat I v displayed, and from their secvmdar 
(.1111$01 	V. r V 	rill I( ilia Ily 4111111 Il j 	but 	the 	first 	C 
lies 	still 	in 	its ancient obscurity 1C There is in 
Letter nothing-new, nor any tiling (1611(.1111y insti' 
five ;  one 01 Ilk practical dednutions, that from 
'ernment Erds 	cannot he 	curvlicated, 	and 

;DI 
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FREE ENQUIRY, &c. 	55 
excess only can be' prevented, has been always al-
lowed ; the question upon which all dissension arises 
is, when that excess begins, at what point men shall 
cease to bear, and attempt to remedy. 

Another of his precepts, though not new, well 
deserves to be transcribed, because it cannot be too 
frequently impressed. 

" What has here been said of their imperfections 
" and abuses, is by no means intended as a defence 
" of them : every wise man ought to redress them 
" to the utmost of his power; which can be etre:dal: 
c* by one method only ; that is, by a reformation of 
" manners: for as all political Evils derive their ori- 
" ginul from moral, these can never be removed, 
" until those arc first ametuled. 	He, therefore, who 
" strictly adheres to virtu. and sobriety in his con- 
" duct, and enforces them by his example, sloes more 
a real service to a state, than he who displaces a 
" minister, or dethrones a tyrant ; this gives but a 
" temporary relief, but that exterminates the man 
" of the disease. No immoral man then can possibly 
" be a true patriot ; and all those who profess out- 
" rageous real for the liberty and prosperity of their 
" country, awl at the mune time infringe her laws, 
" affront her religion, and debauch her people, are 
" but despicable quarks, by fraud or ignorance in. 
" creasing the disorders they pretend to remedy." 

Of religion he has said nothing but what lie has 
learned, or might have learned from the divines ; 
that its is not universal, IMMO it must be received 
upon conviction, and suevem.ively received by thus° 
*hem conviction reached; that its evidences ma 

sauctiollS 

   
  



6o 	 REVIEW OF A 
sanctions are not irresistible, because it was intended 
to induce, not to compel ; and that it is obscure, 
because we want faculties to comprehend it. 	What 
be means by his assertion, that it wants policy, I do 
not well understand ; lie does not mean to deny that: 
a good christian will be a good governour, or a good 
subject ; and he has before justly observed, that the 

'good man only is a patriot. 
Religion has been, he says, corrupted by the 

wickedness of those to whom it was communicated, 
and has lost part of its efficacy by its connexion with 
temporal inteivst and human passion. 

Ile justly obserVes, that from all this, no conclu- 
sion can be drawn against 	time divine original of 
Christianity, since the objections arise not from the 
nature of the revelation, but of him to whom it is 
communicated.  

All this is known, and all this is true; but %%by, 
we have not yet.discovercd. 	Our author, ill under- 
stand him rig4t, pursues the arguMent thus: the 

..,teligion of man 	produces evils, because the mora- 
lity of man is 	imperfect; 	his 	morality 	is imper- 
fect, that he may be justly a subject of punishment : 
he is made sid ject. to punishment because the pain 

$1" of pal t. is necessary to it w happiness of the whole ; 
pain is necessary to happiness no mortal can tell 
why or how. 

Thus, after having clambered with irreat labour 
from one step of argumentation to al 	r, instead 
of rising into 	the light of knowledg , 	-e are de- 
volved back into dark ignorance ; and all our effort 
ends in beliof, that for the Evils of life 1 here is some 

goo,  1 
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good reason, and in confession, that the reason can- 
not beca;found. 	This is all that has been produced 
by the revival of Cloysippus's untractableness of 
matter, and the Arabian scale of existence. 	A 
system has been raised, which is so ready to fall to 
pieces of itself, that no great praise can be derived 
from its destruction. 	To object is always easy, and 
it has been well observed by a late writer, that the 
hand which eaknot build a hovel, may demolish a 
temple.. 

• New Practice of Thysio,k. 
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[ 	64 	] 

..„ • Mr. Boswell, in his Life of Johnson, remarks, that " se 
" ral answers came out," in reply to this pamphlet. 	The n 
merous pamphlets written at that time on the subject of 
Middlesex Election, may all 	he considered as belonv,ing to t 
popular side of the 	dispute, 	but 	there 	were 	only three direr 
answers to 	the FALSE. 	ALARM. 	These were, 	" The Crisi 
4` A 	Letter to 	Dr. Samuel Johnson ;" and "The Constitut e  

" Defender and Pensioner exposed, in Remarks on the 	irt, 
" Alarm." Nonu of them were deficient 	in a show of ur 
meat, but what 	they scent to rely• upon 	chiefly, 	was persoi 
abuse of our author as a pensioner ; 	and this, it must he own 
.cited the Woe of that turbulent period wonderfully. 

_ 
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THE 

FALSE ALARM 

[1 770] 

ON E of the chief advantages derived by the pre-
sent generation from the improvement and 

diffusion of philosophy., is deliverance from unne-
cessary terrours, and exemption from false alarms. 
The unusual appearances, whether regular or acci-
dental, which once spread consternittiott over ages 
of ignorance, are now the recreations of inquisitive 
security. 	The sun is no more lamented when it it; 
eclipsed, than when it sets ; stud meteors play their 
coruscations withisit prognesticker prediction. 

The wlvancement of political knowledge may be 
expected to produce in time the like effects. Cause-
less discontent and seditious violence will grow less 
frequent, and Less formidable, as the science of go-
vernment is better ascertained, by a diligent study 
of slut theory of man. 

It Is not indeed to be expected, that physical and 
political truth should meet with equal acceptance, 
or gain ground upon the world with 41tuil futility. 
The notions of the naturalist find mankind in a state 
'or neutrality, or af. worst have nothing to eueouuter 
but prejudice and vanity; prejudice without malig- 
nity, and vanity withoet interest. 	But the politi- 
cian's improvements are opposed by every pascion 
that 43111 CiwilldU 4:01111etion Or suppress it; by sm. 

ir  o L. VIII. 	 V 	 bition, 
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.6b 	THE FALSE ALARM. 

hition, by avarice, by hope, and by terrour, by pub-
lick faction, and private anitnoity. 

It 	is 	evident, ivhateyer be 	the cause, that this 
nation, Ivith all its renown for speculation and for 
learning, 	has yet made little proficiency in civil wis- 
doin. 	We  are still so much unacquainted with our 
own state, :-; ail so unskilful in the lair:Alit of happiness, 
t bit we shuildel• wil bout danger, 	complain without 
fi'icvancci:, ;old Loti'Ll.cr our quiet to bc disturbed, 	and 
our commerce I o be interrupted, by an opposition to 

. 

1 k,, (;,a-(;Limn ;it, 	rair,LA 	only 	by interc5t, and sup- 
lo, ri ii 0,:;y by (.1ainour, which yet has so 	far pre- 
% a 'lei I it; 	.LI i...,, aorance and thnidity, that many favour 
is 	L.:. rer..,Li.lable, 	aniimany dread it al pir,vorful. 

WI L?- 	;L.: iir,,ii-..1 	by those 	v1io have Been so induti- 
train,. 	to ...iir, ,a; :-.1sineion, and incite fun y from one 
r 1:.! i,t' th 	isill,:ihill: 	to 	thi: Oth(!r, 	11,1:.13' 14' known 	by 
1 ,, ..,1.-.:1, , ,i 	Ili!: 	11 IP 	41'; 	V1Ii1C11 	113VC 	been 	at 	once pre - 
0.1.11,11 w; 	pc ',Hoes 	to the 	Linr, 	aluptixhihited 	in 
T,„ i i .i 	;; . le; ,(n'; 	:laces to No people. 	*may 

o 	
there- 

1(,1 ,, fpi. 	.i.,,. 	lit 	.:*(11)( 	I' 	103' 	h 	.! 1,1 rloi. 	LI$ .1)ablie 
fi.:„. , 	;„1;  :of a  iii:in  who  cannot 	lit 	fiii, 	tho o 
ii,,,, t'or 	Hi. iliiiii.4 	it 	tviCli6l, 	rata 	!mot fear 

.1 .1,,. 	, I,(•vt,i(f. 	A.v.liii:11 	has 	i 	ft .  co l 	all  thig teol- 

, 	1 0.4 of uii. i li"c, IIA' i II/1111,Th 	1111.1C11 	all 	WWI' I 	Op... 
"/, 	, I'l 	OM 	;II' ir'..111 LII,  tit 	:;,„,, ,..hicli  has left us 

,•, , 	 ,i, i: ,., 	Ili.: 	al:Itiu.,1, 	at 	tiali:,:.8 	ni) 	patriot 	to li 
I 
	4  icr,  1, 

	Iii 
 1; • 1 . 1, 	I. 	Ci)111r)iNed in 	a tOIC of 	I hr 	liPtiSC 

4  of 1:,, , ,„,, ;,, ., hy v. Lich  the frceholtkr6  01 .11/i/;//ese.r 
Sr 	, r(. 	i ii...1 a  ;., L LI ' 01.  a 	Briton's 	bit'lliric 	represe11ta- 

1.( ,ti 	in 	ii..ilialliviit. 	 . 	: :1 	
Tliey 

lith 1I
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THE FALSE ALARM. 	6 p 
• They have indeed rcecived the wand writ of elec- 
tion, but that writ, alas I 	tva 	IlittiIt:kilts mockery; 
they were insulted with the firm, hot dulled the 
reality, for there was one man melded from their 

. choice. 
Aron  de  vi, neer Cade, Mr mow. 
Std lit tat thihi di kibu. rapite. 

The character of the men thus fatally excepted, I 
have no purpoge to delineate. 	Lampoon itself would 
disdain to speak ill of him of wham no man speaks 
well*. 	It is sufficient that he is expelled the Hou..e 
of Commons, and confined in ,jail us being legally 
convicted of sedition and impiety. 

That this man cannot be appointed one of the 
guardians and counsellors of the church and state. 
is a. grievance not to be endured. 	Every lover of 
liberty stands doubtful of the fide or pohkarity, be. 
Cause the chief county in England cannot take its 
representative from a jail. 

Whence Middlesex should obtain the right of 
being denominated the, chief county. catintil easily be 
discovered ; it is indeed the county where the chief 
city happens to stand, but how that city treated the 
favourite of Middlerer, is Hut yet kr' ten. 	The 
county, as diSfingniSkell fioni the city. lints 1141 el 1;111 
to particular notisitkration. 

That a than was in Jail for is dition and impil ty, 
would, I believe, have been within memory a milli- 

" The 14 lath of Willwri" polelsolit 4 N 6 w hot Mho Iwo (lII#0i) I y 
Atmo$1.1111114 (0116111111 lii ii I mei r ulloP Is it III ittivutr lb. C WO t, 
whi,h mot Ihupaht toutmilint,h) %ha it this p mat I. t va•et t Mow. 

• 
C. 

P 42 	 tilLi.f. 

   
  



THE FALSE ALARM. 

cient reason vi by he should not come out of jail a 
legislator. 	This reason, notwithstanding the muta- 
bility of fashion, happens still to operate on the House 
of Commons. 	Their notions, however strange, may 
be justified by a common obscrvation, that few are 
mewled by imprisonment, and that he whose crimes 
lia%e• made confinement necessary, seldom makes any 
of is 	use of l,is cid:it-gement, than to do with greater 
cminin ,; what. he did before with less. 

Put the people have been told with great confi-
dence, that the House cannot control the right of 
,..,w,tit ii 1 inp,- 	rcpros(Altatives ; 	that he who can per- 
Nirtde 1,1;% Cul (1..0 ors to choose him, whatever be his 
eli:n•aufer, is I 1%1 fully chosen, and has a claim to a seat 
in parlianu,nt, from which no human authority can 
d,:pose him. 

1 fore, however, 	the patrons of opposition are in 
•,,onte p...rple%ity. 	They are forced to confess, 	that 
by a train of precedwits sudicient to establish a cus-
tom of parliament, the I louse of Commons has jtt- 
risd,cf ion over it • 	, 	tribers; that the whole has 

' .it,‘‘ 	.. ovi.r 	ink 	1  s  ; 	and 	that' this 	power 	has 
her 	i .,crciscd soul 	HMS in imprisonment, and often 
i o  c•,,,pnisimi. 	i 

l'hat 	such po\vdr should rciide in the House o' 
Commine• 	in. 	 mil, 	cusi.:4, 	is 	c‘itably 	necessar 
sin re it is reqI  red by every p 	, that where the 
is a possibility of offence, diet 	hould be 	a pos. 
I •f!ity of punishment. 	A. nand 	of I he I lout& ea 
ieu. h,• i•it 	, I tor hi., eondoet M pailianinnt before at 
othiT conrt ; 	tutu 	thorei;  we 	if the 	I louse 	camt 

oliedi i.i,:, , he iii ly aihicl, 	with impunity the righ 
ai• 	i:,.• p,„ ol .',., 	:Ili 	! 	tke tale of 	the 	kin•;„ 

4 	- 	 Thiii; 

   
  



THE FALSE ALARM. 	69:  
This exemption from the authority of other courts 

was, I think, first established in favour of the five 
members in the long parliament. 	It is not to be• 
considered as an usurpation, for it is implied in the 
principles of government. 	If legislative powers arc 
not coordinate, they cease in part to bedegislative; 
and if they be coordinate, they are unaccountable; 
for to whom must that power account, which has no 
§uperiour ? 
. Tlioneowor Commons is indeed disvolubleby the 
king, as the nation has of late been very clamormudy 
told; but while it subsists it is coordinate with the 
other powers, and this 	coordination eeit4es only 
when the I follie by dissolution cvavvs 19 subsist. 

As 1 he particular representatives of the people,  
arc in their publiek character above the control of 
the courts of law, they must be :4'10.1 to the juriq-
diCt100 or the House ; and as the House, in the 
exercise of its authority, can he neither directed nor 
restrained, its own resolutions must be its Jan', at 
least, if there is no antecedent division of the whole 
legislature. 

This privilege, not confirmed by any written law 
or positive compact, but by the resistless power tit' 
Political necessity, they have exercised, probably front 
their first institution, but certainly, us their record, 
inform uS, prom thy, trl of Vizabeili, when they 
expelly1 a member for derogating from flair pi i• 
cif( pit. 
• It may perhaps be doubted, whether it way ori• 

giwilly accessary, that thiA right of control aml 
punishment, should extend beyond ctrences hi the 
elcreiee of parlimsentary ditty, sioco all tither erirnot 

1' et 	I 	am 

   
  



7° 	TIIE FALSE ALARM. 
are cognizable by other courts. 	But they who are 
the only judges of their own rights, have exerted the 
power of expulsion on other occasions, and when 
wickedness arrived at a certain magnitude, have con-• 
sidered an offence 	against society as 	an offence 
against the House. 

They hare therefore divest( d notorionu delinquents 
,,i-  thc,ir leg isuivi.annocr, aia t delivered them lip 
to shame or punishment, naked 	and unprotected, 
that they might not ermtinninate the dignity of par-
liament. 

	

It i, allowed that a man at tainted of feIonv can- 	I 
not tsit in Parliamoit, and the Commons prohably  1  
indged, that not ht ing hound to the tunas of law, 
the v ini,,,hi 	treat 	the ..e a.; felons, AVIIOSC CI nnes were 
ill their opinion equivalent to felony ; :mil that as a 
known fehou could not be chosen, a man so like a 
felon, that he could nut easily be distinguished, ough 
to be expelled. 

The first l• vs had 40pslaw 'to enforce 	t hem, the 
first author 	to c4iir: titoted b r 	 . 	Tte Power 	. 

exercised bv 	ic I louse of Col 	' 	f this kind, 
a 	pourer it' led 	in 	the 	principles of government, 

. 	and liranells.d out 	by occasional practice; 	a power 
su hiclincp...,:,Str made joist, and precedents have made 
legal. 

AA vs ill occur that authority thus uncontrollable, 
., 	may, 	in I inics of licat 	and 	(silliest, lr, oppressively 
‘‘ 	and isjuiii 	, fa rted, 	and that he who siitkrs in- - 4. 
".,;,Justice,'"Ww it 	tilt redress, lme% er innocent 	ho 

oVer inisvrab 

4riIP
' The ilw: 

	

	)11 18  true, hitt the 	inent is use 
he Cotanonii lutist 	hr: controlled, or be exempt 

2 2 	 trot 

   
  



THE FALSE ALARM. 
from control. 	If they are exempt they may do 
Injury which cannot be redressed, if they► are con-
trolled they are no longer legislative. 

If the possibility of abuse be an argtunent against 
authority, no authority ever can be established i  if 
the actual abuse destroys its legality, there is no legal 
government now in the world.. 

This power, which the Commons have so long 
exercised, they ventured to use once more against 
Mr. Wilkes, and on the 3d of .1.1 bruary, 1769, ex-
pelled him the House, for haring printed and pub-
lished a seditious libel, and three obscene and im-
pious libels. 

If these imputations were just. the expulsion was 
surely seasonable; and that they were jutd., the I louse 
had reason► to determine►, as be had mishits& himself, 
at the bar, the author of the► libel which they term 
seditious, and was convicted in the King's Bench of 

, both the publications. 
But the freeholders of Aliddiese•r were of another 

►opinion. 	They either thought him innocent, or 
were not offended by his guilt. 	When a writ was 
issued for the election of a knight for Middlesex, 
in the room of John 1171kes, Es•q; expelled the 
House, his friends on the sixteenth or Februsay 
chose him again. 

On the 17th, it was resolved, that John Wilkes, 
may; having been its this session of parliament ex-
pelled the House, was, and ix, incapable if lvitql 
elected u member to serve in this present parliament. 

As there WAS no other candidate, it yaw rewr•H•wl• 
at the same time, that the election of the batoivissts . 	11 was a void election, 
• The P 4 

   
  



72 	THE FALSE ALARM-. 
The freeholders still continued to think that no 

other man ti as 	tit to represent them, 	and on the 
sixteen:1i of A-lurch elected him once more. 	Their 
resolution w as now so well known, that no Opponent 
ventured to appear. 

The Commons began to find, that power witho 
materials for operation can product: no eGet. 	Th 
might make the election void for ever, but if no of I 
candidate could be found, their determination cm 
only he negative. 	They, however, made void t 
last election, and ordered a ut w writ. 

On 	the 	1:.;111 	of April 	v..as 	a new 	election, 
which NIr. Luitcrei, and 	others, offered tliemsylv 
candidates. 	Every method of intimidation was 
and some acts of violence %veil.: (lone to hit+ 

' Ltakra, from appearing. 	IL! Ww; lint deterred, a 
the pull was tal;,•ii, w hich t xlnl‘ited for 

'NI r. I '.1/ 	-r1 	- 	Nirill7r9 0 
.A. ,  

The  sher iff Fawned 'Mr. ;rib:,  ,,, ; but the Ifouse 
it.. 	Am./I t he 	filtee.ith, detcrinitied 	t hat 	111r. bate 

s law fiilly elected. 
. 	Fro 	I I l k ( lin 	begiin 1 he clan-lou r ti 11'%•11
li

tt 

	

o 	
m 

•.•' 	tinned till i 	iw. 	1 110.,,,. %% la) had undertaken to o 
po A. 	iiistis . I.avim,no 	grievance 	of great 

ntude, emdca% Aired to 	sh ell this decision 	in 
„ 1'1111k, 	and dis',ort it 11110 delbrinite, and thet 

,t'a  n. Nil to tcrii/Orre nation. .... 	 i uscry artili«. of seditiottntis Hull since pra 
to awakcit di.contcnt and inirlann. indignation. 
itaiwts of (-very day have 'wen idled with exhort 
tions and mcnaces of faction. 	The madness h 

t.; 

   
  



THE FALSE ALARM: 	73 
spread through all ranks and through both sexes; 
women and children have clamoured for Mr. Wilkes, 
honest simplicity has been cheated into fury, and 
only the wise have escaped infection. 

The greater part may justly be suspected of not 
believing their own position, and with them if is not 
necessary to dispute. 	They cannot be convinced 
who are convinced already, and it W well known 
that they will not be ashamed. 

The decision, however, by which the smaller num-
ber of votes was pretiored to the greater, has per-
plexed the minds of some, whose opinions it were 
indecent to despise, and who by their integrity well 
deserve to have their doubts appeased. 

Every diffuse and complicated question may be 
examined by different methods, upon different prin-
ciples; and that truth, which is easily Sound by one 
investigator, may be missed by another, equally 
honest and equally diligent. 

Those who inquire, whether a smaller number of 
legal votes can elect a representative in opposition 
to a greater, must receive from every tongue the 
same answer. 

The question,therefore,must be,whether a smaller 
nmnber of legal votes, shall not prevail against a 
greater number of votes nut legal ?' 
• It must be congidered, that those votes only are 

legal which are legally given, and that those only 
are legally given, which arc given for a legal out-
did:de. 

It remains then to be discussed, whellte'r a man 
expelled can be So disqualified by a vote or the 

i louse, 

   
  



74 	THE FALSE ALARM. 
Nouse, as that he shall be no longer eligible by law-
ful electors ? 

IIere we must again recur, not to positive institu- 
tions, but to the uii 	rii ten late of social nature, to the 
great and pregnant principle of political necessity. 
All gcivertnnent supposes subjects, all authority im- 
plies obedience. 	To suppose in one the right to com- 
mand what another has the right to refuse, is absurd 
and contradictory. 	A state so constituted must rest 
for ever in motionless equipoise, with equal attrac-
tions of contrary tendency., with equal weights of 
power balancing each other. 

Laws which cannot be enfitrced, can neither pre- 
vent nor rectify disorders. 	A sentence which can- 
not be executed e:to have  no power to warn or to 
reforni. 	If II:e. Commons lrive only thi. power of 
dismissing for r. iew days the man whom hi,; consti-
twits can immediately send back, if they can expel 
but cannot exclude, they IOW! nothing more than 
nominal authority, to which perhaps obedience never 
may be paid. 

The representativc. 	imeet,to 	had an opi- 
nion very different : 	. timid am 	ironed their 
members; On great. 	location 	. isablud them 
for ever; 	and this 	1 	er of p. 	iwy, perpetual 
disability is main 	ed by S 	n himself. . 

These claims sine' to have teen made and allowed, 
whyt 	c consti 	on °four government hail not yet 
bc. .. 	licientl .tstudicd. 	Such powers arc nut legal, 

anse they are not necessary : and of that power 
ich only necessity justifies, no inure is to be ad- 

In] t tc4  titTf 	necessity Ottudes. 	. , 
The 

ad, 

   
  



THE F4.LSE ALARM. 	75 
The Commons cannot make huts, they can only 

pass resolutions, which, like all resolutions, are, of 
force only to those that make them, and to those only 
while they are willing to observe them. 

The vote of the House of Commons hail thero. 
fore only so far the force of a law, as that fordo is 
necessary to preserve the vote from lobing its efficacy, 
it must begin by operating upon themselves, and 
extend its influence to others, only by consequences 
arising from the first intention. 	Ile that startd game 
on his own manor, may pursue it into anotlier. 

They can properly make laws only for themselves: 
a member, while he keeps his seat, is sulject to these 
laws; Ind when he is expellc .1, t hefitrisiliet inn ceases, 
for he is now no longer within their dominion. 

Tho disability, which a vote can superiminee to 
expnl:.u►n, is no more than w:is included in espnhion 
itself; it is only a declaration of the Commons, that 
they will permit no longer hint a lion; they taus cen-
sure to sit with them in parliament ; a declaration 
made by that right which they necessarily possess, of 
regulating their own IImbe, and of inflicting punish- 
ment on their own delinquents. 	 ' 

They have therefore no other way h etdh,rce the 
sentence of incapacity, than that of adhering to it. 
They cannot otherwise isttoi 11. the candidate so diNft 

qualified fir offering himself, nor the electors forae- 
clewing him, 	But if he hilti any eompetitor, that 
compel itor must prevail, and if he has none, his elec- 
tion will be loid ; 	for the, right of the I 	to 
reject, annihilates with regard to the man so rejd egad . 
the right of electing. 	 It 
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It has been urged, that the power of the Tious.:! 
tormiwttes ‘viththei.,..,,•.,sion; 	since a prisoner corn- 
initted by the Speaker's ‘t arr:!nt cannot be detained 
daring the reeoss. 	That power indeed ccq;ses ‘vith 
the se: lion, which must operate by the ag;ricy 0 
others, because, when thcy do nut sit, they can c 
plov no agent, having no longer any legal existcn • 
but that. which is exercised nu themselves re 
at 	their meeting, %%hen the subject of that po 
still 	Htbsist.9. 	They can in 	the next session rcfu. 
to 	rcallmit  him, 	t‘I.,.)iii 	ill 	Ilie 	former session 	the, 
cxpe!!( .1. 

Thai, 	exi)uLion 	inr,..rroi ,...;c1:1H(in in the present 
race, ni:;st In 	I think, ea-ilv admitted. 	The expul 
sioa :Ind the writ i.,ated for a new election were it 
:',hue :(:•.-fion, !Ind ..inee 	IIn 	House IS by the rti 
Fa vii.onent bound 	lUr the session 	by a 	tote on 
passed, the expelled 	meni r cannot be admitted. 
I le that, cannot .  be ;ulmiliti 	:annot he elected; and 

i 

ily. votes 	!,;iven 	In 	a mon 	ho hgible 11 	. tg 	riven in 
, 

vA00.11v: high 	hnhc (sI 	lor.  1 	ci,,r an 	! 	.1) 	. 	Wile 
bed 	p s a majorit v. • ''.4P. ,,, 	 ..,.. 

.  111,•!.(! conclip,i,400i.  :is to most 1 	, and to all 
I 	'Cleill  p,,iition,:,  many o!jeetions may 	he nin(L.. 

e perpetual subject 	of political disquisition 14 not 
'hoe, Ina comparative  ,hood, 	Of hvo s.s stems of 

W.  
0,,  rim-lent, or 1 wu la ,A s rola! ing to the same subject, 

11( idler %yin ever hr !ateli :11.: Ilk.oretiral 	nicety v. mild 
s Ic.,.i re, 311d 	1110144.0W  it  'ii lel'  C011 1.'Whily 	f011'i• it:, l% ay 
a0alilet rrilldite  and  Oklara'y ; 	oath 	will have its 

,,, I  N471.11.•110K;1141ddr0 (.1, zIlid every alai 	11h 	a Jill I(,  
'ICY l'i, ,11 	ride, 111:0; 	(Liu!, 	!,i+ 	OWII 	if 	A. 

it 
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It seems to be the opinion of many, that expul-

sion is only a dismission of the 'representative to his 
constituents, with such a testimony against him as his 
sentence may comprise; and that if his constituents, 
notwithstanding the censure of the House, thinking 
his case bard, his fault titling, or his excellencies 
such as overbalance it, should again elunte him as 
still worthy of their trust, the House cannot refits° 
him, for his punishment has purged his fault, and the 
right of electors must not be violated. 

This ii plausible, but not cogent. . It is a scheme 
ofrepresentation, which would make a specious ap-
pearance in a political romance, but cannot be 
brought into practice among us, who see °very day 
the towering head of spcculai ion how down unwil• 
lingly to groveling experience. 

Governments fmined by chance, and gradually im-
proved by such expedients, as the successive discovery 
of their defects happened to suggest, arc never to be 
tried by a regular theory. 	They are &bricks ofdis- 
similar materials, raised by different architects, upon 
different plans. 	We must he content with them as 
they are; should we attempt to mend their dispro-
portions, we might easily demolish, and difficultly 
rebuild them. 

Laws are now made, and customs aro established ; 
these are our rules,. and by them' we must bo 
guided. 

It is uncontrovertibly certain, that the Commons 
never intended to leave electors the liberty of re-
turning them an expelled member, for they always 
revirc ono to .he chosen in'the room of JAM that is 

(aliened, 
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. 	el:pulled, and I !:c.e not 'trial what propriety a matt 
can he rechosen in hi:; own room. 

Expulsion, 	if this 	1',vi...1 its 	u hole effect, 	might 
very often 	lie dcsirahle. 	Sedition, 	or 	obscenity, 
might be no greatc.r crimes in the opinion-  of other 
electors, than 	in that of the freehold /Ts of illiddie- 
str; 	and IllallV 	a 	wretch, 	w limn 	Ilk 	colleagues 
should expel, 	might 	come back 	persecuted into 
fame, and provoke Ivith harder float a second ex-
pulsion. 

:\ lany of the representatives of the people can 
hardly be said to have been chosen at all. 	Some It v 
inheriting a horough inherit a seat ; and some sit by 
the favour of of heirs, w'lloin perhaps they may gra-
tify by the act which provoked the expulsion. Some 
arc safe by their popularit y, and some by their alli- 
ances. 	None ‘10111d drr:al explikion, if this doctrine 
\yen.: rceei‘•ed, but thcr 	who 1 	 'ir clectiong, 
and who would be obliged to J1141 

 
	a,,vain at • 

higher price. 	 '',) 	r; 

as 	uncertainties 	are 	tq lie dc ter 	y . 	A 	 •.0,. 
t ill 	,  0 	Triaill, alld C11:-Iihins(A) he rtiplai 	ere 
it 	i 	AII• 	sible, by %vriitA n btu', the 	patriots have tri- 
nin 	/ 	(I 	11'1111 	a 	(Ill(11:111011 	1'11411 	all 	act 	01111C 	Atli 
ala  I,,th 	Or 	.1)/,,e, 	Wiikli '1111'1111k 	illMk-! 	to 	lg. 	IT- 
CI 	Cli, 	WiloSf' tical 	ay(' V.11;',11( '1 	by III(' occ1 /4 .1.11 ,111cy of 
a IMIi0,1001  profit. 	Alois tlicv 	ly .o.1.11: coll ,idc' 	:Is :la 

tasion, mid tillfil the 	pciblisNi‘iii, 	iii  I his t. :,,., IT a 
, 	-election, 	infer 	1 h.it 	( % ciy other e \ pilHoit .h.ate5 

the 	(If limptent 	entith 11 	to 	'lie 	'..110,.; 	indith.: Awe. 
Thi$  i,:,the pararai)li • 

' 	If ir 
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" If any pi rsou, being chosen a member of the 

" Hong° of Commons, shall accept of any office 
" from the crown, during such time as 1w shall con- 

.IF tinue a member, his election shall be, and is hereby 
".declared to be void, and a new writ shall issue for 
u a new election, as if such person so accepting Wag 
" naturally dead. 	Nevertheless such person shall 
" be capable of being again elected, as if his place 
" had not become void as atbresidd." 

Ilow this ihvours the doctrine of readmission by it 
second choke, I am not able to discover. The sta-
tute of 3o Ch. !I. had enacted, That lie who should 
sit ill the House of Commons, without taking the 
Oaths and subscribing the I4st, should be disabled to 
sit in the House during That Parliament, and a 
writ should issue 	 'r the election of a new member 
in place qf the member so disabled, as  if such  men. 
ber had naturally died. 

This last clause is apparently copied in die act of.  
Anne, but with the common fate of imitators. 	In 
the act of (larks, the political death continued 
during the parliament, in-that of Anne it was hardly 
worth the while to kill the man ahem the next 
breath was to revive. It is, however, apparent, that. 
in the opinion of the parliament, the dead-doing 
lines would have kept him naitionlesi, if be had not 
been recovered by a kind exception. A seat vacated, 
could not be regained without express permission of 
the same statute. 

The right of being chosen again to a seat thug 
vacated, is not enjoyed by any general right, bull 

' required a special clause, and solicitous provision. 
But 
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But what reiemblance can imagination conceive 
between one man vacating his seat, by a mark of 
favour from the crown, and another driven from it 
ibr sedition 	and obscenity ? 'the acceptance of a 
place contarnMates no charaeler; the crown that  1  
gives it, intends to give with it always dignity, some-1 
times authority. 	The Commons, it is well known, 

tink not 	worse of themselves or others 	ft. r their 
ices or profit ; 	N- ,.1 profit implies temptation, and 
ay expo. ,..! a repres1•111:161:0 to the suspicion of hi. 

' constitucins; 	thon!.:11 if they still think 	him worthy 
thei r eol ifulence, they may again elect. him. 
Such i!; the consequence. 	When a man 	is  dis-1. 
i,,:eil by law to hi,; crmst il uents, with new trust and 

lien' dignity, they may, if they think him incorrupt i- 
We, restore him to Iii:,  :seat ; what can follow, there-

re, but that when the House drives out a vary 
with publiel'i 	nny, he goes away with the like I 
it) ission to 

.If unfit 	(1 	.'  be, 	ai 	the 	proverb 	to lls 	ns 	la 
irerm 	estrtiction, how 	in ar mu 	the 

'  rnio (1 	II I 	c;iii 	he illeitol 	agiii114 Its go- 
J rCroOlIrs, 	' 	Thisiiv like tlii:. 	I may be e%cusec 
'  if I c;:t.-..lt

fr 
	 . 	panic1;, and 	join 	my 	groans at 	this.,  

-1  alorntin!! 	cri.,is, 	w it li 	the 	general 	lantentat ion 	of
i 

 
,ciiing patriots. 	 . •., 
41 nother objection im, that thcCommons, 1, v pro- ii  

nt,micing the sentence or diminalifielitioo, 	Toni:,  di 
Jar,', 	and 	Nike 	upon themselves 	the power of tbc 
wi 	e. 	fislaliire. 	Muny quotAttioo: 	...4; then 	prool 

o 	pr 	4' 	that 	the Howie ,of 	'mous eau 
1)i o l.0 nu I I 

	

1.1)!.ert 	. 

Ilk . 	• 
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• Three Acts have been cited, disabling members' 
for different terms on different occasions; and it is 
profoundly remarked, that if the Commons could 
by-their own privilege have made a disqualification, 
their jealousy of their privileges would never I►hVC 
admitted the concurrent sanction of 	the other 
powers] 

I must for ever remind these puny controvertists, 
that those Acts are laws of permanent obligation : 
-that trio of them are now in force, and that the other 
expired only When it bad fulfilled its end. 	Such 
laws the Commons cannot make; they could, per-
haps, have determined for themselves, that they 
would expel all who should not take the test, but 
they could leave no authority behind them, that 
should oblige the next parliament to expel thi'w. 
They could refuse the .Sionth Sea directors, but the; 
could not entail the raft,. 	They can disqualify 
by vote, but not by law ; they cannot know that the 
sentence of disqualification pronounced to-day may 
not become void to-morrow, by the dissolution of 
their min House. 	Yet while the same parliament 
sits, the disqualification continues unless the vote 

e rescinded, and while it so continues, makes taw 
votes, which freeholders may give to the interdicted 
candidate, useless and dead, since there cannot exist 
with respect to Om same subject at the same time, an 
absolute power to choose anti an Absolute power to.  
reject: 

In 1614, the attorney-general was voted inea-
pable of a seat In the I louse of Commons; and the 
nation is triumphantly told, that though the vote 
never was revoked, the attorney-general is now €► 

Vox.. VW. 	C. 	 membet,. 
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member. 	Ile certainly may now be a member 
without revocation of the vote. 	A law is of per- 
petual obligation, but a vote is nothing when the 
voters are gone. 	A law is a compact reciprocally 
made by the legislative powers, and therefore not to 
be abrogated but by all the parties. A vote is simply 
a resolution, which binds only him that is willing t 
be bound. 

I 	have thus. punctiliously and minutely purse 
this disquisition, because I suspect that these r 
sonces, whose 	business 	is to deceive 	others, ha. 
sometimes deceived themselves, and I ana willing 
free them frmn their embarrie:ment, thought I do n 
expect much gratitude for my kindness. 

Other 1)4.0 ions are yet remaining, for of 1)0 
tieal olijcetions 	there 	c%nitiot easilv be 	an end. 
his 	he( ti 	ohhervcd, that vice is no proper cause 
(• N ia l lsi(,n, 	for if the wiwii. matilkin 	the I louse we 
:tlwaN 	to he 1:npe 	9-  t iiminone would. *Net' 
Ihit 	no 	nuall 	i. e44p 	t 	.for 	being kVi1.S1,...116 l;Si•  e 

pi'llea 	1 .(1r 	ht 'ill;' 	c million:1y 	had; 	his 	conduct 
comparr J. 	til  It 	Wpli 	Oka 	tit.  laherS, 	hat with 	l 

)'lilt.' 	(,t 	11( .1100.A ...' 
The 	laiii100a#111. 	of 	( '.1 ,11i,ion 	he 

naltirc  alq.111/411, may he 	ton great or 	toe little I 
th4414111"j'  .4' 0  
4, 	1.4 	1,111.,1 	hv 	the 	1:11s(! 	Of 	111:111V 	l)lIlliShalCa i 

Forivilarc  of thi1110.4 	14 flotilla:4  to 111111 that has 	I 

	

42411rosseti 	its. 	Exile  itself way be :lc( Mentally It koo 
and 	11 	an.v...punishment leis thim death 	is' 

1i1 .  4., 	to difb.rent 	mos It. 
lit  if Oils preiNsifila lio admitted and establishc. 

A 
lib 	ULM C1111  h,:rettriVr 	in' 	HI IV 	(hal 	Ir.' 	'hall 	he 

... 
• 
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presented by him whom he would choose. One half 
of the House may meet early in the morning, and 
snatch an opportunity to expel. the other, and the 
greater part of the nation may by this stratagem be 
without its lawful representatives. '  

He that sees all thiN sees very far. 	But I can 
tell him of greater evils yet behind. 	There is ono 
possibility of wickednese, which, at this alarming 
crisis, has not yet been mentioned. Every one knows 
the malice, the subtilty, the industry, the vigilance, 
and the greediness of the Scots. 	The Scotch mem- 
bers are about the number sufficient to make a house. 
I propose it to the consideration of the supporters 
of the Bill of Rights, whether there is not reason to 
suspect, that these hungry intruders front the North 
are now contriving to expel all the Engle's& 	We 
may then curse the hour in which it was determined, 
that expulsion and exclusion are the same. For who 
can guess what may be done when the Scots have 
the whole House to themselves ? 

Thus agreeable to custom and reason, notwith-
standing all objections, real or imaginary ; thus 
consistent with the practice of former times, and 
thus consequential to the original principles of go-
vernment, is that decision by which so much vio- 
lence of discontent has been 	excited, which has 
been so dolorously bewailed, and so outrageously 
resented. 

Let us however not be seduced to put too much 
C011fidflICC in justice or in truth; they have often 
been found inactive in their own defence, and give 
more confidence than help to their friends and their 
advocates. Is may perhaps be prudent to make one 

0 2 	 1110111ClItary 
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momentary concession to fidsehood, by supposing the 
' vote in Mr. Lutterel's favour to be wrong. 

All wrong aught to be rectified. 	If Mr. Wilkes 
is deprived of a lawful seat, both lie and his electors 
have reason to complain : 	hut it will 	not be easily 

• Ibund, why, 	among the 	innumerable wrongs 	of 
which a great part of' mankind are hourly eamplain-
mg, the whole care of the !niblick should be trans-
erred to Mr. Tr-likes and the freelioldels of Middle- 
sex,  Nv  1 lo miglit all 	sink into nonexistence, without 
any other effect, than that then• would lie room made 
for a new rabble, and a iww retailer of sedition and 

• obscenity. 	The cause of our country w;04#4) Miller I- 	 , 
Iii tic ; the rabble, w henceseevcr they come, will be 
always patriots, and always supporters of the Bill pt.  
tights. 

Thc I Joux 	of Commons decides tip . diettfes 
4 	 . 	1 .., orisinAcom ch•etimis. 	Wit!: it ever supposed, that 

in all easois 	their deeisiOns were rip.,ln?' Every man 
wliose lawcjil election is defeated, is equally wronged 
with MrIfilko., and his con:tituents feel their dis- 
typoint 	411. with 	no 	lc:s 	:.ng,iiish 	than 	the 	free- 
holders 	f Mida:csc.r. 	These decisions have often 
lit- en apparently parj,.1, and :•onictimes tyrannically 
oppre.,ive. A unjorny has Leen given to a favourite 
candidate, by 	exinin!.,inp, N  Acs which had always 
been allow cd„;p0 ‘ii:eli, therjure had the autho- 
rity by wItirli all 	votts 	shoe given, 	that 	of custom 
uninterrwptcd. 	Whet' 	the Commons determine 
who  stgifil  he constituents, they may, with some pro- 

	

. rid  y,  he $aid to wake law, 	weause those deter- i 

	

ninations have hit hc•rlo, for t 	• sake of quiet, been 
(lowed by occeeding parliaments. 	A vote there- 

fore 
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fore of the House, when it operates as a law, is to 
individuals a law only temporary, but to communi- 
'ties perpetual. 

Yet though all this has been done, and though at 
every new parliament much of this is expected to be 
done again, it has never produced in any former time 
such an alarming crisis. 	We have found by experi- 
ence, that though a squire has given ye and. venison 
in vain, and a borough has been compelled to see 
its dearest interest in the hands of him whom it did 
not trust, yet the general state of the nation has con- 
tinued the same. 	The sun has risen, and the corn 
has grown, and whatever talk has been of the danger 
of property, yet he that ploughed the field commonly 
reaped it, and be that built a house was master of the 
door: the vexation excited by injustice suffered, or 
supposed to be suffered, by any private num, or. 
single community, was local and temporary, it nei-
ther spread far, nor lasted long. 

The nation looked on with little care, because there 
did not seem to 'be much danger. The consequence 
of small lrregnlarities was not felt, and we had not 
yet learned to be terrified by very distant enemies. 

But quiet and security are now at an end. 	Our 
vigilance is quickened, and our comprehension is en- 
larged. 	We notonly see events in their MHOS, but 
before their causes ; we hear the thunder while i he 
sky is clear, and see the mine sprung before it is dug. 
Political wisdom has, by the force of English genius, 
been improved at ha 'not only to political intuition, 
but to political prescience. 

But it cannot, I am afraid, be said, that as we are 
grown wise, we are made happy. 	It is snider those 

o i 	 who 
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who have the wonderful power called second sight, 
that they seldom 	see any thing but evil : political 
second sight has the same effect ; WC hear of othing 
but of an alarming crisis, of violated 	rights, and 
expiring liberties. 	The morning rises upon new 
wrongs,. and the dreamer passes the night in ima-
ginary- shackles. 

The sphere of anniety is now enlarged ;  he that 
hitherto cared only for himself, now cares for the 
l'ultliiic ; 	for he has learned that the happiness of 
i ndividuals is comprised in 	the prosperity of the 
11brile, 	and that his country ncvcr sutlers, but 	he 
sulfas aid) it, huwevcr it happens that lie lcvls no 
pain. 

lined a it h this Barr of epidentick patriotism, Sit 
tovior slisi his thimble, the draper drops hicymil, : 
a nd the 1)1 icksmith lays dtwn his hammer;-they 
mem at. an hone-t alelaiiikly ijimuidcr the state of the 

	

. 	1,(-_,,,...N. 
nation, read or 	!war tile,  last petition, hunent 	the 
miseries of the time, are alarmed at the dreadful 
crisis, and 	subscribe 10 	the support of the 	Bill of 
liirhts. 
• 44",:oometimes indeed happens, that an 'intruder of 

'r. li, in \ Ala.,- t hart prudence at tempts 1 0 disperse 
'tin it eloud of /bier' inn, and 	('ASV 	1116r hearts Iry 
se:vonable consolat ion. 	I it I ells t hem, that though 

4  thejkdsnnient cannot he too diligently watched, 
..,.#011Wr:e 	loo liftqlly 	ACCIIti, 	 ;  and that, though 

,,e' pri‘ ate jiidgmcnt i., ( v ,  ry 	
i 

Mall 	right, yet s.VC mo- 
no yidge tit' wird we d., ntit ki 	si ; 	that 	we led at 
pr(" ;Brit. 	110 	4'11k 	which 	government 	can 	alleviate, 
and Oro the pebliek 1)11. iii; 	is committed to men 
vlio Kite as n111(.11 	rif;lc, 	to confidence as 	their ad- 

versaries; 
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versaries ; that the Peeholders ofifitlillesex, if they 
could not choose Mr. Wilkes, might have chosen 
any other man, and that 1w trusts we have ioithin the 
realm Jive hundred as good as he; that even if this 
which has happened to Middlesex had happened t 9 
every other county, that one man should be made 
incapable of being elected, it could produce no 
great change in the pediment, nor much contract. 
the power of election ; that what has been done is 
probably right, and that if it be wrong it is of little 
consequence, since a like case cannot easily occur ; 
that expulsions are very rare,, and if they should, 

.14 unbounded insolence of faction, become more 
frequent, the electors may easily provide a second 
choice. 

All this he may say, but not half of this will lie 
heard; his opponents will stun him and Ilteutheketi 
with a confused sound of penhions and places, vena-
lity and corruption, opprosion and invasion, slavery 
and ruin. 

Outcries like These, tittered by malignity, and 
echoed by folly; general act-twat ions of indet ern) ill a te 
wickedness; and obscure !tints; of impossible desigt 1,', 
dispersed among dips: I hat do not I,now their nu ap-
ing, by Wow that know them to be. false, hart dis-
posed 1 art of the nation, though lint a small pall, 
to 'niter the capita with ridietdom petitions. 

The urogress of a petition is well known. 	An 
*Wed .plareman goes down to his county or his 
bOrough, tells his friends of Isis inability to serve 
theta, and his constituents of they corruption of au' 
government. 	His friends readily understand that be 

U ,I 	 I% hp 
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who can get nothing, will have nothing to give. 
They agree to proclaim a meeting; meat and drink 
arc plentifully provided ; a crowd is easily brought 
together, and those who think that they know the 
reason of their meeting, undertake to tell those who 
know it not. 	Ale and clamour unite their powers, 
the crowd, condensed and heated, begins to ferment 
with the 'even of sedition. 	All see a thousand evils, 
though they cannot show them, and grow impatient 
for a remedy, though they know not what. 

A speech is then made by the Cicero of the day; 
he I•ays much, and suppresses more, and credit is 
equally given to what he tells, and what he conceals. 
The petition is read and universally approved. Those 
who are sober enough to write, add their names, and 
the rest would sign it if they could. 

Every man goe 	t and tells his neighbour of 
the glories of tit -,11,.,_,.,  1 	tow he was consulted and 
w 	tulvise 	' ':','  i'i, c w-ts invited into the eTeat 

(...le.4. , 	. 	. • 	 In 

rod 	'where 	"71k ip called him by his name; 
, 	a 	ii;,sed by Sir Franei,s., Sir Joseph, or l.* w xv ,  

Si r ,  iii!eorg 	ow he cat turtle and venison, 	and 
think tuianimitv to the three brothers. 

, 
1 

r

t.' t 

'Ile poor loiftrer, who:.e !imp had confined him, 
V r who:.e w ire had 10(1(11 him up, 	hears the tale of 
luxury w itli cm, y, and at last ;nquires what was their 
petitisq 	Of the petition nothing is remembered 
by 1 	*narrator, but that it spoke much of fears and 11 

1;i17' eppr liensions, and something very alarming, and 
that lie is 	sure it is again:4 tire givernment ; 	the 
other is convinced that it must. be right, and wishes 
he had be,. u t 1,:T e, fur 	he 	loves wine and venison, 

and 
. , 	. .1!f • 
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and is resolved us long as he lives to be against the 
government. 

Vie petition is then handed from town to town, 
and from house to house, and wherever it comes the 
inhabitants flock together, that they may see that 
which must be sent to the king. 	Names are easily 
collected. 	One man signs because he hates the pa- 
pists; another because he has vowed destruction to 
the turnpikes; one because it will vex the parson; 
another because he owes his landlord nothing; one 
because he is rich ; another because he is poor; one 
to show that he is not afraid, and another to show 
that he can write. 

The passage, however, is got always smooth. 
Those who collect contributions to sedition, some-
times apply to a man of higher rank and more en-
lightened mind, who, instead of lending them his 
name, calmly reproves them for being seducers of 
the people. 	 .  

You who are here, says he, complaining of vena. 
lily, are yourselves the agents of those who, having 
estimated themselves at too high a price, are only 
angry that they arc not bought. 	You are appealing 
from the parliament to the rabble, and inviting those 
v lio scarcely, in the most common Whirs, dimingu ish 
right from wrung, toinage of 4 question complicated 
with law written and unwritten, with the general 
principles of government, and the particular customs 
of the House of Commons; you are thowing them a 
grievance, so Ilistaut that they cannot see it, and so 
light that they cannot feel it; for how, but by unne-
cessary intelligence and artificial provocation, should 

the 
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the farmers and shopkeepers of Iork/hirc and Cum-
berland know or care how 1/iddiesc.c is represented? 
instead of wandering thus round the county to 'exas-
perate the rage of party, and darken the suspicions of 
ignorance, it is the duty of wit like you, who have 
leisure for inquiry, to lead back the people to their 
honest labour; to tell them, 	that submission is the 
duty of the ignorant, and content the virtue of the 
poor; that they have no skill in the art of goverii 
meat, nor any interest in the dissensions of he grea 
and when you meet with any, as some there ar 
% hose understandings are capable of conviction, 
will become you to allay this foaming ebullition, b' 
:,howiug them that, they have as much happiness 
the condition of II 	,-Avill 	easily receive, and that  ' til  
;40% (nuncio, of ,v h . I an erroneous Or 1,11filst rcpt 
sentat ion of  Middlek.r  is the greatest Orinie that i 
serest can discover;or malice can upbraid, is (,rover 

'l';.7. 111ent approaching nearer to perfection, than an 
that experience 	its known, or history related. 

The drudtviof sedition wish to 	change the 
ground, they hear him with sullen silence, feel eon- 

► v•iction without repentance, and are confounded b 
not abashed ; they go fortvard to another door, al 

'igiind a kinder reception from a man enraged again 
le goverument, hr  cause hchas just been paying tl 

ax upon his windows. 
i 	Thalia petition for a dissolution of the parliame , 	'- 

41;11 at all 	times 	have 	its favourers, may 	be casil 
imaginol. 	The  people  indeed do' not expect th . 
Jilt House of Commons will be finch honester 	' 
!Inch wiser than another ; they do not suppose th  ' 

th., 
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the taxes will be lightened; or though they have 
been so often taught to hope it, that soap and candles 
will be cheaper; they expect no redress of grievances, 
for of no grievances but taxes dp they 'complain ; 
they wish not the extension of liberty, for they do 
not feel any restraint ; about the security of privi-
lege or property they aro totally careless, for they 

:see no property invaded, nor know, till they aro 
told, that any privilege has suffered violation. 

Least of all do they expect, that any future parlia-
ment will lessen its own powers, or communicate to 
the people that authority which it has once obtained. 

Yet a new parliament is sufficiently desirable. The 
year of election is a year of jollity; and what is still 
snore de light fel, a year of equality. The glutton now 
eats the delicacies for which he longed when he 
could not purchase them, stud the drunkard has the 
pleasure of wine wit !tout the cost. 	The drone lives 
a while without work, and the shopkeeper, in the 
flow of money, raises his price. 	'the mechaniek 
that trembled at the presence of Sir Joseph, now bids 
him come again for an answer; and the poacher 
whose gun has been seized, now finds an opportu- 
nity to reclaim it. 	Even the honest man is not dis- 
pleased to 'see himself important, and willingly re. 
atlases in two years that power which be had resigned 
An,  seven. 	Few love their friends so well as nut to 
desire superiority by (inexpensive benefaction. 

Yet notwithstanding all these motives to coat- 
Mance, the promoters of petitions have not been 
1.1aceeasful. 	Few could be 'Jemmied to lament e►ils 
lohieh they did not suffer, or to solicit for redPet4  

which 
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which they do not want. 	The petition has been, t 
some places, 	rdceted ; and perhaps in all but o►l. 
signed only by the meanest and grossest of tf 
people. 	. 

Since this expedient, now 	invented or rev 
distress the government, and equally practicable 
all limes by 	all NI ho skill be excluded from pow 
and from profit, ha' oroduced so little effect, let 
consider the 	oppo:,ition as 	no 	longer formidabl 
The gnat 	en;!,ine Icis Re oiled upon 	them. 	Iii 
thought 	that. 	the terms 	they sent 	were 	terms 
weight, ‘‘  lieu' would 	have 	uataze../ all am! 	sllintld 
?nun,/; hilt ll.0 cow-tcrnation k now mil., and th 
tiies shunt npright, n. ,; b, fore. 

With great propriety  1111(1 dignity the king. has, i 
his ,per cli, ne.!.dtek d  I/1.  11MF011111 ti,Cin. 	He might 
easily know, that what was presented as the .,ciiiit: of 
the drop], ., is 	the 5,-  n:l.! only of the 	profligate 	iuid''' 
dissolute ; 	8114;41liit ioliut e \ (  I 	'Judi:111.11A should  hr: 

cony( lied, the 	in 	ii...i 11;01W1.3  would In 	ready, 	10.,,.. 

the same IT) 	, 	to reque:>t its dissolution:. 	P,  • 

.‘s ‘ve one 	i id a rein 	of the eliiit to, we have 
Mott' an oppo 	 ion of 	 The tbe pi (liars. 	qui:A of tl 

II( nation 	has 	Ii 'en fir y 	ars iii.,,telied 	hv 	a 	hallo 
against which all Ilictioft; oti!..da to convire ; 	for i 
original 	principle 	i!., 	tlo• tic ,i.,e , 	f l...t(211;in...; 	it 	is 	onl 
animater] mid :r Ili- 	na:ne of zeal, 	IT tlw 	natur 
malignity of the wenn againq the great. 

\VIKA' in the 	confusion wh. 	I1 	(lie 	i11 	/1V / 	;  iV 
810115 	produced 	ill 	.France, 	1 	1 it:11 ;11 ,4, 	imaginiu 
II) 	Likcy hail fgunil 	th 	f;olt 	1 1 0111' of untancip 

, took arms in their lian&, the knights of bo 
nationi 

Oil 
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nations considered. the cause as common, and, sus-
pending the general hostility, united to chastise them. 

The whole conduct of this despicable faction is 
distinguished by plebeian grossness, and savage inde- 
cency. 	To misrepresent the actions and the princir 
pies of their enemies is common to all parties ; but 
the insolence of invective, and brutality of reproach 
which haVe lately prevailed, are peculiar to this. 

An infallible characteristick of meanness is cruelty. 
This is the only faction that has shouted at.tbe con-
demnation of a criminal, and that, when his inno-
cence procured his pardon, has clamoured for his 
blood. 

All other parties, however enraged at tiPach other, 
have agreed to treat the throne with decency ; but 
these low-born railers have attacked not only the au-
thority, but the character of their sovereign, and 
have endeavoured, surely without effect, to alie-
nate the affections of the people from the only king, 
who, for almost a century, has much appeared 
to desire, or much endeavoured to deserve them, 
They have insulted hint with rudeness and 	with 
menaces, which were never excited by the gloomy 
sullenness of William, even when half the nation 
denied him their allegiance ; nor by the dangerous 
.bigotry of James, unless when he was finally driven 
from his palace ; and with which scarcely the open 
hostilities of rebellion ventured to vilify the unhappy 
Charles, even in the remarks on the cabiiiet of 
Aroseby. 

It is surely not unreasonable to hope that thcalar 
tion" will consult its dignity, if not its sak.ty, anti 

° disdain 
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disdain to he protected or enslaved by the declaimers 
or the plotters of a city-tavern. Had Rome fallen by 
the Calilinarian conspiracy, she might have consoled 
her fate by the great ncss of her destroyers ; but what 
would have alleviated the disgrace of England, had 
her government been changed by Tiler or by Eel ? 

One part of the nation has never before contended 
with the other, but for some weighty and apparent 
interest. 	If the means were violent, the end was 
great. 	The civil war was fought for what each army 
called and believed the best religion, and the best 
government. The straggle in the reign of Anne, was 
to excludy or restore au exile king. 	We are now 
disputing, with almost equal animosity, whether Mid-
dlesex  shall be represented or not by a criminal from 
u jail. 

The only comfort left in such degeneracy is, that 
a lower state can be n 	 tiger possible.., 10 

In this content [dial 	4 '1'!clistire, 	I. 	not to in- 
clude every single man. 	1 ti all lea ).„,.,, • 	he chemist, 
there is silver ; and in all copper ii, 	ft is gold. 	But 
mingled masses are justly denominated by thegreater 
quantity, and when the precious particles are not 
worth extraction, a fact ion and a pig must be melted 
do 

	

	i logy t heir to the ('runs and offices that chance 
is them. 

Fiala urecoli, pukry, sari a,!A paella% 
4...i.E. 
Aergew• ‘recks•Ivill now dioNehetlicr  the grATrn- 

t. 	4*  a can be shaken by empty noise, and whether the 
t 	w halt ititends npon 	its influence, 	has not 

decci‘ ed., alike the niblick and itself. That it should 
have 
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have continued till now, is sufficiently shameful. 
None can indeed wonder that it has been supported 
by the sectaries, the natural fomenters of sedition, 
and confederates of the rabble, of whose religion 

'little now remains but hatred of establishments, and 
.who are angry to find separation now only tolerated, 
which was once rewarded : but every honest man 
must lament, that it has been regarded with frigid 
neutrality by the tories, who, being long accustomed 
to signalize their principles by opposition to the 
court, do not yet consider that they have at last a 
king who knows not the name of party, and who 
wishes to be the common father of all his people. 

As a man inebriated only by vapours, soon recovers 
in the open air ; a nation discontented to madness, 
without any adequate cause, will return to its wits 
and its allegiance when a little pause has cooled it to 
reflection. 	Nothing, therefore, is necessary, at this 
alarming crisis, .but to consider the alarm as false. 
To make concessions, is to encourage encmachment. 
Let the court despise the faction, and the disap. 
pointed people will soon deride it.    

  



--- 

THOUGHT.S 

ON THE 
• 

LATE TRANSACTION$ 

RESPECTING 

FALKLAND'S ISLANDS. 

[1 77 1 .] 

TO proportion the eagerness of contest 	to it 
importance seems too hard a task for human 

wisdom. The pride of Ivit has kept ages busy in the 
discussion of useless questions, 	and lihe pride 	of 
power has destroyed armies to gain or to keep, up- 
profitaki 	ossessions.' 1pp 

Not 	"tly years have passed  41:nce  the cilia ics of . 
war  Awe  filling the world with terrour and w WI sor- 

row ; • rage was at last appeased, 	or 	strength ex- 
hausted, and to the harassed nations peace was re- 
stored, with its pleasures and its benefits. 	Of this 
state all felt the happiness, 	and all 	implored the 
continuance ; but what  catinuance  of happiness 
can be expteted, when the whole system of European 
enlir e can be in danger of a new concussion, by a 

.cOritention fi,r a few spots of earth, 	which, in, the 
deserts of tlIpoccan, had almost escaped human 
notice, and Aich, if they had not happened to make 
a :4!::a-tnatik, had perhaps never had a name ? 

Fortune 
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Fortune often delights to dignify what nature has 

neglected, and that renown which cannot be claimed 
by intrinsick excellence or greatness, is sometimes 
derived from unexpected. accidents. 	The B.,bicog 
was ennobled by the passage of Cesar, and the time 
is now come when Falkland's islands demand their 
historian. 

But the Writer to whom this employment shall be 
assigned, will have few opportunities of descriptive 
splendour, dr narrative elegance. Of other countries 
it is told how often they have changed their govern-
ment; these islands have hitherto changed only their 
name. 	Of heroes to conquer, or legislators to civi- 
lize, here has been no appearance ; nothing has hal.• 
pened to them, but that they have been sometimes 
seen by wandering navigators, who passed by them 
in search of better habitations. 

When the Spaniards, who, under the conduct of 
Columbus, discovered America, bad taken possession 
of its most wealthy regions; they surprised and ter-
rified Europe by a sudden and unexampled influx of 
riches. 	They were made at once insupportably in- 
solent, and might perhaps have become irresistibly 
powerful, had not their mountainous treasures been 
scattered in the air with the ignorant profusion of 
unaccustomed opulence. 

The greater part of the European potentates saw 
this stream of riches flowing into Spain without at-
tempting to dip their own hands in the golden foun- 
tain. 	France had no naval skill or power ; Por- 
tugal was extending her dominions in the east over 
regions formed in the gayety of nature; the I lan• 
reatick league, being planned only for the bee it ri ty 

VoL. VIII. 	 II 	of 

   
  



98 	. 	FALKLAND'S ISLANDS. 
of traffick, had no tendency to discovery or invasion ;• 
and the commercial states of Italy growing rich by 
trading between Asia and Europe, and not lying 
upon the ocean, did not desire to seek by great 
hazards, at a distance, what was almost at home to 
be found with safety. 

The English alone were animated by the success 
of the Spanish navigators, to try if any thing was left 
that might reward adventure, or incite appropriation. 
They sent Cabot into the north, but in the north 
there was no gold or silver to be found. 	The best 
regions were preoccupied, yet they still continued 
their hopes and their labours. They were the second 
nation that dared the extent of the Pacifick Ocean, 
and the second circumnavigators of the globe. 

By the war between Elizabeth and Philip, the 
wealth of America became lawful prize, and those 
who were less afraid of danger than of poverty, sup-
posed that riches might easily be obtained by plun- 
dering the Spaniards. 	Nothing is difficult when 
gain and honour unite their influence; the spirit and 
vigour of these expeditions enlarged our views of the 
new world, and made us first acquainted with its 
remoter coasts. 

In the fatal voyage of Cavendish (1592,) Captain 
Davis, who, being sent out as his associate, was after-
wards parted from him or deserted him, as he was 
driven by violence of weather ab51itt the strait, of 
Magellan, is supposed to have been the first who saw 
the 	Ipds 	now 	called 	Falkland's 	Islands, 	gut 

• his distress permitted him not to make any observa-.-
iion, and he left them, as he found them, without a 
name, 	 • 

Not. 
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Not long afterwards (494) Sir Richard Haw-

kins being in the same seas with the same designs, 
saw these islands again, if they are indeed the same 
islands, and in honour of his mistress, called them 
Hawkins's Maiden Land. 	 •' 

Thii voyage was not of renown sufficient to pro-
cure a general reception to the new name, for when 
the Dutch, who had now become strong enough not 
only to defend themselves, but to attack their 
masters, sent (1598) Verhagen and Sebald de Wert, 
into the Small Seas, these islands, which were not 
supposed to have been known before, obtained the 
denomination of Sebald's.Islands, and were from that 
time placed in the charts; though Frezier tells us, 
that they were yet considered as of doubtful exist-
ence. 

Their present English name was probably given 
them (1689) by Strong, whose journal, yet ' un-
printed, may be found in the Museum. This name 
was adopted by Halley, and has from that time, I 
believe, been received into our maps. 	 ' , 

The privateers which were put into motion by the 
wars of William and Anne, saw those islands and 
mention them ; but they were yet_not considered as 
territories worth a contest. 	Strong affirmed that 
there was no ivood, and Dampier suspected that 
they had no water. 	. 

Frezier describes their appearance with more dis-
tinctness, and mentions some ships of Si. Makes, by 
which they had been visited, and to which he seems 
willing enough to ascribe the honour of discovering 
islands which yet he admits to have been seen Ii 
lIawkins, and named by Sebald de Wert. Fle, I sup- 

k 1 2 	 pose, 
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pose, in honour of his countrymen, called them the 
Illalouines, the denominatiOn now used by the Spa-
niards, who seem not, t ill very lately, to have thought 
them important enough to deserve a name. . 

Since the publication of Anson's voyage, they have 
*ery much changed their opinion, finding a settle: 
meat in .Pepys's or Falkland's Island recommended 
by the author as necessary to the success of our future 
expeditions against the coast of Chili, and As of such 
use and importance, that it would produce many 
advantages in peace, and in war- would make tiF 
masters of the South Sea. 	 . 

Scarcely any degree of 'judgment is sufficient to 
restrain the imagination from magnifying that on 
i)-vhicli it is tong detained. 	The relator. of Anson's 
voyage had heated his mind with its various events, 
Pad partaken the hope with which it was begun, and 
the vexation suffered by its various miscarriages, 
and then thought nothing could be of greater benefit 
to the nation than that Which might promote the 
success of such another enterprise. 

had the heroes of that history even performed and 
attained all that when they first spread' their sails 
they ventured to hope, the consequence would yet 
have produced very little hurt to the Spaniards, and., 
very little benefit to the English. They would have 
taken a few towns ; Anson and his companions 
would have shared the plunder or the ransom ; and 
the Spaniards,' finding their sizruthern territories ac-
cessible, would for the future have guarded them 
better. 

That such a settlement may be of use in war, nci 
Sian that considers its situation 'will deny. 	But war 

is 
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is not the whole business of life; it happens but 
seldom, and every man, either good or wise, wished 
that its frequency were still less. 	That conduct 
which betrays designs of future hostility, if it does 
not excite violence, will always generate malignity; 
it must for ever exclude confidence and friendship, 
and continue a cold and sluggish rivalry, by a sly 
reciprocation of indirect injuries, without the bravery 
of war, or the security of peace. 
. The advantage of such a settlement in time of• 
peace is, I think, not easily to be proved. 	For 
what use can it have but of a station for contraband 
traders; a nursery of fraud, and a receptacle of theft ? 
Narborough, about a century ago, was of opinion,. 
that no advantage could be obtained in voyages to 
the South Sea, except by such an armament as, witli 
a sailor's morality, might trade by force. 	It is well 
known that the prohibitions of foreign commerce are, 
in these countries, to the last degree rigorous, and 
that no man not authorized by the king of Spain. 
can trade there but by force or stealth. 	Whatever 
profit is obtained must be gained by the violence of 
rapine,.or dexterity of fraud. 

Government will not perhaps soon arrive at such 
purity and excellence, but that some Connivance at 
least will be indulged to the triumphant robber and 
successful cheat. 	Ile that brings wealth home is 
seldom interrogated by what means it was obtained. 
This, however, is one of those modes of corruption 
with which mankind ought always to struggle, and 
Which they may in time hope to overcome. 	There 
is reason to expect, that as the world is more en-
lightened, policy and morality will at last be recon- 

. 	, 	11 	3 	 ciledb 
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102 	FALKLAND'S ISLANDS. 
cited, and that nations will learn not to do what they 
would not suffer. 

But the silent toleration of suspected guilt is a de-
gree of depravity far below that which openly incites 
and manifestly protects it. To pardon a pirate may 
be injurious to mankind; but how much greater is 
the crime of opening a port in which all pirates shall. 
be  safe? The contraband trader is not more worthy 
of protections : if with Narborough he trades by 
force, he is a pirate ; if he trades secretly, be is only, 
a thief. 	Those who honestly refuse his traflick he 
hates as obstructors of his profit; and those with 
whom he deals he cheats, because he knows that they 
dare not complain. - He lives with a heart full of 
that malignity which-  feat of detection always gene-
rates in those who are to defend unjust acquisitions 
against lawful authority; and when he comes home 
with riches thus acquired, he brings a mind hardened 
in evil, too proud for reproof,. and too stupid for 
reflection; he offends the high by his insolence, and 
corrupts the low by his example. 

Whether these truths were forgotten or despised, 
or whether some better purpose was then in agita-
tion, the representation made in Anson's voyage had 
such .effect upon the statesmen of that time, that 

I (in 1748) sonic sloops were fitted out for the fuller 
knowledge of Pe/ p's and Falkland's Islands,. and for 
further discoveries in the South Sea. 	This expedi- 
tion, though perhaps designed to be'secret, was not 
long concealed from Wall, the Spanish ambassadour, 
who so vehemently opposed it, and so strongly main- 

,tained the right of the Spaniards to the exclusive 
dominion of the South Sea, that the English ministry 

4, 	 relinquished 
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-relinquished part of their original design, and 'de-
clared that the examination of those two islands was 

• 'the utmost that their orders should comprise. 
This concession was sufficiently liberal or suffi-. 

'ciently submissive; yet the Spanish court was neither 
gratified by our kindness, nor' softened by our hu— 
mility. 

	
Sir Benjamin Keene, who then resided at. 

Madrid, was interrogated by Carvajal concerning 
the visit intended to Pepys's and Falkland's Islands 
in terms of great jealousy and discontent; and the 
intended expedition was represented, if not as a 
direct violation of the late peace, yet as an act in-
consistent with amicable intentions, and contrary to 
the professions of mutual kindness which then passed 
between Spain and, England. 	Keene was directed 
to protest that nothing more than mere discovery 
was intended, and that no settlement was to be 
established. 	The Spaniard readily replied, that if 
this was a voyage of wanton curiosity, it might, be 
gratified 	with less trouble, for he was willing to 
communicate whatever was known ; that to go so far 
only to come back, was no reasonable act ; and it 
would be a slender sacrifice to peace and friendship 
to omit a voyage in which nothing was to be gained : 
that if we left the places as we found them, the voy-
age was useless; and if we took possession, it was a 
hostile armament, nor could we expect that the Spa-
niards would suppose us ,to visit the southern parts 
of America only from curiosity, after the scheme 
proposed by the author of Anson's voyage. 

When once we had disowned all purpose of set-
tling, it is apparent that we could nob defend the 
propriety of ourexpedition by arguments equivalent • 

x 4 	 to 
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to Carvajal's objections. The ministry therefore dig,  
missed the whole design, but no declaration was re-
quired by which our right . to pursue it hereafter, 
might be annulled. 

From this time Falkland's Island was forgotten 
or neglected, till the conduct of naval affairs was 
intrusted to the Earl of Egmont, a man whose mind 
was vigorous and ardent, whose knowledge was 
extensive, and whose designs were magnificent; but 
who had somewhat vitiated his• judgment by too 
much indulgence of romantick projects and airy 
speculations.  

Lord Egmont's eagerness after something new de- 
termined him 	to make inquiry after Falkland's 
Island, and .he sent out Captain Byron, mixt in the 
beginning of the year 1765, took, he says, a formal 
possession in the name of his Britannich Majesty. 

The possession of this place ,is, according to Mr. 
Byron's.  representation, no despicable acquisition. 
He conceived the island to be six or seven hundred 
miles round, and represented it as a region naked 
indeed of wood, but which, if ,that defect were sup-
plied, would have all that nature, almost all that 
luxury could. want. 	The harbour he found capa- 
cious and secure, and therefore thought it worthy of 
the name of Egmont. 	Of water there was no want, 
and the ground, he described as having all the ex-
cellencies of soil, and as covered with antiscorbutick 
herbs, •the restoratives of the sailor. 	Provision;was 
easily to be had, for they killed almost every day 
an hundred geese to each ship, by pelting them 
with stones. 	Not content with physick and with 
food, he -searched yet deeper for the value of the 

new 
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new dominion. 	He dug in quest of ore, Sound 
iron in abundance, and did net despair of nobler 
metals.  

A country thus fertile and delightful, fortunately 
found where none would have expected it, about' the 
fiftieth degree of southern latitude, mild not with 
out great supineness be neglected. 	Early in the 
next year (7anuary 8, 1766) Captain Macbride 
arrived at .Port Egmont, where be erected a small 
blockhouse, and stationed a garrison. 	His descrip- 
tion was less flattering. 	He found, what he calls, 
a mass of islgnds and . broken lands, of which the 
soil was nothing but a bog, with no better prospect 
than that of barren mountains, beaten by storms 
almost perpetual. 	Yet this, says he, is summer, 
and if the winds of winter hold their natural pro-
portion, those who lie but two cables' length froni 
the shore, must pass weeks without any communi-
cation with it. . The plenty which regaled Mr. 
Byron, and which might have supported not only 
armies but armies of Patagons, was no longer to be 
found. 	The geese were too wise to stay when men 
violated their haunts, and Mr. Macbride's crew 
could only now and then kill a goose when the 
weather would permit. All the quadrupeds which he 
met there were foxes, supposed by him to have been 
brought upoii the ice; but of useless animals, such as 
sea lions and penguins, which he calls vermin, the 
number was incredible. 	fie allows, however, that 
those who touch at these islands may find geese 
and snipes, and in the summer months, wild celery 
and sorrel. 

No tokcp was seen by either, of any settlement' 
ever 
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ever made upon this island, and Mr. Macbride 
thought himself so secure from hostile disturbance, 
that when: he erected his wooden blockhouse he 
omitted to open the ports and loopholes. 
. 	When a garrison was stationed at Port Egmont,' 
it was necessary to try what sustenance the ground 
could be by culture excited to produce. 	A garden 
Was prepared, but the plants that sprung up, withered 
away in immaturity. 	Some fir-seeds, were sown ;. 
but though this be the native tree of rugged climates; 
the young firs that rose above the ground died like 
weaker herbage. 	The cold continued long, and the 
ocean seldom was at rest. 
. 	Cattle succeeded-better than vegetables. 	Goats, 
sheep, and hogs, that were carried thither, were 
found to thrive and increase as in other places. 
' Nil morlalibus arduum est. 	There is nothing 
which human courage will not undertake, and little 
that human patience will not endure. 	The garrison 
lived upon Falkland's Island, shrinking from the 
blast, and shuddering at the billows. 

This was a colony which could never become in. 
dependent, for it never could be able to maintain 
itself: 	The necessary supplies were annually sent 
from England, at an expense which the Admiralty 
began to think would not ,quickly be repaid. 	But 
shame of deserting a project, and unwillingness to 
contend with a projector that meant well, continued 

r the garrison, and supplied it with regular remit-
tances of stores and provision. 

That of which we were almost weary ourselves, 
we. did not expect any one to envy; and therefore 
supposed that we should be permitted to reside in 

, 	 Falkland's 
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Falkland's Island, the undisputed lords of tempest-
beaten barrenness. 

But on the 28th of November x769, Captain 
Hunt, observing a Spanish schooner hovering about. 
the island and surveying it, sent the commander a 
message, by which he required him to depart. 	The 
Spaniard. made an • appearance of obeying, but in 
two days came back with letters written by the 
govcrnonr of, Port Solidad, and brought by the chief 
officer of a settlement on the east part of Falkland's 

1 Island. 
In this letter, dated Malouina, November 30, the 

governor complains, that Captain Hunt, when he 
ordered the schooner to depart, assumed a Power to 
which he could have no pretensions, by sending an 
imperious message to the Spaniards in' the king of 
Spain's own dominions. 

In another letter, sent at the same time, he sup-
poses the English to be in thatpart only by accident, 
and to be ready to depart at the first warning. This _ 
letter was accompanied by a present, of which, says 
he, if it be neither equal to' my' desire nor to your 
merit, you Must impute Me dviciency to the silica- 

• lion of us both. 
In return to this hostile civility;  Captain Hunt 

i  warned them from the island, which he claimed in 
the name of the king, as belonging to the English 
by right of the first discovery and the first settle-
ment. 

This was an assertion of more confidence than 
certainty. 	The right of discovery indeed has al- 
ready appeared to be probable, but the right which 

priority 
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_priority of settlement confers I 15noiv not whether .  
we yet can establish; 	. 

On December a o; the officer sent by the govertiout 
,of Port Solidad made three protests against Captain 
Hunt; for threatening to fire• upon him; for oppos-
ing his entrance into Port Egmont; and for enter- 
ing himself into Port Solidad. 	 On the 12th the 
Governour of Port Saida formally warned Captain 
Hunt to leave Port Egmont, and to forbear the 
navigation of these seas, without permission from the 
king of Spain.  

To this Captain Hunt replied by repeating his 
former claim; by declaring that his orders were to 
keep possession; •and by once more warning the 
Spaniards to depart. 

The next month produced more protests and more 
replies, of which the tenour was nearly the same.. 
The operations of such harmless enmity having 
produced no effect, were then reciprocally discon-
tinued, and the English were left • for a time to 
enjoy the pleasures of Falkland's Island without-
molestation.  

This tranquillity, however, did not last long. 	A 
few months afterwards (June 4,4 177o) the Industry, 
a Spanish frigate, it cimmanded by an officer whose 
name was Madariaga, anchored in' Port Egmont, 
bound, as was said, for POrt Solidad, and reduced, 
by a passage from Buenos 

of
Ayres of fifty-three days, 

	

' 	i. 

	

to want 	water. 	. 	• ; Xliree days afterwards four other frigates entered 
the port,. and a broad pendant, such as is born by 

- the commander of a naval armament, was displayed 
from 1 	o 
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from the Industry. 	Captain Farmer of the Swift 
frigate, who 'commanded the garrison, ordered the. 
drew of the Swift to come on shore, and assist in its 
defence; and directed Captain Moftby to bring the 
Favourite frigate; Which he commanded, nearer to 
the land. The Spaniards easily discovering thepur-
iose of his motion, let .him know, that if he weighed 
his' anchor, 	theyHwould ' fire upon his ship; but' 	, 
paying no regard to these menaces, he . adVanced 
toward the shore. 	The Spanish fleet followed, and 
two shots were fired; which' fell tat a"distance front 
him. 	He then sent to inquire the reason of such 
hostility, and was told that the shots were intended 
only as signals. 	 , 
"' Both the English Captains wrote the next day to 
Madariaga.  tile Spanish Commodore, warning him 
from the island, as from a place which the English 
held by right of discovery. 	 . 

Madariaga, who seems to• have had no desire of 
unnecessary mischief, invited them (June 9) to send 
an officer who should take a view of his forces, that 
they might be convinced of the vanity of resistances  
and do that without compulsion which he was upon 
refusal prepared to bnforce. 	 • 

An officer was sent, who found sixteen hundred 
, men, with a train of twenty-seven cannon, four 

mortars, and two hundred bombs. 	The fleet con. 
sisted of five frigates, from twenty to thirty guns, 
which were now stationed opposite to the Block-
house. 

Ile then sent them a formal memorial, in which 
be maintained his master's right to the whole Ma-,  
gellanick region, and exhorted the English to retire 

quietly 
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quietly from the settlement, whichlhey could neither 
justify by right, nor maintain by power.  

He offered them the liberty of carrying away 
whatever they were desirous to remove, and pro-
mised his receipt for what should be left, that no 
Joss might be suffered by them. 

His propositions were expressed in terms of great 
civility; but he concludes with demanding an an-
swer in fifteen minutes.  

Having while he was writing received the letters 
of warning written the day before by the English 
Captains, he told them that he thought himself able 
to prove the king of Spain's title to all those coun-
tries, but that this was no time for verbal alterca- 
tions. 	He persisted in his determination, and al- 
lowed only fifteen minutes for an answer. 

To this it was replied by Captain Farmer, that 
though there had been prescribed yet a shorter time, 
he should still resolutely defendhis charge; that this, 
whether menace or force, would be considered as an 
insult on 	British flag, and that satisfaction would 
certainly be required. 	• 	• 

On the next day (Jane Jo) Ilf adariaga landed 
his forces, and it may be easily imagined that he had, 
no blogdy conquest. The English had only a wooden 
blockhouse, built at Woolwich, and carried in pieces 
to the island, with a smallibattery of cannon. 	,To 
contend with obstinacy had been only to lavish life 
without use or hope. 	After the exchange of a very 
few shots, a capitulation was Koposed. • 
• The Spanish Commander acted with moderation; 
he exerted little of the conqueror; what he had 
offered before the attack, 	he grans', after the 

victory; 
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victory ; the English were allowed to leave the place-
with every honour, only their departure was delayed 
by the 'terms of tl-re capitulation twenty days; and to 
secure their stay, the rudder of the Favourite was 
taken off. 	What they desired to carry away they 
removed without molestation ; and of what they, left 
an inventory was drawn, for which the Spanish °Xi.; 
cer by his receipt promised to be accountable. 

Of this petty revolution, so sudden and so distant, 
the English ministry could not possibly have such 
notice as might enable them to prevent it. 	The 
conquest, if such it may be called, cost but three 
days; for the Spaniards, either supposing the garri. 
son stronger than it was, or resolving to trust nothing 
to chance, or considering that, as their force was 
greater, there was less danger of bloodshed, came. 
with a power that made resistance ridiculous, and at 
once demanded and obtained possession•. 

The first account of any discontent expressed by,  
the Spaniards was brought by Captain Hunt, who 
arriving at Plymouth, June 3, 1770; informed the 
Admiralty that the Island had been claimed in De-
cember by the Governour of Port Solidad. 

This claim, made by an officer of so littlp dignity,-
without any known direbtion from his superiours, 
could be considered only as the zeal or officiousness 
of an individual, unworthy of publick notice, or the 
formality of remonstrance., 

In August Mr. Harris, the resident at Madrid, 
gave notice to lord Weymouth of an account newly 
brought to Cadiz, that the English were in posses—
sion of Pert Cuizada, the same which we call For( 
Egmont, in the A f agellanick sea; that in January 

they 
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they had warned away two Spanish ships; and that' 
an armament was sent out in May from Buenoso 
Ayres to dislodge them. 	 . 	I 

It was perhaps, not are't certain that this account 
• was true; but the information, however faithful, was/ 

too late for prevention. 	It was easily known, that 
g fleet dispatched in,  May had before August Alt-; 
seeded or miscarried.' 	 i 
• In October Captain .11Iallby came to England; 
and gave the account which I have now epitomised; 
of his expulsion from Falkland's Islands. 

From this moment the whole nation • can witness' 
that no time was lost. 	The navy was surveyed, the 

• ships refitted, and commanders appointed; and a, 
powerful fleet was assembled, well manned and well 
stored, with expedition after so long a peace perhapg 
never known before, and with vigour whiefrufter thd 
waste of so long a war scarcely any other nation had 
been capable of exerting. 	- 	• 

' This preparation, so illustrious in the eyes of 
Europe, and so efficacious in its event, was obi. 
structed by the utmost power of that noisy faction 
which has too long filled the kingdom, sometimes 
with the roar of empty menace, and sometimes with 
the yell of hypocritical lamentation. 	Every man 
saw, and every honest inan saw with detestation, that 
they who desired to force 'their sovereign into war, 
endeavoured at the same time to disable him from 
action. 

• The vigour and spirit of the ministry easily%broke 
-through all the machinations of these pygmy rebels', 
and our armament was quickly such. as As likely to 
make our negotiations effectual. 

The 
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The prince of kasseran,in hisfirst confereneewith 
the English ministers on this occasion, owned that he 
had from Madrid received, intelligence that the 
English had been forcibly expelled from Falkland's 
Island by 	Buccarelli, 	the gpvernour of Buenos 
Ayres, without any particular orders from the king 
of Spain. 	But being asked, whether in his master's 
name he disavowed Buccarelli's violence, he refused 
to answer without direction. 

The scene of negotiation was now removed to 
Madrid, and in September Mr. Harris was directed 
to demand from Grimaldi the Spanish minister, the 
restitution of Falkland's Island, and a disavowal of 

' Buccarelli's hostilities. 
It was to be expected that Grimaldi would object 

to us our own behaviour, who had ordered the Spa- • 
niards to depart from the same island. 	To this it 
was replied, That the English forces were indeed, 
directed to warn other nations away ; but if com-
pliance were refused, to proceed quietly in making 
their settlement, and suffer the subjects of whatever 
power to remain there without molestation. By pos-
session thus taken, there was only a disputable claim 
advanced, which Might be peaceably and regularly 
decided, without insult and without force ; and if 
the Spaniards had complained at the British court, 
their reasons would have been heard, and all injuries 
redressed; but that, by presupposing the justice of 
their own title, and having recourse to arms, without 
any previous notice or remonstrance, they had violated 
the peace, and insulted the British government ; ana 
thereEpre it was expected that satisfaction should be 

Vol.. VIII. 	 I 	 made 
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made by publick disavowal, and immediate restitu-
tion. 

The answer of Grinzaldi was ambiguous and cold. 
lie did not allow that any particular orders \had been 
given for driving the English from their settlement ; 
.but made no scruple of declaring, that such an ejec-
tion was nothing more than the settlers might have 
expected ; and that Iluccarelli had not, in his opi-
nion, incurred any blame, as the general injunctions 
to the American governours were, to suffer no en-
croachments on the Spanish dominions. 

In October the prince of Masseran proposed a 
convention for the accommodation of differences by 
mutual concessions, in which the warning given to 
the Spaniards by-Hunt should be disavowed on one. 
side, and the violence used by Buccarelli on the 
other. 	This offer was considered as little less than 
a new insult, and Grimaldi was told, that injury re-
quired reparation ; that when either party had suf-
fered evident wrong, there was not the parity sub-
sisting which is implied in conventions and contracts; 
that we considered ourselves as openly insulted, and 
demanded satisfaction plenary and unconditional. 

Grinzaldi affected to wonder that, we were not yet: 
appeased by their concessions. 	They had, he said, 
granted all that was required ; they bad offered to 
restore the island in the sulte in which they found it ;. 
but he thought that• they likewise might hope for" 
some regard, and that the warning sent by hunt 

"*ould be disavowed.  
' Mr. Harris, our minister at Madrid, insisted that 

the in jured party had a right to unclditionatirepa- 
. 	. ration, 
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ration, .and Grimaldi delayed 	his answer that a 
council might be called. 	In a few days orders were 

:dispatched to prince Masseran, by which be was 
commissioned to declare the king of Spain's readi-
ness to satisfy. the demands of the king of England, 
in expectation of receiving from him reciprocal sa-
tisfaction, by the disavowal, so often required, of 
Hunt's warning. 

Finding the Spaniards disposed to make no other 
acknowledgments, the English ministry considered a 
war as not likely to be long avoided. 	In the latter 
'end of November private notice was • given of their 
danger to the merchants at Cadiz, and the officers 
absent from Gibraltar were remanded to their posts. 
Our naval force was every day increased, and we , 
made no.  abatement of our original demand. 

The obstinacy of the Spanish court still continued, 
and about the end of the year all hope of reconcilia-
tion was so nearly extinguished, that Mr. Harris 
was directed to withdraw, with the usual forms, from. 
his residence at Madrid. 	. 

. 	Moderation is commonly firm, and firmness is 
commonly successful ; having not swelled our first 
requisition with any superfluOus appendages, we had 
bothing to yield, we therefore only repeated our 
first proposition, prepared for war, though desirous 
of peace. 	. 

About this time, as is well known, the king of 
France dismissed Choiseul from his employmetits, 
What effect this revolution of the French court•had 
upon the Spanish counsels, I pretend not to be in. 
formed. 	Choiseul had always professed pacifick dis• 
Positions, nor is it certain, however it may be sus- 

I 2 	 pected, 
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pected, that he talked in different strains to different 
parties.  	. 

-It seems to be almost the universal errour of histo- 
rians to suppose it politically, as it is physically true; 
that every effect has a proportionate cause. 	In the 
inanimate action of matter upon matter, the motion 
produced can be but equal to the force of the 
moving power; but the operations of life, whether 
private or publick, admit no such laws. 	The ca- 
vviee,, of voluntary agents laugh at calculation. 	It 
is not' always that there is a strong Nation tsar 4 great 
event. 	Obstinacy 	and flexibility, 	malignity and 
kindness, give place alternately to each other, and-
the reason of these vicissitudes, however important 
may be the consequences, often escapes the mind in 
which the change is made. 	, 

Whether the alteration which began in Jemmy 
to appear in the Spanish counsels, had any other 
cause than conviction of the impropriety of their 
past conduct, and of the danger of a new war, it is 
not easy to decide ; but they began, whatever was 
the reason, 	to relax their haughtftiess, and Mr. 
Harris's departure was countermanded.  

The demands first made by England were still 
continued, and on January 22d, the prince of Mas-
seran delivered a declaration, in which the king of 
Spain 	disavows 	the' violent enterprise of Bucca- 
relli, and promises to 	restore the port and fort 
called Egmont, with all the artillery and 'stores, 
according to the inventory.  

To this promise of restitution is subjoined, that this 
engagement to restore Port Egmont, cannot, nor 
ought in any wise to ailed the question of the prior 

right 
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right of sovereignty of'the Malouine otherwise called 
Falkland's Islands. 

This concession was accepted by the Earl ofRoch-
ftrd, who declared on the part ofhis master, that 
the prince of Masseran being authorized by his 
catholick majesty, to o'er in his majesty's name to 
the king ' of Great Britain a satisfaction for the 
injury done him 	by dispossessing him of Port 
Egmont, and having signed a declaration expressing 
that his catholick majesty disavows the expedition 
apitot Port Egmont, and engages to restore it iu the 
state in which it stood before the loth of June 1770, 
Ids Britannick majesty will look upon the said decla-
ration, together with the full performance 'of the 
engagement on the part of his catholick majesty, 
as • a satisfaction for the it 	thine ta the crown 
of Great Britain. 

This is all that was originally demanded. 	The 
expedition is disavowed, and the island is restored. 
An injury is acknowledged by the reception of Lord 
Rochford's paper, who Nice mentions the word 
injury and twice the word satisfaction. 	_ 

The Spaniards have stipulated that the grant of 
possession shall not preclude the question of prior 
right, a question which we shall probably make no 
haste to discuss, and a right of which no formal re- 
signation was ever required. 	This reserve has sup- 
plied matter for much clamour, 	and perhaps the 
English ministry would have been better pleased had 
the declaration been without it. 	But when we have 
obtained all that was asked, why should we complain 
that we have not more ? 'When the possession is 

, conceded, where is the evil that the right, which that 
_ 	 1 3 	 concession 
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concession supposes to be Merely hypothetical, is 
referred to the Greek calends for a future disqui-
sition ? Were the Switzers less free or less secure, 
because after their' defection from the house of 
ifustria they had never been declared independent 
before the treaty of IVestphalia ? 	Is the king of 
France less a sovereign because the king of Evgland 
partakes his title ? 

lf sovereignty implies undisputed right, scarce any 
' prince is a sovereign through his whole dominions ; 
. if sovereigntyconsists in this, that no superiour is ac-
knowledged, 'our king. reigns at Port Egmont with 
sovereign authority. Almost every new.acquired ter-
ritory is in some..degree controvertible, and till the 
controversy is decided, a term very difficult to be 
fixed, all that can be had is real possession and actual 
dominion.  

This surely is a Sufficient answer to the feudal 
gabble of a man who is every day lessening that 
splendour of character which onceilluminated the 
kingdom, then dazzled,. and afterwards inflamed it ; 
and for whom it will be happy if the nation shall at 
last dismisi him to nameless obscurity, with that 
equipoise of blame ant praise ,which 	Corneille 
allows to Richlieu, a man who, I think, had much 
of his n*rit, and many of his faults. 

Chacun park a son gre' de ce grand Cardinal, 
Mnis pour ',wife n'en dirui rien ; 

Il tile:fait trop de Bien pour en dire du anal, 	; 
ll m'a fait trop de mal pour en dire du bier. 

, To push advantages too far is neither generous 
kor just. 	Had we insisted on a concession of ante. 

cedent 
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cedent % right, it may not misbecome us, either as 
moralists or politicians, to consider what Grimaldi 
could have answered. •We have already, he might 
say, granted you the whole eliect of right, and have 
not denied you the name. 	We have not said that 
the right was ours before this concession, but only 
that what right we had, is not by this concession 
vacated. 	We.have now for more than two centuries 
ruled large tracts of the Anzerican continent, by a 
claim which perhaps is valid only upon this consi-
deration, that no.power can produce a better; by 
the right of discovery and prior settlement. 	And 
by such titles almost all the dominions of the earth 

.are holden, except 	that their original is beyond 
memory; and greater obscurity gives them greater 
veneration. Should we allow this plea to be annulled, 
the whole fabrick of our empire shakes at the fon& 
dation. 	When you suppose yourselves to have first 
descried the disputed island, you suppose what you 
can hardly prove.. We were at least the general 
discoverers of the Magellanick region, and have 
hitherto held it with all its adjacencies. 	The justice 
of this tenure• the world has hitherto admitted, and 
yourselves at least tacitly allowed it, when about 
twenty years ago you desisted from your purposed 
expedition, and expressly disowned any design of 
settling, where you are now not content to settle 
and to reign, without extorting such a confession of 
original right, as may invite every other nation to ' 
follow you. 	 • 

. 	To considerations such as these, it is•reasonable to 
impute that anxiety of the Spaniards, from which 

14 	 UK; 
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the importance of this island is inferred by Junius, 
one of the few writers of his despicable faction whose 
name does not disgrace the page of an opponent. 
'The value of the thing disputed may be very dif- 
ferent to him that gains and him that loses it. 	The 
Spaniards, by yielding Falkland's Island, have ad-
mitted a precedent of what they think encroachment; 
have suffered a breach to be made in the outworks 
of their empire ; and, notwithstanding the reserve of 
prior right, have suffered a dangerous exception to 
the prescriptive tenure of their American territor. 
rics. 

Such is the loss of Spain; let us now computethe , 
profit of Britain. 	We have, by obtaining a dis; 
avowal of. Buccarelli's expedition, and a restitution 
of our settlement, maintained the honour of the 
crown, and the superiority of our influence. Beyond° 
this what have we acquired ? 	What, but a bleak and. 
gloomy solitude, an island -thrown aside from. hu-
man use, stormy in winter, and barren in summer;. 
an island which not the souther' 	savages have dig- 
nified with habitation : where a garrison must be 
kept in a state that contemplates with envy the 
exiles of Siberia; of which the expense will be 
perpetual, and the use only occasional, and which, if 
fortune smile upon.our labours, may become a nest . 	., of smugglers •tn peace,,,,and in war the refuge of 
future Buccaniers. 	To all this the government has 
now given ample attestation, for the island has been 
since abandoned, and perhaps was kept:only to 
quiet clamours, with an intention, not then wholly 
concealed, of quitting it in a short time,  

This 
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. 	This is the country of which we have no* posses= 
sion, and of which d,numerous party pretends to wish 
that.  we had murdered thousands for the titular so- 
vereignty. 	To charge any men with such madness, 
approaches to an accnsatinn defeated by its own in- 
credibility. 	As they have been long accumulating 
falsehoods, it is possible that they are now only adding 
another to the heap, and that they do not mean all 
that they profess. 	But of this faction what evil may 
not be credited ? They have hitherto shown no vir-
tue, and very little wit, beyond that mischievous cun-
ning for which it is held by Hale that children may 
be banged. 

As war is the last of remedies, cuncta Arius ten-
tanda, all lawful expedients must be used to avoid 
it. 	As war is the extremity of evil, it is surely the 

• duty of those whose station intrusts them with the 
care of nations, to avert it from their charge. There 
are diseases of animal nature which nothing but 
amputation can remove; so there may, by the de-
pravation of human passions, be sometimes a gan-
grene in collective life for which fire and the sword 
are the necessary remedies; but in what can skill 
or caution he better shown than preventing such 
dreadful operations, while there is yet room for 
gentler methods ?  
• It is wonderful with what coolness mid indifference 
the greater part of mankind see war commenced. 
Those that hear of it at a distance or read of it in 
books, but have never presented its evils to their 
minds, consider it as little more than a splendid gaine. 
a proclamation, an army, a battle, and a triumph. 
Some indeed must perish in the most successful field, 

but 
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but they die upon the bed of honour, resign theii• 
lives amidst the joys of conquest, and filled with 
England's glory,, smile in death. 

The life of a modern soldier is ill represented by 
beroick fiction. War has means of destruction more 
formidable than the cannon and the sword. 	Of the 
thousands and ten thousands that perished in our late 
contests with France and Spain, a very small part ever 
felt the stroke of an enemy; the rest languished in 
tents and ships, 	amidst damps and putrefaction ; 
pale, torpid, spiritless, and helpless ; gasping and 
groaning, unpitied among men, made obdurate by 
long continuance of hopeless misery ; and were at 
last whelmed in Rits, or heaved into the ocean, with- 
out notice and without remembrance. 	By incom- 
modious encampments and unwholesome stations, 
where courage is useless, and enterprise impractica-
ble, fleets are silently dispeopled,. and armies slug-
gishly melted away. 

Thus is a people gradually exhausted, for the most 
part, with little effect. 	The wars of civilized nations 
make very slow changed in the system of empire. 
The publick perceives scarcely any alteration but an 
increase of debt ;; and the few individuals who are be-
nefited, are not supposed to have the clearest right to 
their advantages.. Ube that shared the danger en-
joyed the profit, and after bleeding in the battle grew 
rich by the victory, he might show his gains with- 
out envy. 	But at the conclusion of a ten years 
war, how are we recompensed for the-iAttiof mul-
titudes and the bxpense of millions, buts by contern-
plaling the sudden glories of paymasters and agents, 
contractors and commissaries, whose equipages shine 
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like.  meteors, and whose palaces rise like exhala-
tions•? 

These are the men who; without virtue, labour, or 
hazard, are growing rich as their country is impo-
verished; they rejoice when obstinacy or ambition 
adds another year to slaughter and devastation ; and 
laugh from their desks at bravery and science, while 
they are adding figure to figure, and cipher to cipher, 
hoping for a new contract from a ,new armament, 
and computing the profits of a siege or tempest. 

Those who suffer their minds to dwell on these 
considerations will think it no great crime in the 
ministry that they have not snatched with eagerness 
the first opportunity of rushing into the field, when 
they were able to• obtain by quiet negotiation all 
the real good that victory could have brought us. 

Of victory,indeed every nation is confident before 
the sword is drawn ; and this mutual confidence 
produces that wantonness of bloodshed that has so 
often desolated the world. 	But it is evident, that 
of contradictory opiniOns one must be wrong; and 
the history of mankind does not want examples that 
may teach caution to the daring, and moderation to 
the proud. 

Let us not think our laurels blasted by conde= 
scending to inquire, whether we might not possibly 
grow rather less than greater by attacking Spain? 
Whether we should have to contend with Spain 
alone, whatever has been promised by our patriots, 
may very reasonably be doubted. 	A war declared 
for the empty sound of an ancient title to a Illagel-
lanick rock, would raise the indignation of the earth 

• against 
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against  us. 	These encroachers on the waste of na-
ture, says our ally the Russian, if they succeed in their 
first effort of usurpation, will make war upon us for 
a title to Kamschalscha. These universal settlers, says 
our ally the 'Dane, will in a short time settle upon 
Greenland, and a fleet will batter Copenhagen, till 
Ave are willing to confess that it always'was their own. 

In a quarrel like this, it is not possible that any 
power should favour us, and it is very likely that 
some would oppose us. 	The French, we are told, 
•are otherwise employed ; the contests between the 
king of France and his own subjects are sufficient to 
withhold him from supporting Spain. But who does 
not know that a foreign war 	often put a stop to 
civil discords? It Withdraws  the attention of the pub-
lick from domestick grievances, and affords opportu-
nities of dismissing the turbulent andrestless to distant 
employments. The Spaniards have always an argu- 
ment of irresistible persuasion. 	If France will not 
support them against England. they Will strengthen 
England against France. 

But let us indulge a dream of idle speculation, 
and suppose that we are to engage with Spain, and 
with Spain alone; it is not even yet very certain 
That much advantage will be gained. 	Spain is not 
easily vulnerable; , her kingdom, by the loss or ces-0  
sion of many fragments, of dominion, is become 
solid and compact. 	The Spaniards have. indeed no 
fleet able to oppose us, but they will not endeavour 
actual opposition ; they will shut themselvis up in • 
their own territories, and let us exhaust our seamen 
in. a 'hopeless siege. 	They will give commissions t9 

20 	 privateers 
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privateers of every nation, who will prey upon our 
merchants without possibility of reprisal. 	If they 

. think their Plate fleet in danger, they will forbid it to 
set sail, and live awhile upon the credit of treasure 
which all Europe knows to be -safe; and which, if 
our obstinacy should continue till they can no longer 
be without it, will be conveyed to them with secrecy 
and security by our natural enemies the French, or 
by the Dutch our natural allies. 

But the whole continent of Spanish America will 
lie open to invasion; we shall have nothing to do 
but march into these wealthy regions, and make theii 
present masters confess that they were always ours 
by ancient right. We shall throw brass and iron out 
of our houses, and nothing but silver will be seen 
among us.  

All this is very desirable, but it is not certain that 
it can be easily attained. 	Large tracts of America 
were added by the last war to the British dominions; 
but, if the faction credit their own Apollo, they were 
conquered in Germany. 	They at best are only the 
barren parts of the continent, the refuse of the earlier 
adventurers, which,  the French, who came last, had 
taken only as better than nothing. 

Against the Spanish dominions we have never 
hitherto been able to do much. 	A few privateers 
have grown rich at their expense, but no scheme of 
conquest has yet been successful. They are defended 
not by walls mounted with quirions which by cannons 
may be battered, but by the storms of the deep and 
the vapours of the land, by the flames of calenture 
and blasts of pestilence. 

In 
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In the reign of Elizabeth, the favourite period or 
English greatness, no enterprises against America 
had any other consequence than that of extending 
English navigation. 	Here Cavendish perished after 
all his hazards; and here Drake and Hawkins, 
great as they were in knowledge and in fame, having 
promised honour to themselves and dominion to the 
country, sunk by desperation and misery in dis-
honourable grates. 

During the protectorship of Cromwell, a time of 
which the patriotick tribes still more ardently desire 
the return, the Spanish dominions were again at-
tempted ; but here, and only here, the fortune of 
Cromwell made a pause. 	His forces were driven 
from Hispazziola,..his hopes of possessing the West 
Indies vanished, and ..Timaica was taken, only that 
the whole expedition might not grow ridiculous. 

The attack of Carthagena is yet .  remembered, 
where the Spaniards from theramprts saw their in- 
'waders destroyed by the hostility of the elements ; 
poisoned by the air, and crippled by the dews; 
where every hour swept away battalions; and in the 
three days that passed between the descent and re-
embarkation, half an army perished. 

In the last war the Havanna w as taken ; at what .. 
expense is too well remembered. 	May my country 
be never cursed with such another conquest ! 	• 

'These instances of miscarriage;  and these argil-
mients of difficulty, may perhaps abateuthe military 
. ardour of the -niblick. 	Upon the opponents of the 
government their operation will be different; they 
wish for war, but hot for conquest ; victory would 
• defeat 
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defeat their purpOses equally with peace, because 
prosperity Would naturally continue the trust in those 
hands which had used it fortunately. 	The patriots 
gratified themselves with expectations that. some 
sinistrous accident, or erroneous conduct, might dif- 
fuse discontent and inflame malignity. 	Their hope, 

. is malevolence, and their good is evil. 	., 
Of their zeal for their country we have already' 

had a specimen. While they, were terrifying the na-
tion with doubts whether it was any longer to exist ; 
while they represented invasive armies as hovering 
in the clouds, and hostile fleets as emerging from the 
deeps; they obstructed our levies of seamen, and em- 
barrassed our endeavours of defence. 	Of such men 
he thinks with unnecessary candour who does not 
believe them likely to have pr9moted the miscarriage. 
which they desired, by intimidating bur troops- or. 
betraying our counsels. 	. 

It is considered as an injury to the Publick by 
those sanguinary statesmen, that though the fleet has 
been refitted and manned, yet no hostilities have 
followed; and 'they who sat wishing for misery and 
slaughter are disappointed of their pleasuie. But as 
peace is the end of war, it is the end likewise of pre, 
parations for war; and he may be justly hunted ' -
down as the enemy of mankind, that can choose to 
match by violence and bloodshed, what .gentler 
means can equally obtain. 

The Minilry are reproached as not daring to 
provoke an enemy, lest. ill success should discredit 
and displace them. 	'I hope that wthey had, better 
reasons; that they paid some regard to equity and 
humanity; and considered themselves as entrusted 	. 

with 
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with the safety of their fellow-subjects, and as the 
destroyers of all that should be superfluously slaugh..; 
tered. 	But let us suppose that their own safety had 
some influence on their conduct, they will not, how-, 
ever, sink to a level with their enemies. Though the 
motive might be selfish, the act was innocent. They 
who grow rich by administering physick, are, not to 
be numbered with them that get money by dis- 
pensing poison. 	if they maintain power by harm- 
lessness and peace, they must for ever be at a great 
distance from ru ffians who would gain it by mischief 
and confusion. 	The watch of a city may. guard it 
for hire; but are well employed in protecting it from 
those who lie in wait to fire the streets and rob the 
houses amidst the. conflagration. 

An unsuccessful war would undoubtedly have 
' 	bad the effect which the enemies of the ministry so 

earnestly desire : Ior who could have sustained the.  
disgrace of folly ending in misfortune ? But had 
wanton invasion undeservedly prospered, bad Falk-
land's Island been yielded unconditionally with every 
right prior and posterior ; though the rabble might 
have shafted, and the windows have blazed, yet 
those who knoW the value of life, and the uncer-
tainty of publick credit, would have murmured, per-.  
haps .unheard, at the 'increase of dur debt and the 
loss of our people. 

This thirst of blood' however the visible pro-
nioters of sedition may think it conveent to shrink 
from the accusation, is loudly avowed .  by Junius, 
the writer to whom his party owes mulch of its 
pride, and some of Its popularity. 	Of Junius it 
cannot 'he said, as of Ulysses, that he scatters ambi- 
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guons expressions among the vulgar; for he cries ha. 
vock without reserve, and endeavours to let slip the 
dogs of foreign. or of civil war, ignorant whithei: 
they are going, and careless what may be their prey. ' 

Junius has• sometimes made his satire felt, but let 
not injudicious admiration mistake the venom of the 
shaft for the vigour of the bow. 	He has sometimes.  
sported with lucky malice; but to him that knows 
his company, it is not 4rd to be sarcastick in a 
mask;, 	While he walks like Jack  the Giant-killer 
in a coat of darkness, he may do much mischief 
with little strength. 	Novelty captivates the super- 
ficial and thoughtless; vehemence delights the dis:. 
contented and turbulent. 	He that contradicts ac- 
knowledged truth, will always have an audience; he 
that vilifies established authority will always find 
abettors. 	. 

Junius burst into notice with a blaze of impudence 
which has .rarely glared upon the world before, and 
drew the rabble after him as a monster makes a 
show. When he had once provided for his safety by 
impenetrable secrecy, he had nothing to combat but 
truth and justice, enemies whom he knows to be 
feeble in the dark. Being then at liberty to indulge 
himself in all the immunities of invisibility; out of 
the reach of danger, he has been bold; out of the 
reach of shame, he has been confident. 	As a rhe-
torician, he has had the art of persuading when he 
seconded desire; as a reasoner, he has convinced 
those who had no doubt before; as a moralist, he 
has taught that virtue may disgrace; and as a patriot, 
he has gratified the mean by insults on the high. 
rinding sedition ascendant, he has been able to ad.' 
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vance it ; finding the nation combustible, he has 
been able to inflame it. 	Let us abstract from his 
wit the vivacity of insolence, and withdraw from his 
efficacy the sympathetick favour of plebeian malig- , 

• nity; I do not say that we shall leave 'him nothing; 
. ,the cause that I defend scorns the help of falsehood; 

but if we leave him only his merit, what will be his 
praise?- 	 - 

It is not by his liveliness of imagery, his pungency 
' of periods, or his fertility of allusion, that he detains 

the cits of London, and the boors of Middlesex. 	Of 
style and sentiment they take no cognizande. 	They 
admire him for virtues like their own, for contempt 

' of order and' violence of outrage, for rage of &fa- 
Illation,  and audacity of falsehood. 	The supporters 

' of the Bill of Rights feel no niceties of composition, 
nor dexterities of sophistry; their faculties are bet-
ter proportioned to the ,bawl of Bellas, or barbarity 
of Beckford ; but they are .told' that Junius is on 
their side, and they are therefore sure that Junius 
is infallible. 	Those who know 	not 	whither 	he 
would lead them, resolve to follow him; and those 
who cannot find his 'meaning, hope he means re,  
bellion.  

Jlinius is an unusual pluenomenon, on which some 
have• gazed with wonder and some with terrour, but 
wonder and terrour are„transitory passions. He will 
soon be more closely viewed or more attentively ex-
amined, and what fqlly has taken for a comet that 
from its flaming hair shook pestilence and war, ii-4  
quiry will find to be only a meteor formed by the 
vapours of putrefying democracy, and kindled into, 
flame by the effervescence of interest struggling with 

conviction ; 
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conviction; which after having plunged its followers 
in a bog, will leave us inquiring why we regard it. 

Yet though I cannot think the' style of Junius se-
cure from criticism, though his expressions are often 
trite,iand his periods feeble, I should never have 
stationed him where he has placed himself, had I 
not rated him by his morals rather than his faculties. 
What, says Pope, must be the priest, where a monkey 
is the god ?' What must be the drudge of a party, of 
which the heads are Wilkes and Crosby, S'awbridge 
and Townsend ? 

Junius knows his own meaning, and can there- 
fore tell it. 	He is an enemy to the ministry, he sees 
them growing hourly ,stronger. 	He knows that a 
war at once unjust and unsuccessful would have cer-
tainly displaced them, and is therefore, in his seal for 
his country, angry that war was not unjustly mad; 
and unsuccessfully conducted. But there are others 
whose thoughts are less clearly expressed, and whose 
schemes perhaps are less consequentially digested ; 
Who declare that they do not wish for a rupture, 
yet condemn the ministry for not doing that, by 
which a rupture would naturally have been made. 

If one party resolves to demand what the other, 
resolves to refuse, the dispute can be determined 
only by arbitration ; and between powers who have 
no common superiour, there is no other arbitrator 
than the sword. 	 -. 

Whether the ministry might not equitably have 
demanded more, is not worth a question. The utmost 
exertion of rightis always invidious, and where claims 
ire not easily determinable, is always dangerous. 

K2 	 , We 
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We asked all that was necessary, and persisted in our 
first claim without mean recession, or wanton aggra, 
vation. 	The Spaniards found us resorute, and com-
plied after a short struggle.  

The real crime of the ministry is, that they have 
found the means :of avoiding their own ruin ; but 
the charge against them is multifarious and con-
fused, as will happen, when malice and discontent 
are ashamed of their complaint. 	The past and the 
future.are complicated in the censure. 	We have 
heard a tumultuous clamour about honour and rights, 
injuries and insults, the British flag, And the Fa- 
vourite's rudder, Buccarelli's 	conduct, 	and 	Gri- 
maldi's declarations, the Manilla ransom, delays 
and reparation: 
. 	Through the whole argument of the faction runs. 
the general errour, that our settlement on Falkland's 
Island was not only lawful but unquestionable ; that 
our right was  not only certain but acknowledged ; 

equity and that the 	of our conduct was such, that' 
the Spaniards could not blame or obstruct it without-
combating their own conviction, and opposing the 
general opinion of mankind. 	, 	. 
- If Once it be discovered that, in the opinion of the 

Spaniards, our settlement was usurped, our claim ar-
bitrary, and our conduct insolent, all that 'has hap-
pened. will appear to, follow by a natural concatena-
tion. Doubts will produce disputes and disquisition, 
disquisition requires delay, and delay causes incon-
venience.  

Had the Spanish government immediately yielded 
u4conditionally all that• was required, we might 

have 
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have been satisfied ; but what would Europe have 
judged of their submission ? that they shrunk before 
us as a.  conquered people, who having lately yielded 
to our arms, 'were now compelled to sacrifice to our 
pride. ,The honour of the PubliCk is indeed of 
high Importance; but we must remember that we 
have'had to transact with a mighty king and a power-
ful nation, who have unluckily been taught to think 
that they have honour to keep or lose as well as -
ourselves. 

When the Admiralty were told in June of the 
warning given to Hunt, they were, I suppose, inform-
ed that Hunt had first provoked it byr warning away 
the Spaniards, and naturally considered one act of 
insolence as balanced by another, without expecting' 
that more would be done on either side. 	Of repre-' 
sentations and remonstrances there would be no end, 
if they were to be made whenever small commanders 
are uncivil to each other; nor could peace ever•be 
enjoyed, if upon such transient provocations it be 
imagined necessary to prepare for war. 	We might 
then, it is said, have increased our force with more 
leisure and less inconvenience; but this is to judge 
'only by the event. 	We omitted to disturb the Pub-
lick, because we did not suppose that an armament 
Would be necessary. 

Some months afterwards, as has been told, Buc-
carelli, the governour of Buenos Ayres, sent against 
the settlement of Port Egmont a force which en- 
sured the conquest. 	The Spanish commander re-
quired the English captains to depart, but they 
thinking that resistance necessary which they knew 
to be useless, gave the Spaniards.  the right of pre-. 
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scribing terms of capitulation. ' 	The 	Spaniards 
imposed no new condition, except that the sloop' 
should not sil under 'twenty, days; 	and of this 
they secured the performance by taking off the 
rudder.  

To, an inhabitant of the land there appears nothing 
in all this unreasonable or offensive. 	If the English 
intended to keep their stipulation, how were they in- 
jured by the detention of the rudder ? 	If the rudder 
be to a ship what his tail is in fables to a fox, the 
part in which honOur is placed, and of which the 
violation is never to be endured, I am sorry that the 
Favourite suffered an indignity, but cannot yet thirik 
it a cause for . which nations should slaughter one 
another. 	,.. • 

When Buccarelli's invasion was known, and the 
dignity of the crown infringed, we demanded repara-
tion and prepared for war, and we gained equal re-
spect by the moderation of our terms, and the spirit 
of our exertion. 	The Spanish minister immediately 
denied that Buccarelli had received any particular 
(milers to seize Port Egmont, nor pretended that be 
was justified, otherwise than by the general instruc-
tions by which the American governours are required 
to exclude the subjects 'of other powers. 

To have inquired whether our settlement at Port 
.Egmont was any violation-of the Spanish rights, had 
been to enter upon alliscussion which the pertinacity 
of political disputants might have continued with- 
out end. 	We therefore called for restitution, n_ of 
as a confession of right, but as a reparation of 
honour, which required that we. should be restored 
to our former state upon the island, and that the 

king 
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king of Spain should disavow the action of his go-
vernour. 

In return to thisilemand, the Spaniards expected 
from us a disavowal of the menaces with which they 
had been first insulted by Hunt; and if the claim to 
the island be supposed doubtful, they certainly ex- 
pected it with equal reason. 	This, however, was 
refused, and our superiority of strength gave validity 
to our arguments. 

But we are told that the disavowal of the king of 
Spain is temporary and fallacious ; that Buccarelli'n 
armament had all the appearance of ,regular' forces 
and a concerted expedition; .and -that ,he is not 
treated at home as a man guilty of piracy, or .as dis-
obedient to the orders of his master. 

That the expedition was well planned, and the 
forces .properly supplied, affords no proof of com-
munication between the governour and his court. 
Those who are intrusted with the care .of kingdoms 
in another hemisphere, must always be trnsted with 
power to defend them. 

As little can be inferred -from his reception at the.  
Spanish court. 	He is not punished indeed; for what 
has he done that deserves punishment ? He was sent 
into America to govern and defend the dominions of 
Spain. 	He thought the English were encroaching, 
and drove them away. 	No Spaniard thinks that he 
has exceeded his duty, nor does the king of Spain 
charge him with excess. The:  oundaries of dominion 
in that part .of the world have not yet been settled; 
and he mistook, if a mistake there was, like a-zealous 
subject, in his master's favour. 

14  4 . 	 But 
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But all this inquiry is superfluous. 	Considered as 

a reparation of honour, the disavowal of the king of 
Spciin, made in the sight of all Europe, is of equal 
value, whether,true or false. 	There is indeed no rea- 
,gon to `question its veracity; they, however, who do 
not believe it, must allow the weight of that influx 
ence by which a great prince is reduced to disown _ 
his-  own commission. 

But the general orders upon which the governour 
is acknowledged to have acted, 	are neither dis- 
avowed nor explained. 	Why tjle Spaniards should 
disavow the defence of their own territories, the 
warmest disputant will find it difficult to tell; and 
if by an explanation is meant an accurate deline-
ation of the southern empire, and the limitation of 
their claims beyond the line, it cannot be imputed 
to any very culpable remissness, that what has been 
denied for two centuries to the European powers, 
was not obtained in a hasty wrangle about a petty 
settlement. 

The ministry were too well acquainted with nego.; 
ciation to fill their heads with such idle expectations. 
The question of right was inexplicable and endless.. 
They left it as it stood. 	To be restored to actual 
ppssession was easily practicable. * This restoration 
they required and obtained. 

But they should, say their opponents, have in-
sisted upon more; they should have exacted not 
only reparation of our honour, but repayment of our 
expense. 	•Nor are they all satisfied with the re-
covery of the costs and damages of the present con-
test; they are for taking this opportunity of calling 

in 
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in old debts, and reviving our right to the ransom of 
Manilla. 

The Manilla ransom has, I think, been most men- . 
tioned by the inferiour bellowers of sedition. 	Those 
who lead the faction know that it cannot be remem- 
bered much to their advantage. 	The follower's of 
Lord Rockingham remember that his ministry began 
and ended without obtaining it; the adherents to 
Grenville- would be told, 	that he could never be 
taught to understand our claim. 	The law of nations 
made little of his knowledge. 	Let him not, how- 
ever, be depreciated in his grave. 	If he was some- 
times wrong, he was often,right 4*. • 	, 

Of reimbursement the talk has been,more con- 
fident, though not more reasonable. 	The expenses 
of war have been often desired, have been sometimes 
required, but were never paid ; or never, but when 
resistance was hopeless, and there remained no choice 
between submission and destruction. 

Of our late equipments I know not from whom the 
charge can be very properly.expected. 	The king of 
Spain disavows the violence which provoked us to 
arm, and for the mischiefs which he did not do, why 
should he pay ? 	Buccarelli, though he had learned 
all the arts of an East-Indian governour, could hardly 
have collected at Buenos Ayres a sum sufficient to 
satisfy our demands. 	If he be honest, he is hardly 

• In the first edition, this passage stood thus : " Let him not, - 
however, be depreciated in his grave. 	He had powers not uni-
versally possessed; could he have enforced payment of the Ma-
nilla ransom, he could hare counted it." There were some other 
alterations suggested, it would appear, by Lord North. 	C. 

rich; 
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. rich; and if he be disposed to rob; he has the mis—
fortune of being placed where robbers have been 
before him. 

The king of Spain indeed delayed to comply with 
our proposals, and our armament was made ne-
cessary by unsatisfactory answers and dilatory de- 
bates. 	The delay certainly increased our expenses, 
and it is-not unlikely that the increase of our ex-' 
penses put an end to the delay. 

But this i§ the inevitable process of human affairs. 
Negociation requires time. What is not apparent to 
intuition must be found by inquiry. Claims that have 

. remained doubtful for ages cannot be settled in a day. 
Reciprocal complaints are not easily adjusted but by 
reciprocal compliance. 	The Spaniards thinking • 
themselves entitled to the island, and injured by 
Captain .I/wit, in their turn demanded satisfaction,' 
which was refused; and where is,the wondfr if their 
concessions were delayed ! They may tell us, that an 
independent nation is to be influenced not by corn- 

_mand, but by persuasion ; that if we expect our pro-
posals to be received without deliberation, we assume 
that sovereignty which they do not grant us; and 
that if we arm while they are deliberating, we muss 
indulge our martial ardour at our own charge. 

The English ministry asked all that was reasonable, 
and enforced all that they asked. 	Our national • 
honour is advanced, "and our interest, if any interest 

•we have, is sufficiently secured. 	There can be none 
amongst us to whom this transaction does not seem 
happily concluded, but those who having fixed their 
hopes on publick calamities, sat like vultures wait-, _ 	. mg 
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ing for a day of carnage. • Having worn out all the 
arts of domestick sedition, having wearied violence, 
and exhausted falsehood, they yet flattered them-
selves with some assistance from the pride or malice 
of Spain; and, when they could no longer make the 
people complain of grievances which they did not . 
feel, they had the comfort yet of knowing that real 
evils were possible, and their resolution is well known 
of charging all &Al on their governours. 

The reconciliation was therefore considered as the • 
loss of their last anchor; and received not only with 
the fretfulness of disappointment but the rage of des- 
peration. 	When they. found that all were happy in 
spite of their machinations,,and the soft effulgence of 
peace shone out upon the nation, they felt no motion 
but that of sullen envy; they could 'not, like Milton's 
prince of hell, abstract themselves a moment -from 
their ,evil ; as they have not the wit of Satan, they 
have not his virtue; they tried once again what could 
be done by-  sophistry without art, and confidence 
without credit. They represented their sovereign as.  
dishonoured, and their country as betrayed, or, in 
their fiercer paroxysms of fury, reviled their sove-
reign as betraying it.  

Their pretences I have here endeavoured to ex- 
, pose, by showing that more than has been yielded 
was not to be expected, that more perhaps was hot 
to be desired, and that if all had been refused, there 
bad scarcely been an adequate reason for a war. 

There was perhaps never much danger of war or 
of refusal, but what danger there was, proceeded 
from the faction. 	Foreign nations, 	unacquainted 

with 
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with the insolence of .common councils, and unac-
customed to the howl of plebeian patriotism, when 
they heard of rabbles and riots, of petitions and 
remonstrances, of discontent in Surrey, Derbyshire, 
and Yorkshire, when they saw the. chain-of subor-
dination broken;  and the legislature threatened and 
defied, naturally imagined that such a government 
had little leisure for Falkland's Island ; they sup-
posed that. the English when they returned ejected 
from Port Egmont, would find Wilkes invested with 
the protectorate ; or see the Mayor of London, what 
the 'French have formerly seen their .mayors of the 
palace, the commander of the army and tutor of the 
king; that' they would be called to tell their tale• 
before the Common Council ; and that the world 
was to expect war or pease from a vote of the sub-
scribers to the Bill of Rights. 

- 	But our enemies have now lost their hopes, and 
our friends r hope are recovered from their fears. 
To fancy that our government can be subverted by 
the rabble, whom its lenity has pampered into im- 

-pudence, is to fear that a city may be drowned by 
the overflowing of its kennels. The distemper which 
cowardice or malice thought either decay of that  
vitals, or resolution tithe nerves, appears at last to 
have been nothing more than a political phthiriasis, 
a disease too loathsome for a plainer name ; but the 
effect 6f negligence rather than of weakness, and 
of which the shame is greater than the danger. 

Among the disturbers of our quiet are some animals 
of greater bulk, whom their power of roaring per-
suaded us to think formidable, but we now perceive 

that 
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that sound and force do not always go together. The 
noise of a savage proves nothing but his hunger. 

After all our broils, foreign and domestick, we may 
at last hope to remain a while in quiet, amused with 
the view. of our own success. 	We have gained poli-
tical strength by the.increase of our reputation; we 
have gained real strength by the reparation of our 
navy ; we have shown Europe that ten years of war 
have not yet exhausted us ; and we have enforced 
our settlement on an island on which twenty years 
ago we durst not venture to look. 

These are the gratifications only of honest minds; 
but there is a time in which hope comes to all. 
From the present happiness of the Publick, the pa-
triots themselves may derive advantage. To be harm-
less though by impotence obtains some degree of 
kindness ; no man hates a worm as he hates a viper; 
they were once dreaded enough to be detested, as 
serpents that could bite ; they have now ,shown that 
they can only hiss, and -may therefore quietly slink 
into holes, and change their slough unmolested and 
forgotten. 	 , 	 •    
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PATRIOT. 
ADDRESSED TO Tili 

ELECTORS OF GREAT BRITAIN. 
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• They bawl for freedom in their senseless mood, 
Yet still revolt when truth would set them free ; 
License they mean, when they cry liberty, 

For who loves.that must first be wise and good. 
MILTON. 

• 

is 
TO improve the golden moment of opportunity, q 

and catch the good that is within our reach, 
the great ,  art of life. 	Many wants are suffered, 

which might once have been supplied; and much+ 
time is lost in regretting the time which had been 
lost before. 	 * 	. 

At the end of every seven years comes the Satur- 
nalias season, when the freemen of Great Britain 
may please themselves with the choice of their re- 
presentatives. 	'This happy day has now arrived, 
somewhat sooner than it could be claimed. 	. 

To select and depute those, by whom Jaws are to 
be made, and taxes to be granted, is a high dignity 
and 'an. important trust : and it is the business of , 

every 
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every elector to consider, how this dignity may 
be 'well sustained, 	and this trust faithfully dis- 
charged. 	 . 

It ought to be deeply impressed on the minds of 
all who have voices in this national deliberation, that 
HO man can deserve a seat in parliament who is not 
a PATRIOT. 	No other man will protect our rights, 
no other man can merit our confidence. 	• 

• A . PATRIOT is he whose publick conduct , is regu-
lated by one single motive, the love of his country; 
who, as an agent in parliament, has for hitnself 
neither hope nor fear, neither kindness nor resent-
ment, but refers every thing .to the common in-
terest. 

That of five hundred men, such as this degenerate • 
age affords, amajority can be found thus virtuously 
abstracted, who will affirm?.  Yet there is no good . 
in despondence: vigilance and activity often effect 
more than was expected. 	Let us take a Patriot 
where we can meet him ; and that we may not flat- ' 
ter ourselves by false appearances, distinguish those 
marks which are, certain .from those which may de-
ceive : for a man may have the external appearance 
°fit Patriot, without the constituent qualities; as false 
coins have often lustre, though they want weight. 

Some claim a place in the list of Patriots by' an, 
acrimonious and 	unremitting opposition 	to the; , 
court. 

This mark is by no means infallible. 	Patriotism 
is not necessarily included in rebellion. 	A man 
May bate his king, yet not love hip country. 	He 
that has been refused a reasonable or unreasonable 

request, 
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request; who thinks his merit underrated, and • sees 
his influence declining, begins soon to talk of.na-
tural equality, the absurdity of many made for one, 
the original compact, the foundation of authority, 
and the majesty of the people. 	As his political 
melancholy increases, he tells, and perhaps dreams, 
of the advances of the prerogative, and the dangers 
Of arbitrary power; yet his design in all 'his de-
clamation is not to benefit his country, but to gra-
tify ,his malice.  

These, however, are the most honest of the op-
ponents of government; their patriotism is a species 
of disease; and they feel some part 'of what. they 
express. 	But the greater, far the greater number 
of those who rave and rail, and inquire and accuse, 
neither suspect nor fear, nor care for the Niblick ; 

• but hope to force their way to riches by virulence and 
invective, and are vehement and clamorous, only 
that they may be sooner hired to be silent. 

A man sometimes starts up a Patriot, only by 
disseminating discontent, and propagating reports of 
secret influence, of dangerous counsels, of violated 
rights and encroaching usurpation. 

This practice is no certain note of Patriotism. To 
instigate thg populace with rage beyond the provo-
cation,i§ to suspend publick happiness, if not to de- 
stroy it. 	He is no lover of his country, that un- 
necessarily disturbs its peace. 	Few errours, and feat/ 
faults .of government can justify an appeal to the 
rabble ; who ought nob to judge ofrhat they can.,  
not understand, and whose opinioi 	are not propa- 
gated byeascnii, but caught by contagion. 

The 
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The fallaciousness of this note of patriotism is par-

ticularly apiarent, when the clamour Continues after 
the evil is past. ( They who are still filling our ears 
with Mr. Wilkes, and the Freeholders of Middlesex, 
latient a grievance that is now at an end.• 	Mr. 
Wilkes may be chosen, if any will choose him, and• 
the precedent of his exclusion makes not any honest, 
or any decent man, think himself in danger) 
• It may be doubted whether the name of a Patriot 

can be fairly given as the reward of .  secret satire, 
or open outrage. 	To fill the newspapers with,sly 
hints of corruption and intrigue,(to circulate the • 
Middlesex Journal and London Pacquet) may in-
deed be zeal; but it may likewise be interest and 
malice. 	To offer a petition, not expected to be 
granted; to insult a king with a rude remonstrance, 
only because there is no punishment for legal inso-
knee, is not courage, for there is no danger; nor 
patriotism, for it tends to the subversion of order, 
and lets wickedness loose upon the land, by destroy-
ing the reverence due to sovereign authority. 

It is the quality of Patriotism to be jealous and 
watchful, to observe all secret machinations, and to 
see publick dangers at a distance. 	The true Lover 
of his country is ready to communicate his fears, and 
to sound the alarm, whenever he perceives the ap- 
'proach of mischief. 	But he sounds no alarm, when 
there is Lo enemy: he never terrifies his countrymen 
till he is terrified himself. 	The patriotism therefore 
may be justly doubted of him, who professes to be 
disturbed by incredibilities ; who tells, .that the last 
peace was obtained by bribing the Princess of Wales; 

VOL. VIII. * 	 L 	 that 
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that the king is grasping at arbitrary power ; and 
that because the French in the new conquests enjoy 
their own laws, there is u. design at court of abolish- 

• ing in England the trial by juries. 
Still less does the true Patriot circulate opinions 

which he knows to be false. 	No •mati, who • loves 
his country, fills the nation with clamorous com-
plaints, that the protestant religion is in danger, be-
cause popery is established in the extensive province 

' of Quebec, a falsehood so open and shameless, that 
it can need no confutation among those.  who.know 
that of which it is almost impossibleTor the most un-
enlightened zealot to be ignorant. 

That Quebec is on the other side of the Atlantick, 
at too great a distance to do much good or harm to 
the European world : 

That the inhabitants, being French, were always 
papists, who are certainly more dangerous as ene:•. 
mies, than as subjects : 

That though the province be wide, the people are 
few, probably not lc many as may be found in one 
of the larger English counties : 

' That persecution is not more virtuous in a pro-
testant , than a papist; and that while we blame 
Lewis the Fourteenth, for his dragoons and his 
galleys, we ought, when power comes into our hands, 
to use it With greater equity : 

That when Canada with its inhabitants was yielded, 
the free.  enjoyment of their religion was stipulated; a. 
condition, of which King William, who was no pro- 

., pagator of popery, gave an example nearer home► 
at the surrender of Limerick : 

-, 	 That 
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That in an age; where every mouth is open for 

.liberty of conscience, it is equitable to shoW some 
regard to the conscienc% of a papist, who may be 
supposed, like other men, to. think himself safest 
in his own religion; and that those at least, who 
enjoy a toleration, ought.not to deny it to our new 
subjects. 

If liberty of conscience be a natural right, we have 
no power to withhold it; if it be an indUlgence, it 
may be alloWed to papists, while it iS not denied to 
other sects. 	 . 

A Patriot is necessarily and invariably a lover of 
the people. 	But even this mark may sometimes 

- deceive us. 	, 
The people is a very heterogeneous and confused 

mass of the wealthy and the poor, the wise and the 
foolish, the good and the bad. 	Before we confer 
on a man, who caresses the people, the title of 
Patriot, we must examine to what part of the peo-
ple he directs his notice. It is proverbially said, that 
he•who dissembles his own character, may be known 
by that of his companions. 	If the candidate of Pa.: 
triotism endeavours to infuse right opinions into the 
higher ranks, and by their influence to regulate the 
lower; if he consorts chiefly with the wise, the tem-
perate, the regular, and the virtuous, his love of the 
people may be rational and honest. 	But if his first 
or principal application be to the indigent, who are 
always inflammable; to the weak, who are naturally. 
suspicious; to the ignorant, who are easily misled; 
and to the profligate, who have-no hope. bait from 
mischief and confusion; let his love of the people 
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-be no longer boasted. 	No man can reasonably be 
•thought a lover of his country, for roasting an ox, or 
burning a boot, or attencing the meeting at Mile- 
End, or registering his name in the Lumber Troop. 
He may, among the drunkards, be a hearty fellow; 
and among sober handicraftsmen, a free-spoken gen-
tleman; but he must have some better distinction' 
before he is a Patriot. 	• 

A Patriot is always ready to countenance the just 
claims, and animate the reasonable *hopes of. the 
people; he reminds them frequently of their rights, . 
and stimulatei them to resent encroachments, and 
to multiply securities. 	. 	. 

But all this may be done in appearat)ce, without 
real patriotism. . He that raises false hopes to serve 
a present purpose, only makes a way for disappoint! 
ment and discontent. 	He who promises to endea- 
• your, what he knows his endeavours unable to effect, 
means only to. delude his followers by an empty 
clamour of ineffectual zeal. 

. 	A true Patriot is no lavish promiser : he under- 
'lakes not to shorten parliameUts; to repeal laws; 
;or to change the mode of representation, transmitted 
by our ancestors : he knows that futurity is not in 
his power, and that all times are not alike favour.: 
able to change. 	 , 

Much less does he make- a vague.and indefinite 
prothise of obeying/the mandates of his constituents. 
He .knows the prejudices of faction, and the incon- 
stancy of the' multitude. 	He would first inquire, 
how the opinion of his constituents shall be taken. 
Popular instructions are commonly the work, not of . 

^ 	 the 
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the wise and steady, but the violent and rash ; meet- 
ings held for directing representatives are seldom. 
attended but by the idle acid the dissolute; and he is. 
not without suspicion, that of his constituents, as of 
other numbers of men, the smaller part may often 
be the wiser. 	 , 	- 

He considers Himself as deputed to promote the 
publick good, and to preserve his constituents, with 
the rest of his countrymen, not only from being hurt• 
by others, .but from hurting themselves. 

The common marks of Patriotism having been, 
examined, and shown to be such as artifice may coun-
terfeit, or folly misapply, it cannot be improper to 
consider, whether there are not some characteristical 
modes of speaking or acting, which may prove a man 
to be NOT A PATRIOT. 

1  In this inquiry, perhaps clearer evidence may be 
discovered, and firmer persuasion attained; for it is 
Commonly easier to know what is wrong than what 
is right;' to find what we should avoid, than what we 
should ,pursue. 

As war is one of the heaviest of national evils, a 
calamity in which every species of misery is involved; 
as it sets the general safety to hazard, suspends com-
merce, and desolates the country ; as it exposes 
great numbers to hardships, dangers, captivity, and 
death ; no man, who desires the publick prosperity, 
will inflame general resentment by aggrivating mi-
nute injuries, or enforcing disputable rights of little 
importance. 	 • 

It may therefore be safely pronounced, that those 
men are no Patriots, who when the national honour 
was vindicated in the sight of Europe, and the Spa. 

L 3 	 niards 
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niards' having invaded what they call their own,, had• 
shrunk to a disavowal of their attempt ,and a relax; 
ation of their claim, would still have instigated us 
to a war for a bleak and barren spot in the Nagel-
lania- ocean; of which no use could be made, un-
less it were a place of exile for the hypocrites of pa- 

• triotism. - 	 ' 
Yet let it not be forgotten, that by the howling 

violence of patriotick rage the nation was for a time 
. exasperated to such madness, that for a barren rock, 

under a stormy sky, we might have now been fighting . 
and dying, had not our competitors been wiser than 
ourselves; and those who are now courting the favour 
of the people by noisy professions of publick spirit, 
would, while they were counting the profits of their 
artifice, have enjoyed the patriotick pleasure of hear-
ing sometimes, thatothousands.had been slaughtered' 
in a battle; and sometimes that a navy had been dis-
peopled by poisoned air and corrupted food. 

He that wishes to see his country robbed of its 
rights, cannot be a Patriot. 

That man 'therefore is no Patriot, who justifies the 
ridiculous claims of American usurpation ; who en-
deavours to deprive the nation of its natural and law-
ful authority over 'its own colonies; those colonies, 
which were settled under English protection ; were 
constituted by an English charter; and have been 
defended by English arms. 

' 

To suppose, that by sending out 'a colony, the na-
tion established an independent power;. that when, 
by indulgence , ,and favour, emigrants are become 
rich, they shall' not contribute to their own defence, 
but -at their own pleasure; and that they shall not 

be- 
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be included, like .millions of their fellow-subjects, in 
the general system of representation; involves stich 
an accumulation of 'absurdity, as nothing but the 
show of patriotism could palliate. 	' 	, 

He that accepts protection, stipulates obedience. 
We have always protected the Americans; we may 
therefore subject them to government. 

The less is included in the greater. 	That power 
Which can take away life, may seize upon property. 
The parliament may enact for America a law of 
capital punishment; it may therefore establish a 
mode and proportion of taxation. 	 . . 

But there are some who lament the state of the. 
poor Bostonians, because they cannot all be supposed 
to have committed acts of rebellion, yet all are in-
volved in the penalty imposed.. This, they say, is to 
violate the first rule of justice, ,by condemning the 
innocent to suffer with the guilty. 

This deserves some notice, as it seems dictated by 
equity and humanity, however it may raise contempt 
by the ignorance which it betrays of the state of man, 
and the system of things.- That the innocent should, 
be confounded with the guilty, is undoubtedly an 
evil ; but it is an evil which no care or caution can 

., . prevent. 	National crimes require national punish, 
ments, of which many must necessarily have their 
part,. who have,not incurred them by personal guilt. 
If rebels should fortify a town, the cannon of lawful 
authority will endanger equally the harmless burghers 
and the criminal garrison. 	 . 

In some cases, those suffer most who are least in- 
tended to be hurt. 	If the French in the late war had 

o' taken an Englisl; city, and permitted the natives to 
L 4 	 keep 
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keep their dwellings, how could it have been reef,-
vered,.but by the slaughter of our friends ? A bomb 
might as well destroy an Englishman as a French-
man; and by famine we know that .the inhabitants.  
would be the first that should perish: 

This infliction of promiscuous evil may therefore 
be lamented, but cannot be blamed. 	The power of 
lawful government must 'be maintained ; and the 
miseries which rebellion produces, can be charged 
only on the rebels, 

That man likewise is not a Patriot, who denies 
his governours their due praise, and who conceals 
from the people the benefits• which they receive. 
Those therefore can lay no claim to this illustrious 
appellation, who impute want of puhlick spirit to, 
the late parliaments .an assembly of men, whom, 
notwithstanding some fluctuation of counsel, and 
some weakness of 'agency, the nation must always 
remember with gratitude, since it is indebted to them 
for a very ample concession in, the resignation of 
protections, and a wise and honest attempt to im-
prove the constitution, in the new judicature insti-
tuted for the trial of elections. 

The right of protection, which might be neces-
sary when it was first claimed, and was very con-
sistent with that liberality of immunities in which 
the feudal constitution delighted, was by its nature 
liable to abuse, am,d had in reality been sometimes 
misapplied, to the evasion of the law, and the defeat 
of justice. 	The evil was perhaps not adequate to 
the clamour; nor is it very certain, that the possible 
good of this. privilege was not more than equal to the 
Tiossible evil. 	It is however plain, that whether they 
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• •  t 
gave any thing or not to the Publick, they at Itas!. 

4  
.....>,%= 

lost something from themselves. 	They dives'ted their 
dignity of•  a very splendid distinction, and showed 
that they were more willing than their predecessors 	4  
to stand on a level with their fellow-subjects. 
• The new mode of trying elections, if it be found 

effectual, will diffuse its consequences fukther than 
seems yet to be foreseen. 	It is, I believe, generally. 
considered as advantageous only to those. who claim 
seats in parliament; but, if to choose representatives 
be one of the most valuable rights .of Englishmen, 
every voter must consider that law as adding to his 
happiness, 	which makes his suffrage efficacious; 
since it was vain to choose, while the election could 
be controlled by,any other power. 

• 

, 

With what imperious contempt of ancient rights, 
and what audaciousness of arbitrary authority former 
parliaments have judged the disputes about elections, 
it is not necessary to relate. The claim of a candidate, 
and the right of electors, are said scarcely to have 
been, even in appearance, referred to conscience; 
but to have been decided by party, by passion, by 
prejudice, or by frolick. 	To have friends in the 
borough was of little use to him, who wanted 
friends in the house; a pretencebwas easily found 
to evade a majority, and the seat was at last his, 
that was- chosen not by his electors, but his fellow-
senators. 

Thus the nation was insulted with a mock election, 
and the parliament was filled with. spurious repre- 
sentatives; one of the most important claims, that of 
Tight to sit in the 'supreme council of the kingdom, 

was 
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was debated in jest, and no man could be confident 
of success from the justice of his cause. 

A disputed election is now tried with the same scru- 
pulousness and solemnity, as any other title. 	The 
candidate that has deserved well of his neighbours, 
may now be certain of enjoying the effect of their 
approbation; and the elector, who has voted ho-
nestly for known merit, may be certain that he has 
not voted• in vain.  

Such was the parliament, which some of those, 
who are now aspiring to sit in another, have taught 
the rabble to consider as an unlawful conventiod of 
men, worthless, venal, and prostitute, slaves of the 
court, and tyrants of the people. 

That the next House of Commons may act upon 
the principles of the last, with more constancy and 
higher spirit, must be the wish of all who wish well to' 
the Publick ; and it is surely not too much to expect, 
that the nation will recover from its delusion, and 
unite in a general abhdrrence of those who, 1::$3, de-
ceiving the credulous with fictitious mischiefs, over-
bearing the weak by audacity of falsehood, by ap-
pealing to the judgment of ignorance, and flatter-
ing the vanity of meanness, by slandering honesty 
and insulting*dighity, have gathered round them 
whatever the kingdom can supply of base, and gross, 
and profligate; 	and, raised by .merit to this bad 
eminence, arrogate to 	themselves 	the 	nime of 
PATRIOTS. 

   
  



Taxation no Tyranny , 

AN 

ANSWER 

• TO THE 	' 

RESOLUTIONS. AND ADDRESS 

. 	OF THE 

AMERICAN CONGRESS. 

[1775.] 

., 

IN all the parts of human knowledge, whether ter-
minating jn science merely speculative, or ope-

rating upon life private or civil, are admitted some 
fundamental principles, or common axioms, which 
being generally received are little dioubted, and being 
little doubted have been rarely proved. 

Of these gratuitous and acknowledged truths it 
is often the fate to become less evident by endea-
vours to explain them, however necessary such en-
deavours may be made by the niiapprehensions of 
absurdity, or the sophistries of interest. 	It is dif- 
ficult fo prove the principles of science, because 
notions cannot always be found more intelligible 

than 
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than those which are questioned. 	It is difficult to 
prove the principles of practice, because they have 
for the most part not been discovered by investiga-
tion, but obtruded by experience; and the demon- - 
.strator will find, after an operose deduction, that he 
lias been trying to make that seen which can be only 
felt. 	. 

Of this kind is the position, that the supreme 
poiver of every community has the right of requir-
ing from all its subjects, such contributions as are 
necessary to the publick 	safety 	or publick pros- 
perity, which was considered by all mankind as 
comprising the primary and essential condition of all 
political.  society, till it became disputed by those 
zealots of anarchy, who have denied to the parlia-
ment of Britain the right of taxing the American 
Colonies.  

In favou.r of this exemption of the Americans from 
the authority of their lawful sovereign, and, the do-
minion of their mother-country, very loud clamours 
have been raised, and many wild assertions advanced, 
which by such as borrow their opinions from the 
reigning fashion have been admitted as arguments; 
and what is strange, though their tendency is to lessen 
English honour,* and English power,' have beett 
heard by Englishmen with a wish to find them true. 
Passion has in its first violence controlled interest, 
as the eddy fota while runs against the stream. 

"To be prejudiced is always to be weak ; yet there 
are prejudices so near to laudable, that they have 
been often praised, and are always pardoned. 	To.  
love their country has been considered as virtue in 
men, whose love could not be otherwise than blind, 

because 
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because their preference' was made without h coin-
pariion : but it has never been my fortune to find, 
either in ancient or modern writers, any honour-
able mention of those, who have with equal blindness 
hated their country. 	• 

These antipatriotick prejudices are the abortions 
of folly impregnated by faction, which being pro-
duced against the standing order of nature, haie not 
strength sufficient for long life. They are bornonly 
to scream and perish, and leave those to, contempt 
or detestation, whose kindness was employed to nurse 
them into mischief. 

To perplex the opinion of the Publick many arti-
fices have been used, which, as. usually happens when 
falsehood is to be maintained by fraud, lose their 
force by counteracting one another. 
°The nation is sometimes to be mollified by'a ten- 

(Ter tale of men, who fled fi'or tyranny to rocks and 
deserts, and is persuaded to lose all claims of justice, 
and all sense of dignity, in compassion for a hark-
less people, who having worked hard for bread 
in a wild country, and obtained by the slow pro-
gression of manual industry the accommodations of 
life, are now invaded by unprecedented oppression, 
and plundered of their properties by the harpies of 
.taxation. 

We are told how their industry is obstructed.by  
Unnatural restraints, and their trade confined by ri-
gorous prohibitions; how they are forbidden to enjoy 
the products of their own soil, to manufacture the 
Materials which nature spreads before them, or to 
carry their own goods to the nearest market : and 
purely the generosity of English virtue wilt never 
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heap new weight upon those that'are already over-
laden; will never delight in that dominion, which 
cannot be exercised but by cruelty and outrage. 

BUt while we are melting in silent sorrow, and in 
the transports off` delirious pity dropping both the 
sword and balance from our hands, another friend 
of.the Americans thinks it better to awaken another 
passion, and tries to alarm our interest, or excite 
our veneration, by accounts of their greatness and ' 
their opulence, of the fertility of their land, and the 
splendour of their towns. We then begin to con-
sider the question with more evenness of mind, are 
ready to conclude that those restrictions are not very 
oppressive which have 'been found consistent with 
this speedy growth of prosperity ; and begin to think 
it reasonable that they, who thus flourish under the 
protection of our government, should contribute; 
something towards its expense.  

But we are soon told  that the Americans, however 
wAtithy, cannot bee -taxed ; that they are the de-
scendants of men who left all for liberty, and that 
they have constantly preserved the principles and 
stubbornness of their prOgenitors ; that they are too 
obstinate for persuasion, and too powerful for con-
straint; that they will laugh at argument, and defeat 
violence ; that the continent of North America 
contains three millions, not of men merely, but of 
Whigs, of Whigs fierce for liberty, and disdainful of 
dominion; that they rrkultiply with the fecundity of 
their own rattlesnakes, so that every quarter of a 
century doubles their numbers. 	; 

Men accustomed to think themselves masters do 
not love to be threatened. This talk is, I hope, coni- 
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monly thrown away, or raises passions different from 
those which it was intended to excite. Instead of ter-
rifying the English bearer to tame acquiescence, it 
disposes him to hasten the experiment of bending 
obstinacy before it is become yet more obdurate, and 
convinces him that it is necessary to attack a nation 
thus prolifick while we may yet hope to prevail. When 
he is told through what extent of territory we must 
travel to subdue them, he recollects how far, a few 
years ago, we travelled in their defence. 	When it 
is urged that they wilt shoot up like the hydra, he 
naturally considers how the hydra was destroyed. 

Nothing dejects a trader like the interruption of , 
his profits. A commercial people, however magna 
nimous, shrinks at the thought of declining traffick, 
and an unfavourable balance. 	The effect of this 
terrour has been tried. We have been stunned with 
the importance of our Ajnerican commerce, and 
beard of merchants with warehouses that aro never 
to be emptied, and of manufacturers starving for 
want of work. 

That our commerce with America is profitable, 
however less than ostentatious or deceitful estimates 
have made it, and that it is our interest to preserve 
it, has never been denied; but surely it will most 
effectually be preserved, by being kept always in 
our own power. 	Concessions may promote it for 
a moment, but superiority only can ensure its con- 
tinuance. 	There will always be a part, and always 
a very large part of every community that have no 
care but  for themselves, and whose care for them-
selves reaches little farther than impatience of iin. 

• ' 	mediate 
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mediate pain, and eagerneSs for the nearest good. 
The blind are -said to feel with peculiar nicety. 
They who look but little into futurity, have per-
haps the quickest sensation of the present., A mer-. 
chant's desire is not of glory, but of gain ; not 
of publick wealth, but of private emolument; he is 
therefore rarely to be consulted about war and 
peace, or any designs of wide extent and distant 
consequence. 

Yet this, like other general characters, will some-
times fail. The traders of Birmingham have rescued 
themselves from all imputation of narrow selfish-
ness by a manly recommendation to parliament' 
'of the rights and dignity of their native country. 

To these men I do not intend to ascribe an ab-
surd and enthusiastick contempt of interest, but to 
give them the rational and just praise of distinguish-
ing real from seeming good, of being able to see 
through the cloud of interposing difficulties, to the 
lasting and solid happiness of victory and settle-
ment. 

Lest all these topicks of persuasion should fail, 
the greater actor of patriotism has tried another, in 
which terrour and pity are happily combined, not 
without a proper superaddition of that admiration 
which latter ages • have brought into the drama. 
The heroes of Boston, he tells us, if the stamp act 
had not been repealed, would have left their town, 
their port, and their trade, have resigned 	the 
splendour of opulence, and quitted the delights of 
neighbourhood, 	to disperse themselves over the 
country, where they would till the ground, and 
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fish in the rivers, and range the mountains, AND BE 

FREE. 

These surely are brave words. 	If the mere sound 
of freedom can operate thus powerfully, let no man 
hereafter doubt the story of the Pied Piper. 	The ' 
removal of the people of Boston into the country, 
seems even to the Congress not only dqicult in its 
execution, but important in its consequences. 	The 
difficulty of execution is best known to the Bos- 
tonians themselves; 	the consequence, ' alas I 	will 
only be, that they will - leave good houses to wiser 
men.  

Yet before they quit the comforts of a warm home 
for the sounding something which they think better,. 
he cannot be thought their enemy who advises them 
to consider well whether they shall find it. 	By turn-
ing fishermen or hunters, woodmen or shepherds, 
they may become wild, but it is not so easy to con-
ceive them free; for who can be more a slave than he 
that is driven by force from the comforts of life, is 
compelled to leave his house to a casual corner, and 
Whatever he does, or wherever be wanders, finds 
every moment some new testimony of his own sub-
jection ? If choice of evil be freedom, the felon in the 
galleys has his option of laborir or of stripes. 	The 
Bostonian may quit his house to starve in the fields; 
his dog may refuse to set, and smart under the lash, 
and they may then congratulate each other upon the 
smiles of liberty, profuse of bliss, and pregnant with 
delight.  

To treat such designs as serious, would be to think . 
too contemptuously of Bostonian understandings. 
The artifice indeed is not new : the blusterer who 
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threatened in vain to destroy his opponent, has some- 
times obtained his end, by making it believed that 
he would hang himself.  

But terrours and pity are not the only means by-
which the taxation of the Americans is opposed. 
There are those who profess to use them only as 
auxiliaries to reason and justice, who tell us, that to. 
tax the Colonies is usurpation and oppression, an, 
invasion of natural and legal rights, and a violation 
of those principles which support the constitution 
of English government. 

This question is of great importance. 	That the 
Americans are able to bear taxation is indubitable; 
that their refusal may be overruled is highly pro-
bable; but power is no sufficient evidence of truth. 
Let us examine our own claim, and the objections 
pf the recusants, with caution proportioned to this 
event of the decision, which must convict one part 
of robbery, or the other of rebellion. 

A tax is 4 payment exacted by authority from part 
of the community for the benefit of the whole. 	From 
whom, and in what proportion such payment shall 
be required, and to what uses it shall be applied, 
those only are to judge to whom government is in. 
trusted. 	In the /Mtish dominions taxes are appor- 
tioned, levied, and appropriated by the states as-
sembled in parliament. 

Of every empire all the subordinate communities 
are liableto taxation, because they all share the be-
nefits of government, and therefore ought all to fur-
nish their proportion of the expense. 
. 	This the Americans have never openly denied- 
That it is 	duty, to pay the costs of their own 
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safety they seem to admit; nor do they refuse their 
contribution to the exigencies, whatever they may 
be, of the British empire; but they make this pare 
ticipation of the publick burden a duty of very un. 
pertain extent, and imperfect obligation, a duty tem-
porary, occasional, and elective, of which they re-
serve to themselves the right of settling the degree, 
the time, and the duration, of judging when it may 
Pe required, and when it has been performed. 

They allow to the supreme power nothing more 
than the liberty of notifying to them its demands or 
its necessities. 	Of this notification they profess to 
think for themselves, how far it shall influence their 
counsels, and of the necessities alleged; how far 
they shall endeavour to relieve them. 	They as- 
Sume the exclusive power of settling not only the 
mode, but the quantity of this payment. 	They are 
ready to cooperate with all the other dominions of 
'the king; but they will cooperate by no means 
which they do , not like, and at no greater charge. 
than they.are willing to.bear. 

This claim, wild as it may seem, this claim, which 
supposes dominion ;without authority, and subjects 
without subordination, has found among the liber-
tines of policy many clamorous and hardy vindica- 
tors. 	The laws of nature, the rights.of humanity, 
The faith of charters, the dangqr of liberty, the en-
voachments of usurpation, have been thundered in 
.our ears, sometimes by interested faction, and some-
(times by honest stupidity: 
• It is said by Fontenelle, that if twenty philoso, 

phers shall resolutely deny that the presence of the 
sun makes the day, he will not despair but whole 
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Pations may adopt the opinion. 	So many political 
dogMatists have denied to the Mother-country the 
power of taxing the Colonies, and have enforced 
their _denial with so much violence of outcry, that 
their sect is already very numerous, and the publick 
voice- suspends its decision. 

In moral and political questions the contest be,  
tween interest and justice has been often tedious and 
often fierce, but perhaps it never happened before, 
that justice found much opposition. with interest on 
her side. 

For the satisfaction of this inquiry, it is necessary 
to consider how a Colony is constituted, what are the• 
terms of migration' as dictated by nature, or settled 
by compact, and what social or political rights the 
man loses,-  or acquires, that leaves his country to 
establish himself in a distant plantation? 

Of 'two modes ' of migration the history of man-
kind informs us, and so far as I can yet discover, of 
two only. 	- 

In countries where life was yet unadjusted, and 
policy unformed, it sometimes happened that by the 
dissensions of heads of families, by the ambition of 
daring adventyrers, by soma -"cidental pressure of 
distress, or by the mere discontent of idleness, one 
part of the community broke off from the rest, and 
numbers, greater or smaller, forsook their habita-
tions, put themselves, tinder the command of some 
favourite of fortune,. and with or without the con-
sent of their countrymen or governours, went out to 
see what better regions they could ,occupy, and in 
what place, by conquest or -by treaty, they coup 
gain a_ habitation.. 
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_ Sons of enterprise like these, who committed to' 

their own swords their hopes and their lives, when 
they left their country, became another nation, With 
designs, and prospects, and interests, of their own. 
They looked back no more to their former home; 
they expected no help from those whom they had 
left behind; if they conquered, they conquered for 
themselves; if they were destroyed, they were not 
by any other power either lamented or revenged. 

Of this kind seem to have been all the migrations 
of the early world, whether historical or' fabulous, 
and of this kind were the eruptions of those nations 
,which from the North invaded the Roman empire, 
and filled Europe with new sovereignties. 

But when by the gradual admission of wiser laws 
and gentler. manners, society became more com-
pacted and better regulated, it was found that ,the 
power of every people consisted in union, produced 
by one common interest, and operating in joint ef-
forts and consistent counsels. 

From this time independence perceptibly wasted 
away. 	No part of the nation was permitted to act 
for itself. 	All now had the same enemies and the 
same friends;  the government protected individuals, 
and individuals were required to refer their designs 
to the prosperity of the government. 

By this principle it is, that states are formed and 
consolidated. 	Every man is taught to consider his 
own happiness as combined with the publick pro-
sperity, and to think himself great and powerful, 
in proportion to the greatness and power of his 
zovernours. 
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Had the Western continent been discovered be-

tween the fourth and tenth century, when all 'the 
northern world was in motion ; 'and had navigation 
been at that time sufficiently advanced to make so 
long a passage easily practicable, there is little reason 
for doubting but the intumescence of nations would 
have found its vent, like all other expansiveviolence, 
where there was least resistance ; and that Huns and 
Vandals, instead of fighting their way to the south 
of Europe, would have gone by thousands and by 
myriads under their several chiefs to take possession 
of regions smiling with pleasure and waving with 
fertility, from which the naked inhabitants were un-, . 
able to repel them. 

Every expedition would in those days of laxity 
. h'ave produced a distinct and independent state. 

The Scandinavian heroes might have divided the 
country among them, and have spread the feudal 
subdivision of regality from Hudson's Bay to the 
Pacifick Ocean. 	. 	- 

But Columbus came five or six hundred 'years too 
late for the candidates of sovereignty. 	When he 
formed his project of discovery, the fluctuations of 
military turbulence had subsided, and Europe began 
to regain a settled form, by established government 
and regular subordination. 	No man could any 
longer erect himself into a chieftain, and lead out 
his fellow subjects by his own authority to plunder 
or to war. 	He that committed any act of. hostility 
by land or sea, without the commission' of some 
acknowledged sovereign, 	was contidered by all 

.‘• mankind as a robber or pirate; names which were 
24 • 	now 
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sow of little credit, and of which therefore no man •  
was ambitious.  

Columbus in a remoter time would have found his 
way to some discontented Lord, .or some younger 
brother of a petty sovereign, who would have taken 
fire at his proposal, and have quickly kindled with 
equal heat a troop of lollowers ; they would have 
built ships, or have seized them, and have wandered 
with him at all adventures as far as they could keep 
hope in their company. But the age being now past 
of vagrant excursion and fortuitous hostility, he was 
under the necessity of travelling from court to court, 
scorned and repulsed as a wild projector, an idle pro-
miser of kingdoms in the clouds : nor has any part 
of the world yet had reason to rejoice that le found 
at last reception and employment. 	 r 

In the same year, in a year hitherto disastrous to 
mankind, by the Portuguese was discovered the 
passage of the Indies, and by the Spaniards the, 
coast of America. 	The nations of Europe were 
fired with boundless expectations, and the discoverers 
pursuing their enterprise, made conquests in both 
hemispheres of wide extent. 	But the adventurers 
were not contented with plunder; though they took 
gold and silver to themselves, they sized islands and 
kingdoms in the name of their _sovereigns. 	When 
a new region was gained, a governour was appointed 
by that power which had given the commission to the 
conqueror; nor have I met with any. European but 
Stukeley •of London that formed a design of exalt-
ing himself in the newly found countries to inde- 
pendent dominion. 
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To secure a conquest, it was always necessary to 

plant a colony, and territories thus occupied and set-
tled were rightly considered as mere extensions or 
processes of empire; as ramifications which, by the 
'circulation of one publick interest, communicated 
with the original source .of dominion, and which 
were kept flourishing and spreading by the radical 
vigour of the Mother-country. 

The Colonies of England differ no otherwise from 
those of other nations, than as the English constitu- ' 
tion differs from theirs. 	All government is ulti- 
mately and essentially absolute, but subordinate 
societies may have more immunities, or individuals 

	

, 	. 
greater liberty, as the operations of government are 
differently conducted. 	An Englishman in the com. 
mon course of life and action feels no restraint. 	An 
Engiisli,colony has Avery liberal powers of regula-
ting its own manners and adjusting its own affairs. 
)3ut an English individual may by the supreme au. 
tbority be deprived of liberty, and a Colony divested 
of its powers, for reasons of which that authority is 
the only judge. • 	. 

, 	In sovereignty there are no gradations. 	There 
May be limited royalty, there may be limited con- 
sulship ; but theke can be no limited government. 

• 

There must in every society be some power or other 
from which there is no appeal, which admits no re-
strictions, which pervades the whole mass of the com- 
munity, regulates and adjusts all 	subordination, 
enacts laws or repeals them, erects or annuls judi-
catures, extends or contracts privilegts, exempt itself 
from vestion .or control, and, pounded only by 
physical necessity. 	. 	. . 
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By this power, wherever it subsists, all legislation 

and jurisdiction is animated and maintained. From 
this all legal rights are emanations, which, whether 
equitably or not, may be legally recalled. 	It is not 
infallible, for it may do wrong ; but it is irresistible, 
for it can be resisted only by rebellion, by an act 
which makes it questionable what shall be thence-
forward the supreme power. 
• An English Colony is a number .of persons, to 
whom the King grants a charter, permitting them to 
settle in some distant country, and enabling them to-
constitute a corporation, enjoying such powers as the 
charter grants, to be administered in such forms as 
the charter prescribes. 	As.  a corporation they make 
laws for themselves, but as a corporation subsisting 
by a grant from higher authority, to the control of 
that authority they continue subject. • 
• As men are placed at a greater distance from the ' 
supreme council of the kingdom, they must be in- • 
trusted with ampler liberty of regulating their con- 
duct by their own wisdom. 	As they are more se-
cluded from easy recourse to national judicature, 
they must be more extensively commissioned to pass 
judgment on each other. 	• 

For this reason our more important arid opulent 
Colonies see the appearance and feel the effect of a 
regular legislature, which in some places has acted so 
long with unquestioned authority, that it has for-
gotten whence that authority was originally derived. 

'To their charters the colonies owe, like other 
corporations, their political existence. 	The solem- 
nities of legislation, the administration of justice, the 
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security of property, are all bestowed upon them by 
the royal grant. 	Without their charter there would 
be no power among them, by which any law could 
be made, or duties enjoined, any debt recovered, or 
criminal punished.  

A charter is a grant of certain powers or privi- 
, Ieges given to a part of the community for the ad-

vantage of the whole, and is therefore liable by its 
nature to change or to revocation. 	Every act of go- 
vernment aims at publick good. 	A charter, which 
experience has shown to be detrimental to the nation, 
is to be repealed; because general prosperity must 
always be preferred to particular interest. 	If a 

. charter be used,to evil purposes, it is forfeited, as the 
weapon is taken away which is injuriously employed. 

d 	The charter therefore by which provincial go- 
iernments are constituted, may be always legally, • 
and where it is either inconvenient in its nature or 
misapplied in its use, may be equitably repealed ; 

. by such repeal the-whole fabrick of subordination is 
immediately destroyed, and the constitution sunk at 
once into a chaos : the society is dissolved into at 
tumult of individuals, without authority to com-
mand, or obligation to obey; without any punish-
ment of wrongs but by personal resentment, or 

. any protection of right but by the hand of the pos-
sessor  

A Colony i#, to the Mother-country as a member 
to the body, deriving its action and its strength from 
the general principle of vitality; -receiving from 

..the body, and communicating to,it, all the benefits 
' and evils of health and disease; liable in dangerous 

maladies 
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maladies to sharp applications, of which the body 
however must partake the pain ; and exposed, if in.,  
curably tainted, to 'amputation, by which the body 
likewise will be mutilated. 

The Mother-country always considers the Colo-
nies thus connected, as parts of itself; the prosperity 
or unhappiness of either is the prosperity or unhap. 
piness of both; not perhaps of both in the samede-
kree, for the body may subsist, thoughless commo-
diously, Without a limb, but the limb must perish if 
it be parted from the body. 

Our Colonies therefore, however distant, have 
been hitherto treated as constituent paits of the 
British empire. 	The inhabitants incorporated by 
English charters, are entitled to all the-rights of 
Englishmen. 	They are governed by English laws, 
entitled to English dignities, regulated by English 
Counsels, and protected by English arms ; and it 
seems to follow by consequence not easily avoided, 
that they are subject to English government, and • 
chargeable by English taxation. 

To him that considers the nature, the original, 
the progress, and the constitution of the Colonies, 
who remembers.that the first discoverers had com-
missions from the crown, that the first settlers owe to 
a charter their civil forms and regular magistracy, -
and that all personal immunities and legal securi-
ties, by which the condition of the subject has been 
from time to time improved, have been extended to 
the Colonists, it will not be doubted but the parlia-
ment of England has a right to bind them .by 
statutes, and to bind them in all cases what.wv,r, 
and has therefore a natural and constitutional power 

of 
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of laying upon them any tax or impost, whether ex-
ternal or internal, upon the product of land, or the 
manufactures of industry, in the exigencies of war, 
or in the time of profound, peace, for the defence of 
America, for the purpose of raising a revenue, or . 
for any other end beneficial to the empire. 

There are some, and those not inconsiderable for 
number, nor contemptible for knowledge, who 
except the power of taxation from the general 
dominion of parliament, and hold, that whatever 
degrees of. obedience may be exacted, or whatever 
authority may be exercised in other acts of govern-
ment, there is still reverence to be paid to money, 
and that legislation passes its limits when it violates 
the purse. 

Of this-exception, which by a head not fully im-
pregnated with politicks is not easily comprehended,. 
it is alleged as an' unanswerable reason, that the 
Colonies send no representatives to the House of 

• Commons. 	_ 
It is, say the American advocates, the natural dis-

tinction of a freeman, and the legal privilege of an 
Englishman, that he is able to call his possessions 
his own, that he can sit secure in the enjoyment of 
inheritance or acquisition, that his house is fortified 

• by the law, and that nothing can be taken from bini 
but by his own consent. 	This consent is given for 
every man by his representative in parliament. The 

. 

Americans unrepresented cannot consent to.  English 
taxations, as a corporation, and they will not con-
sent as individuals. 

Of this argument, it has been observed by more 
than one, that its force extends equally to all other 

. 	laws, 
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laws, for a freeman is not to be exposed to punish. 
ment, or be called to any onerous service but by his 
own consent. The Congress has extracted a position 
from the fanciful Illontesquieu, that, in a free state 
every man being a -free agent ought to be con- 
cerned in his own government. 	Whatever is true 
of taxation is true of every other law, that he who 
is bound by it, without his consent, is not free, for 
he is not concerned in his own government. 

He that denies the English parliamerit the right of 
taxation, denies it likewise the right of making any 
other laws civil or criminal, yet this power over the 
Colonies was never yet disputed by themselves. 
They have' always. admitted statutes for the punish-
ment of offences, and for the redress or prevention 
of inconveniencies, and the reception of any law 
draws after it, by a chain which cannot be broken,, 
the unwelcome necessity.of submitting to taxation. 

That a freeman is governed by himself, or by 
laws to which he has consented, is a position of 
.mighty sound : but every man that utters it, with 
whatever confidence, and every man that hears it, 
with whatever acquiescence, if consent be supposed 
to imply the power of refusal, feels it to be false. 

' We virtually and implicitly allow the institutions of 
any government of which we enjoy the benefit, and 
solicit the protection. In wide-extended dominions, 
though power has been diffused with the most even • 
,hand, yet a very small part of the people are either 
primarily or secondarily consulted in legislation. 
The business of the Publick must be done by dole. 
gation. The choice of delegates is made by a select 
number, and those who are not electors. stand idle 

and 
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and help'ess spectators of the commonweal, wholly 
unconcerned in the government of themselves. 

.0f the electors the hap is but little better. 	They 
are often far from unanimity in their choice, and 
where the numbers approach to equality, almost 
half must be governed not only without, but against 
their choice. 

How any man can have consented to institutions 
established in distant ages, it will be difficult to ex- 
plain. 	In the most favourite residence of liberty, 
the consent of individuals is merely passive, a tacit 
admission in every community of the terms which.  
that' community grants and requires. 	As all are 
born the subjects of some state or other, we may be 
said to have been all born consenting to some system.  
of goverriment. 	Other consent than this, the con- 
dition of civil life does not allow. 	It is the un- 
meaning clamour of the pedants of policy, the de-
lfrious dream of republican fanaticism. 

But hear, ye sons and daughters of liberty; the 
sounds which the winds are wafting from the 
Western Continent. The Americans are telling one 
another, what, if we may judge from their noisy 
triumph, they have but lately discovered, and what 
yet is a very important truth : That they are entitled 
to life, liberty, and property, and that they have 
never ceded to any sovereign power whatever a 
Tight to dispose,,of either without their consent. 

While this resolution stands alone, the Americans 
.are free from singularity of opinion; their wit has 
not yet betrayed them to heresy. ,While they speak 
as the- naked sons of nature, the/ claim but what io 
-claimed by other men, and have withheld nothing 
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but what all withhold. 	They Ore here . upon firm 
ground, behind entrenchments which never can be 
forced.  
• Humanity' is very uniform, The iimerkan,s have 
this resemblance to Europeans, that they do not 
always knOw when they are well. 	They soon quit 
the fortress that could neither have been mined by 
sophistry, nor battered by declamation. Their next 
resolution declares, that their ancestors, who first 
settled the Colonies, 	were, 	at the time of their 
emigration from 	the ,Mother-country, 	entitled to 
all the rights, liberties, 	and 	immunities of free 
and natural-born 	subjects 	within 	the 	realm 	of 
England. 	 - 

This likewise is true; but when this is granted, 
their boast of original rights is at an end ; they are 
no longer in a state of nature. These Lords of them-
selves, these kings of me, these demigods of inde-
pendence, sink down to Colonists, governed by a 
charter. 	If their ancestors were subjects, they ac-
knowledged a sovereign : if they had a . right to 
English privileges, they were accountable to English 
laws, and what must grieve the lover of liberty to 
discover, had ceded to the king and parliament, 
whether the right or not, at least the power of dis-
posing without their consent, of their lives, liber- 
ties, and properties. 	It therefore is required of 
them to prove, that the parliament ever ceded to 
them a dispensation from that obedience, which they 
owe as natural-born subjects, or any degree of 
independence or immunity not enjoyed by other 
Englishmen. They 
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They say, That by such emigration they by no 

means forfeited, surrendered, or lost any of those 
rights ; but that they were, and their descendants , 
now are, entitled to the exercise and enjoyment of 
all such of them as their •local and other circum-
stances enable dzem to exercise and enjoy. 

That they who form' a settlement by a lawful 
charter, having committed no crime, forfeit no pri-
leges, will be readily confessed : but what they do 
not forfeit by any judicial sentence, they may lose 
by natural effects. As man can be but in one place 
at once, he cannot have the advantages of multiplied 
residence. 	He that will enjoy the brightness of 
sunshine, must quit the coolness of the shade.. - He 
who goes voluntarily to America, cannot complain- 
of losing what he leaves in Europe. 	He perhaps 
had. a right to. vote for a knight or burgess; by cross-
ing th9 Atlantick he has not nullified his right; but 
he has made its exertion no longer possible*. 	By 
his own choice he hAs left a country where he had a 
vote and little .property, for another where he has 
great property, but no vote. But as this preference 
was deliberate and unconstrained, he is still concerned 
in the government of himself; he has reduced him-
self from a voter to one of the innumerable mul-, 
titude that' have no vote.-  He has truly ceded his 
right, but he still is governed by his own consent; 
because he has consented to throw his atom of interest 
into the generd mass of the community. 	Of the 
consequences oftis own act he has no cause to com-
plain ; he has chosen, or intended to choose, the 

* Of this reasoning, I owe part to a conversation with Sir 
Jobs Hawkiss. 

greater 
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greater good.; he is represented, as himself desired, 
in the general representation.  

But the privileges of an American scorn the limits 
of place*; they are part of himself, and cannot be 
lost by departure from his country; they float in the 
air, or glide under the ocean. 	 . 

Donis amara suam non intermsceat.unAmi. 
. A planter, wherever he settles, is not only a free- 

man, but a legislator, ubi imperator, ibi Roma. 	As 
the English Colonists are not represented in the 

,, 

British parliament, they are entitled to a frees and 
exclusive power of legislation in their severallegi-
slatures, in all cases of taxation and internal polity, 
subject only to the negative of the sovereign, 	in 
such manner as, has been heretofore used and ac- 
customed. 	We cheerfully consent to the operation 
of such, acts of the British parliament as are bona 
Tide restrained to the 	regulation of our external 
commerce—excluding every idea of taxation, inter-
nal or external, for raising a revenue on the sub- 
jects of America without their consent. 	. 

Their, reason for this claim is, That the founda-
tion .of English liberty, and of all government, is 
a right in the people to participate in their legis- 
lative council. 4. , 

They inhent,, they say, from their ancestors, the  
right which their ancestors possessed, of enjoying 
all the privileges of Englishmen. 	That they inhe- 
rit the right of their ancestors is allowed ; but they 
can inherit no more. 	Their ancestors left a country 
where the representatives of the people were elected 
by men particularly qualified, and where those whO 

VOL. VIII 	N 	• 	wanted ' ' 
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• wanted qualifications, or who did not use them, were 
' bound by the decisions of men, whom they had not 
deputed. 

Thkolonists. are the descendants of mete, who 
either had no vote' in elections, or who voluntarily 
resigned them for something, in their opinion, of 
more estimation ; they have therefore exactly what 
their ancestors reit them, not a. vote in making laws, 
or in constituting legislators, 	but the happiness 
of .being protected by law, and the duty of Obey-
ing it. 

1 	What their ancestors did not carry with them, nei- 
ther they nor their descendants have since acquired. 
They have not, by abandoning their part in one legi-
slature,. obtained the power. of constituting another, 
exclusive-and independent, any more than the multi- 

- 	' tudes, who are now deharred.from voting, have a right 
to erect a separate parliament for themselves. 

Men are wrong for want of sense, but they are 
wrong by halves for want of spirit. 	Since the Ameri- 
cans have 'discovered that they can make a parlia-
ment, whence comes it that they do not think them- 
selves equallysempoweredsto make a king ? 	If they 
are subjects, whose government is constituted by a 
charter, they can-form no body of independent legis- 
lature. 	If their rights are inherent and underived, 
th'ey may by their own suffrages encircle with a dia- 
dem the brows 	Mr, Cu 	. shing.  ,of 

It is farther declared by the Congress of Phila.;  
. 

• 

delphia, That his Majesty's Colonies are entitled to 
all the privileges and iMmunities granted and con-
firmed to them by royal charters; or secured to 
them ,by their several codes of provincial laws. .. The 
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The first clause of this resolution is easily under- • 

stood, ands will be readily admitted. 	To all the 
privileges which a charter can convey, they are by a 
royal charter evidently entitled. 	The seconcPclause. 
'is of greater difficulty; for how can a provincial law 
secure privileges or immunities to a province ? 	Pro-. 
vincial laws may grant to certain individuals of the 
province the enjoymept of gainful, 'or an immunity 
from onerous offices; they may operate upon the 
people to whomthey relate ; but no province can 
confer provincial privileges on itself.• 	They may " 
have a right to all which the king has given them f 
but it is a conceit of the other hemisphere, that 
men have a right to all which they have given to 
themselves.  
. 	A corporation is considered in law as an individual, 
and can no more extend its own immunities, than a • 
man can by his Own choice assume dignities or titles. 

The legislature of a Colony, let not the compari-
son be too much disdained, is only the vestry of a 
larger parish, which may lay a cess on the inhabi-
tants, and enforce the payment; but can extend no 
influence beyond its own district, must modify its 
particular regulations by the general law, afid what-
ever may be its internal -expenses, is still liable to 
taxes laid by superiour authority. 

The charters given to different provinces are dif-
ferent, and no general right can be extracted from 
them. 	The charter of Pennsylvania, 	where this 
Congress of anarchy has been impudently held, . 
contains. a clause admitting in express terms taxar 
tion by the parliament. 	If in the other charters n9 
such reserve is made, it must have been omitted as 

N 2 	 not 
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-not necessary, because it is implied in the nature of 
subordinate government. 	They w'ao 'tire subject to 
laws, are liable to taxes. 	If any such immunity had 
been granted, it is still .  revocable by the legislature, 	i 
'and ought to be revoked, as contrary to the pub-
lick good, which is in every charter ultimately in-
tended; 
• Suppose it true, that any such exemption is 
contained in the charter of Maryland, it can be 
pleaded only by the Maulanders. 	It is of no use 
'for any other province; and with regard even to 

`them=  must have been considered as one of the grants 
in which the king has been deceived, and annulled as 
mischievous to the Publick, by sacrificing to one little 
settlement the general interest of the empire; as 
infringing the system of dominion, and violating the 
compact ofgovernment. But Dr. Tucker has shown, 
that even this charter promises no exemption from 
parliamentary taxes. 

In the controversy agitated about the beginning of 
this century, whether the English laws could bind 

'Ireland, Davenant, who defended against Mayneux 
the claims of England, considered it as necessary to 
prove nothing more, than that the present Irish must 
be deemed a Colony. 

The necessary connexion of representatives with 
taxes, seems to have sunk deep into many of those 
mindsohat admit sounds without their meaning. 

Our nation is represented in parliament by an as-
sembly as numerous as can well consist with order and 
despatch, chosen by persons so diffet:ently qualified in 
different places; that the mode of choice seems to be, 
for the most part, formed by chance, and settled by 

'custom. 
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custom. 	Of individuals far the greater part have 
no vote, and of the voters few have any personal 
knowledge of him to whom they -intrust their4iberty. 
and fortune. 	• 	 . 

Yet this representation has the whole effect ex: 
petted or desired ; that of spreading so wide the care 
of general interest, and the participation of publick 
counsels, that the advantage or corruption of par-
ticular men can seldom operate with much injury to' 
the Publick.  

For this reason many populous and opulent towns ,, 
neither enjoy nor desire particular representatives; 
they are included in the general scheme of publick 
administration, and cannot suffer but with the rest 
of the empire. 

It is urged that the Americans have not the same 
security, and that a British legislator may wanton. 
with their property; yet if it be true, that their wealth. 
is our wealth, and that their ruin will be our ruin, the 
parliament has• the same interest in attending to them, 
as to any other part of the nation. 	The reason why 
we place any con fidence in our representatives is, that 
they must share in the good or evil which their coun- , 
sels shall produce. 	Their share is indeed commonly 
consequential and remote; but it is not often possible 
that any immediate advantage can be extended to 
such numbers as may prevail against it. We are there-
fore as secure against intentional depravations of go-
vernment as human wisdom can make us, and upon 
this security the Americans may venture to repose. 

It•is said by the Old Meniber who has written an 
Appeal against the tax, that as the produce of Ame- 
rican labour is spent in British manufactures, the  

. 
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balance• of trade is greatly against them; what. 
ever you take. directly in taxes, 	is in clfixt taken 
from your own commerce. 	If the minister seizes 
'Me money with which the American should pay his 
debts'and come to market, the merchant cannot .ex-
pect him as -a customer, nor can the debts already 
contracted be paid.—Suppose we obtain from Ame- 
rica a 	million • instead of one hundred thousand 
pounds, it would be supplying one personal exigence 
by the fixture, ruin of our commerce. 	, 
• Part of this is true; but the Old Member'seems 
not •to perceive, that if his brethren of the legislature , 
know this as well as himself, the Americans are it) no 
danger of oppression, since by men commonly prow 
vident they must be so taxed, as that' we may not 
lose one iVay what we gain another. 	 • 

.The- same Old Member has discovered that the 
judges formerly thought it illegal to tax Ireland, and 
declares that no cases can be more alike than those 
of Ireland and America: yet the judges whom he• 
quotes have mentioned a difference. 	Ireland, they 
say, bath aparliament of its own. When any Colony ' 
has an independent parliament acknowledged by 
the parliament of Britain, the cases will differ less: 
Yet by the 6 Geo. I. chap. 5. the acts of the British 
parliament bind Ireland. 
. 	lt is urged that when Wales, Durham, and Ches• 
ter, were divest,,d of their particular privileges or 
Ancient governMent, and reduced to 'the state Of 
English counties, they had representatives assigned 
them. 	 . 	 ; 	. 	. 

To those from Whom something had been taken, 
(something in return might properly be given. 	To 

tho • 
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the Americans their charters are left as they were, 
nor have they lost any thing except that of 'which 
their sedition has deprived them.. 	If they were to-  . 
be represented in parliament, something would be 
granted, though nothing is withdrawn. . 

The inhabitants of Chester, Durham, and Wales, 
, were invited to exchange their peculiar institutions 
for the power of voting]  which they wanted before. 
The Americans have voluntarily resigned the power - 
of voting, to live in distant and separate governments, 
and what they have voluntarily quitted, they have. 
no right to claim. 

It must always be remembered, that they are re-
presented by the same virtual representatiod as the 
greater part of Englishmen; and that if by change 
of place they have less share in the legislature than is 
proportionate to their opulence, they by their re-
moval gained that opulence, and had originally and 
have now their choice of a vote at home, or riches at 
-a distance.  

We are told what appears to the Old Member and 
to others a position that must .drive us into inextri-
cable absurdity, that we have either no right, or 
the sole right of taxing the Colonies. 	The. mean- 
ing is, that if we can tax them, they'cannot tax 
themselves; and that if they can tax themselves, we 
cannot tax them. 	We answer with very little hesi- 
tation, that for the general .use of the empire we 
have the sole right of taxing them. 	If they have 
contributed any thing in their own assemblies, what 

, they contributed was not paid but given ; it was 
not a tax or tribute, but a present. 	Yet they have 
the natural and legal power of levying money on 
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themselves for provincial purposes of providing for 
their own expense, at their own.discretiou. Let not 
this be thought new or strange ; it is the state of 
every parish in the kingdom. 

The friends of the Americans are of different.  
opinions. 	Some think that being unrepresented 
they ought to tax. themselves, and others I hat they 
ought to have representatives in the Bruish parlial 
ment. 	 • 

If they are to tax themselves, what power.is to, 
remain in the supreme legislature ? That they must 
settle their own mode of levying their money is sup-.  
posed. 	May the British parliament tell them how 
much they shall contribute ? If the sum. may be pre, 
scribed;  they will return few thanks for the power of 
raising itt if they, are at liberty to grant or to deny,' 
they are no longer subjects. 

If they are to be represented, what number of these 
western orators are to be admitted ? This I suppose 
the parliament must settle; yet if men have a natural 
and unalienable right to be represented, who shall 
iletermint the number of their delegates ? Let us 
however suppose them to scud twenty-three, half as 
many as the kingdom of Scotland, what will this re-
presentatift avail them? To pay taxes will be still 
a grievance. The love of money will not be lessened, 
nor the power of getting it increased. 	 , 

Whittler will this necessity of representation drive 
ys? Is every petty settlement to be out of the reach 
of government, till it has sent a senator to parlia-
ment ; or may two of them or a greater number bp, 
forced to unite in a single deputatiim ? What at last 
is the difference between him that is taxed by corn, 

pulsioh 
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pulsion without representation, and him that is re- 
presented by compulsion in order to be taxed ? 

For many reigns the House of Commons was in a 
state of fluctuation : new burgesses were added from 
time to time, without any reason now to be discover.. • 
ed ; but the number has been fixed for more than a 
century and a halt; .and the king's power of increas-
ing it has been questioned. It will hardly be thought 
fit to new-model the constitution in favour of the • 
planters, who, as they grow rich, may' buy estates in 
,England, and, without any innovation, effectually 
represent their native colonies. 	 . 

The friends of the Americans indeed ask for them 
what they do not ask for themselves. This inestima, 
ble right of representation they have never solicited. 
They mean not to exchange solid money for such , 
airy honour. 	They say, and say willingly, that 
they cannot conveniently be represented ; because 
their inference is, that they cannot be taxed. They 
are too remote to share the general government, 
and therefore claim the privilege of governing them-
sel ves. 

Of the principles contained in the resolutions of the 
Congress, however wild, indefinite, and obscure, such 
has been the influence upon American understand-
ing, that from New England to South Carolina there 
is formed a general combination of all the provinces 
against their Mother-country. The madness of in. 
dependence has spread from Colony to Colony, till 
order is lost and government despised, and all is filled 
with misrule, uproar, violence, and confusion. To be 
quiet is disaffection, to be loyal is treason. 

The Congress of PhiNdephio, an assembly con- 
vened 
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v.  ened by its own authority, has promulgated a de-
claration, in compliance with which the communica-
tion between Bl'ilain and the greatest part of North 
America is now suspended. 	They ceased to admit 
The importation of English goods in December 1774, 
and determine to permit the exportation of their own 
no longer than to November 1775. 

This might seem' enough, but they have done 
more. They have declared, that they shall treat all as 
enemies who do not concur with them in disaffec-
tion and perverseness, and that they will trade with 
none that shall trade with Britain. 

They threaten to stigmatize in their Gazette those 
who shall consume the products or merchandise of 
their Mother-country, and are now searching sus- 
pected houses for prohibited goods. 	 . 

These hostile declarations they profess themselves 
ready to maintain by force. 	They have armed the 
militia of their provinces, and seized the 	publicly 
Mores of ammunition. They are therefore no longer .  
subject's, since they refuse the laws of their Sovereign, 
and in defence of that refusal are making open pre-
parations for war. 

Being now in their own opinion free states, they 
are not only raising armies, but forming alliances, 
n.;;;t only hastening to rebel themselves, but seducing 
then= neighbours to rebellion. 	They have published ' 
an address to the inhabitants of .Quebee, in which 
discontent and resistance are openly incited, and with 
very respectful mention •of the sagacity of French- 
WICN,Illvite them to send deputies to the Congress of 

• 'Plidade/phig, to that scat of Viftue and Veracity, 
ihhence the people of .Ehgland are told, that to 

, 	. 	 establis 
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. 	establish popery, a religion fraught with sangui-

nary aid impious tenets, even in 2uebec, a country 
of which the inhabitants are papists, is so contrary to 
the constitution, that it cannot be lawfully done by 
the legislature itself; where it 'is •made one of ,the 

, articles of their association, to deprive the conquered 
French of their religious establishment ; and whence 
the French of 2itebec are, at the same time, flattered 

. into sedition, by professions of expecting from the 
_ liberality) of sentiment distinguishing" their nation, 

that dilfrrence of religion will not prejudice them: 
against a hearty amity, because the transcendent 
nature of freedom elevates all who unite 	in the 
cause, abOve such low-minded infirmities. 

.`,..:.)uebec, however, is at a great distance. 	They 
have aimed a stroke from which they may hope for 
greater and more speedy mischief. They have tried 
to infect the people of England with the contagion 
of disloyalty. 	Their credit is happily not such as 
gives them influence proportionate to their malice. 
When they talk-  of their pretended immunities gua- 
rantied by . the ,plighted faith of Government, and ' 
the most solemn compacts with English Sovereigns, 
We think ourselves at liberty -to inquire when the 
faith was plighted, and the compact made; and when 
we can only find that king James and- king Charles,  
the First promised the settlers in Massachusett's 
Bay, now famous by the appellation of Bostonians, 
exemption from taxes for seven years, we infer with 
Mr. Mauduit, that by this solemn compact, they 
were, after expiration of the stipulated 'term, liable 
to taxation. 
' 	 When 
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When they apply to ono compassion, by telling us, 

that they airs to be carried from their own country 
to be tried for certain offenceS, we are not so ready 
to pity them, as to advise them not to offend. While 
they are innocent they are safe. 

When they tell of laws made expi-essly for their 
punishment, we .answer, that tumults and sedition 
were always punishable,, and that the new law pre-
scribes only the mode of execution. 

When it is said that the whole town of Boston is 
distressed for a misdemeanour of a few, we wonder 
at their shamelessness; for we know that the town of 
Boston, and all the associated provinces, , are now in 
rebellion to defend or justify the criminals. 

If 'frauds in the imposts of Boston are tried by 
coinmis-sion without a jury, they are tried here in the 
same mode; and why should the Bostonians expect 
from us more tenderness for them than for ourselves ? 

If they are condemned unheard, it is because there 
is no need of a trial. 	The crime is manifest and no- 
torious. 	All trial .is the investigation of something 
'doubtful. 	An Italian philosopher observes,that no 
man desires to hear what he has already seen. 

If their assemblies have been suddenly dissolved, 
what was the reason ? Their deliberations 	were 
indecent, and their intentions seditious. The power 
of dissolution is granted and reserved for such times 
of turbulence 	Their best friends have been lately 
soliciting the King to dissolve his Parliament, to 
do what they so loudly complain of suffering. 

That the same vengeance inv,olVes the innocent 
and guilty. is au evil to be laniented, but human.  

caution 
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caution cannot prevent it, nor human power.always 
redress it. 	To bring misery on those who have not 
deserved it, is part of the aggregated guilt of re-_ 
hellion.  

That governours have been sometimes_given them 
only that a great man might get ease from impor-
tunity, and that they have had judges not always of 
the deepest learning or the purest integrity, we have 
no great reason to doubt, because such misfortunes 
happen to ourselves. 	Whoever is, governed' will 
sometimes be governed ill, even when he is most 
concerned in his own government. 

That improper officers or magistrates are sent, is 
the crime or folly of those that sent them. 	When 
incapacity is discovered, it ought to be removed ; if 
corruption is detected, it ought to be punished. 	No 
government could subsist for a day, if single errours 
could justify defection. 

One of their complaints is not such as can claim 
much commiseration from the softest bosom. 	They 
tell us, that we have changed our conduct, and that 
a tax is now laid by Parliament on those who were 
never taxed by Parliament before. To this we think 
it may be easily answered, that the longer they have 
been spared, the better they can pay. 

It is certainly not much their interest to represent 
innovation as criminal or invidious; for thpy hare 
introduced into the history of mankind a new mode 
of disaffection, and have given, I believe, the first 
example of a proscription published by a Colony 
against the Mother-country. 

To what is urged of new powers granted to the 
Courts of Admiralty, or the extension of authority 
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conferred on the judges, it may be answered in a few 
words, that, they have themselves made such regu-
lations necessary; that they are established for the 
prevention of greater evils; at the same . time, it 
must be observed, that these powers have not been 
extended since the rebellion in America. 

One mode of persuasion their ingenuity has sug-
gested, which' it may perhaps be less easy to resist, 
That.. we may not look with indifference on the . 
ilineYican contest, or imagine that the struggle is for 
a claim, which however decided is of small importance 

• and remote consequence, the Philadelphian Con- , 
gress has taken care to inform us, that they are re-
sisting the demands of Parliament, as well for our I  
sakes as their own. 

Their keenness of perspicacity has enabled them 
to pursue consequences to a greater distance ; to see 
through clouds impervious to the dimness of Eu- 

. ropean sight.; and to find, I knoW not how, that 
when they are taxed, we shall be enslaved. 

-That slavery is a miserable state we have been 
often told, and doubtless many a Briton .will tremble 
to find it so near as in America; but how. it will be 
brought hither, the Congress must inform us. 	The 
question might distress a common understanding;. 
but the statesman of the other hemisphere can easily 
rosolve it. 	"Our ministers, they say, are our ene. 
ivies, and if they should carry the point of taxa-. 
! ion, may withwtlie same army enslave us. 	It may 
be said we will not pay them ; but remember, 	say 
the western sages, the taxes from America, and we 
may add the men, 	and particzilarly the Roman 
Cantatas of this vast continent, 	will then be in 

the. 
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the power of your enemies.. 	Nor have you any 
reason to expect, that after making slaves of. ys, 
many of us will refuse to assist in reducing you to 
the same.abject state. 

These are dreadful menaces; but suspecting that 
they have not much the sound of probability, the 
Congress proceeds: Do not treat this as chimerical. 
Know that in less than half a century 	the quit- 
rents reserved 	to 	the crown from the numberles 
grants 	of 	this 	vast 	continent, 	will 	pour ,large 
streams of wealth 	into 	the royal Clfel'S. 	If to 
this -be added the power of taxing 	America at 
pleastire, the crown pill possess more treasure than 
may be necessary to purchase the remains of liberty 
in your island. 	' 

All this is very dreadful; but amidst the terrour 
that shakes my frame, I cannot forbear to wish that 

• some sluice were opened for these streams of trea- 
sure. 	I shall gladly see America return halt of what 
England has expended in her defence ; and of the 
stream that will flow so largely in less than half a 
century, I hope a small rill at least may be found to 
quench thq thirst of the present generation, which 
seems to think itself in more .danger of wanting • , 
money than of losing liberty. 

It is difficult to judge 'with what intention such 
airy bursts of malevolence are vented; if such writers 
hope to deceive, let us rather repel thtm.with scorn, , 
than refute them by disputation. 	1  

In this last terriflek paragraph are two positions, 
that, if our fears do not overpower our reflection, 
may enable us to support -life a little longer. 	We 
are told by these croakers of calamity, not only 
. that 
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that our present ministers design to. enslave us, but 
that the same malignity of purpose is to descend 
through all their successours, and that the wealth to 
be poured into England by the Pactolus of America 
will, whenever it comes, be employed to purchase 
the remains of liberty. 

Of those who now conduct the national affairs, we 
may, without much arrogance, presume to know 
more than themselves, and of those who shall succeed 
them, whether minister or king, not to know less. 

The other position is, that the Crown, if this laud-
able opposition should not be successful, will have 
the power of taxing America at plecisure: 	Surely 
they think rather too meanly of our apprehensions, 
When they suppose us not to know what they well 
knoW themselves, that they are taxed, like all other 
British —subjects, by Parliament.; and that the Crown 
has nbt by the new imposts, whether right or wrong, 
obtained any additional power over their possessions. 

It were a curious, but an idle speculation to in-
quire, what effect these dictators 'of sedition expect 

• from the dispersion of their Letter among us. 	If 
they believe their own complaints of hardship, and 
really dread the danger which they describe, they 
'will naturally 'hope to communicate the same per- 
ceptions to their fellow subjects. 	But probably in 
America, as in other places, the chiefs are incendia- • 
ries, that hope to rob in the turnolts of a confla-
gration, and top brands among a rabble passively 
,combustible. Those who wrote the Address, though 
they have shown no great extent or profundity of 
•mind, are yet probably wiser than to believe it: 
but they have been taught by some master of mis- 

• chief; 
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chief, how to put in motion the engine of political 
electricity; to attract by the sounds of Liberty and 
Property, to repel by those of Popery and, Slavery ; 
and to give the great stroke by the name of Boston, 
' 	When subordinate communities oppose the de-
crees of the general legislature with defiance thus 
audacious, and malignity thus acrimonious, nothing 
.remains but to conquer or to yield; to allow their•  
claim of independence, or to reduce them by force 
to submission and allegiance. 	• 

It might be hoped that no Englishman could be 
found, Whom the menaces of our own Colonists, just " 
rescued from the French, would not move to indig- 	• 
nation, like that of the Scythians, who, returning 
from war, found themselves excluded from their own 
houses by their slaves. 

That corporations constituted by favour, and 
existing by sufferance, should dare to prohibit com-
merce with their native country, and threaten in-
dividuals by infamy, and societies with at least sus-
pension of amity, for daring to be more obedient 
to government than themselves, is a degree of inso-
lence, which not only deserves to be punished, but 
of which the punishment is loudly demanded by the 
order of life, and the peace of nations. 

Yet there have risen up, in the face of the pub-
lick, men who, by whatever Corruptions or whatever 
infatuation, have undertaken to defend the Ameri-
cans, endeavour to shelter them from resentment, 
and propose reconciliation without submission. 

As political diseases are naturally contagious, let 
it be supposed for a moment that Cornwall, seized 
with the Philadelphian frenzy, may resolve to sepa- 
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rate itself from the general system of the English cod-
stitution, and judge of its own rights in its own par- 
liament. 	A Congress might then meet at Truro, 
and address the other counties in a style not unlike 
the language of the American patriots: 

" Friends and Fellow-subjects, 
"We the delegates of the several towns and pa-

rishes of Cornwall, assembled to deliberate upon our 
own state and that of our constituents, having, after 
serious debate and calm consideration, settled the 
scheme of our future conduct, hold it necessary to 
declare the resolutions which we think ourselves en-
titled to form by the unalienable rights of reasonable 
Beings; and into which we have been compelled by 
grievances •and oppression; long endured by us in 
patient silence, not because we did not feel, or could 
not remove them, but because we were unwilling to 
give disturbance to a settled government, and hoped 
that others would in time find, like ourselves, their 
true interest and their, original powers, and all co-
operate to universal happiness. 

"But since having long indulged the pleasing ex-
pectation, we find general discontent not likely to in-
crease, or not likely to end in general defection, we 
resolve to erect alone the standard of liberty. 
- "Know then, that you are no longer to consider 

Cornwall as an English county, visited by English 
judges, receiving law from an English parliament, 
or included in 'any general taxation of the kingdom ; 
but as a state distinct and independent, governed 
by its own institutions, administered by its own ma-
gistrates, and exempt from any fax or tribute but., 
such as we shall impose upon ourselves. 	. 
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"We' are the acknowledged -descendants of the 
earliest inhabitants of Britain, of men, who before 
the time of history, took possession of the island de-
solate and waste, and therefore open .to ,the first•oc-
cupants. Of this descent, our language is &sufficient , 
proof, which, not quite a century ago, was different 
from yours. 	 ' 

" Such are the Cornishmen; but who are you ? 
who; but the unauthorised and lawless children 'of 
intruders, invaders, and oppressors'? who, 'but the 
transmitters of wrong, the inheritors of robbery? 
In Claiming independence we claim but little. 	We' 
might require you to depart from a land which you 
possess by usurpation, and to restore all that you 
have taken from us. 

"Independence is the gift of Nature. No man is 
born the master of another. 	Every Cornishman is a 
freeman, for we have never resigned the rights of - 
humanity ; and he only can be thought free, who is 
not governed but by his own consent. 

"You may .urge that the present system ofgovern-
ment has descended through many ages, and that 
we have a larger part in the representation of the 
kingdom than any other county. 

"All this is true, but it is neither cogent nor' per- 
inasive. 	We look to the original of things, 	Our 
union with the English counties was either compelled 
by force, or settled by compact. 

"That which was made by violence, may by vio-
lence be broken. If we were treated as a conquered 
people, our rights might be obscured, but could 
never be extinguished. The sword can give nothing 
but power, which a sharper sword can take away. 
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"'If our union walk by compact, whom could the 

compact bind but those that concurred in the stipu-
lations? ye gave our ancestors no commission to 
settle the terms of future existence. 	They might be 
cowards that were frighted, or blockheads that were 
cheated; but whatever they were, they could con- 
tract only for themselves. 	What' they could esta- 
blish, we can annul. 	 . 

" Against our present form of government it shall 
stand in the place of All argument, that we do not 
like it. . While we are governed as we do not like, 
where is our liberty ?,We do not'like taxes, we will 
therefore • not be taxed; we do not like your laws, , 
and will not obey them. 

" The taxes laid by our representatives, are laid, 
you tell us, by our own consent; but we will no 
longer consent to be represented. 	Our number of 
legislators was origiihtlly a burden, and ought to have 
been refused; it is now considered as a dispropor-
tionate advantage ; who then will complain if we 
resign it?  

.. We shall form a Senate of our own, under a 
President whom the King shall nominate, but whose 
authority we will limit, by adjusting his salary to his 
merit. We will not withhold a proper share of con-
tribution to the necessary expense of lawful govern-
ment, but we will decide for ourselves what share is 
proper, what expense is necessary, and what govern-
ment is lawful. 

,, Till our counsel is proclaimed indeperident and 
unaccountable, we will, after the tenth day of Sep- 

` •tember, keep our Tin in our own hands : you can 
. be, supplied from no other place, and must therefore 

comply, 
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comply, or be poisoned with the'copper of your own 
15itchens. 	. 

" If any Cornishman shall refuse his name to this 
just and laudable association, he shall be tumbled 
from St. Michael's Mount, or buried alive in a tin-
mine; and if any emissary shall be found seducing , 
Cornishmen to their former state, he AO be smeared 
With tar, and rolled in feathers, and chased with dog4 
out of our dominions. 

ic From the Cornish Congress at Truro:" 
Of this memorial what could be said but that it 

was written in jest, or written by a madman ? Yet I 
know not whether the warmest admirers of Penn-
sylvanian eloquence can find any argument in the 
Addresses of the Congress, that" is not with greater 
strength urged by the Cornishman. 	• 

The argument of the irregular troops of contro-
versy, stripped of its colours, and turned out naked 
to the view, is no more than this. 	Liberty is the 
birthright of man, and where obedience is compelled, 
there is no liberty. 	The answer is equally simple.  
Government is, necessary to man, and wliere obe-
dience is not compelled, there is no government. 

If the subject refuses to obey, it is the duty of ' 
authority to use compulsion. Society.cannot subsist 
but by the power, first of making laws, and then of 
enforcing them. 

To one of the threats. hissed out by the Congress, 
I have put nothing similar into the Cornish pro-
clamation ; because it is too wild for folly and too 
foolish for madness. If we do not withhold our King". 
and his Parliament from taxing them, they will cross ' 
the Atlantic* and enslave us, 

03 
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How they will came they have not.told us; per-

haps they will take wing, and light upon our coasts. 
When the cranes thus begin to flutter,' it is time for 
pygmies to keep their eyes about them. 	The Great 
Orator observes, that they will be very fit, after they 
hake been taxed, to impose chains upon us. 	If they 
are so fit as their friend describes them, and so wil-
ling as they describe themselves, let' us increase our 
army, and double our militia. 	. 	, 

.It has been of late a very general practice to talk 
of slavery among those who are setting at defiance 
every power that keeps the 'world in order. 	If the 
learned ' Author of the Rejections on Learning has 
rightly observed; that no man ever could give law to 
language, it will be vain to prohibit the use of the 
word slavery: but I could wish it more discreetly ut-
tered; it is driven at one time too hard into our ears 
by the loud hurricane of Pennsylvanian eloquence, 
'and at another glides too Cold into our hearts by the 
'soft conveyance of a female patriot bewailing the 
miseries of her friends and fellow-citizens. 

Such has been the progress of sedition, that those 
who a few years ago disputed only our right of lay-
ing taxes, now question the validity of every•act of 
legislation. 	They consider themselves as eman- 
cipated from obedience, and as being no longer the 
subjects of the British,Crown. 	They leave us no 
choice but of yielding or conquering, of resigning 
our dominion, or maintaining it by force. 

. From force many endeavours have been used either 
to dissuade, or to deter us. 	Sometimes the merit of, 
the Americans is exalted, and sometimes their suf- 
ferings are aggravated. 	We are told of their eon- 
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tributions to the last war, a war incited by their out-
cries, and continued for their protection, a war by 
which none but themselves were gainers. 	'All that  
they can boast is, that they did 'something for them-
selves, and did not wholly stand inactive while the 
sons of Britain were fighting in their cause. 

If we cannot admire, we are called to pity them; 
to pity those that show no regard to their Mother-
country; have obeyed no law which they could vio-
late; have imparted no good which they could with-
hold ; have entered into associations of fraud to rob' 
their creditors; and into combinations to distress 
all who depended on their commerce. 	We are re- 
proached with the cruelty of shutting one port, where 
every port is shut against us. 	We are censured as 
tyrannical for hindering those from fishing, who have 
condemned our merchants to bankruptcy, and our 
manufacturers to hunger. 

Others persuade us, to give them more liberty, to 
take off restraints, and relax authority; and tell us 
what happy consequences will arise from forbear-
ance : how their affections will be conciliated, and 
into what diffusions of beneficence their gratitude 
will luxuriate. 	They will love their friends. 	They 
will reverence their protectors. 	They will throw• 
themselves into our arms, and lay their property it' 
our feet. 	They will buy from no other what we can 
sell them; they will sell to no other what we wish 
to buy. 

That any obligations should overpower their at-
tention to profit, we have known them long enough 
not to expect. 	It is not to be expected from a more 
liberal people. 	With what kindness they repay be. 

0 4 	 nefits, 
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nefits, they are now showing us, whiz), as so-on as we 
have delivered them from France, are defying and 
proscribing us.  

But if we will permit them to tax themselves, 
they will give us more than we require. 	If we pro- 
claim them independent, they will during pleasure 
pay us a subsidy. The contest is not now for money, 
but for power. 	The question is not how much we 
shall collect, but by what authority the'_ collection 
shall be made.  

Those who find that the Americans cannot be 
shown iri any form that may raise love or pity, dress 
them in habiliments of terrour, and try to make us 
think them formidable. 	The Bostonians can call into 
the' field ninety thousand men. 	While we con- 	• 
quer all before us, new enemies will rise up behind, 
and our work will be always to begin. 	If we take 
possession of the towns, the Colonists will retire into 
the inland regions, and the gain of victory will be 
only empty houses, and a wide extent of waste and 
desolation. 	If we subdue them for the present, they 
will universally revolt in the next war, and resign us 
without pity to subjection and destruction. 

To all this it may be answered, that between 
losing .,9merica and resigning it, there is no great 
difference; that it is not very reasonable to jump 
into the sea, because the ship is leaky. 	All those 
evils may befall us, but we need not hasten them. 

The Dean of Gloucester has proposed, and seems 
to propose it seriously, that we should at onie release 
our claims, declare them masters of themselves, and 
whistle them down the wind. 	His opinion'is, that 
our gain from them will be the same, and our ex- 
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pense less. 	What they can have most cheaply from 
Britain, they will still buy; what they can sell to us 
at the highest price, they will still sell. 

It is, however:a little hard, that having so lately 
fought and conquered for their safety, we should 
govern them no longer. 	By letting them loose before 
the war, how many millions might have: been. saved. 
One wild proposal is best answered by another. 	Let 	,, 
us restore to the French what we have taken from 
them. 	We shall see our Colonists at our feet, when 
they have an enemy so near them. 	Let us give the 
Indians arms, and teach them discipline, and encou-
rage them now and then to plunder a Plantation. 
Security and leisure are the parents of sedition. 

While these different opinions are agitated, it 
seems .to be determined _by the Legislature, that 
force shall be tried. 	Men of the pen have seldom 
any great skill- in conquering kingdoms, but they- 
have strong inclination to give advice. 	I cannot 
forbear to wish, that this commotion may end with-
out bloodshed, and that the rebels may be sub-
dued by terrour rather than by violence; • and there-
fore recommend such a force as may take away, not 
only the power, but the hope of resistance, and by 
conquering without a battle, save many from the 
sword. 

If their obstinaCy continues withOut actual hosti-
lities, it may perhaps be mollified by turning out the 
soldiers to free quarters, forbidding any personal 
cruelty or hurt. It has been proposed, that the slaves 
should be set free,' an act which surely the lovers of 
liberty cannot but commend. 	If they are furnished' 
with firearms for defence, and utensils for husban- 
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dry, and settled in some simple form' of government 
within the country, they may be more grateful and 
honest than their masters. 
• Far be it from any Englishman •to thirst for the 
blood of his fellow subjects. Those who most deserve 
•our resentment are unhappily at less distance. The 
Americans, when the Stamp Mt_was first proposed, 
undoubtedly disliked it, as every nation dislikes an 
impost; but they had no thought of resisting it, till 
they were encouraged and incited by European in- 
,telligence from men whom they thought their friends, 

' but who were friends only to themselves. 
On the original contrivers of mischief let an in- 

sulted nation pour out •its vengeance. 	With what- 
ever design they have inflamed this pernicious con- 
test, they are themselves equally detestable. 	If they 
wish success to the Colonies, they are traitors to this 
country ; if they wish their defeat, they are traitors • 
at once to America and England. To them and them 
only must be imputed the interruption of commerce, 
and the miseries of war, the sorrow of those that 
shall be ruined, and the blood of those that shall fall. 

Since the Americans have made it necessary to 
subdue them, may they be subdued with the least 
injury possible to their persons and their possessions ! 
When they are reduced to obedience, may that obe, 
flience be secured by stricter laws and stronger ob-
ligations ! 

Nothing can be more noxious to society, than that 
erroneous clemency, which, when a rebellioil is sup-
pressed, exacts no forfeiture and establishes no secu- , 
'rities, but leaves the rebels in their former state. 
Who would not try the experiment which promises 
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advantage without expense ? If rebels once obtain 
a victory, their wishes are accomplished ; if they are 
defeated, they suffer little, perhaps less than their 
conquerors ; however often they play the game, the 
chance is always in theii• favour. In the mean time; 
they are growing rich by victualling the troops that 
we have sent against them, and perhaps gain more by 
the residence of the army than they lose .by the ob-
struction of their port.  

Their charters being now, I suppose, legally for-
feited, may be modelled as shall appear most com-
modious to the Mother-country. Thus the privileges, 
which are found by experience liable to misuse, will 
be taken away, and those who now bellow -as patriots, 
bluster as soldiers, and domineer as legislators, will 
sink into sober merchants and silent planters, peace-
ably diligent, and securely rich. 

But there is- one writer, and perhaps many who 
do not write, to whom the contraction of these per-
hicious privileges appears very dangerous, and who 
startle at the thoughts of England free and America 
in chains. 	Children fly from their own shadow, and 
rhetoricians are frighted by their own voices. Chains 
is undoubtedly a dreadful word; but perhaps the 
master;.. of civil wisdom may tliscover some grada-
tions between chains and anarchy. Chains need not 
be put upon those who will be restrained without 
them. 	This contest may end in the softer phrase 
of English Superiority and American Obedience. 

We are told, that the subjection of Americans 
may tend to the diminution of our own liberties : an 
event, which none but very perspicacious politicians 
are able to foresee 	If slavery be thus fatally con- 
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tagious, how,  is it that we hear the loudest yelps for 
liberty among the drivers of Negroes ? 

But let tis interrupt a while this dream of coif- 
quest, settlement, and supremacy. 	Let us remem,  
ber that being to contend, according to one orator, 
with'three millions of Whigs, and according to an. 
other, with ninety thousand patriots of Massachicsees 
Bay, we may possibly be checked in our career of 

, reduction. 	We may be reduced to peace upon 
equal terms, or driven from the western continent, 
and forbidden to violate a second time the happy 
borders of the land of liberty. 	The time is now 
perhaps at hand, which Sir Thomas Browne pre-
dicted between jest and earnest, 

When America should no more send out her treasure, 
But spend it at home in Atncrictin pleasure. 

If we are allowed upon our defeat to stipulate 
conditions, I hope the treaty of Boston will permit 
us to import into the confederated Cantons such 
products as they do not raise, and such manufactures 
as they do not make, and cannot buy cheaper from 
other nations, paying like others the appointed cus- 

, toms; that, if an English ship salutes a fort with 
four guns, it shall be answered at least with two,; an,d 
that if an Englishman be inclined to hold a planta-
tion, he shall only take„an oath of allegiance to the 
reigning powers, and be suffered, while he lives in-
offensively, to retain his own opinion of English 
rights, unmolested in his conscience by aii oath of 
abjuration. 	• 

   
  



JOURNEY 

TO THE 

WESTERN ISEANPS 
OF - 	 . 

SCOTLAND. 

desired to visit' the Hebrides, or Wesiera I HAD 
Islands of Scotland, so long, that I scarcely re-

member how the wish was originally excited ; and 
was in tke Autumn of the year 1773 induced to un-
dertake the journey, by finding in Mr. Boswell a 
companion, whose acuteness would help my inquiry, 
and whose gayety of conversation and civility of ' 
manners are sufficient to counteract the inconveni- 
.encies of travel, in countries less hospitable than we 
have passed. 	 . 	( 

On the eighteenth of August we left Edinburp,h, 
a city too well known to admit description, and di-
rected our course northward, along the eastern coast 
of Scotland, accompanied the first (lay by another 
gentleman, who could stay w)th us only long enough 
to show us how much we lost at separation. 

' As we crossed the Frith of Forth, our curiosity 
was attracted by Inch Keith, a small island, which 
neither of my companions had ever visited, though, 
lying within their view, it had all their lives soli- 
cited their notice. 	Here, by climbing with some 
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difficulty over shattered crags; we made the Qrst, ex- 
periment of unfrequented coasts. 	Inch Keith is 
nothing-  more than a rock covered with a thin 
layer of earth, not wholly bare of grass, and very 
fertile of. thistles., A small herd of cows grazes an-
nually upon it in the summer. It seems never to have 
afforded to man or beast a permanent habitation. 

We found only the ruins of a small fort,not so in-
jured by time but that it might be easily restored to 
its former, state. It seems never to have been in-
tended as a place of strength, nor was built to endure 
a siege, but merely to afford cover to a few soldiers, 
who perhaps had the charge of a battery, or were 
stationed to give signals of approaching danger. 
There is therefore no provision of water within the 
walls, though the spring is so near, that it might have 
been easily enclosed. One of the stones had this'in-' 
scription : 	cc Maria Reg. 1564." It has probably 
been neglected from the time that the whole island 
had the same king. 

• We left this little island with our thoughts em- 
ployed a while on the different appearance that *it 
would have made, if it had been placed at the same 
distance from London, with the same facility of ap-
proach; with what emulation of price a few rocky 
acres would have been puraased, and with what 
expensive industry they would have been cultivated. 
and adorned. 

When we landed, we found our chaise ready, and 
passed through Kinghorn, Kirkaldy, and; Cowpw:, 
places not unlike the small or straggling market-
towns in those parts of England.* where commerce 
and manufactures have not yet produced opulence. 

Though • 
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, 	Though we were yet in the most populous part of 
Scotland, and at so small a distance from the capital,' 
we met few passengers. 

The roads are neither rough nor dirty ; and it 
affords a southern stranger a new kind of pleasure 
to travel so commodiously without the interruption 
of tollgates. Where the bottom is rocky, ,as it seems 
commonly to be in Scotland, a smooth way is made 
indeed with great labour, but it never wants repairs; " 
and in those parts where adventitious, materials are 
necessary, the ground. once consolidated is rarely 
broken ; for the inland commerce is not great, ..nor 
are heavy commodities often transported otherwise 
than by water. The carriages in common use are 
small carts; drawn each by one little horse ; and a 
man seems to derive some degree of dignity and 
importance from the reputation of possessing a two-
horse cart. 

ST. ANDREWS. 
At an hour somewhat late we came to St. An-

drews, a city once archiepiscopal; where that uni-
versity till subsists in which philosophy was formerly 
taught by Buchanan, whose name has as fair a claim 
to immortality as can be conferred by modern 	. 
latinity, and perhaps a fairer than the instability of 
vernacular languages admits. 

We found, that by the interposition of some invi-
sible friend, lodgings had been provided for us at the 
house of one of the professors, whose easy civility 
quickly made us forget that we were strangers; and in 	, 
the whole time or our stay we were gratified by every 
mode of kindness, and entertained with all the ele-
gance of lettered hospitality. • 
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In the morning we arose to perambulate a city, 

which only history shows to have once flourished, 
and surveyed the ruins.of ancient magnificence, of 
which even the ruins cannot long, be visible, unless 
some care be taken to preserve them; and where is 
the pleasure of preserving such mournful memorials ? 
They have been till very lately so much neglected, 
that every man carried away the stones who fancied 
that he wanted them. 

The cathedral, of which the formations may be 
still traced, and a small part of the wall is standing, 
appears to have been a spacious and majestick build-
ing, not unsuitable to the primacy-  of the kingdom. 
Of the architecture, the poor remains can hardly 
exhibit, even-to an artist, a sufficient specimen. 	It 
was demolished, as is well known, in the tumult and 
violence Of Knox's reformation. 

Not far from the cathedral, on the margin of the 
water, stands a fragment of the castle, in which the 
archbishop anciently resided. 	It was never very 
large, and was built with more attention to security 
than pleasure. Cardinal Beatoun is said to have had 
workmen employed in improving its fortifications, at 
the time when lie was murdered by the ruffians of 
reformation, in the manner of which Knox has given 
what he himself calls a merry narrative. 

The change of religion in Scotland, eager and ve-
hement as it was, raised an epidemical enthusiasm, 
compounded of sullen scrupulousness and warlike fe. 
rocity, which, in a people whom idleness resigned tq 
their own thoughts, and who, conversing only with 
each other, suffered no dilution of their zeal from the 
gradual influx of new opinions, was long transmitted 
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in its full strength from the old w the young, but by 
trade and intercourse with England, is now visibly 
abating, and giving way too fast to that lakity of 
practice, and indifference of opinion, in which men, 
riot sufficiently instructed to find the middle point, too' 
easily shelter themselves from rigour and constraint. 

The city of St. Andrews, when it had lost its ar-
th iep isco pa I preeminence, gradually decayed : one 
of its streets is now lost ; and in those that remain,. 
there is the silence and solitude of inactive indigence 
and gloomy depopulation. 
. 	The university, within a few years,.consisted of 
three colleges, but is now reduced 	to two; the 
college of St. Leonard being lately dissolved by the 
sale of its buildings, and the appropriation of its 
revenues to the professbrs of the two others. 	The 
chapel of the alienated college is yet standing, a 
fabrick not inelegant of external structure : hut I 
was always, by some civil excuse, hindered from en- 
tering it. 	A decent attempt, as I was since told, 
has been made to convert it into a kind of green- 
house, by planting its area with shrubs. 	This new 
method of gardening is unsuccessful ; the plants do, 
uot hitherto prosper. 	To what use it will next be 
put, I have no pleasure in conjecturing. It is some-
thing, that its present state is at least not ostenta- 
tiously displayed. 	Where there is yet shame, there 
may in time be virtue. 	. 

The dissolution of St. Leonard's college was doubt-
less necessary; but of that necessity there is reason 
to complain. It is surely not without just reproach 
that a nation, of which the commerce is hourly 
extending, and the wealth increasing, denies any 
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participation of its prosperity to its literary societies; 
and while its merchants or its nobles are raising 
palaces, suffers its universities to moulder into dust. 

Of the two colleges yet standing, one is by the 
institution of its founder appropriated to divinity. 
It is said to be capable of containing fifty students.; 
but mere than one must occupy a chamber. 	The 
library, which is of late erection, is not very spacious, 
-but elegant and luminous. 

The Doctor, by whom it was shown, hoped to irri-
tate or subdue my English vanity, by telling me, that 
we bad no such repository of books in England. 

St. Andrews seems to be a place eminently 
adapted to study and education, being situated in a 
populous., yet a cheap country, and exposing the 
minds and manners of young men neither to the 
levity and dissoluteness of a capital city, nor to the 
gross luxury of a town of commerce, places natu-
rally unprOpitious to learning; in one the desire of 
knowledge easily gives way to the love of pleasure, 
and in the other, is in danger of yielding to the love 
of money. 

The students however are represented as at this 
time not exceeding a hundred. 	Perhaps it may be 
some obstruction to their increase that there is DO. 
episcopal chapel in the place. 	.I saw no reason for 
imputing their paucity to the present professors;  nor 
can the expense of an academical education be very 
reasonably objected. A student of the highest clasp 
may keep his annual session,or as the 1.;,72g/ish call it,, 
his term, Iv hich lasts seven months, for about fifteen 
pounds, and one of lower rank for less than ten; in 
* Kiel) board, lodging, and i nstruct ion are all included, 
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- 	The chief magistrate resident in the university, 
answering to our vice-chancellor, and to the rector 
magniOus on the continent, had commonly the title 
of Lord Rector; but being addressed only as Mr. 
Bector,in an inauguratory speech by the present 
chancellor, he has fallen from his former dignity of 
style, 	Lordship was very liberally' annexed by our 
ancestors to any station or character of d ign ity : they 
said, the Lord General, and Lord Ambassaclour ; so 
we still say, my Lord, to the judge upon the circuit, 
and yet retain in our Liturgy, the Lords of the 
Council.  

In walking among the ruins of religious buildings; 
we came to two vaults over which had formerly stood 
the house of the sub-prior. One of the vaults was-in-
habited by an old woman, who claimed the right of 
abode there, as the widow of a man whose ancestors 
had possessed the same gloomy mansion for no less 
than four generations. The right, however it began, 
was, considered as established by legal prescription, 
and the old woman lives undisturbed. She thinks how-
ever that she has a claim to something more than suf-
ferance ; for as her husband's name was Bruce, she 
is allied to, royalty, and told Mr. Boswell, that when 
there were persons of quality in the place, she was 
distinguished by some notice; that indeed she is now 
neglected, but she spins a thread, has the company 
of a cat, and is troublesome to nobody.  

Having 	now seen whatever this 	ancient city 
offered to our curiosity, we left it with good wishes, 
having reason to be highly pleased with the attention 
that was paid us. 	But whoever surveys the world 
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must see many things that give him pain. The kind-
bess of the professors did not contribute to abate the 
uneasy remembrance of an university declining, a 
college alienated, and a church profaned and hasten. 
ing to the ground. 	 , 	. 	 . 

St. Andrews indeed has formerly suffered more 
atrocious ravages and more extensive destruction, but 
recent evils affect with greater force. 	We were re- 
conciled to the sight of archiepiscopal ruins. 	The 
distance of a calamity from the present time seems 
to preclude the niind from contact or sympathy. 
Events long past are barely known; they are not con-
sidered. We read with as little emotion the violence 
of Knox and' his followers, as the irruptions of.../laric' 
utid the Culla. . Had the university been destroyed 
two centuries ago, we should not have regretted it; 
but .to see it pining in decay, and struggling for life, 
flls the mind with mournful images and ineffectual 
wishes. 	 - 	. 

AB.ERBROTHICK.  
As we knew sorrow and wishes to be vain, it was 

now our business to mind our way. The roads of 
Scotland afford little diversion to the traveller, who 
seldom sees himself either encountered or overtaken; 
and who has nothing to contemplate but grounds 
that have no visible boundaries, or are separated by 
walls of loose stone. From the bank of the Tweed 
to St. Andrews I had never seen a single tree, which 
I did not believe to have grown up far, within the 
present century. 	Now and then abodt a gentle. 
man's house stands a small plantation, which in 
Scotch is called a polity, but of these there are few, 
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and those few all very young. 	The variety of sun 
and shade is here utterly unknown. There is no tree 
for either shelter or timber. The oak and the thorn 
is equally a stranger, and the whole country is ex-
tended in uniform nakedness, except that in the 
road between Kirkaldy and Cowpar, I passed for a 
few yards between two hedges. 	A tree might be a 
show in Scotland, as a horse in Venice. 	At St. iin. 
drewsMr. Boswell found only one, and recommended " 
it to my notice; I told him that it was rough and 
low, or looked as if 'I thought so. This, said he, is 
nothing to another a few miles off. I was still less 
delighted to hear that another tree was not to be seen 
nearer. 	Nay, said a gentleman that stood by, I 
know but of this and that tree i❑  the county. 

The Lowlands of Scotland had once undoubtedly 
an equal portion of woods with, other countries. 
Forests are every where gradually diminished, as ar-
chitecture and cultivation prevail by the increase of 
people and the introduction of arts.. But I believe 
few regions have been denuded like this, where many 
centuries must have passed in waste without the least 
thought of future supply. Davies observes in his 
account of Ireland, that no Irishman had ever 
planted an orchard. 	For that negligence some ex- 
cuse might be drawn from an unsettled state of life, 
and the instability of property ; but in Scotland pos-
session has long been secure, and inheritance regular, 
yet it may be doubted whether before the Union any 
man between Edinburgh and England had ever set 
a tree. 

Of this improvidence no other account can be 
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given than that it probably begah in'times of tumult, 
and continued because it had begun. 	Established 
custom is not easily broken, till some great event 
shakes the whole system of things, and life seems to 
recommence upon new principles. That before the 
Union the Scuts had little trade and little money, is 
no valid apology ; for plantation is the least expensive 
of all methods of improvement. 	To drop a seed 
into the ground can cost nothing, and the trouble is 
not great of protecting the young plant, till it is out 
of danger; though, 	must be 'allowed to have some 
difficulty in places like these, where they have neither 
wood for palisades, nor thorns for hedges.  

Our way was over the Firth of Tay, where, though 
the water w.as not wide, we paid four shillings for 
ferrying the chaise. 	In Scotland the necessaries of 
life are easily procured, but superfluities and elegan-
cies are of the same price at least as in England, 
and therefore may be considered as much dearer. 

We stopped a while at Dundee, where I remem-
ber nothing remarkable, and mounting on? chaise 
again, came about the close of the day to Aberbro-
thick. 

The monastery of Aberbrothick is of great renown 
in the history of Scotland. 	Its ruins afford ample 
testimony of its ancient magnificence : its extent 
might, I suppose, easi ly be found by following the 
walls among the grass and weeds, and its height is 
known by some parts yet standing. 	The arch of 
one of the gates is entire, and of another only so far 
dilapidated as to diversify the appearance. A square 
apartment of great loftiness is yet standing; its use I 
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could not conjecture, as its elevation was very dis- 
proportionate to its area. 	•Two corner towers par- 
ticularly attracted our attention. Mr. Boswell, whose 
inquisitiveness is seconded by great activity, scram-
bled in at, a high window, but found the stairs within 
broken, and could not reach the top. 	Of the other 
tower we were told that the inhabitants sometimes 
climbed it, but we did not immediately discern the 
entrance, and as the night was gathering upon us, ,, 
,thought proper to desist. Men skilled in architecture 
might' do what we did not attempt ; they might pro-
bably form an exact ground-plot of this venerable 
edifice. They may from some parts yet standing con-
jecture its general form, and perhaps by comparing 
it with other buildings of the same kind and the same 
age, attain an idea very near to truth. 	I should 
scarcely have regretted my journey, had it afforded 
nothing more than the sight of Aberbrothick, 

MONTROSE. 

Leafing these fragments of magnificence, we tra-
velled on to Montrose, which we surveyed in the 
morning, and found it well built, airy, and clean. 
The town-house is a handsome fabrick with a por-
tico. We then went to view the English chapel, 
and' found a small church, clean to a degree un-
known in any other part of Scotland, with commo-
dious galleries, and what was yet less expected, with 
an organ. 

At our inn we did not find a reception such as we --
thought proportionate to the commercial opulence 
of the place; but Mr. Boswell desired me to observe 
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that the innkeeper was an Englishman, and I then 
defended him as well as I could. 

When I bad proceeded thus far, I had opportu-
nities of observing what I had never heard, that there 
were many beggars in Scotland. 	In Edinburgh the 
proportion - is, .1 think, not less than in London, and 
in the smaller places it is far greater than in English 
'towns of the same extent. 	It must, however, be 
allowed, that they are not importunate, nor clamo- 
rous. 	They solicit silently, or very modestly, and 
therefore, though their behaviour may strike with 
more force the heart of a stranger, they are certainly 
in danger of missing the attention of their country- 
men. 	Novelty has always some power; an unac- 
customed mode of begging, excites an unaccustomed 
degree of pvily. But the force of novelty is by its 
own nature soon at an end; the efficacy of outcry 
and perseverance is permanent and certain. 

The road, from Montrose exhibited a continua- 
tion of the same appearances. 	The country is still 
naked, the hedges are of stone,'and the fields so ge-
nerally plowed, that it is hard to imagine where grass 
is found for the horses that till them. 	The harvest, 
which was almost ripe, appeared very plentiful. 

Early in the afternoon.  Mr. Boswell observed, that 
we were at no great distance from the house of lord 
Monboddo, The magnetism of his conversation easily 
drew us out of our way', and theentertainment which 
we received would have been a sufficient recompense 
for a nnich greater deviation.  

The roads beyond Edinburgh, as they are less 
Frequented, Must be expected to groW gradually 
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rougher; but they were hitherto by no means in- 
commodious. 	'We travelled on with the gentle pace 
of a Scotch driver, who having no rivals in expedi-• 
tionoeither gives himself nor his horses unnecessary 
trouble. 	We did not affect the impatience we did 
not feel, but were satisfied with the company of each 
other, as well riding in the chaise,..as sitting at an 
inn. 	The night and the day are equally solitary an4 
equally safe; for where there are so few travellers, 
why should there be robbers ? 

ABERDEEN. 

,We came somewhat late to Aberdeen, and found 
the inn so full, that we bad some difficulty in obtain-
ing admission, till \! r. Boswell made himself known : 
his name overpowered all objection, and we found a 
very good louse and civil treatment. 

1 received the next day a very kind letter from 
Sir Alexander Gordon, whom I had formerly knoWn 
in London, and after a cessation of all intercourse 
for near twenty ye.ars, met here professor of pbysick 
in the King's College. 	Such unexpected renewals 
of acquaintance may be numbered among the most 
pleasing incidents of life. 

The knowledge of one professor soon procured 
me the, notice of the rest, and I did not want any 
token of regard, being conducted IvIterever there 
was any thitig which I desired to see, and entertained 
at once with the novelty of the place, and the kind-
ness of communication. 

To write of the cities of our own island with the 
solemnity 
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solemnity of Oographical description, as if we had 
been cast upon a newly discovered coast, has the 
appearance of a very frivolous ostentation; yet as 
Scotland is little known to the greater part of those 
who may read these observations, it is not super-,  
fluous to relate, that under the name of Aberdeen 
are comprised two towns, standing about a mile 
distant from each other; but governed, I think, by 
the same magistrates. 

Old Aberdeen is the ancient episcopal city, in 
which are still to be seen the remains of the cathedral. 
It has the appearance of a town in decay, having 
been situated, in times when commerce was yet un-
studied, with very little attention to the commodi-
ousness of the harbour. 

New Aberdeen has all the bustle of prosperous 
trade, and all the show of increasing opulence. 	It is 
built by the water-side. 	The houses are large and 
Jofty, and the streets spacious and clean. They build 
almost wholly with the granite used in the new pave-
ment of the- streets of London, which is well known 
not to want hardness, yet they shape it easily. 	It is 
beautiful, and must be yery lasting. 

What particular parts of commerce are chiefly ex-
ercised by the merchants of Aberdeen, I have' not 
enquired. 	The 'manufacture 	which forces 	itself 
upon a stranger's eye is that of knit-stockings, on: 
which the women of the lower class are visibly em-
ployed.  

In each of these towns there is a college, or in 
Stricter language an university; for in both there are 
professors of the same parts of learning, and the 
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colleges hold their sessions and confer degrees se-
parately, with total independence of one on the 
other. 	 - 

.In Old Aberdeen stands the King's College, of 
which the first president was Hector Boeee, or Boe-
thius, who may be justly reverenced as one of the 
revivers of elegant learning. 	When he studied at 
Paris, he was acquainted with Erasmus, who after- 

II . 	- 

wards gave him a publick testimony of his esteem, by 
inscribing to him a catalogue of his works. 	The 
style of Boethius, though, perhaps, not always rigo,  
rously pure, is formed with great diligence upon an- 

• 

. 
cient models, and wholly uninfected with monastick 
barbarity. 	His history is written with elegance and 
vigour, but his fabulousness and credulity arc justly 
blamed, 	His fabulousness, if he was the author of 
the fictions, is a fault for which no apology can be 
made; but his credulity may be excused in an age 
when all men were credulous. 	Learning was then 
rising on the world ; but ages so long accustomed to 
darkness, were too much dazzled with its light to see 
any thing distinctly. 	The first race of scholars in the 
fifteenth century, and some time after, were, for the 
most part, learning to speak,' rather than to think, 
and were therefore more studious of -elegance than 
of truth. 	The contemporaries of Boethius thought 
it sufficient to know what the ancients had delivered. 

, 

• 

The examination of tenets and of facts was reserved 
.fbr another generation. 	 _ 

Boethius as president of the university, enjoyed a 
revenue of forty Scottish marks, about two pounds 
four shillings and sixpence of sterling money: 	In 
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the present age of trade and taxes, it is difficult even 
for the imagination so to raise the value of money, 
or so to diminish the demands'of life, as to suppose 
four-and-forty shillings a year an honourable stipend; 
yet it was probably equal, not only to the needs, but 
to the rank of Boethius. 	The wealth of England 
was undoubtedly to that of Scotland more than five 
to one, and it is known that Henry the Eighth, 
among whose faults .avarice was never reckoned, 
granted to Roger Ascham, as a reward of his learn-
ing, a pension of ten pounds a year. . 

The other, called the Marischal College, is in the 
new town. 	The hall is large and well lighted. 	One 
of its ornaments is the picture of Arthur Johnston, 
who was—principal of the college, and who holds 
among the Latin poets of Scotland the next placd 
to the elegant Buchanan. 

In the library I was shown some curiosities ; a 
Hebrcto manuscript of exquisite penmanship, and a 
Latin translation of Aristotle's Politicks by Leonar-
dus Arelinus, written in the Roman character with 
nicety and beauty, which, as the art of printing haA 
made them no longer necessary, are not now to be. 
found. 	This was oneof the latest performances of 
the transcribers, for Aretinu

,
s died but about twenty 

years before typography was invented. 	This version 
has been printed, apd may be found in libraries, but 
is little read; for the same books have been since 
translated both by Victories and Lambinus, who . 
lived in an age more cultivated, but rierhaps owed 
in part to Aretinus that they were able to excel 
him. 	Much is due to those who first broke the way 
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to knowledge, and left only to their successours the 
task of smoothing it. 

In both theie colleges the methods of instruction 
are nearly the same; the lectures differing only by 
the accidental difference of diligence, or ability in 
the professors. The students wear scarlet gowns, and 
the professors black, which is, I believe, the acade-
mical dress in all the Scottish universities, except 
that of Edinburgh, where the 	scholars are not ,, 
distinguished by any particular habit. 	In the King's 
College there is kept a publick table, but the scholars 
of the Marischal college are boarded in the town. 
The expense of living is here, according to the in-
formation that I could Obtain, somewhat more than 
at St. Andrews. 

The course of education is extended to four years, 
at the end of which those who take a degree, who 
are not many, becOme masters of arts ; and whoever 
is a master may, if he pleases, immediately commence 
doctor. 	The title of doctor, however, was for a con- 
siderable time bestowed only on physicians. .The 
advocates are examined and approved by their own 
body; the ministers were not ambitious of titles, 'or 
were afraid of being censured for ambition ; and the 
doctorate in every faculty was commonly given or 
sold into other countries. 	The ministers are,  now 
reconciled to distinction, and as it must always hap-
pen that some will excel others, have thought gra-
duation a proper testimony of uncommon abilities 
or acquisitions. 

The indiscriminate collation of degrees has justly 
taken away that.respect which they originally claimed,, 
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as. stamps by which the, literary value of men 'so 
distinguished was authoritatively denoted. 	That aca:- 
demical honours, or any others,. should be conferred 
with exact proportion to merit, is more than human 
judgment or human integrity have given reason to 
expect. 	Perhaps degrees in universities cannot be 
better adjusted by any general rule than by the 
of time passed in the publick profession of learning. 
An English or Irish doctorate cannot be obtained by 
'a very young man, and it is reasonable to suppose, 
what is likewise by experience commonly found 
true, that he who is by age, qualified to be a doctor, 
has in so much time gained learning sufficient not to 
disgrace the title, or wit sufficient not to desite it. 

The Scotch universities hold hut one term or ses- 
sion in the year. 	That of St. Andrew's continues 
sight months, that of. Aberdeen only five, from the 
first of November to the first of April. 

In Aberdeen there is an English chapel, in which 
the congregation was numerous and splendid. 	The 
form of publick worship used by the church of Eng-
land, is in Scotland legally practised in licensed 
chapels served by clergymen of English or Irish or-
dination, and by tacit 'connivance quietly permitted 
in separate congregations, supplied with ministers-
by the successoiirs of the bishops who were deprived 
at the Revolution. 

We came to Aberdeen on Saturday, August 2 I. 
On Monday we were invited 	into the town-hall, 
where I had the freedom of the city give,n me by the 
Lord Provost. 	The honour conferred had all the 
decorations that politeness could add, and svhatiam 
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afraid I should not have had to say of and city south 
.of the Tweed, I found no petty officer bowing for 
a fee.  

The parchment containing the record of admis-
sion is, with the seal appending, fastened to a ri-
band, and worn for one day by the new citizen in 
his hat. 	 , 

By a lady who saw us at the chapel, the earl of 
-Errol was informed of our arrival, and we had the , 
honour of an invitation to his seat, called Slanes 
Castle, as I am told, improperly, from the castle of 
that name, which once stood at a place not far 
distant. 	• 	 . 

The road beyond Aberdeen grew more stony, and, 
continued equally naked of all vegetable decoration. 
We travelled over a tract of ground near the sea, 
which not long ago, suffered a very uncommon and 
unexpected calamity. 	The sand of the shore was 
raised liy a tempest in such quantities, and carried 
to such .a distance, that an estate was overwhelmed 
and lost. 	Such and so hopeless was the barrenness 
superinduced, that the owner, when he was required 
to pay the usual tax, desired rather to resign the 
ground. 

SLANES CASTLE. TIIE BULLER OF BUCHAN. s 

We came in the afternoon to Slanes Castle, built 
upon the margin of the sea, so that the walls of one 
of the towers seem only a continuation of a perpen-
dicular rock, the foot of which is beaten by the 
waves. 	To walk round the house seemed impracti- 
Gable. 	From the windows the eye wanders over the 
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sea that separates Scotland from Norway, and when 
the winds beat with violence, must enjoy all the ter- 
rifick grandeur of the tempestuous ocean. 	1 would 
not *for my amusement wish for a storm.; bit as 
storms, whether wished or-not, will sometimes hap-
pen, I may say, without Violation'of humanity, that 
I should willingly look out upon them from Slaws 
Castle. 	 . 

When we were about to take our leave, our de-
parture was prohibited by the countess, till we should 
have seen two places upon the coast; which she 
rightly considered as worthy of curiosity, Dun Buy, 
and the Buller of Buchan, to which Mr. Boyd very 
'kindly conducted us. 

Dun Buy, which •in Erse is said to signify the 
Yellow Rock, is a double' protuberance of stone, open 
to the main sea on one side, and parted from the 
land by a very narrow channel on the other. 	It has 
its name and its colour from the dung of innumera-, 
ble sea-fowls, which in the spring choose this place as 
convenient for incubation, and have their eggs and 
their young taken in great abundance. 	,One of the 
birds that frequent this rock has, as we were told, 
its body not larger than a duck's, and yet lays eggs 
as large as those of a goose. 	This bird is by the in- 
habitants named a Coot. 	That which is called Coot 
in England is here a cooler. 

Upon these rockg' there was nothing that could 
long detain attention, and we soon turned our eyes 
to the Buller, or Bouillon' of Buchan, Maid] no man 
can see with indifference, who has either sense of 
danger. or delight.  in rarity. 	It is a rock perpen- 
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dicularly tubulated, united on one side with a high 
shore, and on the other rising steep to a great height, 
above the main sea. 	The top is open, from which 
may be seen a dark gulf of water which flows into 
the cavity, through a breach made in the lower part 
of the enclosing rock. 	It has the appearance of a 
vast well bordered with a wall. 	The edge of the 
Buller is not wide, and to those that walk round, 
appears very narrow. 	He that ventures to look 
downward, sees that if his foot should slip, he must 
fall from his dreadful elevation upon stones on one 
side, or into the water on the other. 	'We however 
went round, and were glad when the circuit was 
completed. 

When we came down to the sea, we saw some boats, 
and rowers, and resolved to explore the Buller, at 
the bottom. 	We entered the arch, which the water 
had made, and found ourselves in a place, which, 
though we could not think ourselves in danger, we 
could scarcely survey witho'ut some recoil of the 
mind. 	The basin in which we floated was nearly 
circular, perhaps thirty yards in diameter. 	We were 
enclosed by a natural wall, rising steep•on every side to 
a height which produced the idea of insurmountable 
confinement. 	The interception of all lateral light 
caused a dismal gloom. 	Round us was a perpendi- 
cular rock, above us the distant sky, and below an 
unknown profundity of water. 	If I had any malice 
against a walking spirit, instead of laying him in the 
Bed Sea, I would condemn him to reside in the 
Buller of Buchan. 

But terrour without danger is only one of the 
sports of fancy, a voluntary agitation of the mind 
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that is permitted no longer than it pleases. We were' 
soon at leisure to examine the .place with minute 
inspection, and found many cavities which, .as the 
watermen told us, went -backward to a depth which 
they had never explored. 	Their extent we had not 
time to try; they are said to serve different purposes, 
Ladiescome hither sometimes in the summer with 
collations, and smugglers make them storehouses for 
clandestine merchandise. 	It is hardly to be doubted 
but the pirates of ancient times often used them as 
magazines of arms, or repositories of plunder. 

To the little vessels used by the northern rowers,. 
the Buller may have served as a shelter from storms, 
and perhaps as a retreat from enemies; theentrance 
might have been stopped, or guarded with little dif-
ficulty, and though the vessel's that were stationed 
within would have been battered with stones showered 
on them from above, yet the crews would have lain 
safe in the caverns. . 

Next morning we continued our journey, pleased 
with our reception at Slanes Castle, of which we had 
now leisure• to recount the grandeur and the ele-
gance ;• for our way afforded us few topicks of con- 
versation! 	The ground was neither uncultivated nor 
unfruitful; but it was still.all arable. 	Of flocks or 
herds there was no appearance. 	I had now travelled 
two hundred miles in Scotland, and seen only one 
tree not younger than myself. 

LA M F F. 

We dined this day at the house of Mr. Frazer 
of Strekhton, who showed us in his grounds some 
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stones yet standing of a.Drnidical circle, and What , 
I began to think more worthy of notice, some forest-
trees of full growth. 

At night we came to &mile, where I remember 
nothing that particularly claimed my attention. The 
ancient towns of Scotland have generally an appear- 
ance unusual to Englishmen. 	The houses, whether 
great or small, are for the most part built of stones. 
Their ends are now and then next the streets, and 
the entrance into them is very often by a flight of .  

" 

'steps, which reaches up to the second story; the floor 
which is level with the ground being entered onlyby 

• stairs descending within the house. 
The art of joining squares of glass with lead is 

little used in Scotland, and in some places is totally 
forgotten., 	The frames of their windows are all of. 
wood. 	They are more frugal of their glass than the 
English, and will often, in houses not otherwise 
mean, compose a square of two pieces, not join- 
ing like cracked glass, 	but with one edge laid 
perhaps half an inch over the other. 	Their win- 
dows do not move upon hinges, but are pushed up 
and drawn down in grooves, yet they are seldom ac-
commodated with weights and pulleys.' He that 
would have his window open must hold it with his 

' 

•hand, unless what may be sometimes found among 
good contrivers, there be a nail which he may stick 
into a hole, to keep it from falling. 

What cannot be done without some uncommon 
trouble or particular expedient, will not often be 
done at all. 	The incommodiousness of the Scotch 
windows keeps them very closely shut. 	The ne- 
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cesgity of ventilating human habitations has not yet 
been' found by our northern neighbours ;• and even 
in 	houses 	well 	built and elegantly furnished, a 
stranger may be sometimes forgiven,. if he allows.  
himself to wish for fresher air.  

These diminutive observations' seem to take away 
something from the dignity of writing, and therefore 
are never communicated but with hesitation, and a 
little fear of abasement and contempt. • 	But it must 
be remembered, that life consists not of a series of 
illustrious actions, or elegant enjoyments; the greater 
part of our time passes in compliance with necessities, 
in the performance of daily duties, in the removal of 
small inconveniencies, in the procurement of petty 
pleasures,,;, and we are well or ill at ease, as the main 
stream of life glides on smoothly, or is ruffled by 
small obstacles and frequent interruption. 	The true 
state of every nation is the state of common life. 
The manners of a people are not to be found in the 
schools of learning, or the palaces of greatness, 
where the national character• is obscured or obli-
terated by travel or instruction, by philosophy or 
vanity; nor is publick happiness to be estimated by 
the assemblies of the gay, or the banquets of the 
rich. 	The great mass of nations is neither rich nor 
gay : they whose aggregate constitutes the people, 
are found in the streets and the villages, in the shops 
and farms; and frOin them, collectively considered, 
must the measure of general prosperity be taken. As 
they approach to delicacy,. a nation in refined; as 
their gonveniencies are multiplied, a nation, at least 
a commercial nation, must be denominated wealthy. 
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ELGIN. 

Finding nothing to detain us at Bandr, we set out 
in the morning, and having breakfasted at Cullen, 
about noon came to Elgin, where, in the inn that 
we supposed the best, a dinner was set before us, 
which we could not eat. 	This was the _first time, 
and except one, the last, that I found any reason.ta ,, 
complain of a ?Scottish table; and such disappoint-
ments, I suppose, must be expected in every country, 
where there is no great frequency of travellers. 

The ruins of the cathedral of Elgin afforded us ' 
another ,proof of the waste of reformation. 	There 
is enough yet remaining to show, that it was'once 
magnificent. 	Its whole plot is easily traced. 	On 
the north side of the choir, the chapter-house, which 
is roofed with an arch of stone, remains entire; and 
on the south side, another mass of building, which 
we could not enter, is preserved by the care of the 
family .of Gordon; but the body of the church is a 
mass of fragments. 

A paper was here put into our hands, which de-
duced from sufficient authorities the history of this 
venerable ruin. 	The church of Elgin had, in the 
intestine tumults of the barbarous ages, been laid 
waste by the irruption of a Highland chief, whom 
the bishop had offended; but it was gradually re-
stored to the state of which the traces may be now 
discerned, and was at last not deStroyed by the tu-
multuous violence of Knox, but more shamefully 
suffered to dilapidate by deliberate robbery and 
frigid indifference. 	There is still extant, in the 
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books of the council, an order, of which I cannot 
remember the date, but which was doubtless issued 
after the Reformation, directing that the lead,.which 
covers the two cathedrals of : Elgin and Aberdeen, 
shall be taken_ away,. and converted into money for 
the support of the army. 	A Scotch army was in 
those times very cheaply kept ; yet the lead of two 
churches must have born so small .a proportion to 
any military expense, that it •is hard not to believe 
the reason alleged to be merely popular, and the 
_money intended for some private purse. 	The order 
however was obeyed; the two churches were strip-
ped, and the lead was shipped to be sold in Holland. 
I hope every reader will rejoice that this cargo of 
sacrilege was lost at sea. 	. 

Let us not however make too much haste to despise 
our neighbours. 	Our own cathedrals are moulder- 
ing by unregarded dilapidation. 	It seems to be part 
of the despicable philosophy of the time to despise 
monuments of sacred magnificence, and we are in. 
danger of doing that deliberately, which the Scots 
did not do but in the unsettled state of an imperfect 
constitution. 

Those who had once uncovered the cathedrals 
never wished to cover them again; and being thus 
made useless, they were first neglected, and perhaps, 
as the stone was wanted, afterwards demolished. 

Elgin-seems a Ace of little trade, and thinly in- 
habited. 	The episcopal cities of Scotland, I believe, 
generally fell with their churches, though some of 
them have since recovered by a situation convenient 
for commerce. 	Thus Glasgow, though it has no 
longer an archbishop, has risen beyond its original 

state 
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-state by the opulence of its traders; and Aberdeen, 	. 
,though its ancient stock bad decayed, flourishes by 
a new shoot in another place. 

In the chief street of Elgin, the houses jut over 
the lowest story, like the old buildings of timber in 
London, but with greater prominence; so that there 
is sometimes a walk for a considerable length under 
a cloister, or por.tico, which is now indeed frequently 
broken, because the new houses have another form, „ 
but seems to have been uniformly continued l  in the 
old city. 

• - 
PORES. 	CALDER. 	FORT GEORGE. 

We went forwards the same day to Fores, the 
town to which Macbeth was travelling when he met 
the weird sisters in his way. This to an Englishman 
is classick ground. 	Our imaginations were heated, 
and our thoughts recalled to their old amusements. 

We Ird now a prelude to the Highlands.. We 
began to leave fertility and culture behind us, and 
.saw for a great ,length of road nothing but heath; 
yet at Fochabars, a seat belonging to, the duke of 
Gordon, there is an orchard, which in Scotland I had 
never seen before, with some timber-trees, • and a 
plantation of oaks. 

At Fores we found good accommodation, but 
nothing worthy of particular remark, and next 
morning entered upon the road on which Macbeth 
heard the fatal prediction; but we travelled on not 
interrupted by promises of kingdoms, and came to 
Nairn, a royal burgh, which, if once it flourished, is 

Q4, 	 1101V . 
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now in a state of miserable decay ; but I know not 
whether its chief annual magistrate has not, still the 
title of Lord Provost. 	 • 

At Nairn we may fix the verge of the Highlands; 
for here Ifirst saw peat-fires, and first heard the Erse 
language. 	We had no motive to stay longer than to 
breakfast, and went forward to the house of Mr. 
Macaulay, the minister who published an account of 
St. Kilda, and by his direction visited Calder Castle, 
from which Macbeth drew his second title. 	It has 
been formerly a place of strength. 	The drawbridge 
is still to be seen, but the moat is now dry. 	The 
tower is very ancient. 	Its walls are of great thick- 
ness, arched on the top with stone, and surrounded 
with battlements. 	The rest of the house is later, 
though far from modern. 

We were favoured by a gentleman, who lives.  in 
the castle, with a letter to one of the officers at Fort 
George, which being the most regular fortification 
in the island, well deserves the notice of a traveller, 
who has never travelled before. 	We went thither 
next day, found a very kind reception, were led 
round the works by a:gentleman, who explained the 
use of every part, and entertained by Sir Eyre 
Coote, the governour, with such elegance of conver-
sation, as left us no attention to the delicacies of his 
table. 

Of Fort George I' shall not attempt to give any 
account. 	I cannot delineate it scientifically, and a 
loose and popular description is of use only when 

, the imagination is to be amused. 	There was every 
where an appearance of the utmost neatness and 
regularity. 	But my suffrage is of little value, be- 

' 	cause 
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cause this and Fort Augustus are the only garrisons 
that I ever saw. 

We did not regret the time spent at the fort, 
though in consequence of our delay we came some-
what late to Inverness, the town which may properly 
be called the capital of the Highlands. 	Hither the 
inhabitants:of the inland parts come to be supplied 
with what they cannot make for themselves: hither 
the young nymphs of the mountains and valleys are 
sent for education, and as far as my observation has 
reached, are not sent in- vain.  

INVERNESS. 

Inverness vas the last place which had a regular 
communication by high roads with the southern coun- 
ties. 	All the ways beyond it have, I believe, been 
made by the soldiers in this century. 	At Inverness 
therefore 	Cromwell, when be 	subdued Scotland, 
stationed a garrison, as at the boundary of the High- 
lands. 	The soldiers seem to have incorporated af- 
terwards with the inhabitants, and to have peopled ' 
the place with an English race ; for the language of 
this town has been long considered as peculiarly 
elegant. 

Here is a castle, called the castle of Macbeth, the 
walls of which are yet standing. 	It was no very 
capacious edifice, bi1it stands upon a rock so high and 
steep, that I thirik it was once not accessible, but by 
the help of ladders, or a bridge. 	Over against it, 
on another hill, was a fort built by Cromwell, now 
totally demolished ;for no faction of Scotland loved 
the name of Cromwell, or had any desire to conti-
nue his memory. 

Yet 
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Yet what the Romans did to other nations, was in 

a great degree done by Cromrvell to 'the Scots; he 
civilized them by conquest, and. introduced by useful 
violence the arts of peace. I was told at Aberdeen, 
that the people learned front Cromrvell's soldiers to 
make shoes and to plant kail. 
• How they lived without kail, it is not easy to guess ; 
they cultivate hardly any other plant for common 
tables, and when they had not kail they probably 
had nothing.. The numbers that go barefoot are 
still sufficient to show that shoes may be spared; they.  ' 
are not yet considered as necessaries of life ; for tall 
boys, not otherwise meanly dressed, run without them 
in the streets; and in the islands the sops of gentle- -
men pass several of their first years with naked feet. 

I know not whether it be not peculiar to the Scots 
to have attained the liberal, without the manual arts, 
to have excelled in ornamental knowledge, and to 
have wanted not Only_ the elegancies, but the conve-
niencies of common life. Literature soon after its 
revival, found its way to Scotland, and from the 
middle of the sixteenth century, almost to the middle 
of the seventeenth, the politer studies were very 
diligently pursued. 	The Latin poetry of Delicia 
Palm= Scotorum would have done honour to 
any nation; at least till the publication of May's 
Supplement, the English had very little to oppose. 

Yet men thus ingenious and inquisitive were con-
tent to live in total ignorance of the trades by which 
human wants are supplied, and to supply them by 
the grossest means. 	Till the Vnion made them ac-
quainted with English manners, the culture of their 

lands 
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lands was' unskilful, and their doMestick life un- 
formed; their tables were coarse.  as the feasts of 
Eskimeaux, and their houses filthy as the cottages 
of Hottentots. 

Since they have known that their condition was 
capable of improvement, their progress in useful 
knowledge has been rapid and uniform. 	What re- 
mains to be done they will quickly do, and then won-
der, like me, why that which was so necessary and.,  
so easy was so long delayed. 	But they must be for 
ever content to owe to the English that elegance 
and culture, which, if' they had been vigilant and 
active, perhaps the English might have owed to them. 

Here the appearance of life began to alter. I bad 
seen a few women with plaids at Aberdeen; but at 
Inverness the Highland 	manners are 	common. 
There is I think a kirk, in which only the Erse lan- 
guage is used. 	There is likewise an English chapel, 
but meanly built, where on Sunday we saw a very 
decent congregation. 

We were now to bid farewell to the luxury of tra-
velling, and to enter a country upon which perhaps 
no wheel has ever rolled. 	We could indeed have 
used our postchaise one day longer, along the mili-
tary road to Fort Augustus, but we could have 
hired no horses beyond Inverness, and we were not 
so sparing of ourselves, as to lead them, merely that 
we might have one day longer the indulgence of a 
carriage. 	 . 

At Inverness therefore we procured three horses 
for ourselves and a servant, and one more for our 
baggage, which was no very heavy load. 	We found 
in the course of our journey the convenience of hay- 

ing 
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ing disencumbered ourselves by laying aside whatever 
we could spare; for it is not to be imagined without• 
experience, how in climbing crags, and treading bogs, 
and winding through narrow and obstructed,passages, 
a little bulk will hinder, and a little weight will bur-
den ; or how often a man that has pleased himself at 
home with his ,own resolution, will, in the hour of 
darkness and fatigue, be content to leave behind-him 
.every thing bul himself. 

• 
LOUGH NESS. 

We took two Highlanders to run beside us, partly 
to• show us the way, and partly to take back from the 
sea-'side the horses, of which they were the owners. 
One of them was a man of great liveliness and 
activity, of whom his companion said, that he would 
tire any horse in Inverness. 'Both of them were civil 
and ready-handed. 	Civility seems part of the na- 
tional character of Highlanders. 	Every chieftain 
is a monarch, and politeness, the natural product of 
royal government, is diffused from the laird through 
the whole clan. 	But they are not commonly dex- 
terous: their narrowness of life confines them to a 
few operations, and they are accustomed to endure 
little wants more than to remove them. 
• We mounted our steeds on the twenty-eighth of 
August, and directed our guides to conduct us to 
Fort Augustus. 	leis built at the head of Lough 
Ness, of which Inverness stands at the outlet. The 
way between them has been cut by the soldiers, and 
the greater part of it runs along a rock, levelled 
with great, labour and exactness, near the water-. 
side. 
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Most of this day's journey was very t pleasant; 

The day, though bright, was not hot; and the app 
pearance of the country, if I had not seen the Peaks  
would have been wholly new. We went.  upon a sur-
face so hard and level, that we had little.care to. hold 
the bridle, and were therefore at full leisure foicon-
templation. On the left were high, and steepy rocks 
shaded with birch, the hardy native of the north, and 
covered with fern •or heath. On the right the limpid',  
waters of Lough Ness were beating their bank, and 
waving their' surface Via gentle agitation. Beyond 
them were rocks sometimes covered with verdure, 
and sometimes towering in horrid nakedness. Now 
and then we espied a little corn-field, 'which served 
to impress more strongly the general barrenness. 

Lough Ness is about twenty-four miles long, and 
from one mile to two miles broad. It is remark-
able that Boethius, in his description of Scotland, 
gives it twelve: miles of breadth. When historians or 
geographers 	exhibit false accounts of places far 
distant, they may be forgiven, because they can tell 
but what they are told; and that their accounts 
exceed the truth may be justly supposed, because 
most men exaggerate to others, if not to themselves : 
but Boethius lived at no great distance; if he never 
saw the lake, he must have been very incurious, and 
if he had seen it, his veracity yielded to very slight 
temptations. 

Lough Ness, though not twelye.miles abroad, is a 
very remarkable diffusion of water without islands. 
It fills a large hollow between two ridges of high 
rocks, being supplied partly by the torrents which 

fall 
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fall into it on either side, and partly, as is supposed, 
by springs at the bottom. Its water is remarkably 
clear and pleasant, and is imagined by the natives 
to be medicinal. 	We were told, that it is in some 
places a 'hundred and forty fathoms deep, a pro-
fundity scarcely credible, and which Probably those 
that relate it. have never sounded. Its fish are salmon, 
trout, and pike. 

It was said at Fort Augustus, that Lough Ness is 
open in the hardest winters, though $ lake not far 
from it is covered with ice? In discussing these ex-
ceptions from the course of nature, the first question 
is, whether the fact be justly stated. 	That which is 
strange is delightful, and a pleasing errour is not 
willingly -detected. 	Accuracy of narration is not 
very, common,. and (here are so few rigidly philoso-
phical, as not to represent as perpetual, what is only 
frequent, or as constant, what is really casual. If it 
be true that Lougli Ness never freezes, it is either 
sheltered by its high banks from the cold blasts, and 
exposed only to those winds which have more power 
to agitate than congeal; or it is kept in perpetual 
motion by ,the rush of streams from the rocks that 
enclose it. 	Its profundity, though it should be such 
as is represented, can have little part in this exemp-
tion; for though deep wells are not frozen, because 
their water is secluded from the external air, yet 
where a wide surface is exposed to the full influence 
of a freezing atmosphere, I know not why the depth 
should keep it open. Natural philosophy is now one 
of 'the favourite studies of the Scottish nation, and 
Lough Ness well deserves to be diligently exa-
mined. 

The 
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The road on which we travelled, and which was 

-hi& a source of entertainment, is made along the 
rock, in the direction of the lough, sometimes by 
breaking off .  protuberances, and sometimes by cut. 
ting the great mass of stone to a considerable depth. 
The fragments - are piled in a loose wall on either 
side, with apertures left at very short spaces, togive , 
a passage to the 	wintry .currents. 	Part of it is 
bordered with low trees, from which our guides.. 
gathered nuts, and would have had the appearance 
of an English lane, extlept that an English lane is 
almost always dirty. 	It has been made with great 
labour, but has this advantage, that it cannot, with. 
out equal labohr, be broken up. 

Within our sight there were goats feeding or pray- 
ing. 	The mountains have red deer, but they came 
not within view; and if what is said of their vigilance 
and subtlety be true, they have some claim to that 
palm of wisdom, 	which the eastern philosopher, 
whom Alexander interrogated, gave too those beasts 
which live farthest from men. 

Near the way, by the waterside, we espied a 
cottage. This was the first Highland hut that I had 
seen; and as our business was with life and manners, " 
we were willing to visit it. To enter a habitation 
without leave, seems to be not considered here as 
rudeness or intrusion. The old laws of hospitality 
still give this license to a stranger. 	• 

A hut is constructed with loose stones, ranged for 
the most part with some tendency to circularity. 
It must be placed where the wind cannot act upon it 
with violence, because it has no cement: and where 

the 
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the water will run easily away,because it has no floor 
but the naked 'ground. The wall, which is commonly 
about six feet high, declines from the perpendicular 
a little inward. 	Such rafters as can be procured 
are then raised for a roof, and covered with heath, 
which makes a strong and warm thatch, kept from 
flying oft by ropes of twisted heath, of which . the 
ends, reaching from the centre of the thatch to the 
top of the wall, are held firm by the weight of a 
large stone. No l ight is admitted but at the entrance, 
and through a bole in the thatch, which gives vent to 
the smoke. This hole is not directly over the fire, 
lest the rain should extinguish it; and the smoke ' 
therefore naturally fills the place before it escapes. 
Such is the. general structure of the houses in which 
one of the nations of this opulent and powerful island 
has been hitherto content to live. Huts however 
are not more uniform than palaces; and this which 
we were inspecting was very far from one of the 
meanest, for it was divided into several apartments; 
and. its inhabitants possessed such property as a 
pastoral poet might exalt into riches. 

When we entered, we found an old woman boiling 
goat's flesh in a kettle. She spoke little English, but 
we had interpreters at hand, and she was willing 
enough to display her whole system of economy. She 
has five children, of which none are yet gone from 
her. The eldest, a boy of thirteen, and her husband, 
who is eighty years old, were at work in the wood. 
Her. two next sons were gone to Invoiness to buy 
meal, by which oatmeal is always meant. 	Meal 

she 
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she considered as expensiVe food, and told us, that in 
spring when the mats gave milk, the children could 
live without it. 	She is mistress of sixty goats, ,and 
I saw many kids in an enclosure at the end of her 
house. 	She had also some poultry. 	By the lake we 
saw a potato-garden, and a small spot of ground on 
which stood four shucks, containing each twelve 
sheaves of barley. 	She hag all this from the labour 
of their own hands, and for what is necessary to.' 
be bought, her kids and her chickens are sent to 
market. 	 Pli 

With the true pastoral hospitality, she asked us to 
sit down and drink whisky. 	She is religious, and 
though the kirk is four miles off, probably eight 
English miles, she goes thither every Sunday.. We 
gave her a shilling, and she begged snuff; for snuff 
is the luxury of a Highland cottage. 

Soon afterwards we came to the General's Hut, 
so called because it was the temporary abode of 
Itrade, while he superintended the works upon-the 
road. 	It is now a house of entertainment for pas-
sengers, and we found it not ill stocked with pro- 
visions. 	 i 

FALL OF FIERS. 

Towards evening we crossed, by a bridge, the 
river which makes the celebrated Fall of Fiers. 
The country at the bridge strikes the imagination 
with all the gloom and grandeur of Siberian solitude. 
The way makes a flexure, and the mountains, covered' 
with trees, rise at once on the left hand and in the 
front. 	We desired our guides to show us the Fall, 
and dismounting clambered over very rugged crags,. 

\rot . VIII. 	R 	 till 
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till I began to wish that our curiosity might have 
been gratified with less trouble and dangers . We 
came at last to a place where we could overlook the 
river, and saw a channel torn, as it seems, through 
black piles of stone, by which the stream is obstructed 
and broken, till it comes to .a very steep descent, of 
such dreadful depth, that we were naturally inclined 
to turn aside our eyes. 	 • 

But we visited the place at an unseasonable time, 
and found it divested of its dignity and terrour. 
NatUre never gives every thing at once. 	. 	long 
continuance of dry weather, which made the rest of 

'the way easy and delightful, deprived us of the 
_pleasure expected from the Fall of Fiers. 	The river 
having now no water but what the springs supply, 
skowed its only a swift current, clear and shallow, 
fretting over the asperities of the rocky bottom ; and 
we were left to exercise our thoughts, by endeavour-
ing to conceive the .efiect of a thousand streams 
potired from the mountains into one channel, strug-
gling for expansion in a narrow passage, exasperated 
by rocks rising in their way, and at last discharging 
all their violence of waters by a sudden fall through 
the horrid chasm. 

The way now grew less easy, descending by an 
'uneven declivity, but without either dirt or danger, 
We did not arrive at Fort Augustus till it was late. 

1  Mr. Boswell, who, 'between his father's merit and his 
own, is sure of reception wherever he comes, sent a 
'servant before to beg admission and entertainment 
for that night. Mr. Trapaud, the governour, treated 
u With that courtesy which is so closely 'connected 
• , , 	- 	 with 
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with the military character. 	He came out to meet 
us beyond the gates, and apologized that, at so late 
an hour, the rules of a garrison suffered him to give 
us entrance only at the postern. 

FORT AUGUSTUS. 

In the morning we viewed the fort, which is.  
Much less than that of St. George, and is said to be 
commanded by the neighbouring hills. 	It was not 
long ago taken by the Highlanders. 	But its situa- 
tion seems well chosen for pleasure, if not for 
strength; it stands at the head of the lake, and,,  by 
a sloop of sixty tons, is supplied from Inverness with 
great convenience. 

We were now to cross the Highlands towards the 
western coast, and to content ourselves with such ac,  
commodations, as a way so little frequented could, 
afford. 	The journey was not formidable, for it was 
but of two days, very unequally divided, because the 
only house where we could be entertained, was not 
farther off than a third of the way. 	We soon came 
to a high hill, which we mounted by a military road, 
cut in traverses, so that as we went upon a higher 
stage, we saw the baggage following us below in a 
contrary direction. 	To make this way, the rock has 
been hewn to a level, with labour that might have 
broken the perseverance of a Roman legion. 

The country is totally denuded of its wood, but 
the stumps both of oaks and firs, which are still 
found, show that it has been once a forest of large 
timber. 	I do not remember that we saw any 
animals, but we were told that, in the mountains, 
there are stags, roebucks, goats, and rabbits. 

R 2 	 We 
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We did not perceive that this tract was possessetr 

by human beings, except that once we saw a corn-
field, in which .a lady was walking with some gen-.  
tlemen. 	Their house was certainly at no-great dis-
tance, but so situated that we could not descry it. • 

Passing on through the dreariness of solitude, we 
found a party of soldiers from the fort, working on_ 
the road, under.the superintendence of a sergeant. 
We told them how kindly we had been treated at 
the, garrison, and as we were enjoying the benefit of, 
their labours, begged leaVe to show our gratitude by 
a small present. . 	' 	. 

A N 0 C. H. 
Early in the afternoon we came to dinoch, a vil-

lage in 0/enmollison of three huts, one of which id 
distinguished by a-chimney. 	Here we were to dine 
and lodge, and were conducted through the first 
room that had the chimney, into another lighted by 
a small glass window. 	The landlord attended us' 
with great civility, and told us what he Could give 
us to eat and drink. 	I found some books on a shelf, 
among which. were a volume or more of Prideatteso 
Connection. 	 . 
. This I mentioned as something unexpected, and' 
perceived that I did not please him. 	I praised the' 
propriety of his language, and was answered that L 
need pot wonder, for he had learned it by grammar. 
, By subsequent opportunities of observation i' 

found that my host's diction had not;hing peculiar: 
Those Highlanders that can speak English,. cont..' 
monly speak it 'well, with few of the words, and 
little of the Vane by .which a. Scotchman is distini 

guished 
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guished. Their languageseems to have been learned,  
in the army or the navy, or by some communication 
with those who could give them good examples of 
accent and pronunciation. 	By their Lowland neigh- 
bours they would not willingly be taught; for they. 
have longvonsidered therri as a mean and degenerate 
race. . These prejudices are wearing fast away; but 
So much of them still remains, that when I asked a 
very learned minister in the islands, which they con-
sidered as their most savage clans :" Those," said he," 
" thah live next the Lowlands." 

As we came hither early in the day, we had time 
sufficient to survey the place: 	The house was built 
like other huts, of loose stones; but the part in which 
we dined and slept was lined with turf and wattled 
with twigs, which kept the earth from falling. 	Near 
it was a garden of turnips, and a field of potatoes. 
It stands in a glen, or valley, pleasantly watered by 
a winding river.. 	But this country, however it may 
delight the gazer or amuse the naturalist, is of no 
great advantage to its owners. 	Our landlord told 
us of a gentleman who possesses lands, eighteen 
Scotch miles in length, and three in breadth; a space 
containing at least a hundred square English miles: 
I-Ie has raised his rents, to the danger of depopulating 
his farms, and he fells his timber, and by exerting 
every art of augmentation, has obtained a yearly 
revenue of four hundred pounds, which for a hun-
dred square miles is three halfpence an acre, 

Some time after dinner we were surprised by the 
entrance of a young woman, not inelegant either in 
mien or dress, who asked us whether we would have 

A 3 	 tea. 
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tea. 	We found that she was the daughter of our 
host, and'desired her to Make it. 	Her conversation, 
like her appearance, was gentle and pleasing. 	We,  
knew that the girls of the Highlands are all gentle-
wonien, and treated her with great respect, wliich.she 
received as customary and due, and was neither elated 
by it, 'nor confused, but repaid my civilities without 
embarrassment, and told me how much I honoured 
her country by coming to survey it. 

She bad been at Inverness to gain the common 
female qualifications, and had; like her father, the 
English pronunciation. I presented her with a book, 
which I happened to have about me, and should not 
be pleased to think that she forgets me. 

In the-evening the soldiers, whom we had passed 
on the road, came to spend at our inn the little 
money that we had given them. They had the true 

"military imiatience of coin in their pockets, and 
had marched at least 'six miles to find the first place 
where liquor could be bought. 	Having never been 
before in a place so wild and unfrequented, I was glad 
of their arrival, because I knew that we had made them 
friends, and to gain still more of their good-wilt, we 
went to them where they were carousing in the barn; 
and added something to our former gift. 	All that 
we gave was not much, but it detained them in the 
barn, either merry„or quarrelling, the whole night', 
and in the morning' they went back to their work, with 
great indignation at the bad qualities of whisky. 

We had gained so much the favour' of our host, 
that, when we left his house in the morning, he 
walked by-  us a great way, and entertained us with 
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conversation both on his own condition, and that of' 
the country. 	His life seemed to be merely pastoral, 
except .that be differed from some of the ancient 
Noniades in having a settled dwelling. 	His wealth 
consists of one hundred sheep. , as many goats, twelve 
milk-cows, and twenty-eight beeves ready for the 
drover.  

From him we first heard of the general dissatis- ' 
faCtion which is now driving the Highlanders into 
the other hemisphere ; and when I asked him whether 
they would stay at home, if they were well treated, 
he. answered with indignation, that no man Willnigly 
left his native country. 	.Of the farm, which he him- 
self occupied, the rent had, in twenty-five gears, 
been advanced from five to twenty pounds, which 
he found himself so little able to pay that he would 
be glad to try his fortune in some other place. 	Yet 
he owned the reasonableness of raising the Highlana$ 
rents in a certain degree, and,declared himself wil-
ling to pay ten pounds for the ground which he hid 
formerly had for five. 

Our host having amused us for a time, resigned 
us to our guides. 	The journey of this day was long, 
not that the distance was great, but that the way 
was difficult. 	We were now in the bosom of the 
Highlands, with full leisure to contemplate the ap-
pearance and properties• of mountainous regions, 
such as have beeri, 	in many countries, 	the last 
shelters of national distress, and are every where 
the scenes of adventures, stratagems, surprises, and 
escapes. 

Mountainous countries are not passed but with 
slifficelty, not merely from the labour of climbing; 
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for to climb is not always necessary: but because 
that which is not mountain is commonly bog, 
through which the way must be picked with caution. 
Where there are hills, there is much.  rain, and the. 
torrents pouring down into the intermediate spaces, 
seldom find so ready an outlet, as not to stagnate, 
till they have broken the texture of the ground. 

Of the hills, 	which our journey offered to the 
view on either side, we did not take the height, nor 
did we see any that astonished us with their loftiness. 
Towards the summit of one, there was a white spot, 
which I should have called a naked rock, but the 
guides, who had better eyes, and were acquainted 
with the phenomena of the country, declared it to 
be snow._ It had already lasted to the end of August, 
and was likely to maintain its contest with the sun, 
till it should be reinforced by winter.  
' The height of mountains philosophically con-

sidered is properly computed from the surface of the 
next sea; but as it affects the eye or imagination of 
the passenger, as it makes either a spectacle or an. 
obstruction, it must be reckoned from the place 
where the rise begins to make a considerable angle 
with the plain. 	In extensive continents the land 
may, by gradual elevation attain great height, with-
out any other appearance than' that of a plane gently 
inclined, and ' if a bill 	placbd upon 	such 	raised 
ground he described, as having its altitude equal to 
the whole space above the sea, the representation . 
will be fallacious.  

These mountains may be properly enough mea-
sured from the inland base; for it is not much above 
the sea. 	As we advanced at evening towards the 

western 
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western coast, I did not observe the declivity ,to be 
greater than is necessary for the discharge of the 
inland waters. 	 , 

We passed many rivers and rivulets, which com-
monly ran with a clear shallow stream ,over a hard, 
pebbly bottom. 	These channels, which seem so 
much wider than the water that they convey would 
naturally require, are formed by the violence of win-
try floods, produced by the accumulation of innu—
merable streams that fall in rainy, weather from the 
hills, and bursting away with resistless impetuosity, 
make .themselves. a passage proportionate to 'their 
mass. 

Such capricious and temporary waters cannot be 
expected to produce many fish. The rapidity of the 
virintry deluge sweeps them away, and the scantiness 
of the summer stream would hardly sustain therm 
above the ground. This is the reason why, in fording . 
the northern rivers, no fishes are Seen, as in England, 
wandering in the water.  

Of the hills many may be called With Homer's 
Ida, abundant in springs, but few can deserve the 
epithet which he bestows upon Pelion, by waving 
their leaves. 	They exhibit 	very 	little 	variety ; 
being almost wholly covered with dark heath, and 
even that seems, to be checked in its growth. What 
is not heath is nakedness, a little deversified by now 
and then a stream rushing down the steep. An eye 
accustomed to flowery pastures and waving harvests 
is astonished and repelled by this wide extent of 
hopeless sterility. 	The appearance is that of matter 
incapable of form or usefulness, dismissed by nature 
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from her care, and. disinherited of her favours, left 
in its original elemental state, or quickened only with 
one sullen power of useless vegetation. 

It will very readily occur, that this uniformity of 
barrenness can afford very little amusement to thec 
traveller ; that it is easy to sit at home and conceive 
rocks, and heath, and waterfalls; and that these jour, 
neys are useless labours, which neither impregnate 
the imagination, nor enlarge the understanding. It 
is true, that of far the greater partjof things, we must 
content ourselves with such knowledge as description 
May exhibit, or analogy supply ; but it is true like-
wise, that these ideas are always incomplete, and 
that, at least, till we have compared them with reali- 
ties, we do not know them to be just. 	As we see 
more, we become possessed of more certainties, and.  
consequently gain more principles of reasoning, and,  
•found a wider basis of analogy. . . 

Regions mountainous and wild, thinly inhabited, 
and little cultivated, make a great part of the earth, 
and he that has never seen them, must live unac-
quainted with much of the face of nature, and with 
one of the great scenes of human existence. 

As the day advanced towards noon, we entered a 
. iarroxv valley not very flowery, but sufficiently ver- 

dant. 	Our guides told us, that the horses could not 
travel all day without rest or meat, and entreated us 
to stop here, because no grass would be found in any 
other place. The request was reasonable, /Ind the 
argument cogent. We therefore willingly dismounted, • 
and diverted ourselves as the place gave us oppor, 
tnnity. 

	

	 . , 
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* I sat down on-a bank, such as a writer of roniance:.  

might have delighted to feign. I had indeed no trees, 
to whisper over my head, but a clear rivulet streamed 
at my feet. The day was calm, the air was soft, and 
all was rudeness, silence and solitude. 	Before me,. 
and on eitherside, were high hills, which, by hinder-
ing the eye from ranging, forced the mind to find 
entertainment for itself. Whether I spent the hour. 
well I know not; for here I first conceived the 
thought of this narration. 	 • 	, 

We were in this place at ease and by choice, an& 
had no evils to suffer or to fear; yet the imagina.. 
tions excited - by the view of an unknown and un-
travelled wilderness are not such as arise in the arn 
tificial solitude of parks 	and gardens, a flattering 
notion _of self-sufficiency, a placid indulgence of 
voluntary delusions, a secure expansion of the fancy, 
or a cool concentration of the mental powers. The 
phantoms which haunt a desert are want,  and 
'misery, and danger ; the evils of dereliction rush 
upon the thoughts; man is made unwillingly ac-
quainted. with his own weakness, and imeditation.  
shows him only how little he can sustain, and how 
little he can perform. There were no traces of in., 
habitants, except perhaps a rude pile of clods called 
a summer hut, in which a herdsman had rested in the.  
favourable seasons. Whoever had been in the place 
where I then sat, unprovided with provisions, and 
ignorant of the country, might, at least before the  
roads were made, have wandered among the rocks, 
till he. had perished with hardship, before he could 
have found either food or shelter. 	Yet what are 
, 	. 	 these 
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these hillocks to the ridges of Taurus, or these spots 
of wilderness-to the deserts of America ? - 	T 

It was not long before we were invited. to mount,;  
and continued our journey along the side of a lough*  
kept.  full by many streams, which with more or less, 
rapidity and noise crossed the road from the hills on, 
the other' hand. 	These currents, in their diminished, 
state, after several dry months, afford, to one who, 
has always lived in level countries, an unusual and 
delightful spectacle;' but in the rainy season, such, 
as every winter may be expected to bring, must 
precipitate an impetuous and tremendous flood. ..1 
suppose the way by which we went, is at this ticno 

• impassable. 	 • , ... 
4
GLENSHEALS: • • 

The lough at last ended in a river broad and' 
shallow like the rest, but that it may be passed when 
it is deeper; there is a bridge over it. 	Beyond it is 
a falley called Glensheals, inhabited by the clati of 
Macrae. 	Here we found a village called Auk4 
nasheals, consisting of many huts, perhaps twenty, 
built all of dry-stone, that is, stones piled up without 
mortar. 

'We had, by.. the direction of the officers at Fort 
Augustus, taken bread for ourselves, and tobacco 
fin those Highlanders /ho might show us any kind- 
ness. 	We were now at a place where we could 
obtain milk, but must have wanted bread if we had 
not'brought it. 	The people of this valley did not 
appear to know any English, and 'our guides now 
became doubly necessary as interpteters. A woman; 
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whose hut was distinguished by greater'spaciousness 
and better-architecture, brought put some pails of 
milk. 	The villagers gathered about us in consi- 
derable numberS, I believe without any evil inten. 
tion, but with a very savage wildness of aspect and 
manner. 	When our meal was over, Mr. Boswell 
sliced the bread, and divided it amongst theni, as he 
supposed them never to have tasted a wheaten loaf 
before. 	He then gave them little pieces of twisted 
tobacco, and among the children we distributed a 
small handful of halfpence, which they received with 
great eagerness. 	Yet I have been since told, that 
the people of that valley are not indigent; .and when 
we mentioned them afterwards as needy and pitia-
ble, a Highland lady let us know, that we might 
spare our commiseration; for the dame whose milk 
we drank had probably more than a dozen milk-cows. 
She. seemed unwilling to take any price, but being 
pressed to make a demand, at last named a shilling. 
Honesty is not greater where elegance is less. One 
of the by-standers, as we were told aft erwards, 
advised her to ask more, but she said a shilling was 
enough. We gave her half-a-crown, and I hope got 
some credit by our behaviour ; for the company said, 
if our interpreters did not flatter us, that they had 
not seen such a day since the old laird of Macleod 
passed through their country. 

The Macraes,. as we heard afterwards in the 
Hebrides, were originally an indigeipt and subor.. 
ilinate clan, and having no farms nor stock, were 
in great numbers servants to the Maclellans, who 
in the war of Charles the First, took arms at the call 
of the heroick Montrose, and were, in one of his 
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battles, almost all destroyed. The women that we're 
left at hoine, being thus deprived of their husbands; 
like the Scythian ladies of old, married their servants, 
and the Macraes became a considerable race. 

• 
THE HIGHLANDS. 

' 	As we continued our journey, we were at leisure 
to extend our speculations, and to investigate the 
reason of those peculiarities•by which such rugged 
regions as these before us are geenerally distin4 
guished. 

Mountainous countries commonly contain the 
original, at least the oldest race of inhabitants, for 
they are not easily conquered, because they must be 
entered by narrow 'ways, exposed to every power of 
mischief from those that occupy the heights; and 
every new ridge is a new fortress, Where the defend- 
ants have again the same'advantages. 	If the assail- 
ants either force the strait, or storm the summit:, 
they gain .only so much ground ; their enemies are 
fled to take possession of the next rock, and the pu r-
suers stand at gaze, knowing neither where the ways 
of escape wind among the steeps, nor where the bog► 
has firmness to sustain them : be'sides that, moun-
taineers have an agility in climbing and descending; 
distinct from strength or courage, and 	attainable 
only by use. 	a 

If the war be not soon concluded, the invaders 
are dislodged by hunger; for in those anxious and 
toilsome marches, provisions cannot easily be car- 
Tied, and are never to be found. 	The wealth of 
mountains is cattle, which, while the men stand in 
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the passes, the women drive away. 	Such lands at 
last cannot repay the expense of conquest, and 
therefore perhaps have not been so often invaded by 
the mere ambition of dominion, as by resentment. of 
robberies and insults, or the •desire of enjoying in. 
security the more fruitful provinces. 

As mountaineers are long before they are eon,  
quered, 	they are likewise long before they are 
civilized. Men are softened by intercourse mutually 
profitable, and instructed by comparing their own 
notions with those of others. Thus Cesar found the 
maritime parts of Britain made less barbarous by 
their commerce with the Gauls. Into a barren and 
rough tract no stranger is brought either by the hope 
of gain or of pleasure. 	The inhabitants having 
neither commodities, for sale, nor money for pur-
chase, seldom visit more polished places, pr if they 
do visit them seldom return. 

It sometimes happens that by conquest, intermix-
ture, or gradual refinement, the cultivated parts of a 
.country change their language. 	The mountaineers 
then become a distinct nation, cut off by dissimilitude 
of speech from conversation with their neighbours. 
Thus in Biscay, the original Cantabrian, and in 
.Dalecarlia, the old Swedish 	still subsists. 	Thus 
Wales and the Highlands speak the tongue of the 
first inhabitants of Britain, while the other . parts 
have received first the Saxon, and in some degree 
afterwards the French, and then formed a third 1an. 
,guage between them. . 

That the primitive manners are continued where 
the primitive language is spoken, no nation will de. 
Aire me to suppose?  for the manners of mountaineers 
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are commonly savage, but they are rather produced 
by their situation than derived from their ancestors. 

Such seems to be the disposition of man, that 
whatever 	makes a 	distinction produces 	rivalry. 
England,-before other causes of enmity were found, 
Was disturbed for some centuries by the contests of 
the northern and southern counties ; so that at Ox- 
ford, the peace of study could for a Jong time IA 
'preserved only by choosing annually one of the 
proctors from each side of the Trent. 	A tract in-
tersected.br many ridges of mountains, naturally 
divides its inhabitants into petty nations, which are 
made by a thousand causes enemies to each other. 
Each will exalt its own chiefs, each will boast the 
valour of its men, or the beauty of its women, and 
every claim of superiority irritates competition; in-
juries will sometimes  be done, and be more inju- 
riously defended; 	retaliation will sometimes 	be 
attempted, and the debt exacted with too much 
interest. 

In the Highlands it was a law, that if a robber 
was sheltered from justice, any man of the same clan 
might he taken in his place. 	This was a kind of 
irregular justice, which, though necessary in savage • 
times, could hardly fail to end in a feud; and a feud. 
once kindled among an idle people, with no variety 
of pursuits to divert their thoughts, burnt on for 
ages, either sullenly glowing in secret mischief, or 
openly blazing into publick violence. Of the effects 
of this violent judicature, there are not wanting 
memorials, The caveis how to be seen to `which one 
of the Campbells, who had injured the Macdonald's', 
retired with a body of his own, clan. 	The Mac_ 
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nalds required the offender, and being refused, made 

- a fire at the mouth of the cave, by which he and his 
adherents were suffocated together. 
• Mountaineers are warlike, because by their feuds 

and competitions they consider themselves as sur-
rounded with enemies, and are always prepaied•to 
repel incursions, or to make them. Like the Greeks 
in their unpolished state, described by Thucydides, 
the Highlanders, till lately, 3vent always aimed, and 
carried their weapons to visits, and to church. 

Mountaineers are thievish, because they are poor, 
and having neither manufactures nor commerce, can 
grow richer only by robbery. 	They regularly plun- 
der their neighbours, for their neighbours are coma 
monly their enemies;_ and having lost that reve-
rence for property, by which the order of civil life 
is preserved, soon consider all as enemies, whom 
they do not reckon us friends, and think themselves 
licensed to-invade whatever they are not obliged to 
protect. 

• By a strict administration of the laws, since the 
laws have been introduced 'into the Highlands, this 
disposition to thievery is very much repressed. Thirty 
years ago no herd had ever been conducted through 
the mountains, without paying tribute in the night 
to some of the clans; 'but cattle are now driven, 
and passengers travel, without danger, fear, or mo-
lestation. 

Among a warlike people, the quality of highest 
esteem is personal courage, and with the ostentatious 
display of courage are closely connected prompti- 

' tude of offence, and quickness of resentment. 	The 
• Vol.. VIII. 	S 	 Highlanders, 
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Highlanders, before they were disartned, were so► 
addicted to quarrels, that the boys used to follow. 
any publick procession or ceremony, however festive 
OT however solemn, in expectation of the battle, 
which was sure to happen. before the company dis- • 
persed. 	. 

Mountainous regions are sometimes so- remote. 
from the seat of government,. and so difficult of 
access, that, they are very little under the• influence of 
the sovereign, or within the reach of national justice. 
Law is nothing without power; and the sentence of 
a distant court could not be easily • executed, nor 
perhaps very safely promulgated, among men, igno-
rantly proud and •habitually 'violent, unconnected 
with the general system, and accustomed to reverence 
only their 'own lords. 	It has therefore been neces-
sary to erect many particular jurisdictions, and com-
mit the punishment of crimes, and the decision of 
right, to the proprietors-of the country who could 
enforce their own decrees. 	It immediately appears., 
that such judges will' be often ignorant, and• often 
partial ; but in the• immaturity of political estab-
lishments' no better expedient could be found. As 
government advances towards perfection, provincial 
judicature is perhaps in,  every empire gradually 
abolished. 

Those.who had thus the dispensation of lawywere- 
by consequence themselves lawless. 	Their vassals 
had, no. shelter from outrages. and oppressions; but 
were condemned to endure,- without resistance, the 
caprices of wantonness, and the rage of cruelty. 

In the Highlands, some great lords had an here,  
ditary jurisdiction over counties ; and some chief- 
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tains over their own lands ; till the final conquest of 
the Highlands afforded an opportunity of crushing 
all the local courts, and of extending the general 
benefits of equal law to the low and the high, in the 
deepest recesses and obscurest corners. 

While the chiefs had this resemblance of royalty, 
they had little inclination to appeal, orrany question, 
to superiour judicatures. 	A claim of lands between 
two powerful lairds was decided like a contest for 
dominion between sovereign powers. 	They drew 
their forces into the field, and right attended on 
the strongest. This was, in ruder times, the common 
practice, which the kings of Scotland could seldom 
control. 	 . 

Even so lately as in the last years of king William, 
a battle was fought at Mull Boy, on a plain a fevi 
miles to the south of Inverness, between the clans of 
Mackintosh and Macdonald of Keppoch. 	Colonel 
Macdonald, the .head .of a small clan, refused to 
pay the dues demanded from him by Mackintosh, 
as his superiour lord. 	They disdained the interpo- 
sition of judges and laws, and calling each his fol-
lowers to maintain the dignity of the clan, fought 
a formal battle, in which several considerable men 
fell on the side of Mackintosh, without a complete 
victory to either. 	This is said to have been the 
last open war made between the clans by their own 
authority. 

The High/and lords made treaties, and formed 
alliances, of which some traces may still be found, 
and some consequences still remain as lasting evi- 
dences of petty regality. 	The terms of one of these 
confederacies were, that each should support the 
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Other in the right, or in the wrong; except against 
the king. 

The inhabitants of mountains form distinct races, 
and are careful to preserve their genealogies. 	Men 
in a small district necessarily mingled blood by inter-
marriages, and combine at last into one family, with 

la common _interest in the honour and disgrace of 
every individual. 	Then begins that union of affec- 
tions, and cooperation 	f endeavours, that con- 
stitute a clan. 	They 'who consider themselves as 
ennobled by their family, will think highly of their 
progenitors, and they who through successive gene-
rations live always together in the same place, will 
preserve local 	stories and hereditary prejudices. 
Thus every Highlander can talk of his ancestors, 
and recount the outrages which they suffered from 
the wicked inhabitantst 	Of the next valley. 

Such are the effects of habitation among moun-
tains, and such were the qualities of the High-
landers, while their rocks secluded them from the 
rest of mankind, and kept them an unaltered and 
discriminated race. 	They are now losing their 
distinction, and hastening to mingle with the gene- 
ral comniunity., 	

• 
• GLENELG. 

• 
We left Auknasheals and the Macraes in the af-

ternoon, and in the evening came to Ratiken, a high 
hill on which a road is cut, but so steep and narrow 
that it is very difficult. 	There is now a design of 
making another way round the bottom. 	Upon one 
of the precipices, my horse, weary with the steepness 
of the rise, staggered a little, and I calledt 	in haste 
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to the 'Highlander to hold him. 	This was the only ' 
moment of my journey, in which I thought myself 
endangered. 

Having surmounted the hill at last, we were told, 
that at Glenelg, on the seaside, we should come to 
a house of lime and slate 'and glass. , This image of 
magnificence raided our expectation. 	At last we 
came to our inn, weary and peevish, and began to 
inquire for meat and beds. 	' 	.. 

Of the provisions the negative catalogue was very 
copious. 	Here was no meat, no milk, no bread, 
no eggs, no wine. 	We did not express much satis- 
faction. 	Here however we were to stay. - Whisky 
we might haVe, and I believe at last they caught a 
fowl and killed . it. 	We had some bread, and with 
that we prepared ourselves to be contented, when we 
had a very eminent proof of Highland hospitality. . 
Along some milei of the way, in the evening, a gen-
tleman's servant had kept us company on foot with 
very little notice on our part. 	He left us ,near 
Glenelg, and we thought on him no more till be 
came to us again, in about two hours, with a present 
from his master of rum and sugar. 	The man had 
mentioned his company, and the gentleman, whose 
name, I think, is Gordon, well knowing the penury 
of the place, had this attention to two men,, whose 
names perhaps he had not heard, by whom his kind-' 
ness was not likely to be ever repaid, and who could 
be recommended to him only by their necessities. 
. We were now to examine our lodging. • Out of 
one of the beds, on which we were to repose, started 
up, at our entrance, a man black as a Cyclops from 
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the forge. Other circumstances of no elegant recital 
concurred to disgust us. We had been flighted by a 
lady at Edinburgh, with discouraging representa- 
tions of Highland lodgings. 	Sleep, however, was 
necessary. 	Our Highlanders bad at last found some 
hay, with which the inn could not supply them. 	I 
directed them to bring a bundle into the room, and 
slept upon it in my riding coat. 	Mr. Boswell being 
more delicate; laid himself sheets with hay over and 
under him, and lay in linen like a gentleman. 

SKY. ARMID EL. 

In the morning, September the twentieth, we found 
ourselves on the edge of the sea. 	Having procured 
a boat, we dismissed our Highlanders, whom I would 
recommend to the. service of any future travellers, 
and were ferried over to the isle of Sky. We landed 
at 'Armidel, where we were met on the sandi by Sir' 
Alexander Macdonald, who was at that time there 
with his lady, preparing to leave the island, and 
reside at Edinburgh.  

Armidel is a neat house, built where the Mac-
donalds had once a seat, which was burnt in the com- 
motions that followed the Revolution. 	The walled 
orchard, which belonged to the former house, still 
remains. 	It is• well shaded by tall-  ash-trees, of a 
species, as Mr. Janes tlie fossilist informed me, un- 
commonly valuable. 	This plantation is very 'pro- 
perly mentioned by Dr. Campbell, in his new account 
of the state of Britain, and deserves attention ;. 
because it proves that.the present nakedness or the 
Hebrides is not wholly the fault of nature. 
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As we sat at Sir Alexander's table, we were enter-

tined, according to the ancient usage of the north, 
•with the melody of the bagpipe. 	Every thing in 
those countries has its history. As the bagpiper was 
playing, an elderly gentleman informed us, that in. 
some remote time, the illacdanalds of Glengary 
having been injured, or offended by the inhabitants 
of Culloden, and resolving to have justice or ven-
geance, came to Culloden on.  a Sunday, where, find-
ing their enemies at worship, they shut them up in 
the church, which they set on fire ; and this, said he, 
is the tune that the piper, played while they were 
burning. 	 . 

Narrations like this, however uncertain,• deserve 
the notice of a traveller, because they are the only 
records of a nation that had no historians, and afford 
the most genuine representation of the life and 
character of the ancient Highlanders. 

Under the denomination of Highlander are com-
prehended in Scotland all that now speak the. Erse 
language, or retain the primitive manners, whether 
they live among the mountains or in the islands; and 
in that sense I use the name, When there is not some 
apparent reason for making a distinction. 

In Sky I first observed the use of brogues, a kind 
of artless shoes, stitched with thongs so loosely, that 
though they defend the foot from stones, they do 
not exclude water. 	Brogues were formerly made 
of raw hides, with the hair inwards, and such are 
perhaps still used in rude and remote parts; but they 
are Said not to last above two days. 	Where life is 
somewhat improved, they are now made of leather 
tanned with oak-bark, as in other places, or with 
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the bark of birch, or roots of tormentil, a substance 
recommended in defect of bark, about forty years 
ago, to the Irish tanners, by one to whom the par- 
liament of that kingdom voted a reward. 	The 
leather of Sky is not completely penetrated by 
vegetable matter, and therefore cannot be very du-
rable.  

My inquiries about brogues, gave me an early 
specimen of Highland information. 	One day I was 
told, that to make brogues was a domestick art, 
which every man practised for himself, and that a 
pair of brogues was the work of an hour: 	I sup- 
posed that the husband made brogues as the wife 
made an apron, till next day it was told me, that a 
brogue-maker yas a trade, and that a pair would 
cost half-a-crown. 	It will easily occur that these 
representations may both be true, and that, in some 
places, men may buy them, and in others make them 
for themselves; but I had both the accounts in the. 
same house within two days. 

Many of my subsequent inquiries upon more in• 
teresting topicks ended in the like uncertainty. 	He 
that travels in the Highlands may easily saturate his 
soul with intelligence, if he will acquiesce in the first 
account. 	The Highlander gives to every question 
an answer so prompt and peremptory, that skepti-
cism itself is dared into silence, and the mind sinks 
-before the bold reporter in unresisting credulity; 
but if a second question be ventured, it breaks the 
enchantinent ; for it is immediately discovereil, that 
what was told so confidently was told at hazard, and 
that such fearlessness of assertion was either the sport 
of negligence, or therefuge of ignorance. 

If 
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If individuals are thus at variance with them-
selves, it can be no wonder that. the accounts of dif- 
ferent men are contradictory. 	The traditions of an 
ignorant and savage people have been for ages neg- 
ligently 'beard, and unskilfully related. 	Distant 
events must have been mingled together, and the 
actions of one man given to another. 	These, how- 
ever, are deficiencies in story, for which no man is . 
now to be censured. 	It were enough, if what there 	. 
is yet opportunity of examining were accurately 
inspected, and justly represented ; but such is the 
laxity of Highland conversation, that .the inquirer 
is kept_ in continual suspense, and by a kind of in-
tellectual retrogradation, knows less as he hears 
more.  

In the islands the plaid is rare& worn. 	The law 
by which the Highlanders have been obliged to 
change the form of their dress, has, in all the places 
that we have visited, been universally obeyed. I have 
seen only one gentleman completely clothed in the 
ancient habit, and by him it was worn only. occa-
sionally and wantonly. The common people do not 
think themselves under any legal necessity of having 
coats; for they say that the law against plaids was 
made by lord Hardwicke, and was in force only for 
his life: but the same poverty that made it then 
difficult for them to change their clothing, hinders 
them now from changing it again. 	• 

The fillibeg, or lower garment, is still very corn- - 
mon, and the bonnet almost universal ; but their 
attire is such as produces, in a sufficient degree, the 
effect intended by the law, of abolishing the dissi-
militude of Appearance between the Highlanders 
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and. the other inhabitants of Britain; and, if dress 
be supposed to have much influence, facilitates their 
coalition with their fellow subjects. 	• 

What we have long used we naturally like ; and 
therefore the Highlanders were unwilling to lay aside 
their plaid, which yet to an unprejudiced spectator 
must appear an incommodious and cumbersome 
dress; for hanging loose upon the body, it must flut-
ter in a quick motion, or require one of the bands 
to keep it close. 	The Romans always laid aside the' 
gown when they had any thing to do. 	It was a dress 
so unsuitable to war, that the same word which sig- 
nified a gown signified peace. 	The chief use of a 
plaid seems• to be this, that they could commodiously 
wrap themselves in it when they were obliged to 
sleep without a better cover. 

In our passage • from Scotland to Sky, we were 
wet for the first time with a shower. 	This was the 
beginning of the Highland winter, after which we 
were told that a succession of three dry days was not 
to be expected for many months. 	The winter of the 
Hebrides consists of little more than rain and wind. 
As.they are surrounded by an ocean never frozen, 
the blasts that come to them over the water are too 
much softened to have the power of congelation. 
The salt loughs, or inlets of the sea, which shoot very 
far into the island, never have any ice upon them, 
and the pools of fregh water will never bear the 
walker. 	The snow that sometimes falls, is soon dis -
solved by the air, or the rain.  

This is not the description of a cruel climate, yet 
the dark months are here a time of great distress; 
because the summer can do little more than feed. 
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itself, and winter comes with its cold and its scarcity 
upon families very slenderly provided. 

CORIATACHAN IN SKY. 

The third or fourth day after our arrival at Armi-
del, brought us an invitation to the isle of Raasay, 
which lies east of Sky. 	It is incredible how soon 
the account of any event is propagated in these nar= 
row countries by the love of talk, which much leisure 
produces, and the relief given to the mind in the 
penury of insular conversation by a new topick. The 
arrival of strangers at a place so rarely visited, excites 
rumour, and quickens curiosity. 	I know not whether 
we touched at any corner, where fame had not 
already prepared us a reception. 

To gain a commodious passage to Raasay, it was 
necessary to pass over a large part of Sky. We were' 
furnished therefore with horses and a guide. 	In the 
islands there are no roads, nor any marks by which 
a stranger may find his way. 	The horseman has 
always at his side a native of the place, who, by pur-
suing game, or tending cattle, or being often em-
ployed in messages or conduct, has learned where 
the ridge of the hill has breadth sufficient to allow a 
horse and his rider a passage, and where the moss or 
bog is hard enough to bear them. 	The bogs are 
avoided as toilsome at least, if. not unsafe, and there-
fore the journey is made generally from precipice to 
precipice;  from which if the eye ventures to look 
down, it sees below a gloomy cavity, whence the 
rush of water is sometimes heard. 

But there seems to be in all this more alarm than 
danger. The Highlander walks carefully before, and 
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the horse, accustomed to the ground, follows him with 
little deviation. 	Sometimes the hill is too steep for 
the horseman to keep his seat, and sometimes the 
moss is too tremulous to bear the double weight of 
horse and man. 	The rider then dismounts, and all 
shift as they can. 

Journeys made in this manner are rather tedions 
than long. 	A very few miles require several hours. 
From Armidel we came at night to Coriatachan, a 
house very pleasantly situated between two btooks, 
with one of the highest hills of the island behind it. 
It is the residence of Mr. Mackinnon, by whom we 
'were treated with very liberal hospitality. among a 
more numerous and elegant company than it could 
have been supposed easy to collect. 

The hill behind the house we did not clithb. 	The 
weather was rough, and the height and steepness dis- 
couraged us. 	We were told that there is a cairne 
upon it. 	A cairne is a heap of stones thrown upon 
the grave of one eminent for dignity of birth, or 
splendour of achievements. 	It is said, that by dig- 
ging, an urn is always found under these cairnes : 
they must therefore have been thus piled by a people 
whose custom was to burn the dead. 	To pile stones 
is, I. believe, a northern custom, and to burn the 
body was the Roman practice; nor do I know 
when it was that these two acts of sepulture were 
united. 

The weather was next day too violent for the 
continuation of our journey ; but we had no reason 
to complain of the interruption. 	We saw in every 
place, what we chiefly desired, to know, the man- 
ners of the people. 	We had company, and if 
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we had chosen retirement, we might have had 
books. 

I never was in any house of the islands, where I 
did not find books in more languages than one, if I 
staid long enough to want them, except one from 
which the family was removed. 	Literature is not 
neglected by the higher rank of the Hebridians. 

It need not, I suppose, be mentioned, that in coun-
tries so little frequented as the islands, there are no 
houses where travellers are entertained for money. 
He that wanders about these wilds, either procures 
recommendations to those whose habitations lie near 
his way, 'or, when night and weariness come, upon 
him, takes the chance of general hospitality. 	If he 
finds only a cottage, he can expect little more than 
shelter; for the cottagers have little more for them-
selves: but if his good fortune brings him to the 
residence of a gentleman, he will be glad of a storm 
to prolong his stay. 	There is, however, one inn by 

' the seaside at Sconsor, in Sky, where the post-office 
is kept. 

At the tables where a stranger is received, neither 
plenty nor delicacy is wanting. 	A tract of land so 
thinly inhabited, must have much wild fowl; and I 
scarcely remember to have seen a dinner without 
them. 	The moorgame -is every where to be had. 
That the sea abounds with fish, needs not be told, 
for it supplies a great part of Europe. 	The 'isle of 
Sky has stags and roebucks, but no hares. 	They 
send very numerous droves of oxen yearly to 
England, and therefore cannot be supposed to want 
beef at home. 	Sheep and goats are in great num- 
bers, and they have the common domestick fowls. 

But 
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But as here is nothing to be bought, every family 

must kill its own meat, and roast part of it somewhat 
_ sooner than Apicius would prescribe. 	Every kind 

of flesh is undoubtedly excelled by the variety and 
emulation of English markets; but that which is not 
best may be yet very far from bad, and he that shall 
complain of his fare in the Hebrides, has improved 
his delicacy more thanhis manhood. 

Their fowls are not like those plumped for sale by 
the poulterers of London, but they are as good as 
other places commonly aff6rd, except that the geese, 
by feeding in the sea, have universally a fishy rank-
ness. 

These geese seem to be of a middle race, between 
the wild and domestick kinds. • They are so taine as 
to own a home, and so wild as sometimes to fly quite 
away. 

Their native bread is made of oats, 	or barley. 
Of oatmeal they spread very thin cakes, coarse and• 
hArd, to which unaccustomed palates are not easily 
reconciled. 	The barley cakes are thicker and softer; 
I began to eat them without unwillingness; the 
blackness of their colour raises some dislike, but the 
taste Is not disagreeable. 	In most . houses there is 
wheat-flower, with which we were sure to be treated, 
if we staid long enough to have it kneaded and 
baked. 	As neither yeast nor leaven are used among 
them, their bread of every kind is unfermented. 

' They make only cakes; sand never mould a loaf. 
' A man of the Hebrides, for of the women's diet 
I can give' no account, as soon as he appears in the 
morning, swallows a glass of whisky; yet they are 
not a drunken race, at least I never was present at 
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much intemperance; but no man is so abstemious 
as to refuse the morning dram, which they call a 
skalk. 

The word whisky signifies water, and is applied by 
way of eminence to strong water, or distilled liquor. 
The spirit drunk in the North is drawn from barley. 
I never tasted it, except once for experiment at the 
inn in Inverary, when I thought it preferable to any 
English malt . brandy. 	It was strong, but not pun- 
gent, and was free from the empyreumatick taste or 
smell. 	What was the process I had no opportunity 
of inquiring, nor do I wish to improve the art of mak-
ing poison pleasant. 

,Not long after the dram, may be expected the 
breakfast, a meal in which the Scots, whether of the 
lowlands or mountains, must be confessed to excel 
us. 	The tea and coffee are accompanied not only 
with butter, but with honey, conserves, and marma- 
lades. 	if an epicure Could remove by a wish, in 
quest of sensual gratifications, wherever he had 
supped he would breakfast in Scotland. 

In the islands, however, they do what I found it 
not very easy to endure. 	They pollute the tea-table 
by plates piled with large slices of Cheshire cheese, 
which mingles its less,  grateful odours with the 
fragrance of the tea. 

Where many questions are to be.asked, some will 
be omitted. 	I forgot to inquire how they were sup- 
plied with so much exotick luxury. 	Perhaps the 
French may bring them wine for wool, and the 
Dutch give them tea and coffee at the fishing season, 
in exchange for fresh provision. 	Their trade is un- 
constrained; they pay no customs; for there is no. 
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officer to demand them ; whatever therefore is made 
dear only by impost, is obtained here at . an easy 
rate. 	• 

A dinner in the Western Islands differs very little 
from a dinner in England, except that in the place 
of tarts, there are always set different preparations 
of milk. 	This part of their diet will admit some im- 
provement. 	Though they have milk, and eggs, and 
sugar, few of them know how to compound them in 
,,a custard. 	Their gardens afford them no groat 
variety, but-they have always some vegetables on the. 
table.. Potatoes at least are never wanting, which, 
though they have not known- them long, are now one 
of the principal parts of their food. 	They are not 
of the mealy, but the viscous kind. 

Their more-elaborate cookery, or made dishes, an 
Englishman, at the first 	taste, is 	not likely to 
approve, but the culinary compositions of every.  
country are often such as. become grateful to other 
nations only by degrees; though I have read a 
French author, who, in the. elation of his heart, says, 
that French cookery pleases all . foreigners, but 
foreign cookery never satisfies a Frenchman. 

Their suppers are like their dinners, various, and 
plentiful. 	The table is always covered with elegant 
linen. Their plates for common use are often of that 
kind of manufacture which is called cream coloured, 
or queen's ware. 	Theynuse silver on all occasions 
where it is common in England, nor did I ever find 
a spoon of horn but in one house. 

The knives are not often either very bright, of 
very sharp. 	They are indeed instruments Of which 
the Highlanders have not been long acquainted with 

the 
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the general use. 	They Were riot regularly laid on 
the table, before the prohibition bf arms, and the 
change of dress. 	Thirty years ago the Highlander 
wore his knife as a companion to his dirk or dagger, 
and when the company sat down.  to meat, the men 
Whif• had knives, ent the flesh into.  Small pieces for 
The. woTheri, who with their fingers conveyed it to, 
theiii til.cluths. 	 . . 	. 

There Was perhaps never any change of national 
manners SU•quick, so great, and so general; as that 

' whichyliaSt operated in 'the' * Highlands, .by the last 
conqueSf, and the stiliskInent laws: We came thither' 
too late Id' ste.,what We e4ected, a people of peat.,  
lihi appearance, and' a. Systerd Of antiquated life. 
The clans retain little now of their original charae- 

,ter; . their ferocity' of fertliper is softened, their mili-
tary ardotir is extit4gnished; their dignity of inde-
pendenbe is depYeSSed,- their Contempt of govern- 
Ment stibetied, and then' reverence for their chiefs 
abated. Of what theihad bake the late conqugt 
OF their country, there. remain only their' language 
all Weir' PoVerty. 	Their language is attacked on 
every side. 	Schools are erected; in. 'Which English 
only iS taught, and there were fatelY some who 
thought it reasonable.  to refuse them a version of the 
wily scriptures; that they might have no monument 
of their mother-tongue. 

That their poverty is gradually abated, cannot 
hd Mentioned among the unPleasing consequences 
of subjection. They are now acquaintedl'eith Money, 
and' the possibility of gain will by degrees make 
tliern industrious. Snell is the effect of the late regu-
lations, that a longer journey than to the Highlands 
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must 'be taken by him whose curiosity pants for 
savage virtues and barbarous grandeur. 

RAASAY. 

At the first intermission of the stormy weather we , 
were informed, that the boat, which was to convey , 
us to Raasay, attended us on the coast. 	We, had, 
from this time our intelligence feed itate& and our 
conversation enlarged, by 	the company . of Mr. , 
Macqueen, minister of a parish in Sky, whose know-
ledge and politeness give him a title equally to kind-,, 
'Less and respect, and who,.from this time, never 
forsook us till we were preparing to leave Sky, anil- 
the adjacent places. 	 , 

The boat was under the direction of Mr. Malcolm,  
Macleod, a 'gentleman of Raasay. 	The water was 
calm, and the rowers were vigorous; so that our pas- 
sage was quick and pleasant. 	When we came near 
the island, we saw the laird's house, a neat modern 
fabrick, and found Mr. Macleod, the proprietor of, 
the island, u itlimany gentlemen, expecting us on. the 
beach. We had, as at all other places, some difficulty 
in landing. The crags were irregularly broken, and, 
a false'step would have been very mischievous, 

It seemed that the rocks might, with no great 
labour, have been hewn almost into a regular flight of 
steps ; and as there are no other landing places, I 
considered this rugged ascent as the consequence of 
a form of life inured to hardships, and therefore not 
'studious of nice accommodations. 	But I Ithow not .  
whether, for many ages, it was not considered as a 
part of military policy, to keep the country not easily,  

accessible 
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acelsible. 	The rocks are natural fortifications, and 
an enemy climbing with difficulty was easily destroyed', 
by those who stood high above him. 

Our reception exceeded our expectationS. 	We 
found nothing but civility, elegance, and. plenty. 
After, the usual refreshments, and the. usual Conver- 
sation, the evening came upon us. 	The carpet wag_ 
then rolled off the floor 	the musician was calledo 	, 
and ,the ' whole company ,was,invited ,to dance, not, 
did ever fairies trip with greater alacrity. 	The 
general • air of festivity which predominated in this . 
place, so far remote from all 	 which 
the 

	regions whic 
the mind has been used to contemplate as the man-
sions of pleasure, struck the imagination with a de-
lightful surprise, analogous to that which is felt at an. 
unexpected emersion 'from darkness into light. 
. When it was time to sup, the dance ceased, and six 

and thirty persons sat down to two tables in the same 
room. 	After supper the ladies sung Erse songs, to 
whichl listened as an English audience to an Italian 
opera, delighted with the sound of words which I 
did not understand. 	 . 
• I inquired the subjects of the songs, and was told 
of one, that it was a love song, and of another, that • 
it was a farewell composed by one of the islanders 
that was going, in this epidemical fury of emigra- 
tion, to seek his fortune in America. 	What senti- 
ments would rise, on such an occasion, in the heart 
of one who had not been taught to lament by prece-
dent, I should gladly have known; but the lady, by 
whom I sat, thought herself not equal to the work oC, 
translating. 	 , 
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Mr. Macleod is the proprietor of the islands of, 

Basaay, Ro?ia, and Fladda, Ind possesses an exten- • 
sive district in Sk,. The estate has not, during four{  
hundred years, gained or lost a single acre. 
. One of tithe told Highland alliances has confirmed' 

fisT two hfindred years, and is still subsisting betweed • 
Macleo4 of Basaay, and Macdonald of Skg .in' 
consequence of which,.the survivor always inheritl 
the arms of the deceased; a/ natural' memorial or 
military friendship. 	At the death of the late Sir' 
Janbe's .111acdonald, his sword was delivered to the! 
present laird. of .Haasey. 	 , 	1 
- The family of Raasay Consists of the laird, the,  

lady, three sons, aid ten daiighters. 	For the sons. 
. 'there is aJ tutor in. thehouse, and the lady is said'te. 

he very skilful and diligent in•the education-of, her 
• girls. More gentleness of Manners, or a more pleas- 

iugi appearance of domestick society, is not found- 
in the most polished countries: 
. Baasay,  is the only inhabited- island in Mr. Mac- 

leod's. possession. 	Roma and Fladda afford only pas- 
ture for cattle, of 'which one hundred and sixty win- 

' 	ter in Rona, under the- superintendence ofa solitary 
herdsman. 
; The length of Raasay is, by computation-, fifteen• 
miles, and the breadth two. 	These countries have' 
never been measured, and the computation by miles 

- 	is negligent and arbitrary. 	We observed in travel 
itim that the nominal and real distance of places had' 
very little relation, to each other. 	raasay probably 
ontains near ,a- hundred• square miles: It affords not 
much ground, notwithstanding its extent,..either for 
tillage or pasture;' for it is rough, rocky, and barren. 

. . 	81 . 	 The 
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.The cattle often perish by falling from the preci.r  
'.pices.. ...It is like the other islands, I think, generally 
,naked of-shade, but it,is naked by neglect; for the 
laird. has an orchard, and very large forest trees 
•grow about .his house. 	Like,other hilly countries it 
,has inany Tivulets. One of the brooks turns a corn,- 
mill, and at least one produces trouts.. 	, 	. 
..L. In the streams or fresh lakes of the islands, I have 
'never heard of any other fist' than trouts and eels: 
The trouts which I have seen are not large; the 
colour of their flesh is tinged as in England. 	Of 
their eels I can give no account, having never tasted 
them; for I believe they are not considered as whole. 
some food. 

It is not very easy. to fix the principles upon 
which mankind have agreed to eat some animals, 
and reject others; and as the principle is not evi-
dent, it is not uniform. That which is selected as 
delicate in one country, is by its neighbours abhorred 
as loathsome. 	The Neapolitans lately refused to 
eat potatoes. in a famine. 	An Englishman is not 
easily persuaded to dine on snails with an Italian, on 
frogs with a Frenchman, or on horse-flesh with a 
Tartar. 	The vulgar inhabitants of Sky, I know not 
whether of the other islands, have not only eels, but 
pork and bacon in abhorrence, and accordingly.1 , 

• never saw a hog in the Hebrides, except one at 
iD 11 Ilvegan, 

Raasay has wild fowl in abundance, but neither 
deer, hares, nor rabbits. Why it has them not, might ' 
be asked, but that of such questions there is no end. 
Why dos any nation want what it might have ? Why 
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are not spices transplanted to America ? Why does 
tea continue to be brought from China ? Life im. 

_ proves but by slow degrees, and much in ever, place 
is yet to do. 	Attempts have been made to raise 
roebucks in Raasay, but without effect. The young 
ones it is extremely difficult to rear, and the old can 
very seldom 'be taken alive. 

Hares and rabbits might be more easily obtained, 
. That they have few or none of either in Sky, they 
impute to the ravage of the foxes, and have there-
fore set, for some years past, a price upon their heads, 
which, as the number was diminished, has been gra-
dually raised, from three shillings and sixpence to a 
guinea, a sum so great in this part of the world, that 

. in a short time SAy -may be as free from foxes, as 
England from wolves. The fund for these rewards 
is a tax of sixpence in the pound, imposed by the 
farmers on themselves, and said to be paid with great 
willingness. . 

The beasts of pi ey in the islands are foxes, otters, 
and weasels. 	The foxes are bigger than those of 
England; but the otters exceed ours in a far greater 
proportion. 	I saw ono at Armidel, of a size much 

,beyond that which I supposed them ever to attain; 
and Mr. Maclean, the heir of Col, a man of middle 
stature, infOrmed me that he once shot an otter, of 
which the tail reached the ground, when he held 
up the head to a level" with his own. 	I expected 
the otter to have a foot particularly formed for the 
art of swimming; but upoA examination, I;clid not 
find it differing much from that of a spaniel, As ho 
preys in the sea, be does little visible mischief, and 
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is killed only for his fur. White otters are some- 
times seen. 	 • 

In Raasay they might have hares and rabbits, for 
they have no foxes. 	Some depredations, such as 
were never made before, have caused a suspicion that 
a fox has been lately landed in the islandby spite or 
wantonness. 	This imaginary stranger lams never yet 
been seen, and therefore, perhaps, the mischief was 
done by some other animal. 	It is not likely that a 
creature so ungentle, whose head could have been 
sold in Sky for a guinea, should be kept alive only to 
gratify the malice of sending hint to prey upon a 
neighbour : and the passage from Shy is wider than 
.a fox would venture to swim, unless he were chased 
'by dogs into the sea, and perhaps than his strength 
would enable him to cross. 	flow beasts of prey 
came into any islands is not easy to guess. 	In cold 
countries they take advantage of hard winters, and 
travel over the ice ; but this is a very scanty solution ; 
for they are found where they have no-discoverable 
• means of coming. 

The corn .of this 'island is but little. 	I saw the 
harvest of a small field. The women reaped the corn 
and the men bound up the sheaves. 	The strokes of 
the sickle were timed by the modulatiOn of the har-
vest song, in which 'all their voices were united. . 
They .accompany in the Highlands every action, 
which can be done in equal time, with an appro-
priated strain, which has, they say, not much mean-
ing; but its effects artoreguiarity and cheerfulness. 
The ancient proceleusmatick song, by which the 
rowers of galleys were animated, may .be suppoSed to 
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have been of this kind. 	There is now ,an oar-song 
used by - the Hebridians. 	 . 

The ground of Bartsay seems fitter for cattle than 
for corn, and of black, cattle I suppose the number is, 
very great. 	The laird himself keeps aberd of, four 
hundred, one hundred of which are annually sold. 
Of an extensive domain, which he holds in his own 
hands, he considers the sale of cattle as repaying 
him the rent, and supports the plenty of a . very 
liberal table with the remaining product. 	I 

qtaasay is supposed to have been very long in-ha. 
bited. . On one side of it they show caves into which 
the rude nations of the first ages retreated from the 
weather. 	These dreary vaults might have had other 
uses. There is still a cavity near the house called the 
oar-cave, in which the seamen, after one of those 
piratical expeditious which in rougher times was very 
frequent, used, as tradition tells, to hide their oars. 
This hollow was near the sea, that nothing so neces-
sary might -be far to be fetched; and it was secret, 
that enemies, if they landed, could find nothing. 
Yet it is not very evident of what use it was to bide 
their oars from those, who, if they were masters of 
the coast, could take away their boats. 

A proof ttuch stronger of the distance at which 
the first possessors of this island lived from the pre-
sent time, is afforded by the stone heads of arrows, 
which are very, frequently picked up. 	The people 
call them elf-bolls, and believe that the fairies shoot 
then; at the cattle. 	The 	nearly resemble those 
which Mr. Banks has lately brought from th6 savage 
countries in the Pacffick Ocean, and tumt have been 
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made Py, 4 nation to ,which the use of metals yas 
unknoWn. 

The number, ,of this little community has never 
been counted by its ruler, nor have I obtained any 
_Positive account, ,consistent with the result of poll. 
lical computation. 	Not many years ago, the late 
laird led out ,one!hundred men ;won A military ex- 
,pedition. 	The sixth part of 4 people is supposed 
capable of bearing arms: Raasay had therefore six 
hundred inhabitants. 	But ,hecanse it is not likely 
that every man able to serve in the field would fol-
low the summons, or that the chief would leave his 
lands totally defenceless, or take away all the hands 
qualified for labour, let it be supposed, that half as 
many might be permitted to stay at home. 	The. 
whole number will then be nine hundred, or nine 
to A square mile; 4 degree of populousness greater 
than those tracts of desolation can often show. They 
are content with their Country, and faithful to their 
chiefs, and yet uninfected with the fever of migra- 
tion.  	, 

Near the house at Raasay is a chapel unroofed 
and ruinous, which has long been used only as a 
-place of burial. 	About the chnrches in, the islands 
are small squares enclosed with stone, which belong 
-to particular families, as repositories for the dead. 
At Raasay there is one, I think for the proprietor, 
and one for some collateral house. 	, 

It is told by lliartin, that at the death of the 
lady of the island, it has. been ,here 'the ,custom to 
erect a cross. 	This we found not to be true. 	The 
tiL0EleS that stand about the chapel at a small d istance, 
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some of which perhaps have crosses cut upon them, 
are believed to have been not funeral monuments, 
but the ancient boundaries of the sanctuary or con-
secrated ground.  

Martin.  was a man not illiterate: he was an in-
habitant of Sky, and therefore was within reach of 
intelligence, and with no great difficulty might lhave 
visited the places which he undertakes to describe; 

-yet withall his opportunities, he has often suffered 
himself to be deceived. 	He lived in the fast cen- 
tury, when the chiefs of the clans had lost little of 
their original influence. 	The mountains were yet 
unpenetrpted, nb inlet was opened to foreign no-
velties, and the feudal institutions operated upon 
life with their full force. 	He might therefore 'Ave 
displayed a-series of subordination and a form of 
government, which in more luminous and improved 
regions, have been long forgotten, and have de-
lighted his readers with many uncouth customs that 
are now disused, and wild opinions that prevail no 
longer. 	But be probably had not knowledge of the 
world sufficient to qualify him for judging whatwould 
deserve or gain the attention of mankind. The mode 
of life which was familiar to himself, he did not sup-
pose unknown to others, nor imagined that he could 
give pleasure by telling that of which it was, in his 
little country, impossible to be ignorant. 
• What he has neglected cannot now be performed. 

In nations, where There is hardly the use of letters, 
what is once out of sight is lost for ever. 	They 
think but little, and of their few thoughts°, none are 
wasted on" the past, in which they are neither in- 
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terested by fear nor hope. . Their only registers' are 
stated observances and practical representations. 
For this reason an age of ignorance is an age of ce-
remony. Pageants and processions, and commemo- 
'rations, gradually shrink away, as better methods 
come into use of recording events, and preserving 
rights. 	 ,,. 

It is not only in Raasay that the chapel is un-
roofed and useless; through the few islands which 
we visited we neither saw nor heard . of any house of 
prayer, except in Sky, that was not in ruins. 	The 
malignant influence of Calvinism has blasted cere. 
mony and decency together; and if the remem-
brance of papal superstition is obliterated, the mo-
numents of papal piety are likewise effaced. 

It has been, for many years, popular to talk of 
the lazy devotion of the Romish clergy; over the 
-sleepy laziness of men that erected churches, we 
may indulge our superiority with a new triumph, by 
comparing it with the fervid activity of those who 
suffer them to fall. 

Of the destruction of churches, the decay of re-
ligion 

 
must in time be the consequence; for while 

the publick acts of the ministry are now performed 
in houses, a very small number can be present ; and 
as the greater part of the islanders make no use of 
.books, all must necessarily live in total ignorance 
who want the opportunity of vocal instruction. 

From these remains of ancient sanctity; which are-
every where to be found, it has been conjectured 
that, for the last two centuries, the inhabitants of 
the islands have decreased in number. 	This argu-
ment, which supposes that the churches have been 
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suffered' to fall, only because 'they were no longer 
necessary, would have some force, if the houses of 
worship still remaining were sufficient for the people. 
But since they have now no churches at all, these 
venerable fragments do not prove the people of 
former times to have been more numerous, - but to 
have been more devout. 	If the inhabitants were 
doubled, with their present principles, 	appears 
Pot that any provision for publick worship would be 
made. 	Where' the religion of a country enforces 
vonsecrated buildings, the number of those buildings 
may be supposed to afford some indication, however 
-uncertain, of the populousness of the place; but 
where by a•change of manners a nation is contented 
to live without them, their decay implies no dimi-
nution of inhabitants. 

Some of these dilapidations are said to be found 
in islands now uninhabited; but I doubt whether we 

.can thence infer that they were ever peopled. 	The 
religion, of the middle age is• well known to have 
placed too much hope in lonely austerities. 	Volun- 
xary solitude was the gitat art of propitiation, by 
which crimes were effaced, and conscience was ap-
peased; it is therefore not unlikely, that oratories 
were often built in places where retirement was sure . 
to have.  no disturbance. 

Raasay has little that can detain a traveller, -ex-
cept the laird and his family; but their power wants 
110 auxiliaries. 	Such a seat of hospitality, amidst 
the winds and waters, tills the imagination with a 
delightful contrariety of images. 	WithoEnt is the 
rough ocean and the rocky land, the beating bil-
lows and the howling storm ; within is plenty and 

elegance, 
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elegance; beauty and gayety, the' gong and the ciance
, 
 ., 

i.,
i 
 , 
, 

'
, 

et 
In lla'asay,, if T could' have found an Ulysses; I had' 4.11 
fancied a. Plukacia: 

1 DUNV t.C., AN. 
"At Raasay, by good fortune,yadeud, So the chief 

of the clati is called, was'paying a visit, and by him. 
we were invited to his seat at pitnvegan. 	liaasay 
has a stoat-  boat,, built in Norway, in which, with six 
oars he conveyed us back to Sky. 	We landed at 
Port Be,. so called, because James the Fifth of 
Scotland, who had curiosity to visit the islands, came, 
into it. 	The port is made by San. inlet of the, sea, 
deep and narrow, where a ship lay waiting to dis-
people Sky,,  by carrying , Op natives away to 
4merica. 	(  	 . 
, In coasting ,,Sky, we passed by the cavern in which,, 

it was the custom, as illaryn relates, to catch birds 
in the night, by making a fire at the entrance. 	This 
practice is disused; for the, birds,,,as is known often 
to happens  Pave changed their rhaunts. 	. 	. 

Here we dined at a publicly house, I believe the• 
only inn of the islands  and !laving mounted our 
horseS, travelled in the gnannpr,  already, described, 
till we came to Kingsborough, a place distlingui'shed 
by that name, because the-king lodged here when he 
landed at Port Re. 	We were entertained witli•Ae 

,usual hospitality by.  11 /41r. h Mac.donald and_ his lady.  
Flora Macdonald; a name that. will, ,be mentioned in • 

, history, and if courage and fidelity be virtues, men-- 
tioned with honour. 	She is a woman of middle 
stature, soft features, gentle manners, and elegant 
presence. 	 , 
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In the morning we Sent our horses round a prO4 . 
montory to meet us; and spared ourselves part of the'. 
day's fatigue, by crossing an arm of the sea. 	We' 
bad at last some difficulty incoming to Dunvegan; 

' for our way led over an extensive moor, where every 
step liras to be taken with caution, and we were 
often obliged to alight, because the ground could not' 
be trusted. 	In travelling this watery flat, I *per. 
ceived that it bad a visible declivity, and might with.. 
out much expense or difficulty be drained. 	But • 
difficulty and expense are relative terms, which have.  
different meanings in different places. 

To Dunvegan we 'came, very willing to be at rest,' 
. and found our fatigue amply recompensed by our 
reception. Lady Macleod, who had lived manyyears, 
in England,-was newly come hither with her Son anti'• 
four daughters, who knew all the ars of southern 
elegance, and all the modes of English economy!' 
Here therefore we settled, and did not spoil the:_preLi 
sent hour with' thoughts-of departure. 	11 

Dunvegan is a rocky prominence, that juts outs 
into a bay, on the west side of Shy. 	The house, 
which is the principal seat of Macleod, is partly old' 

• and partly modern ; it is built upon the rock, and' 
looks upon the water, 	It forms two sides of a small' 
Square: on the third side is the skeleton of a castle 
of unknown antiquity, supposed to have been a 
Norwegian fortress, when the Danes were masters 

' of the islands. 	It is ';o nearly entire, that it might 
have easily been made habitable, were there not au 
ominous tradition in the family, that the owner 
shall not long outlive the reparation. 	The grand. 
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father of the. present laird, in defiance of prediction,, 
began the work, but desisted in a little time, and 
applied his money •to worse uses. 

As the inhabitants of the Hebrides lived, for man y-
ages, in continual expectation of hostilities, the chief 
of every clan resided in a fortress.. This house was 
accessible only from the water, till,the last possessor 
opened an entrance by stairs upon the land. 

They had formerly reason to be afraid, not only 
of declared Wars and authorized invaders, or of 
roving pirates, which, in the northern seas must have, 
keen very common ; but of inroads and. insults from 
rival clans, who, in the plenitude of feudal inde-
pendence, asked no leave of their sovereign to make 
war on one another. 	Shy has been ravaged by a 
feud between the two mighty powers of Macdonald 
aind Macleod. 	Macdonald having married a' lilac- 
leod, upon some discontent dismissed her, perhaps 
because she had brought him no children. 	Before 
the reign of James the Fifth, a Highland laird made 
a. trial of his wife for a certain time, and if she did 
not please him, he was then at liberty to send her 
away. This however must always have offended, and 
.Macleod resenting the injury, whatever were its cir-
cumstances, declared, that the wedding had been 
solemnized without a bonfire, but that the separa-.  
tion should be better,illuminated ; and raising a little 
army, set fire to the territories of Macdonald, who.  
returned the visit, and prevailed. 

Another story may show the disorderly state of.  
insular neighbourhood. 	The inhabitants of the isle 
of Egg, meeting a boat manned by Maclgods, tied.  

the 
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tlhe crew hand arid fOot, and set then adrift. 	Mde4  

• Ii4,1 landed,  upon. Egg, arid demanded the offenders ; 
but the inhabitants refusing to surrender them, re-
treated td a' cavern, into which they thought their 
enemies unlikely tot follow then. 	Macleod choked 
therri .withi 'smokes  arid left them lying dead by' 
families as they stood. 	 • 

Here the violet-ice of the weather confined its4 Tor 
.sorn'e,eirnei  not at all to oar discontent or incoriveni- 
encd. 	We would indeed very willingly have visited 
the islands', which might be seen from the house, stiff-
teed. iri the sea,,  and I was particularly deSirduki Co 
bare Viewed /sas 	but the storms did not perniii uS 
VO launch a boat, and We were condemned to lister in 

..idlehehs•to the Wind', eke* when ..tve *ere better' 
engaged' by listening tO.the ladies. 	1 	.1 

We' had here thdre wind than waves, and snfter1ed 
the seferity of a tempest, without enjoying its ,crag- 

'riifice&e. 	The sea being broken' by the Multitude: 
of islaki'ds, doeS•not roar with so much noise, nor Beai' 
the stoOrri with' iticht foamy violence, as I have' re-,  
narked' on the coast of Sussex. Though, while I waS' 
in the'llebrictes, the dvind was extremely turbulent, 
I neve? saw very high billows. ' 
' The country about Dunvegan is. rongh and 'bard 

rem. 	There are n'o' trees• except in the orchard', 
Which id a low sheltered spot' surrounded with a' 
Wall'. 	 w 

'When- this house was intended td sustain a siege; 
a Well was made in the' court, by boring the rock 
downWards, tilt water was found', which, 'though so' . 
Agar, 0- the sea,. I• have not heard- mentioned as' 
'. • i 	 brackish*. 
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brackish, though it has some hardness, or other qua-
lities, which make it less fit for use; and the family 
is now better supplied from a stream, which runs 
by the rock, from two pleasing waterfalls. , 

Here we saw some traces of forMer manners, and 
heard some standing traditions. 	In the house is 
kept an ox's horn, hollowed so as to hold perhaps two 
quarts, which the heir of Macleod was expected to 
swallow at one draught, as a test of his manhood, 
before he was permitted to bear arms, or could claim,  
a seat among the men. 	It is held that the return of 
the laird to Dunvegan, after any considerable ab-
sence, produces a plentiful capture of herrings; and 
that, if any woman crosses the water to the oppOsite 
island, the herrings will desert the coast. 	Boetius 
tells the same of some other place. 	This tradition 
is not uniform. Soine hold that no woman may pass, 
and others that none may pass but a Macleod. 

Among other guests, which the hospitality of Dun-
vegan brought to the table, a visit was paid by the 
laird and lady of a small island south of Sky, of 
which the proper name is Muack, which signifies 
swine. 	It is commonly called Muck, which the pro- 
prietor not liking, has endeavoured, without effect, 
to change to Afonk. 	It is usual to call gentlemen 
in Scotland by the natne of their possessions, as 
Raasay, .Bernera, Loch Buy, a practice necessary 
in countries inhabited by dints, where all that live 
in the same territory have one name, and must be 
therefore discriminated by some addition. This gen-
tleman, whose name, I think, is Maclean, should be 
regularly called Muck;' but the appellation, which 
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he thinks too coarse for his island, he would like still 
less for himself, and he is therefore addressed by the 
title of Isle of Muck. 
- 'this little island, however it be named, is of cow.' 

siderable value. 	It is two English miles long, and 
three quarters of a mile broad, and consequently 
contains only nine hundred and sixty English acres. 
It is chiefly arable. 	Half of this little dominion the 
laird. retains in his own hand, and on the other half, 
live one hundred and" sixty persons, who pay their 
Tent by exported corn. 	What rent they pay, we 
were not told, and could not decently inquire., 	The 
proportion of the people to the land is such, as the 
most fertile countries do not commonly maintain. 

The laird having all his people under his imme-
diate view, seems to be very attentive t9 their hap- 

, piness. 	The devastation of the smallpox', when it 
visits places where it comes seldom, is well known. 
lie has disarmed it of its terrimr at Muack, by ino: 
. culating eighty of his people. 	The expense was tiro 
shillings and sixpence a head. 	Many trades they 
cannot have among them, but upon occasion, he 
'fetches a smith from the isle of Egg, and has a tailor 
from the main land, six times a year. 	This island 
well deserved to he seen, but the laird's'absence lilt 
US 110 opportunity.  

livery inhabited Nand has its appendant and sub- 
prd Mate islets 	Muck, 'however small, has yet others 
'smaller about it, one of which has only ground suf-
ficient to afford,pasture for three wethers. ; 

At khinzugan I had tasted lotus, and was in danger 
of forgetting that I was ever to depart, till Mr. 

• . Basrecll 
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Boswell sagely reproached - me with my sluggishness 
and s_oftness. 	I had no, very forcible defence to 
make;, and we agreed to pursue our journey. 	Mac- 
leod accompanied us to Ulinish, where we were en-
tertained by the *riff of the island. 

1JLINIS H. 
Mr. Macqueen travelled 'with us, and directed our. 

attention to all that was worthy of observation. 
With him we went to see an ancient building, called: 
a dun or borough. 	It Was a circular enclosure, about 
forty-two feet in diameter, walled round with loose 
atones, perhaps to the height of nine feet. 	The walls. 
are very thick, diminishing a little .towards the top; 
and though in thesecountries stone is not brought 
far, must have been. raised with muchjabour. Within 
the great circle Were several smaller rounds of wall, 
which formed distinct apartments. 	Its date and Its 
use are unknown. 	Some suppose it the original seat 
of the - chiefs of the llfacleods. 	Mr. Macqueen 
thought it a Danish fort. 	 . 

The entrance is covered with flat stones, and is 
narrow, because it was necessary that the stones which 
lie over it, should reach from one wall to the other; 
yet, strait as the passage is, they seem heavier than 
could have been placed where they now lie, by the 
naked strength of as many men as might stand about 
them. 	They were probably raised by putting long 
pieces of wood under them, to whiCh the action of a 
long line of lifters might be applied. 	Savages, in all 
countries, have patience proportionate to their un-
skilfulness, and are content to attain their end by 
very tedious methods. , 
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• If it was ever roofed, it might once have been a 
dwelling, but as there is no provision for water, it 
could not have been a fortress. " In Sky; as in every 
other place, there is an ambitionof exalting whatever 
has' survived memory, to some important use, and 
referring it to very remote ages. 	I am inclined to 
suspect, that in lawless times, when the inhabitants 
of every mountain stole the cattle of their neighbour, 
these enclosurei were used to secure the herds and 
flocks in the night. 	When they were driven within 
the wall, they might be easily watched, and defended 
as long as could be needful; for the robbers durst 
not wait till the injured clan should find them in the 
morning. 	 . 

The interibitr enclosures, if the whole building • 
were once a house,. were the chambers. of the chief 
inhabitants. 	If it. was -a place of security for cattle; 
they were probably the shelters of the keepers. 	I 

From the Dun we were conducted to another 
place of security, a cave carried a great way under-
ground, which had been'discovered by digging after 
a fox. These caves, of which many have been found, 
and' many probably remain concealed, are formed, I 
believe, commonly by taking advantage of a hollow, 
where. banks or rocks rise on either side. 	If nd such 
place can be found, the ground must be cut away. 
'The walls are made by piling stones against the earth, 
on either side. 	It is then roofed by large stones laid 
across the cavern, which therefore cannot 'be wide. 
OVer the roof, turfs were placed, sand grass: was-suf-
fered to grow ; and the mouth was concealed by 
bushes, or some other cover. 	 .  
• . 	- 	 These 
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These Caves were represented to us as the cabins 

of the first rude inhabitants, of which, however, I 
. am by no means persuaded. 	This was so. low, that 
' no man could stand upright in it. 	By their con- 
struction they are all so narrow, that two can never 
pass along them together, and being subterraneous, 
they must be always damp. 	They are not the work 
of an age much ruder than the present; for they are 
formed with, as much art as the construction of a, 
common hut . requires. 	I imagine them to have 
been places only of occasional use, in which the 
islander, upon a sudden alarm, hid his utensils or 
his clothes, and perhaps .sometimes, his wife and 
children. 	 • 

This cave we entered, but could not proceed the 
whole length, and went away without knowing hcAv 
far it was carried. 	Tor this omission we- shall be 
blamed, as we perhaps have blamed other travellers; 
but the day was rainy, and the ground was damp. 
We had with us neither spades nor pickaxes, and if ' 
love of ease surmountedour desire of knowledge, the 
offence has not the invidiousness of singularity. 

Edifices, either standing or ruined, are the chief 
records of an illiterate nation. 	In some part of 
this journey, at no great distance from our way, 
stood a shattered fortress, of which the learned 
minister, to whose communication We are much in-
debted, gave us an account. 

Those, said he, are the walls of a place of refuge, 
built in the time of James the Sixth, by Hugh 
Macdonald, who was next heir to the dignity and 
fortune of his chief. 	Hugh, being so near his wish, 
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was impatient of delay ; and had art and influence 
sufficient 	tct .engage• several gentlemen in a.'plOt 	. 
against the laird's life. 	Something must be stipulated 
on both sides; for they Would not dip their hands in ' 
blood merely for Hugh's advancement. The compact 
was formally written, signed J.y.  the conspirators; 
and, placed in the hands of one Macleod. 

ft happened that Macleod had sold some cattle to 
a drover, , who not having ready money, gave hip a 
bond for payment. 	The debt was discharged, and 
the bond .redernanded ; 'which Macleod, who, could 
not read, intending to put into his hands? gave him 
the conspiracy. 	The drover, when he had read the 
paper, delivered it privately to Macdonald, 	who 
being, thus informed of.his danger, called his friends 
together, ,and provided for his safety. 	He made a 

• publick,feast, and inviting./Iugh MaCdonald and his 
confederates, placed each of them at the table be-
tween two men of known fidelity. 'The compact 

' Of conspiracy was then shown, and every man con- 
fronted with his own name. 	Macdonald acted with 
great moderation. 	He upbraided Hugh both with 
•flisloyalty,and ingratitude; but told the rest:that he 
• considered them as. men deluded and misinformed.. 
Hugh, was sworn to fidelity, and dismissed withrhis . 
companions; but he was not generous enough to be' - 

• reclaimed by lenity; .and finding no longer any 
countenance among th6 gentlemen, endeavoured to 
execute the same design by meaner handg. • In this 
practice he was detected, 	taker), to Maidondld's 
castle, and imprisoned in 'the dungeon. When he was 

' hungry, they lct down a plentiful meal of salted 
meat ; 
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meat; and• when, 	after 	his repast, 	he called, for 
drink, conVeyed to him a covered cup, which, when 
he lifted the lid, he found empty. 	From that time 
they visited him no more, but.left him to perish in 
solitude and darkness. 	, 

We were then told of a cavern by, the seaside, 
remarkable for the powerful reverberation of sounds. 
After dinner we took a boat, to explore this curious 
cavity. 	The boatmen, who, seemed to be of a rank 
above that 'of common drudges, inquired who the 
strangers were, and being told we came one from 
Scotland, and the other from Eitg/and, asked if the 
Englishman could recount a long genealogy. 	What 
answer was given them, the conversation being in 
Erse, I was not much inclined to examine. 

They expected no good event of the voyage; for 
one of them declared that he heard the cry of an 
English ghost. 	This omen I was not told till after 
our return, and therefore cannot. claim the dignity 
of despising it. 

The sea was smooth. 	We never left the shore, 
and came without any disaster to the cavern, which we 
found rugged and misshapen, about one hundred find 
eighty feet long, thirty wide in the broadest part, and 
au the loftiest, as we guessed, about thirty high. 	It 
was now dry, but at high water the sea rises in it 
near six feet. 	Here I saw what I had never seen 
before, limpets and muscles in their natural state. 
But as a new testimony to the veracity of common 
bone, here was no echo to he heard. 

We then walked through, a natural arch in the 
rock, which might have pleased us by its novelty, 
had the stones, which encumbered our feet, given us 
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leisure to consider it. 	We were sho'Wn the gutimy 
seed of the kelp, that fastens itself to a stone, from 
which it.grows into a strong stalk. 

In our 'return, we found a little boy upon the 
point of a rock, catching with his angle a supper 
for the family. 	We rowed up to him, and borrowed 
his rod, with which Mr. Boswell caughta cuddy. 	• 

The cuddy is a fish of which I know not the 
philosophical name. 	It is not much bigger than a 
gudgeon, but it is of great use in these islands, as it 
affords the lower people both food and oil for their 
lamps. 	Cuddies are so abundant, at some times of 
the year, that they are caught like 'white bait in the 
Thames, only by dipping a basket and drawing it 
back., 

	

	 • _ 
If it were always practicable to fish, these islands 

could never be in much danger from famine; 'but 
unhappily, in the winter, when other provision fails, 
the seas are commonly too rough for nets, or boats. 

TALISKER IN SKY. 

From Ulinish our next stage was to Talisker, the 
hot& of colonel Macleod, an officer in the Dutch 
service, who in this time of universal peace, has 
for several years been permitted to be absent from 
his regiment. 	Having been bred to physick, he is 
consequently a scholar;" and his lady, by accom-
panying him in his different places of residence, is 
become skilful in several languages. 	Taliskr is the 
place beyond all that I have seen, from which the 

`gay and the jovial seem utterly excluded ; and where 
the hermit' might expect to grow old in meditation, 

I 	i 8 	 without 
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without possibility of disturbance or interruption. It 
is situated very near the sea, but upon a coast where 
no vessel lands but when it is driven by a tempest on 
the reeks. 	Towards the land are lofty hills stream- 
ing with waterfalls. 	The garden is sheltered by firs, 
or pines, which grow there so prosperoisly, that 
some, which thelpresent inhabitant planted, are very 
high and thick. 

'At this place we very happily met with Mr. 
Donald Macle0, a young gentleman, the eldest son 
of the laird of Col, heir to a very great extent of 
land, and so desirous of improving his inheritance, 
that he spent a considerable time among the farmers 
of Herefordshire and Hampshire, to learn  their 
practice. 	Ile worked with his own bands at the 
principal operations of agriculture, that he might 
not deceive himself by a false opinion of skill, which 
if he should find it deficient at home, he had no 
means of completing. 	if the world has agreed to 
praise the travels and manual labours of the czar of 
Muscovy, let Cot have his share of the like applause, 
in the proportion of his dominions to the empire 
of Russia. 

This young gentleman was sporting in the moun-
tains of Sky, and when he was weary with following 
his game, repaired for lodging to Talisker. At night 
he missed one of his dogs, and when he went to seek 
him in the morning, found two eagles feeding on his 
carcass. 

Col, for he must be named by his possessions, hear-
ing that our intention was.to visit Jona, offered to 
conduct us to his chief, Sir Allan Maclean, who 
lived in the isle of Inch Kenneth, and would readily 

find 
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find us a convenient passage. 	From this time was 
formed an acquaintance, which being begun by kind-
ness, was accidentally continued by constraint; we 
derived much •pleasure from itl  and I hope have 
given him no reason to repent it. 

The weather was now almost one continued storm, 
and we were to snatch some happy intermission to 
be conveyed to, Mull, the third island of the Hebrides; 
)ying about a degree south of Shy, whence we might 
easily find our way to Inch Kenneth, where Sir 
Allan Maclean resided, and afterward to Jona. 

For this purpose, the most commodious station 
that we could take was Armidel, which Sir .Ale.ran. 
der Macdonald had now left to a gentleman who 
lived tlitTeo as his factor or steward. 

In our way to Arnzidel was Coriatachan, where 
we had already been, and to which therefore we 
were very willing to return: 	We staid however so 
long at Talisker, that a .great part of our journey 
was performed in the glooth *or the evening. 	In 
travelling even, thus almost without light through 
naked solitude, when there is a guide whose conduct 
may be trusted, a mind not naturally too much dis-
posed to fear, may preserve some degree of cheer. 
fulness; but what must be the solicitude of him who 
should be wandering, among the crags and hollows, 
benighted, ignorant, and alone ? 	_ 

The fictions of the'llGothick romances were not so 
remote from credibility as they are now thought. In 
the full prevalence of the feudal institution, when 
violence desolated the world, and every baron lived 
in a fortress, forests and castles were regularly suc. 
•eeeded by each other, and the adventurer might very 
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suddenly 'pass from the gloom of woods, or the rug. 
gedness of moors, to seats of plenty, gayety, and . 
magnificence. Whatever is imaged in the wildest tale, 
if .giants, 'dragons, and enchantment be excepted, 
would be felt by him, who, wandering in the moun. 
tains without a guide, or upon the sea without a 
pilot, should be carried amidst his terrour and uncer-
tainty, to the hospitality and elegance of Baasay 
or Dunvegait. 	 . 

To Corialachan at last we came, and found our• 
selves welcomed as before. Here we staid two days, 
and, made such inquiries as curiosity. suggested. The 
house was filled with company, among whom Mr. 
-Macpherson and his sister distinguished themselves 
by their politeness and accomplishments. 	By him 
we . were invited to Oslig, a house not far from 
dIrmidel, where we might easily hear of at boat, when , 
the weather would suffer tis to leave the island. 

• OSTIG IN SKY. 
At Ostig, of which • Mr. Macpherson is 'minister, 

:cve were entertained for some days, then removed to 
Armidd, where we finished our observations on the 
island of-Sky. 

As this island lies in the fifty-seventli degree, the 
air cannot be supposed to hiive much warmth. The 
lorig-continuance of the sun above the horizon, does 
indeed sometimes produce great heat in northern 
Jatitudes ; but this can only happen 'in sheltered 
places, where the atmosphere is to a certain degree 
stagnant, and the same mass of air continues to 
receive for many hours the rays of the sun, and the 
vapours of the earth. 	Shy lies open on the west and 

• north 
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north to a vast extent of ocean,• and is cooled in the 
summer by a perpetual ventilation, but by thd same 
blast is kept warm in winter. , Their weather is not 
pleasing. Half the year is deluged with rain. 	From 

• the autumnal to the vernal equinox, a dry day is 
hardly known, except when the showers are suspended 
by a tempest. Under such skies can be expected no 
great exuberance of vegetation. Their winter over-
takes their summer, and their harvest lies upon the 
ground drenched with rain. 	The autumn struggles 
hard to produce some of our early fruits. I gathered 
gooseberries in September; but they were small, 
and the husk was thick. 

• The winter is seldom such as puts a full stop to 
the growth of plants, or reduces the cattle to live 
wholly on •the surplusage of the summer. In the year 

• seventy-on* they had a severe season, remembered 
by the name of the Black Spring, from which the 
island has not yet recovered. The snow lay long 
upon the ground, a calamity hardly known before. 
Part of their cattle died for want, part were unsea-
sonably sold to buy sustenance for the owners; and, 
what I have not read or heard of before, the kine that 
survived were so emaciated and dispirited, that 
they 'did not require the male at the usual time. 
Many of thelroebucks perished. 

The soil, as in other countries, has its diversities. 
In some parts there "'is only a thin layer of earth 
spread upon a rock, which bears nothing but short 
brown heath, and perhaps is not generally capable 

• of any better product. , There are many bogs or 
mosses of greater or less extent, where the soil cannot 
be supposed to want depth, though it is too wet for 

. the 
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the plough. i But we did not observe in these any 
aquatick plants. 	The valleys and the mountains arei 
alike darkened with heath. 	Some grass, hoWever, 
grows here and there, and some happier spots of; 
earth are capable of tillage. 	 • 

_ Their agriculture is laborious, and perhaps rather 
feeble than Jurtskilful. 	Their chief :manure is sea-A 
weed, which, when they lay it to rot upon the field, 
gives them a . better crop than those of the High•J 
lands. They heap sea-shells upon the dunghill, which 
in time moulder into a fertilizing substance: Whei 
they find a vein of earth where they cannot use it, 
they dig it up, and add it to the mould of a more 
commodious place. 

Their corn grounds often lie in such • intricacies 
among the crags, that there is no room for the action 
of a team and plough. The soil is then tarried up by 
manual labour, with an instrument called a crooked 
Spade, of a form and weight which to me appeared 
very incommodious, and would perhaps be soon im-
proved in a country where workmen could be easily 
found and. easily paid: It has a narrow blade of iron 
fixed to a long and heavy piece of wood, which must 
have, about a foot and a half above the iron, a knee 
or flexure with the angle downwards. 	When the 
farmer encounters a stone, which is tht great impe-
diment of his operations, he drives the blade under 
it, and bringing the knee or angle to the ground, has 
in the long handle a very forcible lever. 

According to the different mode of tillage, farms 
are distinguished .  into long land and short land. 
Long land is that which affords room for a plough, 
and short land is turned up by the spade. 

The 
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The grain which they commit to the furrows thus 

:tediously formed, is either oats or, barley. 	They do 
not sow barley without very copious mannre, and. 
then they expect from it ten for one, an increase 
equal to that of better countries; but the culture is 
so operose that they content themselves commonly 

' with oats; and who can relate without compassion, 
that after all their diligence they are to expect only a 
triple increase? It • is jn vain to hope for plenty, 
when a third ,part of the harvest must be reserved,  
for seed. 

When their grain is arrived at the state which theyt  
must consider as ripeness, they do not cut, but pull 
the barley : to the oats they apply the sickle. Wheel 
carriages they have none, bUt make a frame of tim-
ber which is drawn by one horse with the two points 
behind pressing on the ground. On this they some-
times-  drag home their sheaves, but often convey 

'them home in a kind of, open pannier, or frame of 
tick upon the horse's back, 	. 	 . . 

Of that which is obtained with so much difficulty, 
nothing surely ought to be wasted; yet their method 
of clearing their oats from the husk is by parching 
them in the straw. Thus with the genuine improvi-
dence of savages, they destroy that fodder for want 
of which their cattle may perish. From this practice 
they have two petty conveniencies ; they dry the 
grain so that it is easily reduced to meal, and they 
escape the theft of the thresher. The taste contracted 
from the fire by the oats, as by every othqr scorched 

, • substance, use must long ago have made grateful, 
. 4'he oats that are not parched mtist be dried in a 
i kilns 	' 

The 
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The barns, of Sky I never saw. That which Mac-' 
leod of Raasay had erected near his house' was so 
contrived, because the harvest is seldom brought 
home dry, as by perpetual perIlation to preVent the 
mow from heating. 

Of their gardens I can judge only from their 
tables. 	I did,  not observe that the common greens 
were wanting, and suppose, that by choosing an ad-
vantageous exposition, they can raise all the more 
hardy esculent plants. 	Of vegetable fragrance or 
beauty they are not yet studious. 	Few vows are 
made to Flora in the Hebrides. 

They gather a little hay,. but the grass is mown 
late; and is so often almost dry and again very wet,' 
• before it is housed, that it becomes a collection of 
withered stalks without taste or fragrance; it must 
be eaten by cattle that_ hilve nothing else, but by 
most English farmers would be thrown away. 

In the islands I have not heard that any ,subter- 
,raneous treasureshave been discovered, though where 
there are mountains, there are commonly minerals. 
One of the rocks in col has a black vein, imagined 
to consist of the ore of lead ; but.it was never yet- 
opened or essayed. 	In Sky a black mass was acci- 
dentally picked up, and brought into the house of the 
owner of the land, who found himself strongly in-
clined to think it a coal, but unhappily it did not 
burn in the chimney. 	Common ores would be here 
of no great value; for what requires to be separated , 
by fire, must, if it were found, be carried away in its 
mineral state, here being no fewel for the -.Aielting., 	• 
house or forge. 	Perhaps by diligent search in this 

world 
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•world of stone, some valuable species of marble 
might be discovered. 	But neither philosophical cu- 
riosity, nor commercial industry, have yet fixed their 
abode here, where the importunity of immediate 
want, supplied but for the day, and craving on the 
morrow, has left little room for excursive knowledge, 
or the pleasing fancies of distant profit. 

They have lately" found a manufacture consider- 
ably lucrative. 	Their rocks abound with kelp, a 
sea-plant, of which the ashes are melted into glass. 
They burn kelp in great quantities, and then send it 
away in ships, which come regularly to  purchase 
them. This new source of riches has raised the rents 

' 

'of many maritime farms ; but the tenants pay, like 
all other tenants, the additional rent with great un-
willingness; because they consider the profits of the 
kelp as theft mere product of personal labour, to 
which the landlord contributes nothing. 	However, 
as any Oman may be said to give what he gives the 
power of gaining, he has certainly as much right to _ 
profit from the price of kelp as of. any thing else 

• found or raised upon his ground. 
This new trade has excited a long and eager liti:- 

gation between Macdonald and Macleod, for a ledge 
of rocks; which, till the value of kelp was known, 
neither of them desired the reputation of possessing. 

The cattle of Sky are not so small as is commonly 
believed. Since they Have sent their beeves in great 
numbers to southern marts,they have probably taken 
more care of their breed. At stated times the annual 

- growth 	of cattle is driven to a fair, by a general 
drover, and with the money, which he returns to the 

' farmer, the rents are paid. 
The. 	 , 
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The price regularly expected; is from two to three 

pounds a head : there was once one sold for five 
pounds. 	They go from the islands very lean, and 
are not offered to the butcher till they have been 
long fatted in English pastures. 

Of their black cattle some 	are without horns, 
called by the Scots, humble cows, as we call a bee an 
humble bee, that wants a sting. 	WhetlAer this d i ffe ri. 
ence be specifick; or accidental, though we inquired 
with great diligence, we could not be informed. 
We are not very sure that the bull is ever without 
horns, though we have been told, that such bulls 
there are. 	What is produced by putting a horned 
and unhorned male and female together, no- mail 
has ever tried that thought the result worthy .of ob-
servation.  

Their horses are, like their cows, of a moderate 
size. 	I, had no difficulty to mount myself commo- 
diously by the favour of the gentlemen. 	I heard of 
very little cows in Barra, and Very little horses in 
Rum, where perhaps no care is taken to prevent that 
'diminution of size, which must always happen, where 
the greater and the less copulate promiscuously, and 
the young animal is restrained from growth by penury 
of sustenance. 

The goat is the general inhabitant of the earth, 
complying with every differenCe of climate and of 
soil. 	The goats of the Hebrides are like others : nor 
did I hear any thing of their sheep to be particularly 
remarked. 

In the penury of these malignant regions, nothing 
is left that can be converted to food. 	The goats and 
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the sheep are milked like the cows.. A single meal 
of a' goat is a quart, and of a sheep a pint. 	Such 
at least was the account, which I could extract from 
thoSe.of whom I am, not sure that they ever had 
inquired. 	• 

The milk of goats is much thinner than that of 
cows, and that of sheep is much thicker. 	Sheep's 
milk is never eaten before it is boiled; as it is thick, 
it must be very liberal of curd, and the people of. 
St. Kilda form it into small cheeses: 

The stags of the mountains are less than those of 
our parks or forests, perhaps not bigger than our fal- 
low deer. 	Their flesh has no rankness, nor is infe- 
riour in flavour to our common venison. 	The roe- 
buck I neither saw nor tasted. 	These are not coun- 
tries for a regular chase. 	The deer are not driven 
with horns and hounds. 	A sportsman, withhis gun 
in his-hand, watches the animal, and when he ,has 
wounded him, traces him by the blood. 

They have a race of brinded greyhounds larger 
and stronger than those with which we course hares, 
and those are the only dogs used by them for the 
chase. 	 . 

Man is by the use of firearms made so much an 
,overmatch for other animals, that in all countries, 
where they are in use, the wild part of thecreation 
sensibly diminishes. 'There will probably not be long 
either stags or roebucks in the islands. 	All the beasts 
of 'chase would have been lost long ago in countries 
well inhabited, had they not been preserved by laws ; for the pleasure of therich. 

There are in Sky neither rats nor mice, but the 
weasel 
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weasel is so frequent, that he is heard in houses rat- 
tling behind chests 	or beds, as rats iri England. 
They probably owe .to his predominance that they 
have no other vermin; for since • the great rat took 
possession of this part 9f the. world, scarce a ship can 
touch at any port, but some of his race are left behind. 
They have within these few years began to infest.the 
isle of Col, where being left by some- trading vessel, 
they have increased for want of weasels to oppose 
them.. 

The inhabitants of Sky, and of the other islands;  
which I have seen, 'are Commonly of the middle 
stature;  with fewer among them very tall or very 
short, than are seen in England; 	or perhaps, as 
their numbers are small, the chances of any devia-
tion from the common measure are necessarily few:. 
The tallest men that I saw are among those of higher 
rank. 	In regions of barrenness and scarcity, the 
human race is hindered in its growth by, the same 
•auses as other animals.  

The ladies have as much beauty here as in .othet 
places, but bloom and softness are not to be expected 
among the lower classes, whose faces are exposed to 
the rudeness of the climate, and whose features are 
,sometimes contracted by want, and sometimes har- 
dened by the blasts. 	Supreme beauty is seldom 
found in cottages or workshops, even where no real 
hardships are suffered. 	To expand the human face 
to its full perfection, it seems necessary that the 
mind should cooperate by placidness of content, or 
consciousness of superiority. 

Their strength is proportionate to their size, but 
they are accustomed *to run upon rough ground, 
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and therefore can with great agility skip over the 
bog, or clamber the mountain. 	For a campaign in 
the wastes of America, 	soldiers better qualified 
could not have been found. 	Having little work to 
do, they are not willing, nor perhaps able, to endure 
a long continuance of manual labour, and are there-
fore considered as habitually idle. 

Having never been supplied'with those accommo-
dations, which life extensively diversified with trades 
affords, they supply their wants by very insufficient. 
shifts, and endure many inconveniericies, which a 
little attention would easily relieve. 	I have seen a 
horse carrying home the harvest on a crate. 	Undei• 
his tail was a stick for a crupper, held at the two 
ends by twits of straw. 	Hemp will grow in their 
islands, and therefore ropes may be had. , If they. 
wanted hemp, they might make better cordage of 
.rushes, or perhaps of nettles, than of straw. 

Their method of life neither secures them per-
petual health, nor exposes .them to any particular 

'diseases. 	There are physicians in the islands, who, 
I believe, all practise chirurgery, and all compound 
their own medicines. 

It is generally suppoSed, that life is longer in 
-places where there are few opportunities of luxury; 
but I found no instance here of extraordinary lon- 
gevity. 	A cottager grows old over his oaten cakes, 
like a citizen at a tuittle feast. 	He is indeed seldom 
incommoded by corpulence. 	Poverty preservis him 
from sinking under the burden of .himself, 	but 
he escapes no other injury of time. 	Instances of 
long life are often related, which those who hear 
them are more willing to credit than examine. 	To 
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be told that any man has attained a hundred years, 
gives hope and comfort to him who stands trembling 
on the brink of his own climacterick. 
. Length of life is distributed impartially to very, 
different modes of life in very different climates; 
and the mountains have no greater examples of age 
and health than the low lands, where I was intro-
duced to two ladies of high quality; one of whom, 
in her ninety-fourth year, presided at her table with. 
the full exercise of all her powers; 	and the other 
has attained her eighty-fourth, without any diminu-
tion of her vivacity, and with little reason to accuse 
time of depredations on her beauty. 

In'the islands, as' in most other places, the inhabi-
tants are of different rank, and one does not encroach 
here upon another. 	Where there is no commerce 
nor manufacture, he that is born poor can scarcely 
become rich ; and if none are able to buy estates, he 
that is born to land cannot annihilate his family by 
selling it. 	This was once the state of these countries. 
„Perhaps there is no example, till within a century 
and half, of any family whose estate was alienated 
otherwise than by violence or forfeiture. 	Since 
money has been brought amongst them, they have 
found, like others, the art of spending more than 
they receive; and I saw with grief the chief of a very 
ancient clan, whose island was condemned by law to 
be sold for the satisfaction of his creditors. 

The name of highest in dignity is Laird, of which 
there are in the extensive isle of Shy only three, 
Macdonald, Macleod, and Mackinnon. 	The laird 
is the original owner of the land, whose natural 
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polier must be very great where no man hies but 
by agriculture; and where the produce of the land 
is not conveyed through the labyrinths of traffick, 
but passes directly from the hand that gathers it to 
the mouth that eats it. 	The laird has all those in.his 
power that live upon his farms. 	Kings can, for the 
most part, only exalt or degrade. The laird at plea-. 
sure can feed or starve, can give bread, or withhold 
it. 	This inherent power was yet strengthened by the 
kindness of consanguinity, and the reverence of 
patriarchal authority. 	The laird was the father of 
the clan, and his tenants commonly bore his name. 
And to these principles of .original command was 
added, for many ages, an exclusive right of legal 
jurisdiction, 

This multirarious and extensive o bl igation operated 
" with force scarcely credible. 	Every duty, moral or 
political, was absorbed in affection and adherence to 
the chief. 	Not many years have passed since the 
clans knew no law but the laird's will. 	He told them 
to whom they should be friends or enemies, what 
king they should obey, and what religion they should 
profess. 

When the Scots first rose in arms against the suc-
cession of the house of Hanover, Loyal, the chief of 
the Erasers, was in exile for a rape. 	The Frasers 
were very numerous, and very zealous against the 
government. 	A pardon was sent to Lovat. • He 
came to the English camp, and the clan immediately 
deserted to him. 

Next in dignity to the laird is the Ticksman k a 
large taker or leaseholder of land, of which he keeps 
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part at a domain in his own hand, ,and lets part to 
under-tenants. 	The tacksman is 'necessarily a man 
capable of securing to the laird the whole rent, and 
is commonly a collateral relation. 	These tacks or 
subordinate possessions, were long considered as 
hereditary, and the occupant Was distinguished by 
the name of the place at which he resided.. 	He 
held, a middle station, by which the highest and 
the lowest orders were connected. 	He paid rent 
and 	reverence to the laird, 	and received them 
from the tenants. 	This tenure still subsists, with 
its original operation, but not with the primitive, 
stability. 	Since' the islanders, no longer content to 
live, have learned the desire-of growing rich, .an 
ancient-  dependent is in danger of giving way to a. 
higher bidder, at the expense of domestiek dignity 
and hereditary power. 	TlIstranger, whose money 
buys him preference, considers himself as paying 
for all that he haS, 	and 	is indifferent about the 
laird's honour or safety. 	The commodiousness. of 
money is indeed great ;  but there are some advan-
tages which money cannot buy, and which therefore 
no wise man will by the love of money be tempted 
to forego. 	.. 

I have found in the hither parts of Scotland, men 
not defective in judgment or general experience, 
who consider the tacksman as a useless burden of 
the ground, as a drone who lives upon the product 
of an estate, without the right of property, or the 
merit of labour, and who impoverishes at once the 
landlord and the tenant. 	The land, say they, is let 
to the tacksman at sixpence an acre, and by him to 
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, the tenant at tenpence. 	Let the owner be the im- 
mediate landlord to all the tenants; 	if he sets the 
ground at eightpence, he will increase his revenue 
by a fourth part, and the tenant's burden will be 
diminished, by a fifth. 

Those who pursue this train .of reasoning, seem not 
sufficiently to inquire whither it will lead them, nor to 
know that it will equally show the propriety of sup-
pressing all wholesale trade, of shutting up the shops. 
of every man who sells what he does not make, and 
of extruding all whose agency and profit intervene 
between the manufacturer and the consumer. 	They 
mayi, by stretching their understandings a little wider, 
comprehend, that all those who, by undertaking large 
• quanti ties of manufacture, and affording employment 
to many labourers, make themselves considered as 

• benefactors to the. publick, have only been robbing 
their-  workmen with one hand, and their customers 
with the other. 	If Crowley- had sold only what he 

`could make, and all his smiths• had wrought • their 
own iron with their own hammers, he would have 
lived on less, and they would have sold their work 
for more. 	The salaries of superintendents and clerks 
would have been partly saved, and partly shared, 
and nails been sometimes cheaper by a farthing in 4 
hundred. But then if the smith could not have found 
an immediate purchaser, he must. have deserted his 
anvil; 	if there had by, accident at anytime been 
more sellers than buyers, the workmen must have 
reduced their profit 	to" nothing, by underselling 

• one another ; and as no great stock could save been 
in any hand, no sudden demand of large quantities 

could 
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could have been answered, and the builder must 
have stood still till the nailer could supply him. 

According to these schemes, universal plenty is to 
begin and end in universal misery.. Hope and emu-
lation will be utterly extinguished ; and as all must 
obey the call of immediate necessity, nothing that 
requires extensive views, or provides for distant con-
sequences, will ever be performed. 

To the southern, inhabitants of Scotland, the state 
of the mountains and the islands is equally unknown 
with that of Borneo or Sumatra : of both they 
have only heard a 'little, and guess the rest. They 
are strangers to the language and the manners, to 
the advantages and wants of the people; whose 
life they would model, and whose evils they would 
remedy. 

Nothing is less difficult than to procure one con- 
venience by the forfeiture of another. 	A soldier 
may expedite his march by throwing away his arms. 
To banish the tacksman is easy, to make a country 
plentiful by diminishing the people, is an expeditious 
mode of husbandry; but that abundance, 	which 
there is nobody to enjoy, contributes little to human 
happiness. 

As the mind must govern the hands, so in every 
society, the man of intelligence must direct the man 
of labour. 	If the tacksman be taken . away, the 
Ilebrides must in their present state be given up to • 
grossness and ignorance ; the tenant, for want of 
instruction, will be unskilful, and for want of admo- 
nition, will be negligent. 	The laird, in these wide 
estates, which often consist of islands remote from one 
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another, cannot extend his personal influence to all 
his tenants; and the steward having no dignity an-
nexed to his character, can have little authority 
among men taught to pay reverence only to birth, 
and who. regard the tacksman as their hereditary 
superiour ; nor can the steward have equal zeal for 
the prosperity of an estate profitable only to the 
laird, with the tacksman, who has the laird's income 
involved in his own.  

The only gentlemen in the islands are the lairds, 
the tacksmen, and the ministers, who frequently im-, 
prove their • livings by becdming farmers. 	If the 
tacksmen be banished, who will be left to impart 
knowledge, or impress 	civility ?. The laird must 
always be at a distance from the greater part of his 
lands ; and 11' he resides at.all upon them, must drag 
his days in solitude, having no longer either a friend 

. or a companion ; he will therefore depart to some 
more comfortable residence, and leave the tenants 
to the wisdom and mercy ,of a factor. 	, 

Of tenants there are different orders, as they have 
greater or less stock. Land is sometimes leased to a 
small fellowship, who live in a cluster of Buts, called 
a Tenant's Town, and are bound jointly and sepa- 
rately for the payment of their rent. 	These, I 
believe, employ in the care of their cattle and the 	t.  
labour of tillage, a kind of tenants yet lower; who 
having a hut, vyith,grass for a certain number of 
cows and sheep, pay their rent by a stipulated quan- 
tity of labour. 	• 

.,. 	The conditiOn of domestick servants,-  Or the price 
_' of occasional labOur, I do not know with certainty. 

• I was 
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I. was told that the maids have sheep, and are al-
lowed to spin for their own clothing; perhaps they 
have no pecuniary. wages, or hone but in very 
wealthy families. The state of life; which has hitherto 
been purely pastoral, begins now to be a little varie-
gated with commerce ; but novelties enter by de-
grees, and till. one 'mode has fully prevailed over the 
other, no settled notion can be formed: 

Such is the system of insular subordination, which 
having little variety, cannot afford much delight in 
the view, nor long detain the mind in contempla- 
tion. 	The inhabitant's were for a long time perhaps 
not unhappy; but their.content was a muddy mix- 
ture of pride and ignorance) 	an 	indifference, for,, 
pleasures which they .did not know, a blind venera-
tion for their chiefs, and a strong conviction of their 
own importance. 	 . 

Their pride has been crashed by the liedvy hand • 
of a vindictive conqueror, whose severities have been 
followed by laws, which, though they cannot be 
called cruel, have, produced much discontent, because 
they operate upon the surface of life, and make 
every eye bear witness to subjection. To- be com-
pelled to anew dress has always been found painful. 

Their chiefs being now deprived of their jurisdic-
tion, have already lost much .of their influence; and 
as they gradually degenerate from patriarchal rulers 
to.rapacious landlords, they will divest themselves of 
the little that remains. 

That dignity which they derived from an opinion 
of their military importance, the law, which disarmed 
them, has abated. 	An old gentleman, delighting 
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himself with the recollection of better days, related, 
that forty years ago, a chieftain walked out attended 
by ten or twelve followers, with *their arms rattling. 
That animating rabble has now ceased. 	The chief 
has lost his formidable.retinue ; and the Highlander 
walks his heath unarmed and defenceless, with the 
peaceable submission of a French peasant, or English 
cottager. 

Their ignorance grows every day less, but their 
knowledge is yet of little other use than to show them 
their wants They are now in the period of educa-
tion, and feel the uneasiness of discipline, vvithotit yet 
perceiving the benefit of instruction. 
, 	The last law,' by which the Highlanders are de- 
prived of their arms, has operated with efficacy be-
yond expectation. Of former statutes made with the 
same design, the execution had been feeble, and the • 
effect inconsiderable. 	Concealment was undoubt- 
edly practised, and perhaps often with connivance. 
There was tenderness or partiality on one side, and 
obstinacy on the other. But the law, which followed 
the victory of Culloden, found 	the whole nation 
dejected and intimidated ; informations were given 
without danger and without fear, and the arms were 
collected with such rigour, that every house was 
despoiled' of its defence. 	 " 

To disarm part,  of the; Highlands, could give no 
reasonable occasion of ,  complaint. 	Every govern- 
ment must be allowed the power of taking away The 
weapon that is lifted against it. 	But the loyal cla'ns  
murmured, with some appearance of justice, that, 
after 	having. defended 	the king, they were for- 
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bidden for the future to defend themselves ; and 
that the sword should be forfeited, which had been 
legally employed. 	Their case is undoubtedly hard; 
but in political regulations, good cannot be complete, 
it can only be predominant. . 

Whether by disarming a people thus broken into 
several tribes; and thus remote ,from the seat of 
power,.more good than evil has been produced, may 
deserve inquiry. 	The supreme power in every corn.. 
munity has•the right of debarring every individual, 
and every subordinate society, from self-defence, only 
because the supreme power is able to defend them; 
and therefore where the governour cannot act, he must 
trust the subject to act for himself. 	These islands 
might be wasted with fire and sword before their 
sovereign would know their distress. A gang of rob-' 
bers, such as has been lately found confederating 
themselves in the Highlands, might lay a wide region 
under contribution. 	The crew of a petty privateer 
might land on the largest and most wealthy of 
the islands, and riot without control in cruelty and 
waste, ' It was observed by one of the chiefs of Sky, 
that fifty armed men might, without resistance, ra- 
vage the country. 	Laws that place the subjects in 
such a state, contravene the first principles of the 
compact of authority : 	they exact obedience, and 
yield no protection. 

It affords a generous and manly pleasure to con-
ceive a little nation gathering its fruits and tending 
its herds with fearless confidence, though it lies open 
on every side to invasion, where, in contempt of walls 
and trenches, every man sleeps securely with his 
sword beside him ; 'where all on the first approach of 
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hostility came togethemt the call to battle, as at a 
summons to a festal show ; • and committing their 
cattle to the care, of those•whorn age or nature has 
disabled, engage the enemy with that competition 
for hazard and for glogy, which operate in men that 
fight-under the eye of those whose dislike or'kind-
mess they have always considered as the gieatest- evil 
or the greatest good. 

This was, in the beginning of the present.century, 
the state of the Highlands. 	Every man was a 
soldiet, ' who partook of national confidence, 'and 
interested himself in 	national 	honour. 	To lose , 
this spirit, , is to lose what no small advantage will 
Compensate. 

It may likewise deserve to be inquired, whether' a 
great nation ought to be totally commercial ? whether 
amidst the uncertainty of human affairs, too much 
attention to one mode of happiness may not endanger 
othe.s? whether the pride of riches must not some-
times have recourse to. the protection of courage ? 
and whether, if it be necessary to preserve in some • 
part of the empire the military spirit, it can subsist 
more commodiously in any place, than in remote, 
and unprofitable provinces, where it can commonly 
do little harm, and whence it may be called forth at - 
any sudden exigence ? ' 	 , 	, 

It must however be confessed, that a man who 
places honour only inthsuccessful violence, is a very 
troublesome and pernicious animal in time of peace; 
and that the martial character cannot prevail in a 
whole people, but by the diminution of allother vir- 
tues. 	He that is accustomed to resolve all right into 
conquest; will have very little tenderness or equity. 
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All• the friendship in such a life _can be only a con- 
federacy of invasion, or alliance of defence: 	The, 
strong must flourish by force, and the weak subsist 
by stratagem. 	. 	• 

Till the Highlanders lost their ferocity with their 
arms, they suffered from eachother all that malignity 
could dictate, or precipitance could act. Every pro= 
vocation was revenged with blood, and no man that 
ventured into a numerous ,company, by whatever 
occasion brought together, was sure of returning 
-without a wound. 	If they are now exposed to 
foreign hostilities, they may talk of the danger, but 
can seldom feel it. 	If they are no longer martial, 
they are no longer quarrelsome. Misery is caused, 
for the most part, not by a heavy crush of disaster, 
but by the corrosion of less visible evils, which can- 
ker enjoyment, and undermine security. 	The visit  
of an invader is necessarily rare, but domestick ani- 
mosities allow no cessation. 	 . 

The abolition of the local jurisdictions, which had 
for so many ages been exercised by the chiefs, has 
likewise its evil and its good. 	The feudal constitu- 
tion naturally diffused itself into long ramifications 
of subordinate authority. 	To this general temper of 
the government was added the peculiar form of the 
country, broken by mountains into many subdivisions 
scarcely accessible but to the .natives, and guarded 
by passes, or' perplexed with intricacies, through_ 
which national justice could not find its way. 

The 	power 	of deciding 	controversies, and of 
punishing offences, as some such power there must 
always be, was intrusted to the lairds of. the country, 
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to those whom the people considered as their natural 
judges. 	It cannot be supposed that a rugged pro. 
prietor of the rocks, unprincipled and unenlightened, 
was a nice resolver of entangled claims, or very 
exact in proportioning punishment to offences. But 
the more he indulged his own will, the more he held 
his vassals in dependence. Prudence and innocence, 
without the favour of the chief, conferred no secu-
rity ; and crimes involved no danger, when the judge 
was resolute to acquit.  

When the chiefs were men of knowledge and vir-
tue, the convenience of a domestick judicature was 
great. No long journeys were necessary, nor artificial 
delays could be practised ; the character, the alli-
ances, and interests of the litigants were known to the 
court, and ail false pretences were easily detected. 
The sentence, when it was past, could not be evaded; 
the power of the laird superseded formalities, and 
justice could not be defeated by interest or stratagem. 

I doubt not but that since the regular judges have 
Made their circuits through the whole country, right 
has been every where more wisely and more equally 
distributed; the complaint is, that litigation is grown 
troublesome, and that the magistrates are too few, 
and therefore often too remote for general conveni-
ence. 

Many of the smaller islands have no legal officer 
within them. 	I once asked, if' a crime should be 
committed, by what authority the offender could be 
seized ? and was told, that the laird would exert his 
right ; a right which he must' now usurp; but which 
surely necessity must vindicate, and which is there- 
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fore yet exercised in lower degrees,, by some of 
the proprietors, when legal processes cannot be 
obtained. 	 . 

In all greater questions, however, there is now 
happily an end to all fear or hope from malice or 
frond favour. 	The roads are secure in those places 
through which, forty years ago, no traveller could 
pass without a convoy. 	All trials of right by the 
sword are fOrgotten, and the mean are in as little - 
danger from. the powerful as in other places.' 	No 
scheme of policy has, in.  any Country, yet brought 
the rich and poor on equal terms into courts of 
judicature. 	Perhaps 	experience, 	improving 	on 
experience, may in time 'effect it.  

Those who have long enjoyed dignity and power, 
ought not to lose it without some equivalent. 	There 
was paid to . the chiefs • by the pliblick, in exchange. 
for their privileges, perhaps a sum greater than most 
of them had ever possessed, which excited a thirst for 
riches, of which it showed them the use. 	When 
the power 'of birth and station ceases, no hope re- 
mains but from the prevalence of money. 	Power 
and wealth supply the place of each other. 	Power 
confers the ability of gratifying our desire without 
the. consent of others. 	Wealth' enables us to ob- 
tain the consent 	of others 	to 	our gratification. 
Power, simply considered, whatever it confers on 
one, must 'take from another. 	Wealth enables 
its owner to give to others, by taking only from 
himself. 	Power pleases the violent ' and proud : 
wealth 	delights 	the 	placid 	and 	the 	timorous. 
Youth therefore flies at power, and age grovels 
after richest 
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' 	The .chiefs, divested of their 	prerogatives, 	ne- 
cessarily turned their thoughts to the improvement 
of their revenues, and expect more rent, as they 
have less homage. 	The tenant, who is far from per- 
ceiving that his condition is made better in the same 

.proportion as that of his landlord is made worse, 
does not immediately see why his industry is to be 
taxed more heavily than before. 	He refuses to pay 
the demand, and is ejected; the ground is then let to 
a stranger, who perhaps brings a larger stock, but 
who, taking the land at its full price, treats with the 
laird upon equal terms, and considers him not as a 
'chief but as .a trafficker in land. 	Thus the estate 
perhaps is improved, but the clan is broken. 

It seems to be the general opinion, that the rents 
have been raised with too' much eagerness. 	Some 

.regard must be paid to prejudice. 	Those who have 
hitherto paid but little, will not suddenly be per- 
suaded to pay much, though they can afford it. 	As 
ground is gradually improved, and the value of money 
decreases, the rent niay be raised without any dimi- 
_tuition of the farmer's profits; yet it is necessary in 
iltese countries, where the ejection of a tenant is a 
greater evil than in more populous places, to con- 
Sider not merely what the land will produce, but with 
what ability the inhabitant can cultivate it. 	A cer. 
tain stock can allow but a certain payment; for if ,  
the land be doubled,,and the stock remains the same, 
the tenant becomes no richer. 	The proprietors of 
the Highlands might perhaps often increase their 
income, by subdividing the farms, and allotting to 
every occupier only so many acres as he can profita- 
bly employ, but that they want people. 	• 

There 
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There seems now, whatever be the cause, to be 

through a great part of the Highlands a general dis-
content, 'That adherence which was lately professed 
by every man to the chief of his name, has now little 
prevalence; and he that cannot live as he desires at 
home, listens to the tale of fortunate islands, and 
happy regions, where every man may have land of 
his own, and eat the product of his labour without a 
superiour. 	 . 

Those who have obtained grants of American 
lands, have, as is well known, invited settlers froth. 
all quarters of the globe; and among other places, 
where oppression might produce a wish for new 
habitations, their emissaries ,would not fail to try 
their persuasions in the isles of Scotland, where at 
the time when the clans were newly disunited from 
their chiefs, and exasperated by unprecedented ex-
actions, it is no wonder that they prevailed. 

Whether the mischiefs of emigration were imme- 
diately perceived, may be justly questioned. 	They 
who went first, were probably such as could best be 
spared ; but the accounts sent by the earliest adven-
turers, whether true or false, inclined many to fol-
low them ; and  whole neighbourhoods formed par-
ties for removal ; so that departure from their native 
country is no longer exile. 	He that goes thus ac- 
companied, carries 	with him all that makes life 
pleasant. 	Ile sits down in a better climate, sur- 
rounded by his kindred and his friends: they carry 
with them their language, their opinions, their popu- 
Jar songs, and hereditary merriment: they change 
nothing but the place of their abode; and of that 
change they perceive the benefit. 	, 
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This is"the real effect of emigration, if those that 

go awaytogether settle on the same spot, and preserve 
their ancient union. 	But some relate that these ad-
venturous visitants of unknown regions, after a voy-
age passed in dreams of plenty 'and felicity, are dis-, 
persed at last upon a sylvan wilderness, where their 
first years must be spent in toil to clear the ground ' 
which is afterwards to be tille,d, and that - the whole 
effect of their undertaking is 'only more fatigue and 
equal scarcity. 	. 

Both accounts may be suspected. Those who are 
gone will endeavour by every art to draw others after 
them ;' for as their numbers are greater, they will 
provide better for themselves. 	When _Nova Scotia 
was • first peopled, I remember a letter, published 
under the character of a New Planter, who related 
how much the climate put him in mind of Italy. 
Such intelligence the Hebridians probably receive 
from their transmarine correspondents. 	But with 
equal temptations of interest, and perhapS With no 
greater niceness of veracity, the owners of the islands 
spread stories of Americdn hardships to keep their 
people content at home.  

Some method to stop this epidemick desire of 
wandering, which spreads its contagion from valley 
to valley, deserves to be sought with great diligence. 
In more fruitful 	countries, the removal 	of one,,  
only makes room flir„the succession of another : but 
in the Hebrides, the loss of an inhabitant leaves a 
lasting vacuity; for nobody born in any other parts 
of the world .will choose this country for, his resi-
deuce.; and an island once depopulated will remain 
a desert, as long as the present.  facility of travel gives 
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everyone, who is discontented. and unsettled, the 
choice of his abode. 

Let it be inquired, whether the first intention of 
those who are fluttering on the wing, and collecting 
a flock that they may take their flight, be to attain 
good, or to avoid evil ? 	If they are dissatisfied with 
that part of the, globe which their birth has allotted 
them, and resolve not to live without the pleasures of 
happier climates; if they long for bright suns, and 
calm skies, and flowery fields, and fragrant gardens, 
IA now not by what eloquence they can be persUaded, 
or by what offers they can be hired. to stay. 

But if they are driven from their native country 
by positive evils, and disgusted by ill-treatment, real 
or imaginary, it were fit to remove their grievances, 
and quiet their resentment; since, if they have been 
hitherto undutiful subjects, they will not much mend 
their principles by American conversation. 

To allure them 'into the army, it was thought 
proper to indulge them in the continuance of tleir 
national ,dress. 	If this concession could have any 
effect, it might easily be made. 	That dissimilitude 
of appearance, which was supposed to keep them 
distinct from the rest of the nation, might disincline 
them from coalescing with the' Pennsylvanians or 
people of Connecticut. 	If the restitution of their 
arms will reconcile them to their country, let them 
have again those weapons,  which will not be more 
mischievous at home than in the Colonies. That they 
may not fly from the increase of rent, I know not 
whether the general good does not require that the 
landlords be, for a time, restrained in theil demands, 
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and kept quiet by pensions proportionate to their 
loss.  

To hinder insurrection by driving away the people, 
and to govern peaceably, by having no subjects, is 
an expedient that argues no great profundity of 
politicks. 	To soften the obdurate, to convince the 
mistaken, to mollify the resentful, are worthy of a 
statesman; 	but it affords 	a legislator little 	self- 
applause to consider, that where there was formerly' 
an insurrection, there is no* a wilderness. 

It has been a question often agitated, without 
solution, why those northern regions are now so 
thinly peopled, which formerly overwhelmed with 
their armies the Roman empire ? The qUestion sup-
poses what I believe is not true, that they bad once 
more inhabitants than they could maintain, and 
overflowed only because they were full. 

This is to estimate the manners of all countries 
and, ages by our own. 	Migration, while the state 
of life was unsettled, arid there was little comma-, 
nication of intelligence between distant places, was 
among the-wilder nations of Europe capricidus and 
casual. 	An adventurous projector heard of a fertile 
coast unoccupied, and led out a colony;  a chief of . 
renown for bravery, called the young men together; 
and led them out to try what fortune would present, 
When aesar was in' Gaul, he found the Helvetians, 
preparing to go they'knew not whither, and put a 
stop to their motions. 	They settled again in their 
owin country, where they were so far from wanting 
room, that they had accumulated three 'years pro-
visign for their march, 
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The religion of the north was military; if they. 

could not find enemies, it was their duty to make 
them : they, travelled in quest of danger, and wil- 
lingly took the chance of .empire or death. 	If their' 
troops were numerous, the countries from which 
they were collected are of vast extent, and without 
much exuberance of people great armies may be, 
raised where every man is a soldier. 	But their true 
numbers were never known. 	Those vtIlo were con- 
quered by them are theiiphistorians, and shame may 
have excited them tosay, that they were overwhelnied 
with multitudes. 	To count is a modern practice,. 
the ancient method was to guess; and when num-
bers are guessed, they are always magnified. 

Thus England has for several years been filled 
with the achievements of seventy thousand High- 
landers employed in America. 	I have heard from 
an English officer, not much inclined to favour them, 
that their behaviour deserved a very high degree of 
military praise ; but their number has been much 
exaggerated. 	One of the ministers told me, that se- 
venty thousand men could not have been found in,all 
the Highlands, and that more than twelve thousand 
never took the field. 	Those that went to the Ameri- 
can war, went to destruction. 	Of the old Highland 
regiment, consisting of twelve hundred, only seventy-
six survived to see their country again. 

The Gotha swarms have at least been multiplied 
with equal liberality. 	That they bore no great pro- 
portion to the inhabitants in whose countries they 
settled, is plain from the paucity of northern words 
now found in the provincial languages. 	Their coun- 
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try Was not deserted for want of room, because it 
was covered with forests of vast extent ; and the first 
effect of plenitude of inhabitants is the destruction 
of wood. 	• As the Europeans spread over America, 
the lands are gradually laid naked.  

I would not be understood to say, that necessity 
had never any part in their expeditions. 	A nation, 
'hose agriculture is scanty or unskilful,may be driven 
out by famine. 	A nation of bunters may have ex- 
hausted their game. 	I onlji affirm that the northern 
regions were not, when their irruptions iubdued the 
Romans, overpeopled with regard to their real extent 
of territory, and power of fertility. 	In a country 
fully inhabited, however afterward laid waste, evident 
marks will remain of its former populousness. 	But 
of Scandinatiz'a and Germany, nothing is known but 
that as we trace their state upwards into antiquity, 
their woods 	were 	greater, 	and their cultivated 
ground was less. 

That causes.very different from want of room may 
produce a general diiposition to seek another coun—
lry, is apparent from the present-conduct of the 
Highlanders, who are in 	some places ready to 
threaten a total secession. 	The numbers which have 
already gone, though like other numbers they may be 
magnified, are very great, and such as if they had 
gone together and agreed upon any certain settle-
ment, might have fotmded an independent govern.. 
ment in the depths of the western continent.. 	Nor 
are they only the lowest and most indigent; many 
men of consideable wealth have taken 4vith them 
their train of labourers and dependants; and if they 

continue 
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continue the feudal scheme of polity, may establish 
new clans in the other hemisphere. 	. 

. 

That the immediate motives of their desertion must, 
be imputed to their landlords, may be reasonably 
concluded, because some lairds of more prudence 
and less rapacity have kept their vassals undiminished. 
From Raasay only one man had been seduced, and 
at Co/ there was no wish to go away. 

The traveller who conies hither from more opu-
lent countries, to speculate upon the remains of 
pastoral life, • will not much wonder that a common 
Highlander has no strong adherence to his' native 
soil ; for of animal enjoyments, or of physical good, 
be leaves nothing that he may not find again where-
soever he may be thrown. 
. 	The habitations of men in the Hebrides may be 
distinguished into huts and houses. 	By a house, I 
mean a building with one story over another: by a 
hut, a dwelling with only one floor. The laird, who 
formerly lived in 	a castle, now lives 	in a house ; 
sometimes sufficiently neat, but seldom very spacious 
or splendid. The tacksmen and the ministers have 
commonly houses. 	Wherever there is a• house, the 
stranger finds a welcome; and to the other evils' of 
exterminating tacksmen may be added the unavoid-
able cessation of hospitality, or the devolution of too _ 
heavy a burden on the ministers. 

• 

- 

Of the houses little can be said. They are small, 
and by the necessity of accumulating stores, where 
there are so few opportunities of purchase, the rooms 
are very heterogeneously filled. With want of clean- 
liness it were ingratitude to reproach them. 	The 
servants having been bred upon the naked earth, 

think 
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think every floor clean, and the quick succession of 
guests, perhaps not always over-elegant, does not 
allow much time for adjusting their apartments. 

Huts are of many gradations ; from murky dens 
to commodious dwellings. 

The wall of a common hut is always built without 
mortar, by a skilful adaptation of loose stones. Some-
times 

 
perhaps a double wall of stones is raised, and 

the intermediate space filled with earth. 	The air is 
thus completely excluded. 	Some walls are, I think, 
formed of turfs, held together by a wattle, or texture 
of twigs. 	Of the meanest huts the first room is 
lighted by the entrance, and the second by the smoke- 
hole. 	The fire is usually made in the middle. 	But 
there are huts or dwellings of only one story, inha-
bited by gentlemen, which have walls cemented.  with 
mortar, glass windows, and boarded floors. Of these 
all have chimneys, and some chimneys have grates. 

The house and the furniture are not always nicely 
suited. We were driven once, by missing a passage, 
to the hut of a gentleman, where, after a very liberal 
supper, when I' was conducted to my chamber, I 
found an elegant bed of Indian cotton, spread with 
fine sheets. 	The accommodation was flattering ; I 
undressed myself, and felt my feet in the mire. 	The 
bed stood upon the bare earth, which a long course 
of rain had softened to a puddle. 

In pastoral countries the condition, of the lowest 
rank of people is sufficiently wretched. Among ma-
nufacturers, men that have no property may have 
art and industry, which make them necasary, and 
therefore valuable. But where flocks and corn are 
the only wealth, there are always more ban& than 

work; 
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work, and of that work there is little in which skill 
and dexterity can be much distinguished. He there- 
fore who is born poor never can be rich. 	The son 
merely occupies the. place of the father, and life 
knows nothing of progression or advancement. 

The petty tenants, and labouring peasants, live in 
miserable cabins, which afford them little more than 
shelter from the storms. The boor of ly:orreaS is said 
to make all his-own utensils. In the Hebrides, what-
ever might •be their ingenuity, the want of wood 
leaves them no materials. 	They are probably con- 
tent with such accommodations as stones of different 
forms and sizes can afford them. 

Their food is not better than their lodging. They•  
seldoth taste the flesh of land-animals ; for here_ are 
no markets. 	What each man eats is from his own 
stock. The great effect of money is to break pro-
perty into small parts. In towns, he that has a shil-
hng may have a piece of meat ; but where there is 
no commerce, no man can eat mutton but by killing 
a sheep. 

Fish in fair weather they need not want; but, I 
belieVe, man never lives long on fish, but by con-
straint ; he will rather feed upon roots and berries. 
' The only fewel of the islands is peat. Their wood 

is all consumed, and coal they have not yet found. 
Peat is dug out of the marshes, from the depth 

• of one foot to that of six. 	That is accounted the 
best which is nearest the surface. It appears to be a 
mass of black earth held together by vegetable fibres. 
I know' not whether the earth he bituminous, or 
whether the fibres be not the only combustible part; 

which, 
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vvhich,by heating the interposed earth red-hot, make 
a burning mass. The heat is not very strong or last-
ing. The ashes are yellowish, and in a large quantity. 
When they dig peat, they cut it into square pieces, 
and pile it up -to dry beside the house. 	In some 
places it has an offensive smell. 	It is like 'wood 
charked for the smith. 	The common method of, 
making peat-fires is by heaping it on the hear'th ; but 
it burns well in grates, and in the best houses is so 
used. 

The common opinion is, thatspeat grows again 
where it has been cut ; which., as it seems to be 
chiefly a vegetable substance, is not unlikely to be 
true, whether known or not to those who relate it. 

There are watermills in Sky and Raasay; brit 
where they are too far distant, the houSewives grind 
their Oats with a quern, or handmill, which consists 
of two stones, about a foot and a half in diameter ; 
the- lower is a little convex, to which the concavity 
of the upper must be fitted. In the middle of the 
upper stone is a round hole, and on one side is a 
long handle. 	The grinder sheds the corn gradually 
into the hole with one hand, and works the handle 
round with the other. 	The corn slides down the 
convexity of. the lower stone, and by the motion of 
the upper is ground in its passage. These stones are 
found in Lochabar. 

The islands afford"few pleasures, except to the 
hardy, sportsman, who can tread the moor and climb 
the mountain. 	The distance of one family from 
'another, in a country where travelling his so much 
;difficulty, makes frequent intercourse impracticable. 

- 	 Visits 
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Visits last several days, and.  are commonly paid by 
water; yet I never saw a boat furnished with benches, 
or .made commodious by any addition to the first 
fabrick. 	Conveniencies are not missed where they _  
never were' enjoyed. 	. 

The solace which the bagpipe can give, they have 
long enjoyed ; but among other changes, which the 
last revolution introduced, the use of the bagpipe 

' begins to be forgotten. Some of the"thief families 
still entertain a piper, whoSe office was anciently, 
hereditary. 	MacrimMcnz was piper to Macleod, and 
Rankin to Maclean of Col. 

The tunes of the bagpipe are traditional. 	There 
has been in Sky, beyond all time of memory, a col- 
lege of pipers, under the direction of Mac,rimmon, 
which is not quite extinct. 	There was another 
in Mull, superintended by -Rankin, which expired 
about-sixteen years ago. 	To these colleges, while 
the pipe retained its honour, the students of Musick 
repaired for education. 	I have had my dinner ex- 
hilarated by the bagpipe, at Armidale, at Dunvegan, 
and in Col. 

The general conversation of the islanders has 
• nothing particular. I did not meet with the inqui-
sitiveness of which I have read, and suspect the judg- 
ment to .have been rashly made. 	A stranger' of 
curiosity comes into a place where a stranger is sel-
dom seen : he importunes the people with questions, 
of which they cannot guess the motive, and gazes 
with surpriseon'things which they, having had them 
always before their eyes, do not suspect- of 'any thing 
wonderful. He appears to them like some being of 
another world, and then thinks it peculiar that they • 

take 
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take their turn to inquire whence he comes, and 
whither he is going. 

The islands were long unfurnished with instruction 
for youth, and none but the sons of gentlemen could 
have any literature. There are now parochial Schools, 
to which the lord of every manor pays a certain 
stipend. 	Here the children are taught to read ; 
but by the rule of their institution, they teach only 
English, so that the natives 'read a language, which 
they may never use or understand. If a parish, which.  

. often 	happens, contains several islands, the school 
being but in one, cannot assist the rest. This is the 
state of Cot, which, however, is more enlightened 
than some other places ; for the deficiency is sup-
plied by a young gentleman, who, for his own int,-
provement, travels every year on foot over the High-
lands to the sessio.n at Aerdeen; and at his return, 
during the vacation, teaches to read and write in 
his native island. 

In Sky there are two grammar-schools; where 
boarders are taken to be regularly educated. 	The 

' 	price of board is from three pounds, to four.  ounds 
ten shillings a year, and that of instruction is half a 
crown a quarter. 	But the scholars are birds of pas- 
sage, who live at school only in the summer ; for in 
winter provisions cannot be made for any consi- 
derable number in one place. 	This periodical dis- 

- 	persion 	impresses strongly the scarcity of these 
countries. 

Haying heard of no boarding-school for ladies 
nearer than' Inverness, I suppose their education is 
generally domestick. The elder daughters of the 
higher families are sent into the world, and may con- 
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tribute.by  their acquisitions to the improvement of 
the rest.  

Women must here study to be either pleasing or 
useful. 	Their deficiencies are seldom supplied by 
very liberal fortunes. 	A hundred pounds is a por- 
tion beyond -the hope of any but the laird's daugh-' 
ter. They do not indeed often give money with their 
daughters; the question is, How many cows a young 
lady will bring her husband ? .A riot maiden has 
from ten toforty ; but two cows are a decent fortune 
for one who pretends to no distinction. 

The religion of the islands 	is that of the kirk 
of Scotland. The gentlemen with whom 1 conversed 
are all inclined to the English liturgy ; but they are 
obliged to maintain the established minister, and the 
country is too poor to afford payment to another, 
who must live wholly on the contribution of his 
audience. 

They therefore all attend the worship of the kirk, 
as often as a visit from their minister, or the practica- 
bility of travelling, gives 	them opportunity ; nor 
have they any reason to complain of insufficient 
pastors; for I saw not one in the islands, whom I had 
reason to think either deficient in learning, or irre-
gular in life; but found several with whom- I could. 
not converse without wishing, as my respect in-
creased, that they had not been presbyterians. 

The ancient rigour of puritanism is now very 
much relaxed, though all are not yet equally enlight- 
ened. 	I sometimes met with prejudices sufficiently 
malignant, but they were prejudices of ignorance. 
The ministers in the islands had attained such know- 
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ledge as may justly be admired in men, who have no 
motive to study, but generous curioiity,sor what is 
still better, desire of usefulness; with such politeness 
as so narrow a circle of converse could not have 
supplied, 	but to minds naturally disposed to ele-
gance. 

Reason and truth will prevail at last. 	The most 
learned of the Scottish doctors would now gladly 
admit a form of prayer, if the people would endure ' 
it. 	The zeal or rage- 	of congregations has its dif- 
ferent degrees. 	In some parishes the LOrd's Prayer 
is suffered : 	in others it is still rejected as a form ; 
and he that should make it part of his supplication 

- would be suspected of heretical pravity. 
The principle upon which extemporary prayer 

was originally introduced, is no longer admitted. 
The minister formerly, in the effUsion of his prayer, 
expected immediate, and perhaps perceptible inspi-
ration, and therefore thought it his duty not to think 
before what lie should say. 	It, is now universally 
confeSsed, that men pray as they speak on other 
occasions, according to the general measure of their 
abilities and attainments. Whatever each may think 
of a form prescribed by another, he cannot but be-
hoe that he can himself compose by study and me-
ditation a better prayer than will .  rise in his .mind 
at a sudden call; and if he has any hope of super-
natural help, why may„lie not as-well receive it when 
he writes as when lie speaks ? 

In the variety of mental powers, some must per-
form extemporary prayer with much imperfection ; 
and in the eagerness and rashness of contradictory 
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bpinions, if, publiCk liturgy be left to the private judg- 	' 
meat of, every minister, the congregation may often 
be offended ot,misled. 	 , 
• Theie isin,Seolland, as among ourselves, a restless 
suspicion of, popish machinations, and a clamour of 
numerous converts to the Romish religion. 	The• 
report is„ I 	believe, 	in both 	parts of the island 	. 
equally:false: 	The RoMish religion is professed only 
in Egg and Cana, two small islands, into which the 
reformation never 'made its way. 	If any missionaries 
are busy in the Highlands, their zeal entitles them . 
to respect, even from, those who cannot think favour- 
ably of their doctrine. 	 . 

The political tenets of the islanders I was not curi-
ous to investigate, and they were not eager to obtrude. 
Their conversation is decent and inoffensive: 	They 
disdain to drink for their principles, and there is no 
disaffection at their tables. 	I never'heard a health 
offered by a Highlander that might not have cir-
culated with propriety within the precincts of the 
king's palace. 

Legal government has yet something of novelty 
to which they cannot perfectly conform„ The an-
cient spirit that appealed only to the sword, is yet 
among them. 	The tenant of Scalpa, an island be-
longing to Macdonald, took no care to bring his 
rent; when the landlord talked of exacting pay. 
ment, he declared his resolution to keep his ground*  
and drive all intruders from the island, and con-
tinued to feed his cattle as on his own land, till it 
became necessary for the sheriff to dislodge him by 
violence,.  

Vot. VIII. 	z 	 , The 
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The various kinds of superstition which prevailed. 

here, as in all other regions of ignorance, are by the 
diligence of the ministers almost extirpated. 

Of Browny, mentioned by Martin., nothing has 
been heard for many years. • Browny was a sturdy 

'fairy ;  who, if he was fed, and kindly treated, would, 
.as they said, dO a great deal of work. 	They now 
pay him no wages, and are content to labour for 
themselves. 

In Troda, within these three-and-thirty years, milk 
was put every Saturday for Greogach, or the Old 
Man with the Long Beard. 	Whether Greogach 
was courted as kind, or dreaded as terrible, whether 
they meant,. by giving him the milk, to obtain good 
Or avert evil, I was not informed. 	The minister is 
now living by whom the practice was abolished. 

They have still among them a great number of 
charms for the cure of different diseases; 	they are 
all invocations, perhaps transmitted to them from 
the times of popery, which increasing knowledge will 
bring into disuse. 	 . 

They have opinions, which cannot be ranked with 
superstition, because they regard only natural effects. 
They expect better crops of grain.  by sowing their 
seed in the moon's increase. 	The moon has great 
influence in vulgar philosophy. 	In my memory it 
was a precept annually given in one of the English.  
.almanacks, to kill hogs when the moon was increas- 
ing, 	and the 	bacon 	would prove 	the 	better 	in 
boiling. 
. 	We should have bad little claim to the praise of 
curiosity, if we had not endeavoured with parti- 
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cular attention to examine the question of the Second 
Sight. 	Of an opinion received for centuries by a 
whole nation;  and supposed to be confirmed through 

. 	its whole descent by a series of successive facts, it is 
desirable that - the truth should be established, or the 
fallacy detected. 

. 	. 	The Second Sight is an impression made either by 
the mind upon the eye, or by the eye Upon the mind, 
by which things distant or future are'perceived, and 
seen as if they•were present. 	A,man on a journey 
far from home falls from his horse; another, who is,  

. 	perhaps at work about the house, sees him bleeding 
on the ground,. commonly with a landscape of the 
place where the accident befalls him. 	Another seer, 
driving borne his cattle, or wandering in idleness, or 
musing in the sunshine, is suddenly surprised by the 
•appearance of a bridal ceremony, or funeral pro7  
cession, and counts the mourners or attendants, of 
whom, if he knows them, he relates the names, if he - 
knows them not, he can describe the dresses. Things 
distant are seen at the instant when they happen. 
Of things future I know not that there is•any rule 
for determining the time between the sight and the 

• event. 
This receptive faculty, •for power it cannot be 

called, is neither voluntary nor constant. 	The ap- 
pearances have no dependence upon choice : they 
cannot be summoned, detained, or recalled. 	The 
impression is sudden, and the effect often painful. 

By the term Second Sight, seem c to be meant a 
mode of seeing, superadded to that which nature 
generally bestows. 	In the Erse it is called nisch ; 
which signifies likewise a spectre, or a vision. I know 
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not; nor is it likely that the Highlanders ever ex. 
'mined, whether by Taisch, used for Second Sight, 
they mean the power of seeing, or the thing seen. , 
' 	I do not find it to be true, as it is reported, that 
to the Second Sight  nothing is presented but phan- 
toms of evil. 	Good seems to have• the ,same pro- 
portion in those visionary scenes, as it obtains in real 
life :' almost all remarkable events have evil for their 
basis; •and are either miseries incurred, or miseries 
escaped. 	Our sense-is so much stronger of what we 
tiffer, than of what we enjoy, that the ideas of pain 

predominate in alniost`every mind. 	What is recol- 
lection-but a revival of vexations,' or history but. a 
record of wars,• treasons, 	and calamities ? 	Death, 
Which is considered as the greatest evil, happens to 
all. 	The greatest good, be it what it will, is the lot 

• but of a *part. 	 . 	 , 
• That they should often see death is to be expected ; 
because death is an event frequent and important. 
But they see likewise more pleasing incidents. 	A 
gentleman told me, that when he had once gone far 
from his own island, one of his labouring servants . 
'predicted' his return, and described the livery of his 
'attendant, which he had never worn at home; and 
which had been, without any previous design, occa- 
's:,onally given him.• 
• Our desire of information was ,keen, and our in- 

"q Ili ry freq ticiit: 	M r. 'Boswell's frankness and gayety 
made every body communicative; 	and we heard 

-many tales of these -airy shows, with more or less 
'kw-idence awl distinctness.  

h"•ft. is the common 'talk of the Lowland Sots, that .. 
the notion of the Second Sight is wearing away with 

other " 
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other superstitions; and that its reality is no longer 
supposed, but by the grossest people.. How• far its 
prevalence ever extended, or what ground it has lost; 
I know not. 	The islanders of all degrees, whether of 
rank or understanding, universally admit; it, except 
the ministers, who universally deny it, and are•sus-
pected to deny it, in consequence of a system, Against 
conviction. 	One of them honestly told me, that. he ., 
came to Sky with a resolution not to believe it:. 	• -. 

Strong reasons for incredulity will readily occur: 
This faculty 'of seeing things out of sight is local i and commonly useless. 	It is a breach of the corn.: 
mon order of things, without any visible reason or 
perceptible benefit. 	It is ascribed only to a people 
very little enlightened; and among them;  for the 
most 'part, to the mean and ignorant. 

To the confidence of these objections it. may be 
'replied, that by. presuming to determine.what is fit, 
end what is beneficial, they presuppose rbore.lcnow-
ledge of the universal system' than man hats attained ; 
and therefore depend upon principles too corn.pli, 
cated and extensive for our comprehension; -and 
that there can be no security in the consequence, 
when the premises are not understood; 	that the 
Second Sight is only wonderful because it is rare, for, 
considered in itself, it involves no more difficulty 
than dreams, or perhaps than the regular exercise 
of the cogitative faculty.; that a general opinion of 
_communicative irdpulses, or visionary represents► 
tious, has prevailed in 	all ages 	and all nations-, 
that particular instances have been given, with such 
evidence as neither Bacon nor Boyle has been able 
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to. resist ; that sudden impressions, which the event 
has verified, have been felt by more than own- or 
publish them.; that the Second Sight of the Hebrides 
implies only the local frequency of a .power which is 
no where totally unknown ; and that where we are 
unable•to decide by 'antecedent reason, we must be 
Content :to yield 'to the force of testimony. 
• By pretension to Second Sight, no profit was4ever 
sought or gained. 	It is an involuntary affection, in 
which neither hope nor fear are known to have any 
.art. Those who profess to feel it ,do not boast of it • 
as .a privilege, nor are considered by others as advan- 
tageoqsly distinguished. 	They have no temptation 
to feign; and their hearers have no motive to encou-
rage the imposture.. 

To talk witliany of these seers is not easy. 	There 
is one living in Sky, with whom we would have gladly 
conversed ; ,but he was very gross and ignorant, and 
knew no English. The proportion in these countries 
of the,poor. to the rich is such, that if we suppose the 
quality to be accidental, it can very rarely happen to 
a man of education; and, yet on such men it has' 
sdmetimes fallen. 	There is now a second-sighted 
gentleman in the Highlands, who complains of, the 
terrours to which he is exposed. 

The foresight of ;the seers is not always presci-
ence : they are ,  impressed with images, of which the 
event only shows thernithe meaning. They tell what 
they have seen to others, who are at that time not 
more knowing than themselves, but may become at 
last very adequate witnesses, by comparing the nar. 
7ative with its verification. 

To 
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To collect, sufficient testimonies for the satisfac-

tion of the publick,. or of ourselves, would have 
required more time than we could bestow. 	There 
is, against it, the seeming analogy of thitigs con-
fusedly seen,' and little understood; and for it, the 
indistinct cry of national persuasion, which may be 
perhaps resolved at last into prejudice 	and tra- 

.ditio,n. 	I never could advance my curiosity 	to 
conviction; ibut came'away at last only Willing to . believe. 	. 	 , 

, 	As there subsists no longer in the islands much 'of • 
that peculiar and discriminative form of life, of whicli 
the idea had delighted our imagination, we were 
willing to liiten to such .accounts of past. times as 
would be given us. 	But we soon found what me-
morials were to be expected from an illiterate people, 
whose whole time is a series of distress ; where every 
morning is 'labouring with expedients for the even-
ing ; and where all mental pains or pleasure arose 
from the dread of winter, the expectation of spring, 
the caprices of their chiefs, and the motions of the 
neighbouring clans; where there was.neither shame 
from ignorance, nor pride in know1Cdge; neither 
curiosity to inquire, nor vanity to communicate. 

The chiefs indeed were exempt from urgent 
penury and daily difficulties; 	and in their houses 
were preserved what accounts remained of past ages. 
But the chiefs were sometimes ign,orant and careless, 
and sometimes kept busy by turbulence and con-
tention; and one generation of ignorance effaces 
the whole series of unwritten history. 	Books are 
faithful repositories, which maybe a while neglected 
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or forgotten; but when they are opened again,i will 
again impart -their instruction.: 'memory; once inter-
rupted, is not to he recalled. ' Writtenlgalnihg is.  a 
• fixed luminary, 	which, 	after the cloud that had 
hidden it has past away, is agairi bright in itSliirop'er 
station. Tradition is butia meteor, which), if 'once it 
falls, cannot be rekindled. 	•' 	' . 	i• 	j 	il 	• 

It seems to be universally supposed; ihatlinfich 
of the local history was "preserved- by , the *Ards,   
of whom one is said to have been retained by 'eiery 

• great family. 	After these bards were- tbniet of my 
first inquiries; and I receivred such. ansWeirs 'as, fora 
while, made me pleaSe myself 'witl my 'inerase* of 
knowledge; for I had not then learned. ho* td esti- 

, mate the narration of a Ifighlancler.4 4 '" 	1 	.. 
They said that a: great family had a bird atid 'a 

senachi, who were the poet and, histoi•iarr of the 
;house; and an old gentleman told me that , he re- 

membered one of each. 	Here was A dawn of intel- 
ligence. Of men that had lived within memory, Some 
certain knowledge might be attained. 	Though the 
office had ceased, 	its effects might continue; the 
poems might be found, though there was no poet..- 
. 	Another conversation indeed informed me, that 
the same man  was' both bard and senachi. 	This 
-variation discouraged 'me; but as the practice. might 
he different in different times, or at the same time 
indifferent ran-lilies, 'there was yet no reason for 
supposing that I must necessarily sit down in total 
ignorance. 

Soon after I was . told by a gentlemali, who is 
generally acknowledged the greatest master of He- 

br'idia4 
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in'it Ilan antiquities, that there had indeed once been 
both bards and senachies ; and that senachi signified 
the man of talk, or of conversation; but that neither 
bard nor seria'chi'had existed for some centuries. 	I 
hive no reasdn'iri suppose it exactly known at whit 
time the cuStotncealed, nor did it probably cease in 
all houses-tit once., But whenever the practice of 
recitatimi was dist6ed, the 'works, whether poetical 
or' historical, ,perished with the authors; for in those 
times nothing had been written in the Erse lan- 
guage. 	. 	 . 

Whether the man of talk wa. it n historin, whose 
office was to tell ' truth; or a story-teller, like those 
which were in the last century;  and perhaps are now 
among the Irish, whose trade was only to amuse, it 
now would he 	air to inquire.  

Most of the doniestick offices were, I believe, 
hereditary ; and probably the laureat of a clad wai 
always the son of the last laureat. 	The history of 
the race could no otherwise be communicated or 
retained ; but what genius could be expected in i 
poet by inheritance ? 	I 	 , 

The nation was wholly illiterate. 	Neither bards 
nor senachies could write or'read ; but if they were 
ignorant, there was no danger of detection '; • they 
were believed by thosci whose vanity they flattered. 

The recital of genealogies, which has been-  con-
sidered as very of caciotissto the perservation of d 
true series of ancestry, was anciently made when the 
heir of the family came to manly age. This practice 
has never subsisted within time of memory, nor was 
much credit due to such rehearsers, 	who might 
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obtrude fictitious pedigrees, either to please their 
masters, or to hide the deficiency of their own 
memories. 

Where Where the chiefs. of the Highlands have found the-
histories of their descent is difficult to tell; for no 
Erse genealogy was ever written. 	In general this 
•only is evident, that the principal house of a clan 
must be very ancient, and that those must have lived 
long in a place, of whom it is not known when they 
came thither. 

Thus hopeless are .all attempts to find any traces 
of Highland learning. Nor are their. primitive cus-
toms and ancient manner of life otherwise than very 
faintly and uncertainly remembered by the present 
race. 

The peculiarities which strike the native of a corn- 
Mercial country, proceeded in a great measure from 
the want of money. 	To the servants and depend- 
ents that were not domesticks, and, if an estimatebe 
made from the capacity of any of their old houses 
which I have seen, their domesticks could have been 
but few, were appropriated certain portions of land 
for their support. Macdonald has a piece of ground 
yet, called the Bards or Senachies field. 	When a 
beef was killed for the house,, particular parts were 
claimed as fees by the several officers, or workmen. 
What Was the right of each I have not learned. Tte 
head belonged to the smith, and the udder of a cow 
to the piper; -the weaver had likewise his particular 
part ; and so many pieces followed these prescriptive 
eairns, that the laird's was at last but littlei 

The payment of rent in kind has been so long 
disused 
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disused in England, that it is totally forgotten. 	It 
was practised very lately in the Hebrides, and pro-
bably still continues, not only at Si. Kilda, where 
money is not yet known, but in others of the smaller 
and remoter islands. 	It were perhaps to be desired, 
that no change in this particular should have beeh 
made. 	When the laird could only eat the produce 
of his lands, he was under The necessity.,of residing' 
upon them ; and when the tenant could not convert . 
his stock into more portable riches, he could .never 
be tempted away from his farm, from the only place 
where he could be wealthy. Money confounds sub-
ordination, by overpowering the distinctions of rank 
and birth, and weakens authority, by supplying 
power of resistance, or expedients for escape. The 
feudal system is formed for a nation employed in 
agriculture, and has never long kept its hold where 
gold and silver have become common. 

Their arms were anciently the Glaymore, or great 
two-handed sword, and afterwards the two-edged 
sword and target, or buckler, which was sustained oh 
the left arm, In the midst of the target, which was 
made of wood, covered with• leather, and studded 
with nails, a slender lance, about two feet long, was 
sometimes fixed ; it was heavy and cumberous, and 
accordingly has for some time past been gradually 
laid aside. Very few targets were at Culloden. 	The 
dirk, or broad dagger, I am afraid, was of more use 
in private quarrels than in baffles. 	The Lochaber 
axe is only a slight alteration of the old English bill. 

After all that has been said of the force and ter-
rour of the Highland sword, I . could not find that 
the art of defence was any part Qf common educa-

tion. 
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tion: .The gentlemen Were perhaps sometimes skii• 
ful gladiators, but the common Men had no other 
powers than those of violence and courage. 	Yet it' 
is well known, that the onset of the Highlanders 
was very formidable. As an army cannot consist 
of philosophers, a panick is easily excited by any 
unwonted' mode of 'aimoyance. 	New dangers are th. 
naturally mtignified; and men accustomed only to 
exchange ballets at a distance, and rather to hear 
their enemies than See them, are discouraged and • , 	, -amazed when they find themselves encohntered hand' 
td lind, and catch the gleam of steel flashing .in , 
their faces. 	 f 

 

,_The- highland weapons --gave opportunity for 
many-exertions of personitl .cOurage; and sometimes 
for single combats in the field; like those which occur 
so frequently in fabulous Wars. 	At Fa/kirk, a gen- 
tleman npw living, was, I suppose after the retreat 
9f the king's troops, engaged at a distance from the 
rest with an Irish dragoon. 	They were both skilful 
swordsmen, and the contest was not easily decided : 
the dragoon at last had the advantage, and the High- 
lander called for quarter; but quarter was refused . 
him', and the fight continued till he was reduced to 
*fella himself upon his knee. At that instant one of 
the llacleods'came to his rescue; who, as it is said, 
onered quarter to the dragoon, but he thought him-
self obliged to rejedt what he had before refused, 
and, as 	battle gives little time to deliberate, w83 
i mrpediately killed. 

: Funerals %vere formerly solemnized by calling mul- 
titudes together, and entertaining them at a gfeat 
expense. 	This'mulation of useless cost has beon 

for 
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fir some time discOuraged, and at last in the isle of 
Sky is.lmost suppressed. • 

Of the Erse language, as I understand nothing, I 
cannot say more than I have been told. 	It is the 
rude speech of a barbarous people, who had few' 
thoughts to express, and were content, as they con,  
ceived grossly, to be grossly understood. After what 
has been lately talked of Highland bards,,  and Higk. 
land genius, many will startle when they are told, 
that the Erse• never Was a written language; that 
there is not in the world an Erse manuscript a hun-
dred years old ; and that the sounds of the High- 
Imam were never expressed by letters, till some 
little books of piety were translated, and a metrical 
version of the Psalms was made by the synod of 
Argyle. Whoever therefor;e now writes 'in this lan-
guage, spells according to his own perception of the 
sound, and his own idea of the power of the letters. 
The Welsh and the Irish are cultivated tongues. 
The Welsh, two hundred years ago, insulted their 
English neighbours for the instability of their ortho-
graphy; while the Erse merely floated in the breath 
of the people, and could 	therefore receive 	little , 	• 
improvement. 

When a language begins to teem with books, it is 
tending to refinement ; as those who undertake to 
teach others must have undergone some labour in 
improving themselves, they set a proportionate value 
on their own thoughts, and wish to enforce them by 
efficacious expressions ; speech becomes embodied 
and permanent; different modes And phrases are 
compared, and the best obtains an establishment. By 
degrees, one age improves 6pon another. Exactness 
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is first obtained, and, afterwards elegance. 	But dic- 
tion, merely vocal, is always. in its childhood. 	As 
no man leaves his. eloqu'ence behind him;  the new 
generations have all to learn. 	There may possibly 
be books without a polished language, but there can 
be no polished language without books.  

That the bards could not read more than the rest 
of their countrymen, it is reasonable to suppose; 
because, if they had read, they could probably have 
written; and how high their compositions may rea-
sonably be rated, an inquirer may best judge by con-
sidering what stores of imagery, what principles of 
ratiocination, what comprehension of knowledge, 
and what delicacy of elocution he has known any 
man attain who cannot read. The state of the bards 
was yet more hopeless. 	He that cannot read, May 
now converse with those that can ; but the bard was 
a barbarian among barbarians, who, knowing nothing 
himself, lived with others that new no more. 

There has lately been in the islands one of these 
illiterate poets, who hearing the Bible read at church, 
is said. to have turned the sacred history into' verse. 

• 
I heard part of a dialogue, composed by him, 
translated by a young lady in Mull, and thought it 
had more meaning than I expected from a man 
totally uneducated ; but he had some opportunities 

- of knowledge; he lived among a learned people. 
After all that has been done .for the instruction of 
the Highlanders, the antipathy between their lan-
guage and literature still continues ; and no man 
that has learned only Erse is, at this tithe, able to 
read. 

• The Etse has 'many dialects, and the words used 
in 
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in some islands are not alWays known in others. In, 
literate nations, though the pronunciation, and some-
times the words of common speech, may differ, as 
now in England, compared with the south of Scot-
land, yet there is a written diction,' which pervades 
all dialects, and is understood in every province. 
But where the whole language is colloquial, he that 
has only one part, never gets the rest, as he cannot 
get it but by change of residence. 

In an unwritten speech, nothing that is not very 
short is transmitted from one generation to another.. 
Few have opportunities of hearing a long compo-
sition often enough to learn it, or have inclination 
to repeat it so often as is necessary to retain it ; and 
what is once forgotten is lost for ever. 	I believe 
there cannot be recovered in the whole Erse lan-
guage five hundred lines of which there is any evi- 
dence to prove them a hundred years old. 	Yet I 
bear that the father. of Ossian boasts of two chests 
more of ancient poetry, which he suppresses, because 
they are too good for the English. 

He that goes into the Highlands with a mind 
naturally acquiescent, and a credulity eager for 
wonders, may come back with an opinion very dif-
ferent from mine ; for the inhabitants, knoWing the 
ignorance of all strangers in their language and an-
tiquities, perhaps are not very scrupulous adherents 
to truth ; yet I do not say that they deliberately speak 
studied falsehood, or have a settled purpose to de- 
ceive. 	They have 	inquired and considered little, 
and do not always feel their own ignorance. 	They 
are not much accustomed to be interrogated by, 

others , 
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others : and seem never to have thought upon inter-
rogating themselves; so that if they do not know 
what they tell to be trues  they likewise do not 
distinctly perceive it to be false. 	 t 

Mr. Boswell was very diligent in his inquiries ; 
and the result 	of his investigations was, that the 
answer to the second question was commonly such 
as nullified the answer to the first.  

We were a while told, that they had an old transla—
tion of the Scriptures; and told it till it would appear 
obstinacy to inquire again. Yet by continued accu-
mulation of questions we.found, that the translation 
meant, if any meaning there were, was nothing else 
than the Irish Bible, 

We beard of manuscripts that were, or that had 
been in the hands of somebody's father, or grand-
father ; but at last we had no reason to believe they 
were other than Irish. 	Martin mentions Irish, but 
never any Erse manuscripts, tic) be found in the 
islands in his time. 	.. 	. 

I suppose my opinion of the poems of Ossian is• 
already discovered. 	I believe they never existed in 
any other form than that which we have seen. 	The 
editor, or author, never could show the original; nor 
can it be shown by any other; to revenge reasonable 
incredulity, by refusing evidence, is a degree of inso-
lence, with which the.world is not yet acquainted; 
and stubborn audacity is the last refuge of guilt. It 
would he easy to show it if he had it ; 	but whence 
could it be bad? It is too long to be remembered, 
and the language formerly had nothing; written. 
Ile has doubtless inserted names that circulate in 

popular 
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popular stories)  and may have translated some !Nara-
dering ballads, if any can be found; and the names, 
and some of the images, being recollected, make an 
inaccurate auditor imagine, by the help of Caledonian 
bigotry, that he has formerly heard the whole. 

I asked a very learned minister in Sky, who had 
used all arts to make me believe the genuineness of 
the book, whether at last he believed it himself? but 
he would not answer. 	He wished me to be deceived, 
for the honour of his country; but would not directly 
and formally deceive me. 	Yet has this man's testi- 
mony been publickly produced, as of one that held 
Fingal to be the work of Ossian. 

It is said, that some men, of integrity profess to 
have heard parts of it, but they all heard them when. , 
they were boys; and it was'never said that any of 
them could recite six lines. 	They remember names, 
and perhaps some proverbial sentimtens; and having 
no distinct ideas, coin a resemblance without an 
original. 	The persuasion of the Scots, however, is 
far from universal ; and in a question so capable of 
proof; why should doubt be suffered to continue ? 
The editor has been heard to say, that part of the 
poem was received by him, in the Sa.ron character. 
Ile has then found, by some peculiar fortune, an tin, 
written language, written in a character which the 
natives probably never beheld. 

I have yet supposed no imposture but in the pub;  
fisher; yet I am far from certainty, that some transla-
tions have not been lately made, that may now be 
obtruded as parts of the original work. 	Credulity 
on one part is a strong temptation to deceit on the 
other, especially to deceit of which no personal injury 
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-is• the consequence, and which flatters the author 
with his own ingenuity. 	The Scots have something.  
to plead for'their easy reception of an improbable -
fiction : they are seduced by their fondness for their 
supposed ancestors. 	A Scotch man must 'be a very 
sturdy moralist, who does not love Scotland better 
than truth ; he will always love it better than in- 
quiry : 	and 	if falsehood flatters 	his vanity, 	will 
-not be very diligent to detect it. 	Neither ought the 
English to be much influenced by Scotch authority; 
for of the past and present state of bile whole Earse 
nation, the Lowlanders are at least a 	ignorant as 
ourselves. 	To be ignorant is painful ; but it is dan- 
gerous to quiet our uneasiness by the delusive opiate 
of hasty persuasion. 

But this is the age in which those who could not 
read; have been supposed to write; in which the 
giants of antiqUated romance have been exhibited 
as realities. 	If we know little of the ancient High- .. 

. landers, let us not fill the vacuity with Ossian. 	If 
we have not searched the Magellanick regions, let 
us however forbear to people them with Patagons. 

. 	Having waited some days at Armidel, we were 
nattered tit last with a wind that promised to convey 
tis to Mull. ' We went on board -a boat that was 
taking in kelp, and left the isle of Sky behind us. 
We were doomed to experience, like others, the 
danger of trusting ton the wind, which blew against 
Ili, in a short time, with such violence, that we, being 
no seasoned sailors, were willing to call it,a tempest. 
I was seasick, and lay down. 	Mr. Bono; it kept t he 
deck. The master knew not well whither to go; and 
our difficulties -might perhaps have filled a very 

pathet ick 
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pathetick page, had not Mr. Maclean of Col, who, 
with every other qualification which insular life 
requires, is a very active and skilful mariner, piloted 
us safe into his own harbour. 

CO L. 

In the morning we found ourselves under the isle 
of Cot, where we landed ; and passed the first day 
and night with captain Maclean, a gentleman who 
has lived some time in the East Indies, but having 
dethroned no Nabob, is not too rich to settle in his 
own country. 	 - 

Next day the wind was fair, and we might have• 
had an easy passage to Mull; but having, contrarily 
to our own intention, landed upon a new island, 
we would not leave it wholly unexamined. 	We 
therefore suffered the vessel to depart without us, 
and trusted the skies for another wind. 

Mr. Maclean of Col, having 'a very numerous 
family, has, for some time past, resided at Aberdeen, 
that he may superintend their education, and leaves 
the young gentleman, our friend, to govern his' 
dominions, with the full power of a Highland chief. 
By the absence of the laird's funily, our entertain-
ment was made more difficult, because the house was 
in a great degree disfurnished; but young Col's 
kindness and activity supplied all defects, and pro-
cured us more than sufficient accommodation. 

Here I first mounted a little highland steed; 'and 
if there had been many spectators, should have been 
somewhat ashamed of my figure in the march. The 

• horses of the islands, as of other barren 	countries, 
- 	 AA 2 	 art 
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are very-low : they are indeed musculous and strong, 
beyond what their size gives reason for expecting; 
but a bulky man upon one of their backs makes a 
very disproportionate appearance. 

From the habitation of captain Maclean we went 
to Grissipol, but called by the way on. Mr. Hector 
Maclean, the minister of Ca, whom we'found in a 
hut, that is, a house of only one floor, but with 
windows and chimney, and not inelegantly furnished. 
Mr. Maclean has the reputation of great learning : 
he is' seventy-seven years old, but not infirm, with a 
look of venerable dignity excelling what I remem-
ber in any other man. 

His conversation was not unsuitable to his appear- 
ance. 	I lost some of his good will, by treating a 

• heretical writer with more regard than, in his opinion, 
a heretick could deserve. I honoured his orthodoxy, 
and did not much censure his asperity. A man who 
has settled his opinions, does not love to have the 
tranquillity 	of his conviction 	disturbed; 	and at 
seventy-seven it is time to be in earnest. 

Mention was made of the Earse translation of the 
New Testament, which has been lately published, 
and of which the learned Mr. Macqueen of Sky spoke 
with commendation ; but Mr. Al aclean said, he did 
not use it, because he could make the text more in-
telligible to his auditors by an extemporary version: 
Froin this I inferred, that the language of the tran-
slation was not the language of the isle of Col. 

Ile has no publick edifice for the exercise of hiS 
Ministry ; 	and can officiate to no greater 'number 
than a room can contain ; and the room of a but is 
dot very,large. 	This is all the opportunity of wor- 

ship 
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ship that is pow granted.to the inhabitants of the 
islands, some of whom must travel thither perhaps 
ten miles. 	Two chapels were erected by their an- 
cestors, of which 1 saw' the skeletons, which now: 
stand faithful witnesses of the triumph of Refor- 
mation.  

The want of churches is not the only impediment 
to piety;  there is likewise a want of ministers; 	A 
parish often contains more islands "than one ; and 
each island can have the minister only in its own 
turn. 	At Raasay they had, I think, a right to ser- 
vice only every third Sunday. 	All the provision 
made by the present , ecclesiastical constitution, for 
the inhabitants of about a hundred square miles, is 
a prayer and sermon in a little room, once in three 
weeks : and even this parsimonious distribution is at 
the mercy of the weather : and in those islands where 
the minister does not reside, it is impossible to tell 
how many weeks or months may pass without any 
publick exercise of religion. 

GRISSIPOL IN 	COL. 

After a short conversation with Mr. Maclean, we 
went on to Grissipol, a house and farm tenanted by 
Mr. Macsweyn, where I saw more of the ancient 
life of a Highlander than I had yet found. 	Mrs. 
Macsweyn could speak no English, and had Never 
seen any other places than the islands of Sky, Mull, 
and Col : but she was hospitable and good humoured, 
and spread her table with sufficient liberality. 	We 
found tea here as in every other place, but our 
spoons were of horn. 

A 1 3 	 The 
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The house of Grissipo/ 'stands by a brook' very 
clear and quick; which is, I suppose, one of the 

,' most copious streams in the island. 	This place was 
the scene of an action, much celebrated in the tra-
ditional . history of Lol, but which probably no two 
relaters will tell alike. 

Some time, in the obscure ages, Mncneil of Bgrra 
married the lady Maclean, who had the isle of Co/ 
for her jointure. Whether . Macneil detained Col, 
when the widow was dead, or whether she lived so 
long as to make her heirs impatient, is perhaps not 
now known. The younger soil, called John Gerves 
or John the Giant, a man of great strength, who 
was then in Ireland, either for safety or for educa-
tion, dreamed of recovering his inheritance ; and 
getting some adventurers together, which in those 
unsettled times was • not hard to do, invaded Col. 
`He was driven away, but was not discouraged, and 
collecting new followers, in three years came again 
with fifty men. In his way lie stopped at Artorinish 
in Morvern, where his uncle was prisoner to Mac-
leod, and was then with his enemies in a tent. Mac-
lean took with him only one servant, whom he 
ordered to stay at the outside : and where he should 
see the tent pressed outwards, to strike with, his dirk; 
it being the intention of Maclean, as any Mn pro-
voked him, to lay hands upon him, and push him 
back. He entered the tent alone, with his Lodiabier 
axe in his hand, and struck such terrour into the whofr 
assembly, that they dismissed his uncle. 	. 	r  

When he landed at Col, he saw the sentinel, who 
kept watch towards the sea, running ofi to Grissipol, 

to 
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to give Macneil, who was there with a hundred and 
twenty men, an account of the invasion. 	He told. 
Macgill, 	one 	of his followers, 	that if he inter, 
cepted that dangerous intelligence, by catching'  he 
courier, he would give him certain lands in Mull. 
Upon this promise Macgill pursued the messenger, 
and either killed or stopped him; and his posterity, 
till very lately, held the lands in Mull. 

The alarm being thus prevented, he came unex- 
pectedly upon Macneil. 	Chiefs were in those days 
never wholly unprovided for an enemy. A fight en-
sued; in which one of their followers is said to have 
given an extraordinary proof of activity, by bound- 
ing backwards over the brook of Grissipol. 	Mac- 
neil being killed, and many of his clan destroyed; 
Maclean took possession of the island, which the 
Macneils attempted to conquer by another invasion, 
but were defe‘ated and repulsed. - 

Maclean, in his turn, invaded the estate of the 
Macneils, took the castle of Brecacig, and con-
quered the isle or Barra, which he held for seven 
years, and then restored it to the heirs.. 

CASTLE OF COL. 

From Grissipol Mr, Maclean conducted us to his 
father's seat; a neat new house erected near the old 
castle, I think, by the last proprietor. 	Here we were 
allowed to take our station, and lived very commo-
diously, while we waited for moderate weather and a 
fair wind, which we did not so soon obtain, but we 
had titne to get some information of the present state 
of Col, partly by inquiry; and partly by occasional 
excursions. 

A A 4 	 Col 
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Col is computed to be thirteen miles in length, 

and three in •breadth. 	Both the ends are' the pro-
perty of the duke of Argyle, but the middle be-
longs to Maclean, who is called. Col, as 'the. only 
laird. 	 , 

Col is not properly rocky; it is rather one con-
tinued rock, of a surface much diversified with prei-
tuberances, and covered with a thin layer of earth, 
which 	is often 	broken, 	and discovers the stone. 
Such a soil is not for plants that strike deep roots.; 
sand perhaps in the whole island nothing has ever yet 
grown to the height of a table. 	The uncultivated 
parts are clothed with heath, among which industry 
has interspersed spots of grass and corn; but no at- 
tempt has been made to raise a tree. 	Young Col, 
who has a very 'laudable desire of improving his 
patrimony, purposes . some time to plant an orchard; 
which, if it be sheltered by a wall, may perhaps suc- 
ceed. 	He has introddced the culture of turnips, of 
which he has a field, where the whole work was per- . 
formed by his own hand. 	His intention is to pro- 
vide food for his cattle in the winter. 	This innova- 
tion was considered by Mr. Macsweyn as the idle 
project of a young head, heated with English fancies; 
but ha has now found that turnips will really 
grow, and that hungry sheep and cows will really 
eat them. 

By such acquisitions ap these, the Hebrides may 
in time rise above their annual distress. 	Wherever 
heath will grow, there is reason to think something 
better may. draw nourishment; and by. trying the 
prOdUction of other places, plants will be found 
suitable to every soil. 

Col 
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Co/ has many lochs, some of which have trouts 

and eels, and others have never yet. been stocked ; 
.another proof of the negligence of the islanders, 
who might take fish in the inland waters when they 
cannot go to sea.  

Their quadrupeds are horses, cows, sheep, and 
goats. 	They have neither deer, hares, not rabbits. 
They hav'e no vermin, except rats; which have been 
lately brought thither by sea, as to other places; and 
are free from serpents, frogs, and toads., J 

The harvest' in Co/ and in Lewis, is ripe sooner 
than in Sky, 'and the winter in Co/ is . never cold, 
but very tempestuous. I know not that I ever heard 
the wind so loud in any other place; and Mr. Bos-
well observed that its noise was all its own, for there 
were no trees to increase it. 

Noise is not the worst effect of the tempests; for 
they have thrown the sand from the .shore over a 
considerable part of the land, and is said still to 
encroach and destroy more and more pasture; but 
I am not of opinion, that by any surveys or land-
marks, its limits have been ever fixed, or its pro- 
gression ascertained. 	If one man has confidence 
enough to say, that it advances, nobody can bring 
any proof'to support him in denying it. 	The season 
why it is not spread to a greater extent, seems to be, 
that the wind and rain come almost together, :and 
that it is made close and heavy by the wet before 
the storms can put it in motion. 	So thick is the 
bed, and so small the particles, that if a traveller 
should be caught by a,sudden gust in dry weather, he 
would find it very difficult to escape with life. 

For 
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For natural curiosities I was shown only two great 

.masses of stone, which lie loose upon the ground; 
one on the top of a,hill, and the other at a small dis-
tance from the bottom. They certainly were never 
put into 'their present places by human strength or 
skill; and though an earthquake might have broken 
off the lower stone, and rolled it into the valley, no 
account can be given of the other, which lies on the 
hill, unless, which I forgot to examine, there be still 
near it some higher rock, from which it might be 
torn. . All nations have a tradition, that their earliest 
ancestots were giants, and these stones are said to 
have been thrown up and down by a giant and his' 
mistress. 	There are so many more important things 
of which human knowledge can give no account, 
that it may beTorgiven us, if we speculate no longer 
on two stones in Col. 	, 

This island is very popuhius. 	About nine-and= 
,twenty years ago, the fencible men of Co/ were reck-
oned one hundred and forty ; which is the sixth of 
eight hundred and, forty; and probably some con- 
trived to be left out .of the list. 	The minister told 
us, that a few years ago the inhabitants were eight 
hundred, between the ages of seven and of seventy. 
Rourid numbers are seldom exact. 	But in this case 
the authority is good, uld the errour likely to be little. 
If to the eight hundred be added what the laws of 
computation require, they will be increased to at 
least 	a thousand.; and if the dimensions 	of ,the 
country have been accurately related, every mile 
maintains more than twenty-five.  

'This proportion of habitation is greater than the 
appearance 
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appearance of the country seems to admit; for 
wherever the eye wanders, it sees much waste and. 
little cultivation. 	I am more inclined to extend the 

- land, of which no measure has ever been taken, 
than to diminish the people, who have been really, 
numbered. 	Let it be supposed, that a computed 
mile contains a mile and a half, as was commonly 
found true in the mensuration of the English roads, 
and we shall then allot nearly twelve to a mile, which 
agrees much better with ocular observation. ,, 

• Here, as in Sky, and other islands, are the laird, 
the_tacksmen; and the under-tenants: 

Mr. Mackan, the laird, has very extensive pos-
sessions, being proprietor, not only of far the greater 
part of Col, but of the extensive island of Rum, and 
a very considerable territory in Mull. 

Rum - is one of, the larger islands, almost square, 
and therefore of great capacity in proportion .to its 
sides. 	By the usual method of estimating computed 
extent, it may contain more than a hundred and 
twenty square miles. - 

It originally belonged to Clanronald, and was 
purchased by Col ; who, in some dispute about the 
bargain, made Clanronald prisoner, and kept him 
nine months, in confinement. 	Its owner represents 
it as mountainous, rugged, and barren. 	In the hills 
there are red deer. 	The horses are very small, but 

' 

. 

- of a breed eminent for beauty. 	Col, not long ago, . 
bought one of them from a tenant; who told him, 
that as he was of a shape uncommonly elegant, he 
could not sell him but at a high price; and that 
whoever had him should pay a guinea and a half: 

• There • 
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There are :said to be.in Barra a race of horses 

yet smaller, of which the highest is not above thirty-
six inches. 

The rent of Rum is not great. 	Mr. Maclean de- 
clared that he should be very rich, if he could set his/ 
land at two-pence halfpenny an acre. 	The inha- 
bitants are fifty-eight families, who continued papists 
for some time after the laird became a protestant. 
Their adherence to their old religion was strength-
ened by the countenance of the laird's sister, a zealous 
Romanist, till one Sunday as they were going to mass 
under the conduct of their patroness, Maclean met 
them on the way, gave one of them a blow on the 
head with a yellow stick, I suppose a cane, for which 
the Earse had no name, and drove them to the kirk, 
from which they have never since departed. 	Since 
the use of this method of, conversion, the inhabi-
tants of Egg and Canna, who continue papists, call 
the protestantism of Runt, the religion of the Yellow 
Stick. 	. 	 . 

The only popish islands are Egg and Canna. 	Egg 
is the principal island of a parish, in which, though he 
has no congregation, the protestant minister resides. 
I. have heard of nothing curious in it, but the cave 
in which a former generation of the islanders were 
smothered by Macleod. 

If we had. travelled with more—leisure, it had not 
been fit to have neglected the.popish islands. 	Po- 

. pery is favourable to ceremony; and among igno-
rant nations ceremony is the only preservative of 
tradition. 	Since protestantism was extended to the 
savage parts of Scotland, it has perhaps been one of 
the chief labours of the ministers to abolish stated 

observances, 
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observances, 	because they Continued the remem- 
brance of the former religion. 	We therefore, who 
came to hear old traditions, and see antiquated man-
ners, should probably have found them amongst.the 
papists. 

Canna, the other popish island, belongs to Clan-
ronald. • It is said not to comprise more than twelve 
miles sofland, and yet maintains as many inhabitants, 
as Rum 

We were at Co/ under the protection of the young 
laird, Without any of the distresses which Mr. Pen-
nant „in a fit of simple credulity, seems to think 
almost worthy of an elegy by Ossian. 	Wherever we 
roved, we were pleased to' see the reverence with 
which his subjects regarded him. 	He did not endea- 
vour to dazzle them by any magnificence of dress : 
his only distinction was a feather in his bonnet; but 
as soon as he appeared, they forsook their work and 
clustered about him : 	he took them by the hand, 
and they seemed mutually delighted. 	He has the 
proper disposition of a chieftain, and seems desirous 
to-continue the customs of his house. 	The bagpiper 
Played regularly, when dinner was served,, whose 
person and dress made a good appearance; and he 
brought no disgrace upon the family of Rankin, 
which has long supplied the lairds of Co/ with here-,  
ditary musick. 	 . 

The tacksmen of Co/ seem to live with less dignity 
and convenience than those of Sky; where they had 
good houses, and tables not only plentiful, but deli- 
Cate. 	In Ca only two houses pay the window-tax; 
for only two have six windows, which, I suppose, are 
Abe laird's and Mr. Macsreun's. 	. 	 • 

The 
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The rents have, till within seven years, been paid 

in kind, but the tenants finding that cattle and•corn 
varied in their price, desired for the future to give 
their landlord money; which, not having yet arrived 
at the philosophy of commerce, they consider as 
being every year of the same value. 

.We were _told of a particular mode of under-
tenure.. The tacksmen admits some of hiS inferiour 
neighbours to the cultivation of his grounds, on con- 

.' dition that, performing all th9 work, and giving a 
third part of the seed, they shall keep a certain num-
ber of cows, sheep, and goats, and reap a third part 

.. of the harvest. 	Thus by less than the tillage of two 
acres they pay the rent of one. 	 .. 

There arc tenants below the rank of tacksmen, that 
have 'got' smaller tenants under them ; for in every 
place, where money is not the general equivalent, 
there must be some whose labour is immediately paid 
by daily food. 

A country that has no money, is by no means con-
venient for beggars, both because such countries are 
commonly poor, and because charity requires some 
trouble and some thought. 	A penny is easily given 
upon the first impulse of compassion, or impatience 
of importunity; but few will deliberately search their 
cupboards or their granaries to find out something to 
give. 	A penny is likewise easily spent; but victuals, 
.if they are unprepare,d, 	require house-room, and 
fire, and utensils, which the beggar knows not where 
to find. 

Yet beggars there sometimes are, whO wander 
from island to island. 	We had in our passage to 

. Mull, the company,of a woman and her child, ,who 
. 	 had 
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had exhausted the charity of Col. ,The arrival of a 
beggar on 'an island is accounted a sinistrous event. 
Every. body considers that he shall have the .less for 
what he gives away. 	Their alms, I believe, is gene- 
rally oatmeal. 	• 	 - 

Near to Co/ is• another island called Tir-eye, emi- 
nent for its fertility. 	Though it has but half the 
extent of Rum, it is so well peopled, that there have 
appeared, not long ago, nine hundred and fourteen 
at a funeral; 	The plenty of this island enticed. beg- 
gars to it, who seemed so burthensome to the inhabi-
tants, that a formal compact was drawn up, by which 
they obliged themselves to grant no. more relief to 
casual wanderers, because they had among them an - 
indigent woman of high birth, whom they considered 
as entitled to all that they could spare. 	l' have read 
the stipulation, 	which was indited with juridical 
formality, 	but was never made valid by regular 
subscription.. 	 . 	. 

If the inhabitants of Col have nothing to give, it 
is not that they are. oppressed by their landlord : their 
leases seem to be very profitable. 	One farmer, vvho 
pays only seven pounds a year, has maintained seven 
daughters and three sons, of whom the eldest' is 
educated at Aberdeen for the,  ministry; and now, at 
every vacation, opens a school in Col. 

Life is here, in some respects, improved beyond 
the condition of some other islands. 	In Sky what is 
wanted can only be bought; as the arrival of some 
wandering pedlar may afford anopportunity ; but. in 
Co/ there is a standing shop, and in Mull there are 
two. 	A shop in the islands, as in other places of little 

frequentation, • 
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frequentation, is a repository of every thing requisite 
for common use. 	Mr. Bosrvell's journal was filled, 
and he bought some paper in Col. To a man that 
ranges the-streets of London, where he is tempted to 
contrive wants for the pleasure of supplying them, a 
shop affords no image worthy of attention; but in 
.an island, it turns the balance of existence between 
good and evil. 	To live in perpetual want of little 
things, is a state not indeed of torture, but of con- 
stant vexation. 	I have in Sky had some difficulty 
to find ink for a letter; and if a woman breaks her 
needle, the work is at a stop. 	- 

As it is, the islanders are obliged to content them. 
selves with succedaneous means for many common 
purposes. 	I have seen the chief man of a very wide 
district riding with a halter for a bridle, and govern-
ing his hobby with a -wooden curb. 

'The people of Col, however, do not want dex- 
terity to supply some of their necessities. 	Several 
arts which make trades, and demand apprenticeships 
iu'great cities, are here the practices of daily ct cono- 
.My. 	In every house candles ate made, both moulded 
and dipped. 	Their wicks are small shreds of linen 
cloth. 	They ail know how to extract from the cuddy 
oil for their lamps. 	They all tan skins, and make 
brogues.  

As we travelled through Sk!J, we saw many cot-
tages, butt they very frequently stood single on the 
naked ground. 	In Col, where the hills opened a 
place convenient for habitation, we found a petty 
village, of which every but had a little garden ad-
joining; thus they made an appearance of social 

. commerce 
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commerce and mutual offices, and of some attention 
to convenience and future supply. There is not in 
the Western Islands any .collection of buildings that 
can make pretensions to be called a town, except in 
the isle of Lewis, which I have not seen. 

If Lewis is distinguished by a town, Co/ has als.o 
something peculiar. The young laird has attempted 
what no islander perhaps ever thought on. 	He has 
begun a road capable of a wheel-carnage. 	He ,has 
carried it about a mile, and will continue it by annual 
elongation from, his house to the harbour. 

Of taxes here is no reason for complaining; they 
are paid by a very easy composition. The malt-tax 
for Col is twenty shillings. Whisky is very plentiful : 
there are several stills in the island, and more is made 
than the. inhabitants consume. 

The great business of insular policy is now to 
keep the people in their own couutry. ,As the world 
has been let in upon them, they have beard of hap- 
pier 	

.: 
climates, and less arbitrary government ; and if 

they are.disgusted, have emissaries among them ready' 
to' offer them land and houses, as a reward for de- 
serting their chief and clan. 	Many have departed 
both from the main of Scotland, and from the islands ; 
and all that go may be considered as subjects lost to 
the British crown; for a nation scattered in the 
boundless regions of America resembles rays diverg- 
ing from a focus. 	All the rays remain, but the heat 
is gone. 	Their power consisted in their. concentra- 
tion : when they are dispersed, they have no effect. 

It may be thought that they are happier by the 
change ; but they are not happy as a nation, for they 
are a nation no longer. As they contribute not to' 

Von. VIII. 	B a 	 the 
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the prosperity of any community, they must want 
that security, that dignity, that happiness, whatever 
it be, which a prosperous community throws back 
upon individuals. 

The inhabitants of Co/ have not yet learned to be 
weary of their heath and rocks, but attend their 

. agriculture and their dairies, without listening to 
ilmerican seducements. 	 ' 

There-are some however who think that this emi-
gration has raised terrour disproportionate to its real 
evil ; and that it is only a new mode of doing what. 
was always done. 	The Highlands, they say, never 

• maintained their natural inhabitants; but the people, 
when they found themselves too numerous, instead 
of extending cultivation, provided for themselves by 
a more compendious method, and sought better for- 
tune in other countries. 	They, did not indeed go 

' 

" away in collective bodies, but withdrew invisibly, a 
few at a time ; but the whole number of fugitives • 

. was not less, and the difference between other times 
and this, is only the same as between evaporation 

- and effusion. 
This is plausible, but I am afraid it is not true. 

• Those who went before, if they were not sensibly 
missed, as the argument supposes, enlist have gone 
either in less number, or in a inanner less detrimen-
tal, than at present ; because formerly there was no 
complaint. 	Those who then left the Country were 
generally 	the idle dependants on 	overburdened 
families, or men who had no property ; and there-
fore carried away' only -themselves. In'the present 

• 

• eagerness of emigration,. families, and almost com-
munities, go away together. Those who were con- 

• side-red 
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sidered as prosperous and wealthy, sell their-  stock 
and carry away the money. Once none went away 
but the useless and poor; in some parts there is now 
reason to fear, that none will stay but those who are 
too poor to remove themselves, and too useless to be 
removed at the cost of others. 
. 	Of antiquity there is not more knowledge in Col 
than in other places; 	but every where something 
may be gleaned. 

- How ladies were portioned, when there was no 
money, it would be difficult for an Englishman to 
guess. 	In ;649, 	Maclean of 	Dronart 	in ,Mull 
married his sister Fingala to Maclean of Col, with a 
hundred and eighty kine ; and stipulated, that if she 
became a widow, her jointure should be three hun-
dred and sixty. I suppose some proportionate tract 
of land, was appropriated to their pasturage. 

The disposition to pompous and expensive funerals, 
which has at one time or-other Prevailed in most 
parts of the civilized world, is not yet suppressed in 
the islands, though some of "the ancient solemnities 
are worn away, and singers are no longer hired to 
attend ,the procession. Nineteen years ago, at the 
burial of the laird of Cot, were killed thirty cows, 
and about fifty sheep. 	The number of the cows is 
positively told, and we must suppose other victuals 
in like proportion. 

Mr. Maclean informed us of an old game, of 
which he did not tell the original, but which may per-
baps be used in other places, where the reason of it 
is not yet forgot. At New-year's eve, in the hall or 
castle of the laird, where, at festal seasons, there 
may be supposed a very numerous company, one 

B B 2 	 mall 
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man dresses himself in a cow's hide, upon which 
other men beat with sticks. 	He runs with all this 
noise round the house, which all the company quits , 
in a'counterfeited fright ; the door is then shut. At 
New-year's eve there is no great pleasure to be had 
out of doors in the Hebrides. They are sure soon 
to recover from their terrour enough to solicit for 
re-admission ; which, for the honour of poetry, is not 
to be obtained but by repeating a verse, with which 
'those that are knowing and provident take care to be 
furnished. 

Very near•tlie house of Maclean stands the castle 
of Col, 	which was the mansion of the laird, till 'the 
house was built. 	It is built upon .a rock, as Mr. 
Boswell remarked, that it might not be mined. 	It 
•is very 'strong, and having been not long uninhabited, 
is yet in repair. 	On the wall was, not long ago, a 
stone with an inscription, importing, 	that •if any • 
man of the clan of Maclonich shall appear before 
this castle, though he come at midnight, with ;:a 
man's head in his hand, he shall there find safety 
and protection against all but the king. 

This is an old Highland treaty, made upon a very 
•Memorahle occasion. 	Maclean, the son of John 
Genes, who recovered Cot, and conquered Barra, 
had obtained, it is said, from James the Second, a 
grant of the lands of Lochiel, forfeited, I suppose, 
•by some offence against the state. 
• Forfeited estates were not in those days quietly 
:resigned; Maclean, therefore, went with an.armed 
"force .to seize his new possessions, and, I' know not 
for what reason, took his wife with him. 	The Ca. 

gmerons rose in defence of their chief, and a battle 
was 
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was fought at the head of Loch Ness, near the place 
where Fort Augustus now stands, in which Lochiel 
obtained the victory,' and • Maclean, with his fol-
lowers, was defeated.aild deStroy.ed. 

The lady fell. into • the' hands of. the .congnerors, 
and being found pregnant, was placed in the custody 
of Maclonich, one of a tribe or family branched from 
Cameron, .with orders, if she brought ,a boy, to de, 
stroy him, if a girl, to spare her. 

Maclonich's wife, who was with child likewise, 
bad a girl about the same time at whiCh lady Mac-
lean brought a boy; and Maclonich, with more ge-
nerosity to his captive, than fidelity to his trust, con-
trived that the children should be changed. 

Maclean being thus preserved from death, in time 
- recovered his original patrimony ; and in gratitude 

to his friend, made his castle a place of refuge to any 
of the clan that should think himself in danger; and 
as a proof of reciprocal confidence, Maclean took 
upon himself and his posterity the care of educating • 
the•heir of Maclonich. 

This story, like all other traditions of the High-
lands, is variously related ; but though .some circum- 
stances are 	uncertain, .the principal• fact is true.' 
Maclean 	undoubtedly owed _ his preservation to 
Maclonich; for the treaty between the two.families 
has been strictly observed : it did not sink into dis- 

,use and oblivion, but 	continued in its 	full 	force 
while the chieftains retained their power. I have read 
a demand of protection, made not more than thirty-
seven years ago, for one of the Maclonichs, named 
Ewen Cameron, who had been accessory to the 

B B 3 	 death 
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death of Macniariin, and had been banished by 
Lochiel, his lord, for a certain term ; at the expi-
ration of which he returned married, from France; 
but the Macmartins, not satisfied with the punish-
ment, when he attempted•to settle, still threatened 
him with vengeance. 	He therefore asked, and ob-
tained, shelter-  in the isle of Col. 

The power-of protection subsists no longer; but 
what the law permits is yet continued, and Maclean 
of Co/ now educates the heir ail/cc/on/ch. 
- 	There still remains in the islands, though it is pass- 
ing fast away, the custom of fosterage. 	A laird, a 
man of wealth and eminence, sends his child, either 
male or female, to a tacksman, or tenant, to be fos- 
tered. 	It is not always his own tenant, but some 
distant friend, 	that obtains 	this honour; 	for an 
honour shch a trust is very reasonably thought. The 
terms of fosterage seem to vary in different islands. In 
Mull, the father sends with his child a certuit num-
ber of cows, to which the same number is added by 
the fosterer. 	The father appropriates a proportion- 
able extent of groUnd, without rent, for their pas- 
turage. 	If every cow brings a calf, half belongs to 
the, fosterer, and half to the child ; but if there be 
only one calf between two cows, it is the child's, 

. and when the child returns to the parents, it is ac-
companied by all the cows given, both by the father 
and by the fosterer, tith half of the increase of the 
stock by propagation. 	These beasts are considered 
as'a portion, and called Macalive cattle, of 	which 
the father has the produce, but is supposed not to 
have the full property, but to owe the same number 

, 	 to 
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to the child, as a portion to the daughter, or .a stock 
for the son.  

-Children continue with the fosterer perhaps six 
years, and cannot, where this is the practice, be con-
sidered as burdensome. The fosterer, if he gives four 
cows, receives likewise four, and has, while the child 
continues with him, grass for eight without 'rent, with 
half the calves, and all the milk, for which he pays 
only four cows when he dismiss-es his 'dolt, for that 
is the name for a fostered child. 

Fosterage is, I believe, sometimes performed upon 
more liberal terms. 	Our friend, the young laird of ' 
Col, was fostered by Macsweyn of Grissipol. 	Mac- 
sweyn then lived a tenant to Sir James Macdonald 
in the isle of Sky; 	and therefore Col, whether he 
sent him cattle or not, could grant him no land. 
Thedall, however, at his return, brought back a con-
siderable number of Maralive cattle, and of the 
friendship so formed there have been good effects.. 
When Macdonald raised his rents, A/acsweyn was, 
like other tenants, discontented, and, resigning his 
farm, removed from Sky to Ca, and was established 
at Grissipol.  

These observations we made by favour of the 
contrary wind that drove us to Col, an island not 
often visited; for there is not much to amuse curi- 
osity, or to attract avarice. 	 , 

The ground has been hitherto, I 	believe, used 
chiefly for pasturage. 	In a district, such as the eyd 
can command, there is a general herdsman, who 
knows all the cattle of the neighbourhood, and whose 
station is upon a hill from which he surveys the lower 
grounds; and if one man's cattle invade another's,  

I/ n 4 	 grass 
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grass, drives them back to their own borders. 	But 
other means of profit begin to be 'found ; kelp is 
.gathered and burnt, and sloops are loaded with the 
concreted ashes. 	Cultivation is likely to be in-
proved by the skill and encouragement of the present 
heir, and the inhabitants of those obscure vallies will 
partake of the general progress of life. 

The rents of the parts which belong to the duke 
of Argyle, have been raised from fifty-five to one 
hundred and five pounds whether from the land .or 
the sea I• cannot tell. 	The bounties of the sea have 
lately been so great, that a farm in Southuist has risen 
in ten years from a rent of thirty pounds to one 
hundred and eighty. 

He who lives in Co4 and finds himself condemned 
to solitary meals, and incommunicable reflection, 
will find the usefulness of that niiddle order of tacks- 

en, which some who applaud their own wisdom are.  
wishing to destroy. 'Without intelligence, man is not 
social, he is only gregarious; and little intelligence 
will there be, where all are constrained 	to daily 
labour, and every mind must wait upon the hand. 

After having listened for some days to the tempest; 
and wandered about the island till our curiosity was 
satisfied, we began to think about our departure. To 
leave Cain October was not very Easy. We however 
'found a sloe!) which lay on the coast to carry kelp ; 
'and for a price which ,we thought levied.  upon our 
necessities, the master agreed to carry us to Mull, 
whence we might readily pass back to Scotland. 

: 
MULL. 

As we were to catch the first favourable breath, 
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we spent the night not very e\legantly nor pleasantly 
in the vessel, and were landed next day at Tabor 
Morar, a port in Mull, which appears to an unex-
perienced eye formed for the security of ships; for' 
its mouth is closed by a small island, which admits 
them through narrow channels into a bason suffici- 
ently capacious. 	They are indeed safe from the sea, 
but there is a hollow between the mountains, through 
which the wind issues from the land with very mis-
chievous violence.  

There was no danger while we were there, and we 
found several other vessels at anchor; so that the 
port had a very commercial appearance. 

The young laird of Cot; who had determined not 
to let us lose his company, while there was any diffi- 
culty remaining, came over with us. 	His influence 
soon appeared; for he procured us horses, and con-
ducted us to the house of doctor Maclean, where viTe 
fotind very kind entertainment and very pleasing con- 
versation. 	Miss Maclean, who was born, and had 
been bred at Glasgow, having removed .with her 
father to Mull, added to other qualifications, a great 
knowledge of the Earse language, which she had not 
learned in her childhood, but gained by study, and 
was the only interpreter of Earse poetry that I could 
ever find. 	' 

The isle of Mull is perhaps in extent the third of 
the Hebrides. 	It is not broken by waters, nor shot 
into promontories, but. is a solid and compact mass, 
of breadth nearly equal to its length. - Of the dimen-
sions of the larger islands, there is no knowledge 
approaching to exactness. 	I ani willing to estimate 
it as containing about three hundred square miles. 

MO/ 
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Mull had suffered like S'hy by the black winter of 

'seventy-one, in which, contrary to all experience, a 
continued frost detained the snow_ eight weeks upon 
the ground. 	Against a calamity never known, no 
'provision had been made, and the people could only 
pine in helpless misery. 	One tenant was mentioned, 
whose cattle perished to the value of three hundred 
pounds; a loss which probably mote than the life of 
man is necessary to repair. 	In countries like these, 
the 	descriptions 	of famine 	become 	intelligible. 
Where by vigorous and artful cultivation of a soil 
naturally fertile, there . is commonly a superfluous 
growth both of grain and grass; where the fields are 
crowded with cattle ; and where every hand is able 
to attract wealth from a distance, by making some-
thing .that promotes ease, or gratifies vanity, a dear 
year produces only.  a comparative want, which is 
eatlier seen than felt, and which terthinates corn?  
monly in no worse effect, than that of condemning 
the lower orders oft he community to sacrifice a little 
luxury to convenience, or at most a little conveni-
ence to necessity.  

But where the climate is unkind and the ground 
penurious, so that the most fruitful years produce 
only enough to maintain themselves; where life un- 
improved, 	and unadorned, fades into 	something 
little more than naked existence, and every one is 
busy for himself, 	witiThut any arts by which the 
pleasure of others may be increased ; if to the daily 
•bundeu of distress any additional weight be added, 
nothing remains but to despair and die. 	ld Mull the 
disappointment of a harvest, or a murrain among the 
cattle, cuts off the regular provision; and they who 

have 
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have no manufactures can purchase no part of the 
superfluities of other countries. 	The consequence 
of a bad season is here not scarcity, but emptiness; 
and they whose plenty was barely a supply of natural 
and present need, when that slender stalk fails, must 
perish with hunger. 

All travel has its advantages. 	If the passenger 
visits better countries, he may learn.to improve his 
own, and if fortune carries him to worse, he may 
learn to enjoy it. 

Mr. Boswell's curiosity strongly impelled him to 
survey lava, or Icolmkill, which was to the early 
ages the great school of theology, and is supposed 
to have been the place of sepulture for the ancient 
kings. 	I, though less eager, did not oppose him. 

That we might perform this-expedition, it was 
necessary to traverse a great part of Mull. 	We 
passed a day at Dr. Maclean's, and could have been 
well contented to stay longer. 	But Co/ provided us 
horses, and we pursued our journey. 	This was a 
day of inconvenience, for the country is wry rough, 
and my horse was but little. 	We travelled many 
hours through a track, black and barren, in v hich, 
however, there were the reliques. of humanity; for 
we found a ruined chapel in our way. 

It is natural, in traversing this gloom of desola-
tion, to inquire, whether something may not be done 
to give nature a more cheerful face; and whether 
those hills and moors that afford heath, cannot, with 
a little care and labour, bear something better ? The 
first thought that occurs is to cover them with trees, 
for that in many of these naked regions trees will 

grotv, 
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grow, is evident, because stumps and roots are yet 
remaining ;' and- the" speculatist hastily proceeds to 
censure that 'fiegligence.dralaziness that has omitted 
for so' long a,timeso easy an improvement. 

To drop seeds into the ground;  and attend their 
growth, requires little 'labour and no skill. 	lie who 
'remembers that all the Woods, by 'which the wants of 
man have been supplied from the Deluge till now, 
were self-sown, will riot easily be persuaded 'to think.  
all the art and preparation necessary, 	which the 
georgick writers prescribe to planters. 	Trees cer-
tainly have covered the earth with very little culture. 
They wave their tops among the rocks of Norway, 
and might thrive as well in the Highlands and 
Hebrides.  

But there is a frightful interval between the seed 
and timber. 	He that calculates the growth of trees, 
has the unwelcome remembrance of the shortness of 
life driven hard upon him.. 	He knows that he is 
doing what will never benefit himself; and when he 
rejoices to see the stem rise, is disposed to repine 
that another shall cut it down. 

Plantation is naturally the employment of a mind 
unburdened with care, and vacant to'futurity, satu-
rated with present good, and at leisure to derive 
gratification from the prospect of posterity. 	He 
that pines with hunger, is in little care how others 
shall be fed. 	The poor"Iman is seldom studious to 
make his grandson rich. 	It may be soon discovered, 
wliy in a place, which hardly supplies the cravings 
of 'necessity, there has been little attention to the 
delights of fancy, and why distant convenience is 

u n regarded, 
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unregarded, where the thoughts are turned with in-
cessant solicitude upon every possibility of immediate 
advantage. 

Neither is it quite so easy to raise large woods 
as may be conceived. 	Trees intended to produce 
timber must be sown where they are to grow; and. 
ground sown with trees must be kept useless for a 
long time, inclosed at an expence from which many 
will be discouraged by the remoteness of the profit, 
and watched with that attention, which, in places , 
where it. is most needed, will neither be giv.en nor 
bought. 	That it cannot be plowed is evident: and 
if cattle be suffered to graze upon it, they will devour 
the plants as fast as they rise. 	Even in coarser 
countries, where herds and flocks are not fed, not 
only the deer and the wild goats will browse upon 
them, but the hare and rabbit will nibble them. 	It 
is therefore reasonable to believe, 	what I do not 
.remember any naturalist to have remarked, - that 
there was a time when the world was very thinly in-
habited by beasts, as well as men, and that the woods 
had leisure to rise high , before animals had bred 
numbers sufficient to intercept them. 

Sir James Macdonald, in part of the wastes of his 
territory, set or sowed trees, to the number, as I 
have been told, of several millions, expecting, doubt-
less, that they would grow up into future navies and 
cities; but for want of inclosure, and of that care 
which is always necessary, and will hardly ever be 
taken, all his cost and labour have been lost, and the 
ground is likely to continue an useless heath. 

Having not any experience of a journey in ?full, 
we ,had no doubt of reaching the sea by day-light, 

anti 
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- and therefore had not left Dr. Maclean's very early, 

We travelled diligently enough, but found the coun-
try, for road there was none, very difficult to pass. 
We were always struggling with some obstruction or 
other, and our vexation was not balanced by any 
gratification of the eye or mind. 	We were now 
long enough acquainted with hills and heath to have 
lost the emotion that they once raised, whether pleas-
ing or painful, and had our mind employed only on 
our own fatigue. 	We were however sure, under 
Co/'s protection, of escaping all real evils. 	There 
was no house in Mull to which he could not intro- 
duce. us. 	He had intended to lodge us, for that 
night,, with a gentleman that lived upon the coast, 
but discovered on the way, that he then lay in bed 
without hope cif life. 

We resolved not to embarrass a family, in a time 
of so much sorrow, if any other expedient could be 
found ; and as the island of Ulva was over-against 
us, it was determined that we should pass the strait, 
and have recourse to the laird, who, like the otfier. 
gentlemen. of the islands, was known to Cot. 	We. 
expected to find a ferry-boat, but when at last we 
came to the water, the boat was gone. 

We were now again at.a stop. It was the sixteenth 
pf October, a time when it is not convenient to sleep 
in the licbrides without a cover, and there was no 
house within our reach, but that which we had al-
ready declined. 

U L V A A. 	
• 	• 

While we stood deliberating, we were happily 
espied from an Irish ship,' that lay at anchor in. the . strait. 
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strait. 	The master saw that we wanted a passage, 
and with great civility sent us his boat, which quickly 
conveyed us to Ulva, where we were very liberally 
entertained by Mr. Macquarry. 

To Ulva we came in the dark, and left it before 
noon the next day. 	A very exact description there- 
fore will not be expected. 	We were.told, that it is. 
an island of no great extent, rough and barren, in-
habited by the Macquarrys; a clan 'not powerful 
nor numerous, but of antiquity, which most other' 
families are content to reverence. 	The name is 
supposed to be a depravation of some other; fur 
the Earse language does not afford. it any etymo- 
logy. 	Illlacquarly is proprietor both of Ufreiand 
some adjacent islands, among which is Slap, so 
lately raised to renown by Mr. Banks. 

When the islanders were reproached with their 
ignOrance, or insensibility of the wonders of Stadia, 
they had not much to reply. 	They had indeed con-
sidered it little, because they had always seen it ; 
and none but philosophers, nor they always, are 
struck with wonder, otherwise than by novelty. Flow 
would it surprise an unenlightened ploughman, to 
bear a company of sober men, inquiring by what 
power the hand tosses a stone, or why the stone, 
when it is tossed, falls to the ground 

Of the ancestors of Macquarry, who thus lie hid 
in his Unfrequented island, I have found memorials 
in all places where they could be expected. 

Inquiring after the reliques of former manners, I 
found that in Ulva, and, I think, no where else, is 
continued the payment of the mercheta mulier,unt; 
a fine in old times due to the laird at- the marriage 

of 
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of a virgin. 	The original of this claim, as of Out 
tenure of borough IlitigUsk is variously delivered.' 
It is pleasant to. find ancient customs in old families. 
This payment, like others, was, for want of money, 
made anciently in the produce of the land. 	Mac- 
quarry was 'used to demand a sheep, for which he . 
now takes a crown, by that inattention to the uncer-
tain proportion between the value and the denomi-
nation of money, which has brought much disorder 
into Europe. 	A sheep has always the same power 
of supplying human wants,• but a crown will bring 
at one time more, at another less. 

Ulna was not neglected by the piety of ancient 
times; it has still to show what was once a church. 

IN-CH KENNETH. 

In the morning we went again into the boat, and 
were landed on Inch Kenneth, an island about a 
mile long, and perhaps half a mile broad, remark- 
able for pleasantness and fertility. 	It, is verdant and 
grassy, and fit both for pasture and tillage; but it 
has no trees. 	Its only inhabitants were Sir Allan 
Maclean and two young ladies, his daughters, with 
their servants. 

Romance does not often exhibit a scene that strikes 
the imagination more than this little desert in these 
depths of 'western obscurity, occupied not by a gross 
herdsman, or amphibious fisherman, but by a gentle-
man and two ladies, of high birth, polished manners, 
and elegant conversation, who, in a habitation raised 
not very far above the ground, but furnished with un-
exppcted neatness and convenience, practised all the 
kindness of hospitality, and. refinement of courtesy. 

Sir 
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Sir' Allah IA 1  the chieftain of the great clan of 

Maclean, which is said to claim the second place , 
among the: Highland fainilies, yielding,only to Mac-
donald. Thongh by the Misconduct of his ancestors, 
most: of, the, extensive territory, which would have 
descended to hiM, ha'been alienated, he still retains 
much of the ,dignity and authority of his birth. 
When soldiers were lately wanting for the American 
war, application was made to Sir Allan, and he no-
initiaid a hundred met; for the service, who obeyed 
the summons, and bore arms under his command. 

tie' had" then, for some time, resided with the. 
young  ladies in inch Kenneth, where he lives not 
only with plenty, but with • elegance, having con-
veyed to his cottage a collection of books; and what 
eiseis necessary to make his hours pleasant. 

'When we landed, we were met by Sir Allan and 
the ladies, accomPanied by Miss Afacqu.  arry, who 
had passed some time with them, and now returned 
to Ulna With her father. • 

We all walked together to the mansion, Where we 
fotind..one cottage for Sir Allan; and I think two 
more for the domesticks and the offices. We en- 
tered, dnd wanted little that palaces afford. 	Our 
moth was 'neatly floored, and well lighted; and our 
dinner, which was dressed in one of the other huts, 
was plentiful and delicate. 

In the afternoon Sir Allan reminded us, that the 
day was Sunday, which he never suffered to pass 
without some religious distinction, and invited us 
to partake in his acts of doinestick Worship; which 
I hope neither Mr. Boswell nor myself will be sus- 

Voi. VIII. 	Cc 	 petted 
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pected, of a disposition to refuse. 	The elder of the 
ladies read the English service. 	, 	I 	, 	• 

Inch Kenneth was once a seminary, of ecclesias- 
tic-ks, 	subordinate, 	I 	suppose, 	to Icolmkill.• 	Sir 
Allan had a mind to trace the foundation of the 
college, but neither I nor Mr. Borwell, who bends - 
a keener eye on vacancy; were able to perceive 
Them.  

Our attention, however, was sufficiently engaged 
by a venerable chapel, which stands yet entire, ex- 
cept that the roof is gone. 	It is about sixty feet in. 
length, and thirty in breadth. 	On one side, of the 
altar is a bas-relief of the Blessed Virgin, and by it. 
lies a little bell; which, though cracked, and without, 
a clapper, has remained there for' ages, guarded 
only by the venerableness of the place. The ground, 
round the chapel is covered with grave-stones of 
chiefs and ladies; and still continues to be a place 
of sepulture. 

Inch Kenneth is a proper prelude to Icolnikill. 
It was not without some mournful emotion that we 
contemplated the ruins of religious structures, and 
the monuments of the dead. 

On the next day we took a more distinct view of 
the place, and went with the boat to see oysters in 
the bed, out of which the boat-men forced up as 
many as were wanted. 	Even Inch Kenneth has a 
subordinate island, named Sandiland, I suppose in 
contempt, where we landed, and found a rock, with a 
surface of perhaps four acres, of which one is naked 
stone, another spread with sand and shells,;some of 
which I picked up for their glossy beauty, and two 
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covered with a little earth and grass, on which Sir 
Allan has a few sheep. I doubt not but when there 
was a college at Inch Kenneth, there was a hermit- 
age upon Sandiland. 	 . 

HaVing wandered over those extensive plains, we' 
committed ourselves again to the winds and waters ; 

'and after a voyage of • about ten minutes, in which 
we met with nothing very observable, were again 

-safe upOn dry ground. 
We told Sir Allan our desire of visiting Icolmkill, 

and entreated him to give us his protection, and his 
company. 	He thought proper to hesitate a little; 
but the ladies hinted, that as they knew he would not 
finally refuse, he would do better if he preserved the 
grace of ready compliance. He took their advice, and 
promised to carry us on the morrow in his boat. 
' We passed the remaining part of the day in such 

amusements as were in our power. Sir Allan related 
the American campaign, and at evening one of the 
ladies played on her harpsichord, while Co/ and Mr. 
Boswell danced a Scottish reel with the other. 

We could have been easily persuaded to a longer 
stay upon Inch Kenneth, but life will not be all 
passed in delight. 	The session at- Edinburgh was 
approaching, from which Mr.' Boswell could not be 
absent. 

,In the morning our boat was ready; it was high 
and strong. 	Sir Allan victualled it for the day, and 
provided able rowers.. We now parted from the 
young laird of Col, who had treated us with so flinch 
kindness, and concluded his favours by consigning us 
to Sir Allan. 	Here we had the last embrace of this 
amiable man, who, while these pages were preparing- 
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to attest his virtues, perished in the.passage between. 
Ova and Ind; Kenneth: 	1 	,i : 	' 	: 	. 	, 

Sir Allan, to whom ,the Whole. region Was well' 
known, told us of a very reniarkable . cave;. to ,which- 

. he, would show us the way. 	We had beerCdigdp- 
pointed , already by one cave, and were hot much,  
elevated by the expectation. of another. , 1; ' , ;i 	: 	•• 

It was yet better to see it, and we stopped at some 
rocks on the coast of Mull. . The mouth is fortified 
by, vast fragments. of stone,; over, which we 'made our 

ay, neither very nimbly, nor, very securely, 	The • 
place, however, well repaid our,troubke; 	171,1A.b.ctt- i 
tom, ,as far as the flood rushes in, was encurnheredi 
With large pebbles, but as we 'advanced was,.spread 
over with smooth sand. 	The breadth is about forty-
five feet : .the roof .rises in an arch, almost regular, 
to a height which we could not measure; but I think 
it about thirty. feet. 

This part of our curiosity was nearly frustrated ; . 
for though we went to see a cave, and knew that 
caves are dark, we forgot to carry tapers, and did 
not discover our omission till.we were wakened by 
our wants. 	Sir Allan then sent one of the boatmen. 
into the country, who soon returned with one little 

---, 	candle. 	We were thus enabled to go forward, but 
could not venture far. 	Having passed inward from 
the sea to a great depth, we found on • the right hand 
a narrow passage, perlFps not more than six feet 
wide, obstructed by great stones, over which we 
climbed, and came into a second cave in breadth 
twenty-five feet. 	The air in this apartMent was 
very warm, but not oppressive, nor loaded with 
vapours. 	Our light showed nookens of a feculent 	h 
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or corrupted atmosphere. Here was a square stone, 
called, as we are told, Fingar$ table.  

If we had been provided with torches, we should 
have proceeded in our search, though we had already 
gone as far as any former adventurer, except some 
who are reported never to have returned ; and mea., 
suring our way back, we found it more than a hun- 
dred and sixty yards, the eleventh part 'of a mile. 	1 

Our measures were not critically exact, having 
been made with a walking pole, such as it is conve-
nient to carry in these rocky countries,. of which I 
guessed the length by standing against it. 	In this 
there could be no great errour, nor do Lmuch doubt 
but the Highlander )  whom we employed, reported 
the number right. 	More nicety however is better, 
and no man should travel unprovided with instru- 
ments for taking heights and disrtances. 	. 

There is yet another cause 9f errour not always 
easily .surmounted, though more dangerous to the 
veracity of itinerary narratives, than imperfect men- 
suration. 	An observer deeply impressed by any 
remarkable . spectacle, does not suppose, that the 
traces will soon vanish from his mind, and having 
commonly no great convenience for writing, defers 
the description to a time of more leisure and better 
accommodation. 

He who has not made the experiment, or who is 
not accustomed to require rigorous accuracy from 
himself, will scarcely believe how much a few hours 
take from certainty of knowledge, and distinctness of 
imagery; how the succession of objects will be broken, 
how separate parts will be confused, and how many 
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particular features and discriminations will be cm-,  
pressed and congldbated into one gross and general 

• idea. 	 . 
To this dilatory notation must be imputed the 

false reTations of travellers, where there is no imagi- 
nable motive to deceive. 	They trusted to memory 
what cannot be trusted safely but to the eye, and 
told by guess what a few hours before they had known 
with certainty. 	Thus it was that Wheeler and Spen 
described 	with irreconcilable 	contrariety 	things 
which they surveyed together, and which both un-
doubtedly designed to show as they saw them. 

When we had satisfied our curiosity in the cave, so 
far as our pemiry of light permittedus, we clambered 
again to our boats, and proceeded along the coast of 
:Mull to a headland, called 'Run, remarkable for 
the columnar form of the rocks, which rise in a 
series of pilasters, with a degree of regularity, which 
Sir Allan thinks not less worthy of curiosity, than 
the shore of Stajfa. 

Not long after we came to another range of black 
rocks, which had the appearance of broken pilasters, 
set one behind another to a great depth. This place 
was chosen by Sir Allan for our dinner. 	We were 
easily accommodated with seats, for the stones were 
of all heights, and refreshed ourselves and our boat- 
men, who could have no other rest till we were at 
kohnkill. 	 ,,, 

The evening was now approaching, and we were 
yet at a considerable distance from the end ?four ex-
pedition. We could therefore stop no more to make 
remarks in the way, but set forward with sonic degree 

of 
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of eagerness. The day soon failed us, and the moon 
presented a very solemn and pleasing scene. The sky 
was clear, so that the eye commanded a wide circle : 
the sea was neither still nor turbulent; the wind 
neither silent nor loud. 	We were never far from 
one coast or another, ,on which, if the weather had 
become violent, we could have found shelter, and 
therefore contemplated at ease the region through 
Which we glided in the tranquillity ofthe night, and 
saw now a rock and now an island grow , gradually 
conspicuous and gradually .obscure. 	I committed 
the fault which I have just been censuring, in neglect-
ing, as we passed, to note the series of this placid 
navigation. 

We were very near an island, called Nun's Island, 
perhaps from an ancient convent. 	Here is said to 
have been dug the stone 'which was used in the 
buildings of Icolmkill. 	Whether it is .now inha- 
bited we could not stay to inquire. 

At last we -came to Icolmkill, but found no con- 
venience for landing. 	Our boat could not be forced 
very near the dry ground, and our Highlanders car-
ried us over the water. 

We were now treading that illustrious island, 
which was once the luminary of the Caledonian re-
gions, whence savage clans and roving barbarians 
derived the benefits of knowledge, and the blessings 
of religion. 	To abstract the mind from all local 
emotion would be impossible, 	if it were endea. 
vouredi and would be foolish, if it were possible. 
Whatever withdraws us from the power of our 
senses; whatever makes the past, the distant, or the 
futuce predominate over the present, advances us in 
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the dignity of thinking beings., Tar from. ine and 
from my friends be such frigid philosophy, as may 
'conduct us indifferent, and unmoved over 	any 
ground which has been dignified by.wisdom, bravery, 
or virtue. 	That man is little to. be envied, whose 
patriotism would not gain force upon the plain of 

• 'Marathon, or whose piety would not grow warmer 
among the ruins of Iona. 

We came too late to visit monuments; some care 
was necessary for.  ourselve. 	Whatever was in the 
island, Sir Allan could demand, for the inhabitants 
were Nacleans; but having little?  they could not 
give us much. 	He went to the headman of the 
island, whom fame, but fame delights in amplifying, 
represents as worth no less than fifty pounds. 	He 
was perhaps proud enough of his guests, but ill pre-
pared for our entertainment; however, he soon pro-
duced more provision than men not luxurious re- 
quire. Our lodging was next to "he provided. 	We. 
found a barn well stocked with hay, and made our 
beds as soft as we could. 

In the morning we rose and surveyed the place. 
The churches of the two convents are both standing, 
though 	unroofed. 	They were built of unhewn 
stone, but solicit  and not inelegant. 	I brought away 
rude measures of the buildings, such as I cannot 
much 	trust myself, inaccurately taken, and ob- 
scurely noted. 	Mr. Pennant's delineations, which 
are donhtless exact, have made my upskilfitl descrip- 
tion less necessary. 	 . 	„ 

The episcopal church consists of two parti, sepa-
rated by the b0fry,and built at different times. The 
original church had?  like (Ahem tl)p al4r•,at one end, 

and 
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and tower at the other; but as it, grew . too small, 
another building of equal dimension was added, and 
the tower then was necessarily in the middle. 

That . these edifices are of different ages seems 
evident. 	The arch of the first church is Roman, 
being part of a circle; that of the additional build-
ing is,  pointed, and therefore Gothick or Saracen,  
cal; the tower is firm, and wants only, ,to be floored 
and covered. 	. 	, 

Of the chambers or cells belonging to the monks, 
there, are some walls remaining, but nothing ap-
proaching to.a complete apartment. 

The bottom of the church is so encumbered with 
mud and rubbish, that we could make no discoveries 
of curious inscriptions,. and what there are have been 
already pnblished. 	The place is said to be known 
where the black stones lie Concealed, on which the 
old Highland chiefs, when they made.  contiacts and 
alliances, used to take the oath, which was considered 
as more sacred than any other obligation, and which 
could not bp violated without the blatkest infamy. 
In those days 9f violence and rapine, it was' of great 
importance to impress upon savage minds the sanctity 
of an oath, by some particular and extraordinary 
circumstances. They would not have recourse to the 
black stones, upon small or common occasions, and 
when they had established their faith by this tre-
mendous sanction, inconstancy and treachery were 
no longer feared. 	 , 

The chapel of the nunnery is now used by the 
inhabitants as a kind of general cowhouse, and the 
bottom is consequently too miry for examination. 

Some. 
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-Some of the stones which covered the later abbesses 
have inscriptions, which might yet be read, ilthe 
chapel were cleansed. 	The roof of this, as of all 
the other buildings, is totally destroyed, not only 

• because timber quickly decays when it is neglected, 
but because in an island utterly destitute of wood, it 
was wanted for use, and was consequently the first 
plunder of needy rapacity. 

The chancel of the nuns' chapel is covered with 
an arch of stone, to which time has done no injury; 
and a small apartment communicating with the choir, 
on kilo north side, like the chapter-house in cathe-
drals, roofed with stone in the same manner, is like-
wise entire. 

In one of the churches was a marble altar, which 
. the superstition of the inhabitants has destroyed. 

Their opinion was, that a fragment of this stone was 
a defence against shipwrecks, fire, and miscarriages. 
In one corner of the church the basin for holy 
water is yet unbroken. 

The cemetery,of the nunnery was, till very lately, 
regarded with such reverence, that only women were 
buried in• it. 	These reliques of veneration always 
produce some mournful pleasure. 	I could have for- 
given a great injury more easily than the violation of 
this imaginary sanctity. 

South of the chapel stand the walls of a large 
room, which was probably the hall, or refectory of 

• the nunnery. 	This apartment is capable of repair. 
Of the rest of the convent there are only fragments. 

Besides the two principal churches, there are, I 
think, five chapels yet standing, and three more re- 
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membered. 	There are alio crosses, of *ha two 
bear the names of St. John and St. Matthew. 

A large space of ground about these consecrated 
edifices is covered with grave-stones, few of which 
have any inscription. 	He that surveys it, attended 
by an insular antiquary, may be told where the kings 
of many nations are buried, and if he loves to sooth 
his imagination with the thoughts that naturally rise 
in places where the great and the powerful lie mingled 
with the dust, let him listen in submissive silence; for 
if he asks any questions, his delight is at an end. 

Iona has long enjoyed, without any very credible 
attestation, the honour of being reputed the cemetery 
of the Scottish kings. 	It is not unlikely, that, when 
the opinion of local sanctity was prevalent, the chief-
tains of the isles, and perhaps some of the Nor-
wegian or Irish princes; were reposited in this vene- 
rable inclosure. 	But by whom the .subterraneous 
vaults are peopled is now utterly unknown. 	The 
graves are very numerous, and some of them un. 
,doubtedly contain the remains of men, who did not 
,expect to be so soon forgotten. 	. 

Not 'far from this awful ground may be traced the 
garden 'of the monastery : the fishponds are yet dis-
cernible, and the aqueduct 'which supplied them 
is still in use. 

There remains a broken building, which is called 
the Bishop's House, I know not by what authority. 
It was once the residence of some man above the 
common rank, for it has two stories and a chimney. 
We were shown a chimney at the other end, which 
was only a niche, without perforation, but so much 

does 
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does, antiquarian.credulity, or patriotick .Vanity pre-
vail, that it was not much more safe to trust the eye 
of our instructor than the memory. 	' / 

There is in the island one house more, and 'only 
one, that has a chimney; we entered it, and found it 
neither 'wanting 'repair nor inhabitants;' but to the 
farmers, who now possess it, the chimney. is of no 

• great value; for their fire was 'made on the floor, in 
the middle of, the room, and notwithstanding the 
dignity of their mansion, they rejoiced, 'like. their 
neighbours, in the comforts of smoke.. 

It isobserved, that ecclesiastical colleges ate always 
in the most pleasant and fruitful places.. 	While the 
world allowed the monks their choice, it is Siitely 'no 
dishonour that they chose well. 	This island is re- 
markably fruitful. 	The village near the churches is 
said to contain seventy families, which, at five in a 
family, is'more than a hundred inhabitants to a mile. 
There are perhaps other villages; yet both corn and 
cattle are annually exported. 

But the fruitfulness of Iona is now its whole 
prosperity. 	The inhabitants are remarkably gross, 
and remarkably neglected : I know not if they are 
visited by any minister. The island, whickwas once 
the metropolis of learning and piety, has now no 
school for education, nor temple for worship, only 
two inhabitants that can speak English, and not one ' 
that can write or read. 	"' 

The people 'are of the clan of Maclean; and 
though Sir Allan had not been in the pipe for 
many years, he was received with all the reverence 
due to their chieftain.. 	One of them being sharply 
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reprehended by him, Tor not 'sending him sOtne rum, 
declared; after .his' departure; . in' ,Mr. Boswe ll's' pre-
sence; , that. he had no .design' of disappoiuting' him, 
for, said; he,. I would : cut' my ,  baniq for him;  and _if 
he had sent his ddgjfor it, he,  shoidd have had it. 
- ( tWhen we Were ito depart,:  our .boat' was left' by 
the .ebb at ,aigfeat distaneefiem'tlie water, but no 
4o0nedid we wish; it,. afloat, than-the isIatiderd ga-
thered round it, and, by the union of many hands, 
Bushed. it 'down: the . beach ;4 every. man' .whO 'could 
contribUte his 'help deemed.to thitikiihiniSelf hick' 
in the opportunity ,of beingVfor-!.W.M6Ment, useful' __ 	.. 
to his chiefl ,   	_ 

We:now,  left'thOseill'usiviouS ruin4, by which Mi. 
Boswell.Was much' affected; • nor- witiiild'T willingly; 
be thought.to.havellooked:uPon ilitin withOitesOrne` 
emotion. 	Perhaps; in the revnititions of the world, 
• Iona they be sometime. agaiti :theAstruetress of the , Western regions. 	. 	0 	) , I t 	, 	• 	' 	' 	4 	i 

It was no long;vOyagd to Aiti//,''where,' Under Sir' 
Allan's protectionf -we landed 'in. the evening,' and 
were entertained• for the •thight by ' mi. Maclean, a 
minister that lives upon the coact, whose 'elegance 
of conversation,' and ,  strength of judgment, .would 
make him conspicuous in places of 'greater celebrity. 
Next day we dined with Dr. 'Maclean, another phy 
sician, and then travelled On 	•;)*th'e house of'a Very 
powerful laird, 	Alacleanof.Lochbuy; 	for in ( this 
country. every man's natne'ig 'Maclean. 

Where races are thus numerous, and thud cern-
billed, none. but the chief of a clan is addressed by 
his name. 	The 'laird of Dunvegan is called Macleod, 
but other gentlemen of the same family are deno- 
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urinated by the places where they reside, as Raasay 
or Talisker. 	The distinction of the meaner people 
is made by their christian names. 	In consequence 
of this practice, the late laird of Macfarlane, an . 
eminent genealogist, considered himself as disre-
spectfully treated, if the common addition was ap- 
plied to him. 	Mr. Macfarlane, said he, may with 
equal propriety be said to many; but I, and I only,. _ am Macfarlane. 	. 	 1 	. 

Our afternoon journey was through a country of 
such gloomy 'desolation, that Mr. Boswell thought. 
no part of the Highlands' equally terrifick, yet we. 
came without any difficulty, at evening, to Lochbuy, 
where we found a true Highland laird, rough and 
haughty, and tenacious of his dignity : who, hear-
ing my name, inquired whether I was of the John-
stones of Glencoe, or of Ardnamurchan? 

Lochbuy has, like the other insular chieftains, 
quitted the castle that sheltered his ancestors, and 
lives near it, in a mansion -not very gracious or 
splendid. 	I have seen no houses in the islands much 
to be envied for convenience or magnificence, yet 
they bear testimony to the progress of arts and 
civility, as they show that rapine and surprise are no 
longer dreaded, and are much more commodious 
than the ancient fortresses.  

The castles of the Hebrides, many of which are 
standing, and many ruined, were always built upon 
points of land, on the margin of the sea. 	For the 
choice of this situation there must have been some 
general reason, which the change of manners has 
left in obscurity. 	They were of no use in the days 
of piracy, as defences of the coast; for it was 
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equally accessible in other places. 	Had they.been 
sea-marks or light-houses, they would have been of 
more use to the invader than the natives, who could 
want no such directions on their own waters : for • 
a watch-tower, a cottage on a hill would have been 
better, as it would have,commanded a wider view: 

If they be considered merely as places of retreat, 
the situation seems not well chosen ; for the laird of 
an island is safest from foreign enemies' in the cen-
ter : on the coast lie might be more suddenly sur-
prised than in the inland parts ; and the invaders, 
if their enterprise miscarried, might more easily re- 
treat; 	Some convenience, however, whatever it was, 
their position oh the shore afforded ; for uniformity 
of 'practice seldom 	continues long without good 
reason.  

A castle in the islands is only a single tower of 
three or four stories, of which the walls are some= 
times eight or nine feet thick, with narrow windows, 
and close winding stairs of stone. 	The top rises in 
a cone, or pyramid of stone, encompassed by bat- 
tlements. 	The intermediate floors are sometimes 
frames of timber, as in common houses, and some-
times arches of stone, or alternately stone and tim-
ber ; so that there was very little danger from fire. 
In the center of every floor, from top to bottom, 
is the chief room, of no great extent, round which 
there are narrow cavities, or recesses formed by small 
vacuities, or by a double wall. 	I know not whether 
there be ever more than one fire-place. 	They had 
not capacity to contain many people, or much pro-
vision ; but their enemies could seldom stay to 

blockade 
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blockade ihein ; for if they failed in their Itist attack; 
their next'eare was to escape.  

The walls were alWarys too.  strong tole Shaken 
by such desultory hostilities;' the' windows were too 
narrow to be entered,:aUd 'th'e battlements too higti 
to be' Sealed. 	The only danger'.  4ris at the gates; 
over which the wall Was built with a. §4iiaie icaiity 
not Unlike delihnney;.cOntinued tor  tbe tiiP'.. Tfir'OUgh! ; 	• 	f 	r T: this lioll'oW the' defendatifs. let fallstoneS upon tilos 
Who: a'ttem'pted to break the gate; and Potired•gdoWnz  
wate'f,. perhapi scaldiiig'iWatet,' if-the • attack' wai 
made with fire. 	'The castle of Lockbky was.  'secured` 
by 'clOuble doors; of Wiii6 'the outer Was an • iron' 
grate'. 	 .',  grate'.'  

• En every castle is a'W•eli and a 'dtingeon. Thuse)  
of the well is evident. . The dungeon is &Are/1i' 
subtertatieouscavity, walled O'n 'tie Sides1,•and arched 
on the 'top; into which the rdekent is thiddgh h riai•-' 
row door; by' a ladder or at rope, .sti that it s&rits 

• impossible to escape', rwhen-ihd rope or' ladder is 
drawn up. The dungeon was; I suppose, in war; a 
prison for such captives as were treated with se= 
verity ; and in peace, for such delinquents as had 
committed crimes within the laird's jurisdiction ; for' 
the mansion's of Many lairds were, till.  the late pri- 
vation of theit• privilegei, the halls'ofjUstice to their 
own tenants. 

As these fortificatiork were the prodUctioris of 
mere necessity, they are built only for safety, with' 
little regard to convenience, and with none to del. 

. game or pleasure. It was Sufficient fo'r a laird of 
' the Hebrides, if he had'a strong house, in which he 

could 
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Could hide his wife and children from the next clan. 
That they are not large nor splendid is no wonder. 
It is not easy to find how they are raised, such as 
they are, by men who had no money, in countries 
where the labourers and artificers could scarcely be 
fed. 	The buildings in different parts of the islands 
show their degrees of wealth and power. 	I believe 
that for all the castles which I have seen beyond 
the Tweed, the ruins yet remaining of some one of 
those which the English built in Wales, would sup» 
ply materials. 

These castles afford another evidence that the 
fictions of romantick chivalry had for their basis 
the real manners of the feudal times, when every 
lord of a seignory lived in his hold lawless and 
unaccountable, with all the licentiousness and inso-
lence of uncontested superiority and unprincipled 
power. 	The traveller, whoever he might be, com-
ing to the fortified habitation of a chieftain, would, 
probably, have been interrogated from the battle- 
ments, 	admitted with caution at the gate, intro-
duced to a petty monarch, fierce with habitual hos-
tility, and vigilant with ignorant suspicion ; who, 
according to his general temper, or accidental hu-
mour, would have seated a stranger as his guest at 
the table, or as a spy confined him in the dungeon. 

Lochbuy means the Yellow Lake, which is the 
name given to an inlet of 4Sie sea, upon which the 
castle of Mr. Maclean stands. 	The reason of the 
appellation we did not learn. 

We were now to leave the Hebrides, where we 
had spent some weeks with sufficient amusement, 
and where we had amplified our thoughts with new 
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.scenes of nature, and new modes of life. 	More 
time would have given us a more distinct view,'bilt 
it was necessary that Mr. Boswell should 'return 
before 'the courts of justice were opened i and it was 
not proper to liye too long upon hospitdlity, htivv-
ever liberally imparted. 

Of these islands it must be confessed, that they 
have not many allurements;but to the mere lover of 
naked nature. 	The inhabitants are thin, proViiions 
are scarce, and desolation and penury give little 
pleasure. 

The people collectively considered are not few, 
though their numbers are small in proportion to the 
space which they occupy. 	Mull is said to contain 
six thousand, and Sky fifteen thousand. Of the com-
putation 'respetting Mull, I Can give no account ; 
but when I doubted the truth of the numbers attri-
buted to Sky, one of the ministers exhibited such 
facts as conquered my incredulity. 

Of the proportion which the product of any re-
gion bears to the people, an estimate is commonly 
made according to the pecuniary price of the ne-
cessaries of life ; a principle of judgment which is 
never certain, because it supposes, what is far'from 
truth, that the value of money is always the game, 
and so measures an unknown quantity by an 'uncer- 
tain standard. 	It_is competent enough when the 
markets of the same omtry, at differeht times, and 
iluise 'timed not]  too distant, are to be compared; 
but of very little use for the purpose of making one 

''' hatibn acqualilted with the state of another. 	Pro- 
, t bisions, though plentiful, are sold in places of great 
"'pecuniary opulence for nominal prices, to which, 

however 
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however scarce, where gold and silver are yet scarcer, 
they can never be raised. 

In the Western Islands there is so little internal 
commerce, that hardly any thing has a known or 
Settled rate. 	The price of things brought in, or 
carried out, is to be considered as that of a foreign 
market; and even this there is some difficulty in 
discovering, because their denominatioos of quan-
tity are different from ours; and when there is ig-
norance on both sides, no appeal can be made to 
a common measure. 

This, however, is. not the only impediment. 	The 
Scots, with a vigilance of jealousy whiCh never goes 
to sleep, always suspect thA an Englishman despises 
them for their poverty, and to convince him that 
they are not less rich than their neighbours, are 
sure to tell him a price higher than the true. When 
Lesley, two hundred years ago, related so puncti-
liously, that a hundred hen eggs, new laid, were sold 
in the islands for a penny, he supposed that no in-
ference could possibly follow, but that eggs were in 
great abundance. 	Posterity has since grown wiser; 
and having learned, that nominal and real value may 
differ, they now tell no such stories, lest the foreigner 
should happen to collect, not that eggs are many, 
but that pence are few. 

Money and wealth have, by the use of commer-
cial language, been so long confounded, that they 
are commonly supposed to be the same ; and this 
prejudice has spread so widely in Scotland, that I 
know not whether I found man or woman, whom I 
interrogated concerning payments of money, that 
• D V 2 	• 	could 
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could surmount the illiberal desire of deceiving me, 
by representing every thing as dearer than it is. 

From Lochbuy we rode a very few miles to the 
side of Mull, which faces Scotland, where, having 
taken leave of our kind protector, Sir Allan, we 
embarked in a boat, in which the seat provided for 
our accommodation was a heap of rough brushwood ; 
and on the twenty-second of October reposed at a 
tolerable inn on the main land. 

On the next day we began our journey southwards. 
The weather was tempestuous. 	For half the day 
the ground was rough, and our horses were still 
small. Had they required much restraint, we might 
have been reduced to difficulties ; for I think we 
had amongst us but one bridle. 	We fed the poor 
animals liberally, and they performed their journey 
well. 	In the latter part of the day we came to a 	. 
firm and smooth road, made by the soldiers, on 
which we travelled with great security, busied with 
contemplating the scene about us. The night came 
on while we had yet a great part of the way to go, 
though not so dark but that we could discern the 
cataracts which poured down the hills on one side, 
and fell into one general channel that ran with 
great violence on the other. 	The wind was loud, 
the rain was heavy, and the whistling of the blast, 
the fall of the shower, the rush of the cataracts, 
and the roar of the torrent, made a nobler chorus 
of the rough musick of nature than it had ever 
been my chance to hear before. 'The streams which 
ran across the way from the hills to the main cur- ' 
rent,' were so' frequent, that after a while I began 

to 
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to count -them ; and, in ten miles, reckoned fifty-
five, probably missing some, and having let some 
pass before they forced themselves upon my notice. 
At last' we came to Inverary, where we found an 
inn, not only commodious, but magnificent. 

The difficulties of peregrination were now •.t an 
end. 	Mr. Boswell had the honour of being known 
to the duke of Argyle, by whom we were very 
kindly •entertained at .his splendid seat, and supplied 
with conveniencies for surveying his spacious park 
and rising forests. 

After two days stay at Inverary we proceeded 
southward over Glencroe, a black and dreary region, 
now made easily passable by a military road, which• 
rises from either end of the glen by an acclivity not 
dangerously steep, but sufficiently laborious. In the 
middle, at the top of the hill, is a seat with this in-
scription, Rest and be thankfid. Stones were placed 
to mark the distances, which the inhabitants have 
taken away, resolved, they said, to have nomew miles. 

In this rainy season the hills streamed with water-
falls, which, crossing the way; formed currents on 
the other side, that ran in contrary directions as they 
fell to the north or south of the summit. 	Being, by 
the favour of the duke, well mounted, I went up and 
down the hill with great convenience. 

From Glencroe we passed through a pleasant coun-
try to the banks of Loch Lomond, and were re-
ceived at the house of Sir James Colguhonn, who is 
owner of almost all the thirty islands of the loch, 
which we went in a boat next morning to survey. 
The heaviness of the rain shortened our voyage, but 
we landed on one island planted with yew, and 
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stocked with deer, and on another containing per-
haps not more than half an acre, remarkable for 
the ruins of an old castle; on which the osprey builds 
her annual nest. 	Had Lock Lomond been in a hap- 
pier climate, it would have been the boast of wealth 
and vanity to own one of the little spots which it 
incloses, and to have employed upon it all the arts 
of embellishment. 	But as it is, the islets, which 
court the gazer at a distance, disgust him at his ap-
proach, when he finds instead of soft lawns and 
shady thickets, nothing more than uncultivated rug-
gedness. 

Where the loch discharges itself into a river called 
the Leven, we passed a night with Mr. Smollet, a re-
lation of doctor Smollet, to whose memory he ha's 
raised an obelisk-on the bank near the house in 
which he was born. 	The civility and respect which 
we found at every place, it is ungrateful to omit, 
and tedious to repeat. 	Here we were met by a 
post-chaise, that conveyed us to Glasgow. 

To describe a city so much frequented as Glasgow, 
is unnecessary. The prosperity of its commerce ap-
pears by the greatness of many private houses, and 
a general appearance of wealth. 	It is the only 
episcopal city whose cathedral was left standing in 
the rage of reformation. 	It is now divided into 
many separate places of worship, which, taken all 
together, compose a great file, that had been some 
centuries in 'building, but was never finished; foi ,. 
the chainge of religion intercepted its progress, be-
fore the cross isle was ached, which seems essential 
to a e.jothia cathedral. 	E. 
, l ihe college has not had a sufficient share of the 
filcreasing magnificence of the place. 	The session 
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was begun ; for it commences on the tenthof October, 
and continues to the tenth of June; but the students 
appeared' not numerous, being, I suppose, not yet 
returned from their several homes. 	The division .of 
the academical year into one session, and one recess, 
seems to 'me better accommodated to the present 
state of life, than that variegation of time by terms 
and vacations, 	derived from" distant centuries, in 
which it was probably convenient, • and still con. 
tinned in the English universities. 	So many solid 
months as the Scotch scheme of education joins to-
gether, allow and encourage a plan for each part of 
the year ; but with us, he that has settled himself to 
study in the college is soon tempted into the coun-
try, and he that has adjusted his life in the country, 
is summoned back to his college. 

Yet when I have allowed to the universities of 
Scotland a more rational distribution of time, I have 
given them, so far as my inquiries have informed 
me, all that they can claim. 	The students, for the 
most part, go thither boys and depart before they 
are men ; 	they carry with them little fundamental 
knowledge, and therefore the superstructure cannot 
be lofty. 	The grammar-schools are not generally 
well supplied ; for the character' of a schoolmaster 
being there less honourable than in England, is sel-
dom accepted by men who are capable to adorn it, 
and where the school has been deficient, the college 
can effect little. 

Men bred in the universities of Scotland cannot 
be expected to be often decorated with the splen-
dours of ornamental erudition, but they obtaiti a 
mediocrity of knowledge, 	between learning and 
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ignorance, not inadequate to the purposes of com-
mon life, which is, I believe, very widely diffused 
among them, and which, ,countenanced in general 
by a national combination so invidious, that their 
friends cannot defend it, and actuated in particulars 
by a spirit of enterprise, so vigorous, that their ene-
mies are constrained to praise it, enables them to 
find, or to make their way to employment, riches, 
and distinction. 

From Glasgow we directed our course to Auchin-
leck, an estate devolved, through a long series of 
ancestors, to Mr. Boswell's . father, the present .pos- 
sessor. 	In our way we found feveral places remark- 
able enough in themselves, but already described by 
those who viewed them at more leisure, or with 
much more skill r and stopped two days at Mr. 
Campbell's, a gentleman married to Mr. Boswell's 
sister. 

Auchinleck, which signifies a stony field, seems not 
now to have any particular claim to its denomina- 
tion. 	It is a district generally level, and sufficiently 
fertile, but, like all the western side of Scotland, in- 
commoded by very frequent rain. 	It was, with the 
rest of the country, generally naked, till the present 
possessor finding, by the growth of some stately trees 
near his ,old castle,. that the ground was favourable 
enough to timber, adorned it very diligently with 
annual plantations. 

,.. 	Lord Auchinleck, who
,,, 
 is one of the judges of 

...1and, and therefore not wholly at leisure for 
clomestick business or pleasure, has yet found time 
to make, improvements in his patrimony. 	He. has 
Wilt ahouse ofhewn stone, very stately and durable, 

and• 
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and has advanced the value of his lands with great 
tenderness to his tenants. 

I was, however, less delighted with the elegance 
of the 'modern mansion, than with the sullen dignity 
of the old castle. 	I clambered with Mr. Boswell 
among the ruins, which afford striking images of, 
ancient life. 	It is, like other castles, built upon 
a point of rock, and was, I believe, anciently . sur- 
rounded with a moat. 	There is another rock near 
it, to which the draw-bridge, when it was let down, 
is said to have reached. 	Here, in the ages of tu- 
mult and rapine, the laird was surprised and killed 
by the neighbouring chief, who perhaps might have 
extinguished the family, had he not in a few days 
been seized and hanged, together with his sons, by 
Douglas, who came with his forces to the relief of 
Auchinleck. 

At no great distance from the house runs a pleas-
ing brook, by a red rock, out of which has been 
hewn a very agreeable and commodious summer-
house, at less expence, as lord Auchinleck told me, 
than would have been required to build a room of 
the same dimensions. 	The rock seems to have no 
more dampness than any other wall. 	Such oppor- 
tunities of variety it is judicious not to neglect. 

We now returned to Edinburgh, where I passed 
some days with men of learning, whose names want 
no advancement from my commemoration, or with 
women of elegance, which perhaps disclaims a pe-
dant's praise. 

The conversation of the Scots . grows every day 
less unpleasing to the English; their peculiarities 
wear fast away; their dialect is likely to become in 

half 
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half a century provincial and ruatick, even to them- 
selves. 	The great, the learned, the ambitious, and 
the vain, all cultivate the English phrase, and the 
EngliSh pronunciation, And in splendid companies 
Scotch is not much heard, except now and then from 
an old lady. 

There is one subject of philosophical curiosity to 
be found in Edinburgh, which' no other city 'has to 
show; a college of the deaf and dumb, who are 
taught to speak, to read; to write, and to prac-
tise arithmetick, by a gentleman, whose name is 
Braidwood. 	The number which attends hini is, I 
think, about twelve, which he brings together into a 
little school, and instructs according to their several 
degrees of proficiency. 

I do not mean to mention ,  the instruction of the 
deaf as new. 	Having been first practiied upon the 
son of a constable of Spain, it was, afterwards culti-
vated with much emulation in England, by, Wallis 
and Holder, and was lately professed by , 	 r. Baker, 
who once flattered me, with hopes of seeing his 
method published. How far any former teachers have 
succeeded, it is not ,e4sy to know; the improvement 
of Mr. Braidiwood's pupils is wonderful. - They not 
only speak, write, and understand what is written, 
but 	if he that speaks, looks towards them, and 
modifies his organs by distinct and full utterance, 
they know so well what is spoken, that it is an ex- 

• pression scarcely figurative to say they hear with the 
eye., ' :That any have attained to the power men- . 
tionea by Burnet, of feeling sounds, by. Jayipg a 

,Llitiod con, the kpealw's mouth, I know not ; but I 
,bave seerksoputb, that 1 can believe more; a single 

word, 
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word, or a short Sentence, I think, may possibly be 
so distinguished. 	 • 

It will readily be supposed by those that consider 
this subject, that Mr. Braidwood's scholars spell ac- 
curately. 	Orthography is vitiated among such as 
learn first to speak and then to write, by imperfect 
notions of the relation between letters and vocal 
utterance; but to those students every character is 
of equal importance ; for letters, are to them not 
symbols of names, but of things; when . they write 
they do not represent a sound, but delineate a form. 

This school I visited, and found some of the 
scholars waiting for their master, whom they are 
said to receive at his entrance with smiling, coun-
tenances and sparkling eyes, delighted with the hope 
of new ideas. One of the young ladies had her slate 
before her, on which I wrote a question consisting 
of three figures, to be multiplied by two figures. 
She looked upon it, and quivering her fingers in a 
manner which I thought very pretty, but of which I 
knew not whether it was art or play, multiplied the 
sum regularly in two lines, observing • the decimal 
place ; but did not add the two lines together, pro-
bably disdaining so easy an operation. I pointed at 
the place where the sum total should stand, and she 
noted it with such expedition as seemed to show that 
she had it only to write. 

It was pleasing to see one of the most desperate of 
human calamities capable of so much help : what-
ever enlarges hope, will exalt courage; after having 
seen the deaf taught arithmetick, who would be 
afraid to cultivate the iiebrides ? 

Such 
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Such are the things which this journey has given 

me an opportunity of seeing, and such are the reflec-
tions which that sight has raised. Having passed my 
time almost wholly in cities, I may have been sur-
prised by modes of life and appearances of nature, 
that are familiar to men of wider survey and more 
varied conversation. 	Novelty and ignorance must 
-always be reciprocal, and I cannot but be conscious 
that my thoughts on national manners; are the 
thoughts of one who has seen but little. 

END OF THE EIGHTH VOLUME. 

London : Printed by Luke Hansard & Sono, , 	near Lincoin's4tua Fields. 
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